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SCIENCE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DNA
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE RESEARCH

TUESDAY, MARCH 29, 1977

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMTITEE ON' SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMl\IlTTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,·· .

Washington, D.O.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9 :38 a.m.. in

room 2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ray Thornton,
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Chairman THoR~To~.The hearing will come to order.
This morning the SUbcommittee on Science, Research, and Tech

nology begins its hearings on the science policy implications of the
DNA recombinant molecule research issue. I have a prepared state
ment which I will insert in the record and then abbreviate my intro
ductory remarks.

True science always stands upon a frontier. It probes at the edges
of our knowledge and our ignorance, and we accept its contributions
as valuable, its continuation as a necessity. Perceived asa gradual
extension of the sphere of knowledge, science is accepted and praised
as both our benefactor and our servant. .

This is the science with which we are most. comfortable, the science
which explains how things work, which promises health, physical well
being, and material progress.

But the boundaries of the physical and biological sciences are not
so easily contained. From time to time we find or come upon a field of
inquiry which fundamentally challenges our concepts of life and na
ture, which confronts us too directly for our collective comfort. or con
venience, and yet intrigues us too greatly to ignore.

It is on this meeting ground of science and philosophy where man
has made his greatest scientific advances. It's also here that science has
caused its greatest strains upon our social, political, and religious
institutions.

When Galileo offered the theory that the Earth revolves around the
Sun, it was bad enough to his contemporaries that he committed scien
tific error. It was worse that he committed heresy as well.

Yet Galilee probed only the physical universe. As science has pro
gressed and transformed our lives in so many ways, we have rejected
many of the dogmas of an earlier day. And yet I suspect that many
of us have harbored a feeling of security that there is at least one
element of existence, the nature of life itself, that eludes scientific
inquiry and control.

(1)



DNA research challenges that presumption as profoundly as Gali
leo challenged the science and religion of his day. It poses for the sci
entific community fundamental questions of its role in society. It poses
for Government fundamental questions of its role in science.

The scientific community often resolves its own conflicts more easily
than Our political community can even understand them. Perhaps that
will be the case here. But the scientific community cannot ignore the
concerns of its larger constituency, and Government cannot isolate it
self from the science that it has encouraged and supported.

Consideration of these questions brings us face to face with what I
believe is one of the most fundamental issues before policymakers
today: the issue of society interacting with science and the determina
tion of the basic social responsibilities for the decisionmaking process.

Scientists are beginning to acknowledge the right of society to par
ticipate in decisions directly affecting the conduct of research, yet there
is a strong belief in certain basic rights of scientific inquiry. The public
is properly questioning the idea of total scientific freedom. The newly
acquired capability of manipulating the most fundamental processes
of life has challenged society to think about the implications of this
freedom.

But in order to understand the implications of DNA recombinant
molecule research, we first have to understand the basic science in
volved, the potential risks and benefits of the research, and the ac
tions which have been taken so far by the Federal Government and
the governments of other nations.

In the April 25, 1953 issue of Nature, a modestly-written paper by
James Watson and Francis Crick opened with the statement: "We
wish to suggest a structure for the salt of deoxyribose nucleic acid
(DNA). This structure has novel features which are of considerable
biological interest." With this statement, .James Watson and Francis
Crick opened the doors to a new world of science.

The advances which have taken place since that time have been re
markable in terms of scientific progress, exceeding, in the opinion of
many investigators, the developments in nuclear physics.

The Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology, because of
its jurisdiction over the broad area of science policy, had a particularly
strong interest in this area of research, and in 1971 James 1Yatson di
rected this committee's attention to the capabilities in molecular
biology.

The committee prepared a study in 1972 which surveyed the status
of this research. This study has been supplemented by two reports is
sued in 1974 and earlier in this year.

Since January of 1977, five bills plus a resolution have been intro
duced in the Congress to regulate such research. The House Subcom
mittee on Health and the Environment, chaired by our colleague Paul
Rogers of Florida, held hearings on three of these bills 2 weeks ago.
Senator Kennedy has announced a similar hearing for April 6.

But unlike these other congressional hearings which are directed
toward specific legislative proposals, this subcommittee's interests
deal more with the basic science policy questions. We wish to provide
a forum in which we all may learn and discuss and even disagree-
and be able to do this in an atmosphere which, we hope, is relatively
free of prejudice, and devoid of hostility. .
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It is in this context that we've invited some of the most outstanding
scientists in the United States to help us with this endeavor. We 'be
lieve it.'s most appropriate to have the individual, who stated in the
1973 Gordon Conference on Nucleic Acids that" [these] experiments
raise moral and ethical issues because of the potential hazards such
[research] may engender," to lead off our hearings on this subject.

It is with great pleasure that I introduce Dr. Maxine Singer ofthe
National Cancel' Institute of the National Institutes of Health.

And I would like at this time to recognize the ranking minority
member of the subcommittee, the gentleman from New Jersey, .Mr.
Hollenbeck, for such statement as he may wish to make.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
:Mr. Chairman, I'm hopeful that this series of hearings we begin

today will help separate fact from fiction on recombinant DNA re
search now underway in the United States. It was only a generation
ago that Watson and Crick made their discovery of the. precise ,moc

lecular structure of DNA, the substance which carries the determining
hereditary chemicals or genes. .

Since then, research on DNA has progressed almost at an expo'
nential rate. The prospect of DNA recombinant molecule research or
genetic engineering conjures up mixed feelings among the general
public. : .

A large' part of the dilemma facing most citizens is their honest
desire to understand the benefits and hazards which surround the
scientific endeavor without the distortion or theatrics which 30-second
spot news features sometimes attain-.Whatever the pros and cons of
recombinant DNA research may be, the public's interest has been
sparked and can only be satisfied by a thorough review of what this
emerging science holds for us in the future. .

The issue contains elements of both science per se and public policy.
The purely scientific questions focus on the development of recornbi
nant DNA research, what it offers in terms of improving the human
condition, as well as agricultural applications. Theapprehension lurk
iug in the back of many persons' minds is that the same powerful
technology which produces such genetic breakthroughs might one
day backfire and cause irreparable harm to our environment or to
the human race.

One purpose of these hearings is to try to shed light on whether
such an apprehension is well-founded or is exaggerated. If theap
prehension is well-founded, then the next step is to search for a means
of containing any possible adverse reactions without jeopardizing.. our
use of any beneficial applications of genetic engineering.

These considerations cause substantial public concern and require
corresponding inquiry. The evidence presented during this series of
hearings could shape the future direction of American policy on
recombinant DNA research.

I'm sure, Mr. Chairman, that we are all looking forward to learning
more about this intricate field in the coming months, such that we can
make a well-informed contribution to legislative consideration in the
future on the future of genetic engineering.

Thank you.
Chairman THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Hollenbeck.
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I'd like to ask you, ,pr.Sil1ger, to proceed, now to give us your
presentation. I understand this presentation precludes the use of a
prepared statement, and I'm delizhted to see tile blackboardhere.

After your presentation we'll hear from the other witnesses and
then ask each of the witnesses to remain and aet as a panel for ques
tions by the members. And any of the members who cannot view the
blackboard from. this. position are welcome to move on down.

Dr. Singer, without objection, I would like to include your state
ment from the National Academy .Forum as part of the record.

[The material referred to, and a biographical sketch of Dr. Singe,'
follows :]



"
Hls+or'lcal·"Perspective, Scientist Involvement

TalK by Maxine Singer, NAS For~m: Research with Recombinant DNA (March 7, 1977)

It Is, almost f6uryears' slnce~+hamornln9 in New Hampshire, when~~s

cochairman of the ann~al Gordon pon!~rence on ,Nucleic Acids I'saldtR~Y

colleagues: "We all .share the excitement. and enthusiasm of yesterday mor,nlngls

speaker who pointed ~utthat the scientific developments reported then would

permit Interesting experiments involving the linking together ofa variety of

DNA~mo'ecules~ The cause of the excitement is two fold. First, there Is our

fascination with an evolving understanding of these amazing ~~lecules aodthelr

blcf cq lcel- action' and second, there Is the Idea that such raen lpulatlcns may lead

to useful tools for alleviationof'numan health problems. Nevertheless, we are

at I aware that such experiments raise mora.! and ethical issues· because ,of the

potential hazards such motecutes may engender ••••• Because we are doing these

experiments, and because we recognize the potential dl f f Icul'tles , we have a

responsibility to:concern ourselves with the safety of our ooworkers and

iaboretory personn~1 as wei I'as with the safety of the public. Weare asked

this morning to consider this r-asponslbil ity.1I

As a result' of,the discussion and vote later thatmornln8 a letter was sent
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to the Presidents of the National Acad~my of.Sclences and Institute of Medicine

from the participants in that meeting. s~~e of whom were th~ pioneers In recombinant

DNA research. That letter and Its publication In SCIENCE Magazine, Initiated

a series .of events 'of which this Forum Is the latest. Perhaps most significant

was the publ lcaflon, In 1974, of the report of the ~ ~ Committee on Recombinant

Nucleic Acids, 'a grOup that Included molecular biologists who were actively

pursuing recombinant DNA work. Their report extabl lshed certal" precedents

that have baen central to all of·the activities on'rec~~binant·ONAsince that

time. ThUS, the report defined the possible ,hazards to Include effects on human

and non-human I h;lng things. The r-epcr-t called for an Lnf-er-nat lenal discussion

since" the potential hazards couldn6t be limited by national boundarles~ The

1974 report recognized that the del Iberatlonscould not remain ~ h2sbut

needed to be assumed by proper governmental bodies which represented the Interests
;

of society at large. The Ad ~ committee recognized that, for reasons of

safety, certain experiments ought not be done at least for the time being,

and called "forthelrcolfeagues around the world to Join them In a deferral

of those experiments. And finally, the conmlttee establl~hed the precedent
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that the discussionmus+ be'opan and pUblicized.

Much of what has'happened slnce'1974 has been In'response to the

requests made' tiy the'M Hoc"group. The AsHomer- conference 1n February -1975

was the first attempt, by an International group' with varledexpertisa, to look

at many types of recomblnanfONAexperlmen+s,andfry to rank them as'topotentJal

danger. Tha Asilomar recommendations again advised' that c' rtainexperlments
,.

ought not be carried out arid, for other eXperiments, attempted +0 define 'leveis ,"

of containment' appropr'at~ to the estimated risk~

In this country, the NIH alone am6hggovernmental organizations early 'assumed

r-esponslb lll-tv tortser-tous and sustained consideration of the' problem. The NIH

effort resu Ited in the publlcat Ion. In June 1976. of Gu 1de! i'nes for Research on

Recombinant 'DNA. The NIH Guldel lnesare based on'analyses that 'are ,similar fo but

more def-at Ied;" than. the As! Ionar- review and' have' exp licit' corrtetnmerrtr-equ lie-

ments for most teChnIcally feaslble'experlments;

Pubttcettcn or the aut oetines wes not', as some have implied. a'''90' signal

for all recombinant DNA research. Contrary to publIc belIef, the voluntary

deferral that'started in the summer of 1974----lt has been referred't03s a

I
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moratorlum---dld not call for a ban on all recombinant DNA research.

Only two types of experiments were deferred: first, the constructIon of drug

resistant or toxigenic microorganisms that do not occur naturally, and second.

the Introduction Into bacterial eel Is of all or part of the genomes of viruses

known to cause cancer In anlmals ••••at the presenttl~e there are nO viruses

known to cause cancer in humans. But there are many other types of recombinant

DNA experiments ,that are feasible and Important and their potentIal .for hazard

Is not ctearcut i they were not covered by the deferral. In the Asl.lomar

recommendations and in the NIH Guidelines, the experiments deferred In.197¢

either remain proscribed or can be performed only under extremely stringent

containment measures. The GuIdelines forbid additional experiments. Includl-ng

many that havs provoked great fear of the possIble hazards of recombinant

DNA research In the mind of the publiC. From July of 1974 until Asilomar in

February of 1975 and from then until the publication of the Guidelines In

June 1976 there was, as far as can be learned. complete complIance with the

then governing prohibItions anq~contalnment recommendations. Experiments That

wer~ not prohibited were carried out during the entire period. There Is,



thus far, no Indication that hazardous organisms have resulted ·from any

of the experiments. Indeed, with the exception of certain experiments

tnvo lvlng aritib loti c res istance and tox ins, we s't t II do not know that hazardous

organisms can In fact be produced from recombinant DNA experiments. We cannot

accurately describe theprobabil Ity of, or the precise nature of the conjectured

hazards. Statements Implying that uncontrollable epidemic or env!ronmental

disaster Isa certainty areas misleading and useless as statements Implying

that no possible hazard can come from the experiments. Insufficient knowledge

is the reason why the public is faced with a range of different opinions from

within the $cleritiflc community. insufficient knowledge is also the reason

why the recdnmendatlons in the NIH Guidelines were necessarily based on 'jUdgment

and consensus.

Tne adequacy of the'containment requirements mandated by the NIH

Guidelines for permissible experiments is a useful focus for discussion. In

this way the very different Issues raised by different experiments can be

considered. Misleading and sweeping statements referring to al I recombinant

DNA experiments can be avoided. ~~st scientists and laymen who have studied



the situation agree that certain recombinant DNA experiments which mimic

naturally occurring processes are without unique potential for harm. Most "

i\
Ii

people agree that certain other experiments ought not be dona at all at the present

time. The facile description of people as either "proponents II or 1I0pponentsll

belles broad areas of agreement as wei I as the complexity of the Issues.

Similarly, the facile description of bacteria containing recombined DNA from

a foreIgn source as Ilnew living things" is misleading. A beef-ar-e! cell normally

contains thousands of genes each of which contributes to the nature of the cell

In Interdependent ways. The Introduction of one or a few new foreign genes

to this complex system may be able to alter certain properties of the cell-

but the bacteria basic~lly remains Its old self.

Questions do remain about certain specific recommendations In the

Guidelines, and the need for additional or different provisions Is a SUbject

of debate. The current controversy over Whether or not recombinant DNA

experiments may cause long-term evolutionary consequences Is properly part

of the debate on the provisions of the Guidelines since the risks are Imagined

. to result from a particular type of recombinant DNA experiment.

i
i'
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Debate aside, there has been sUbstantial endorsement of the NIH Guidel ines

both within the scientific community and by responsible representative pubt l c

bodies Including the Cambridge City Council. the University of Michigan Regents,

and the Senate Subcommittee on Health. All work supported by federal government

funds Is now covered by the Guidelln8s. The Guidel ines are viewed as mandatory

by grantees and grantors. The threat of removal of research support Is a

powerful sanction not a trivial one. Institutional Biohazards Committees are

functioning at grantee Institutions and at NIH. Reports from the Committees

indicate a diligent and serious commitment to the provisions of the GuIdelines.

"Most dramatic evidence of this co~pliance co~es from the willing destruction

of materials construcfed In accordance with the AsilOmar reco~mendations

but prOhibited by the NIH Guidelines and from the straIghtforward discussions

of risk. and containment now appearing in publ lshed scientific papers.

There remains an urgent need to extend the provisions of the Guidelines

In an enforceable manner to work carried out with non-Federal funds. The NIH

does not have such enforcement authority and. as a principal research sponsor.

Is not an appropriate agency for SUCh a task. Intensive federal- efforts to
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find suitable enforcement mechanlsms.are nearing completIon and we may expect. to

hear about these efforts this week. Discussionis also proceeding actively

In sever-at. State and local governments.'

The current situation In the, United States Is but one aspect of world~wlge

attention to thIs problem. The scientific community. ,working through its

extensive InternaTional col Jeglal network~ sought ,and obtained official attention

to the,p~bl~mof recomblnantD~A,lnmany .countrles. rwo countrl~s.Canada and

the United Kin.gdam. have Indepe~dently devetoped guldellnes.,andalthough, they

di ffer In detail ,from oneaTlotherand from the. ,ll,merl.can gu}de~ines,~! I .tnree agree

In general ~pproac~ a04. to a,large e~tent. in,t~~,assess~ents,of ~el~tiye,~lsk.

other countries wl t Lmeke uS,a of one or another of these sets of gUJdeli.ne~.~

organ Iz Ing the, Implementation .of them In ways appropriate-to nat.lonalcond It lcns ,

Several International organlzatlons ••• on the official governmental level. the

World Health Or9anlzatlona~d on the ,scientific level. the European r~19cular

6Iology Organization and the Jnternatlonal Coun~11 of Scientific Unions have

active programs designed to foster both science and safety by collection and

dispersal of Information and by training of Investigators.
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Scientific progress with fecomblnan+ DNA techniques has be~n slow. Meeting

the requirements of the gUldel~nes••• from prior approval and certification

before Initiating expe?lments to the demanding 6ontalnme~t requlremen+s~----

has slowed tne pace of work. Certain permissible exper-teierrts are not

presently feasible because of the' lackof'requlred physical facllltles#

or the lack of appropriate certified hosts and vectors. r'~ Cotrimltte'e' 'advising

the director of NIH'on certification of biologically contained" hosts and vectors

has been rigorous In Its evaluations.

This'slow-down is useful. It allows time for prudent evaluation of the

ecccnu latll19 experlmental resu Its and the Imp'lIcations of those 'results' relevant"

to potential hazards. The slow~do",n Is' a(so"frusfratfng-not oniy becauselt'has

delayed acqUisition of Information. but also because research Is'a creative

~s well as a technical endeavor. In successful. lnnovatlvework the Impetus

of entnusrese; of acting qulcklyupon an excltlng"ldea. is' undeniable.

As I mentioned before. certain recombinant DNA research has continued

during the last few years. Those experIments have confirmed the Initial

enthusiasm for the Value of the method.
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It Is now known th~t the DNA of higher organisms, from yeast to mammals.

can be faithfully reproduced in bacterial cells and••.• ONAof bacterial origin

is readily reproduced In animal cells grOWing as single cells in tissue culture.

Thus the promise of the method for the preparation of useful and otherwise

unobtainable quantities of speclfle DNA frag~ents or genes is an established

fact.

Transcription of the information enCOded in DNA into RNA is the first

chemical step In genetic expressIon. We now know,+ha+ the DNA of complex

organisms can also be transcribed Into RNA inside bacteria. And, similarly,

the DNA of simple organisms can be transcribed into RNA ,In cells derived'

from complex organisms. Detailed stUdy of these systems promises the elucidation

of Important questions concerning the control of genetic expression.

The final step In gene expression is the translation of the information

In the RNA that results in the formation of a protein. Ultimately it Is the

set of proteins unique to each organism that 'def tne the recognizable

properties of each species and Individual. Proteins encoded by the DNA of

yeast, a primitive form of higher organism, are synthesized and are active



In bacterial cells. These results Indicate that some initially speculative

practical applications of recombinant DNA technlqueswll I be realizable.~

Taken altogether these results confirm the unity of nature both In structure

and tuner Ion.

It was not easy for the scientific community to raise the Issues Implicit

In recombinant DNA research. The actions Involved slgnlfi~~nt divergence from

historical practice and belief. The actors were unaccustomed to consensual

undertakings and the wisest course was not clear. Doubts stll I persist about

the wisdom of each step that was taken~ Those colleagues who warned that

uncontainable and Irrational public responses might follow were correct. But

their counsel was set aside because other considerations were overriding.

It Is worth making t~ese other considerations explicit.

Scientists today recognize their responsibility to the public that

supports scientific work In the expectation that the results wll I have a

significant positive Impact on society. To describe the sclentiflc.communlty

of the late twentieth. century otherwise Is to Ignore or misunderstand the



evidence. Dispute'over the best way to exercise that responsibility must

not be confused with a negation of It~ The scientific community has accepted

the counsel of ethicists, philosophers and representatives of the public who

long troubled to point out this responsibility. Origins for the actIons regarding

recombinant DNA are also found In the worldwide movement to protect the

biosphere from the ravages of technological development. And again, wh t te we

need continuing discussion of the proper balance between efforts to ensure.

environmental protection and opportunities for solutions to eXisting and

forthcoming problems, we al I agree about the importance of envIronmental

considerations.

Scientists also accept the need to restrict certain ~aboratory practices

In order to protect the safety and health of laboratory workers and. the public.

Further, we recognize the need to consider possible hazards before large scale

activity Is undertaken and before untoward events occur. But we differentiate
;

between restrictions on hazardous or potentially hazardous activities and

restrictions onintel lectual freedom. While a de~ocratic society rests on

the virtually absolute freedom of lndl.vldcals to esk any question Whatever,



It Is clearly unacceptabl~ knowingly to cause harm to others in the process

of trying to obtain. an answer. Tnus the recombinant DNA problem was originally

posed and has been dealt with as a problem In the safety of liVing things.

Some have argued that this definition of the problem was too narrow.

It Is said that scientists and the public should consider the moral and ethical

Implications of future applications of the knowledge to be acquired from this

research. And so they should ••• ~but In broader contexts and with even wider

participation than was engaged In dealing with the technical matters of safety

and. laboratory practice.

Further, It has been. argued that scientists should not only consider-

but should In fact assume responsibility for-theevent~al application of

any knowledge they may acquire in the course of research. That statement raises

complex and difficult Issues-and varied responses. It can be a subject for

reasonable debate only If the distinction between acquisition of knowledge

and application of knowledge Is not obscured. Thus, any exercise of such

responsibility can' logically come only after the acquisition of the knowledge:

to call for such an exercise prior to the research Itself Is a sham because
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'ttre outcome of the research Is, 'by daf lnlf lon, not-knowebfe in -ecvence,

This Is not to, say that freedom of inqUiry is unllmlted- but limitations on

the acquisition of knowledge must be,wlthgood cause -as when harm may result

from the process of acquisition. History reminds us that constant vigilance

Is required If we are foavold the perilous consequences of attempts' by' society

or Individuals to determine what Ispermisslbl:e t6 know and what is Illicit

to learn. The consequences of attempts to:restraln the search for knowledge

have been even more fearsome than 'the sciencefiCtionscenarloi'constructed

By genetic fear-mangers.

Besides, such attempts are certain to fall': They wllifail, first, because

we are not smart enough to 'foresee what we~il lorwil I not learn from a gIven

line ot, research. They wil I fall, secondly, because we are not smart enough to

foresee all the future applications of the knowledge. They will fail, finally,

because the indomitable forces 6f nature oppose such attempts ••• the 'acquisition

of. knowledge by the human brain Is part of protean nature •••• blologlsts and

poets alike know this.
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Emily Dickinson wrote,ln 1862:

The Braln Is Just the weight of God

For--Heft them----pound for pound

And they will dlffer ••• Jf they do•••

As Syllable from Sound:

Most scientists today also recogn1ze the need to participate, together with

the public. In decisions about research a~eas ripe for encouragement or areas

where knowledge is desired, or areas in Which safeguards may be needed. The

worthy r-epcr-f Of the Cambridge Experimentation Review Board must eur-etv quiet

doubts about the ability of the lay public to deal Intelligently and forthrightly

with complex technical Issues. Future pUblic reviews of such matters will be

Judged against the standard set by that Cambridge Review Board. But cooperative

deliberations between sclentlsts and public bodies is difficult because scientists

have not educated others adequately In the past. It should not then be surprising

If deep fears and ambiguities arise In the minds and hearts of those who suddenly

learn the depths of modern Ins1ghts Into the "nature of living things. On the

other hand,. those responslbl e for making public polley shoul d recognize that

levels of anxiety are often unrelated to levels of risk. A continuing search

for effective means to inform and educate the public about science Is assential.
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The history of the debate over re60mblnant DNA suggests' that current means give

erratic results. Press coverage of' the Asilomar conference in February of 1975

was excel lent. As: pub ltc. discussion br-cedens; however, we encounter serious

problems In the presentation of the Issues and the science to the public.

Communication between scientists and the public is often Impeded by writers

or TV producers who unfortunately take It upon themselves to determine what

the public needs to know or what the pubHe can understand. The public Is the

loser ~s tney a~e 'n~~equately or Incor~ectl~ Informed. And serious ethical

considerations confound the scientist If his efforts to cooperate with the media

are used to misinform or needlessly frighten.

For the fu!ure. scientists need to continue. together with federal and

local 90vernments~ to evolve pol icles that offer protection from potential

hazards and preserve opportunities for discovery and development of safa

and desirable applications. Scientists must share their Insights Into the

nature of living things with Increasing numbers of people so that debate can

be predicated on understanding rather than fear. In order to counteract the

growing pessimism about the nature of knowledge~ the proper separatIon of
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science from tecllnology_, must be,made.and.,ln th~ .ccrrt lnutnq dialog, t~e. dIstinct

val ues and prob tema.Jnner-errt _In eech.must. ,be .ceretuu y er-rjcu tared. Finally

If sclentls~s_commltt~emseJ~es +9, the~r ,unique opp~rtunltles to~erve as

an early warning ~ystem,;soclaty can _proceedwJth pru~ence and caution a~

sclentlflckno~ledgegrQ~s.
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STATEMENT OF DR. MAXINE SINGER, LABORATORY OF BIOCHEM-.
ISTRY, NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE, NATIONAL INSTITUTES
OF HEALTH, BETHESDA

Dr. SINGER. Thank you, Mr. Thornton, and thank you all for your
invitation to me to come this morning and talk about the science.

I think that I agree with your statement that it's very imporant in
considering the public policy matters that all of the people who are
interested in recombinant DNA have some understanding of the
science, and it isn't very difficult, although we sometimes talk as
though it is. It's a pleasure tD introduce you all to some of this.

Can you see this 1Mr. Glickman 1
Mr. GLICll:>IAN. Could you turn it a little 1
Dr. SINGER. The basic fact is that every living cell, whether it be a

cell that lives by itself as a single cell, or whether it be a cell that's
part of some larger organism, contains within it all of the informa
tion that that cell or the wholeorganism needs to carry out all of the
processes that make it itself, that allow it to eat, that allow it to grow,
that allow it to reproduce its own kind. Basically, genetics is a study
of information and the way information is held in living things and
the way it's used.

Every cell has all of the information, but not every cell needs all
of the information at anyone time. So this complex information sys
tem, in addition to carrying' information,also need to have the
ability to control the use of it. It needs to turn on certain information
at certain times in the life of the cell and turn it off at other times.
Those times may be part of the regular progress of development, as
when a fish develops from a fertilized egg. Or those times may be in
response to certain environmental needs which say that the cell must
have certain functions at a particular moment and therefore it must
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turn them on; and later on, when it doesn't require these functions,
it should turn them off again.

Now, this is a general description of an information system in living
things. But the work of the last 20 years, starting with that of Watson
and Crick, has permitted us to be able to describe this information
system in chemical terms, that is, in terms of the molecules involved.
The most central molecule is the molecule that's called DNA, which
is simply an abbreviation for the very long word deoxyribose nucleic
acid.

It is this molecule which is the respository of all of the information
in every cell, which allows the cell to carry out whatever functions
are necessary at whatever times they are necessary. It's a very long
molecule; it's very complicated molecule. It can be described as the
very famous double helix of Watson and Crick. ~

I think it's probably more useful for us to look at this helix as a
straight line. The reason for that is that the information in the DNA
molecule is arranged in a linear fashion, just like a sentence in a book.
So we can look uponthe DNA molecule as a long straight line, remem
bering that in reality it's a complex double helix and that every cell has
a DNA molecule of its own type. This single cell, a bacteria cell for
example, has a DNA molecule specifically for itself and this fish also
has a DNA molecule specifically for itself.

We've come to know a great deal about the way the information sys
tem of DNA operates and are able to describe it in some chemical
detail. For small bacteria which have a relatively small DNA mole
cule, say about a millimeter in length, we have even come to know
something about the way the on-off switches operate, in terms of turn
ing on genes when you need them and turning them off at other times.

But the DNA from complex organisms is many times as long as
that. It's about a meter long instead of 1 millimeter, and it is much
more complicated, In fact, we don't know a great deal about the way
the molecule operates and the way the controls for the on-off switches
operate, or anything of that sort. This is one of the things that gives
impetus to the desire to use recombinant DNA methods, because it
does permit the study of these much more complicated molecules.

In a bacteria cell, as well as in the cells of more complex orga
nisms, there are also very often smaller DNA molecules that are car
ried along as separate inclusions-s-and I have drawn them as circles
because they are very often circular in shape. These DNA molecules
may be what are known as plasmids, or they may be DNA molecules
that contain the genes of a particular virus that lives as a parasite in
the cell. These are also important in recombinant DNA teclmology.

I brought along these beads, because they're a favorite tool of mo
lecular biologists [indicating pop-it beads]. They may seem silly, but
this really does enable us to obtain a very good idea of what a DNA
molecule would look like.

Say that this is the DNA molecule from this fish. It's about a meter
long and each of the beads represent a gene-the red beads represent
one kind of a set of genes, the green beads another set of genes, and
the yellow beads that appear every once in awhile represent control
siguals; that is, they are the signals that are built into this information
system that say tum on this group of genes.and let them be expressed,
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and then, at a later time when they are no longer needed, this signal
says turn them off. '

It's this kind ofcomplicated system of control that we would like to
study. But because it's so long it's very, very 'difficult.

Now, the small inclusion bodies are represeuted by a small circular
DNA molecule of this sort, and they areeasier to manipulate. Physi
cally, it's easier to isolate them from a cell; that is, it's relatively easy
to take them out of the bacteria cell and prepare them in quite pure
form in the laboratory. When I say "easy" I mean easy for us in a
technical way, but it requires a number of complicated procedures and
complex machinery as well. But it can be done.

One of the most important things about such DNA molecules, in
addition to the fact that they carry their own genes, is that they have
a particular area in the molecule which is responsible for the fact
that this small inclusion body, or plasmid, can actually reproduce it
self in the cell. And it's because it can reproduce itself that it's so use
ful for recombinant experiments, as I wiII try and explain.

Now, basically, what you ,do in a recombinant experiment is to
isolate such small DNA molecules and then, by a very special technique
with an enzyme, you break them. It was the discovery and, purifica
tion of a certain group of enzymes that permits.one to break a DNA

, molecule at a particular place that really opened up a great number
of the possibilities for recombination experiments. The DNA, which
is in a very small amount of solution, is mixed with a smallamount of
enzyme, and the enzyme opens the DNA at this very particular place.

It's also possible to isolate the large DNA from a complex organism,
but it is so big and fragile that you usually get it out in very large
pieces. And then one can use the same enzyme as before to make them
mto smaller pieces which have very particular kinds of ends due to
the manner in which the enzyme cleaves the fragments of the molecule.
If we cleaved the DNA molecules so that the ends fit together, as

they do in this kind of experiment, it is possible to join them to
gether. This again involves certain biochemical procedures which
are well known and relatively straightforward in the laboratory.

So now we've taken a plasmid which came, in this instance, from
a bacterial cell, and we've added to it a piece of DNA that came from
a fish. This is called a recombinant DNA molecule. By itself, however,
it's not very useful.

What makes this molecule extremely useful is that it can be put back
into a cell of the same sort from which the original plasmid DNA was
derived and this new molecule can be reproduced. Every time this cell
divides, each new cell wiII contain the original DNA of the cell and it
wiII now also have this small inclusion that has the recombined DNA
iu it. If we grow out mauy generations of such cells-which we can do
in a few hours in the laboratory-we now have made large quantities of
a piece of DNA .from a fish, a piece which represented one one
millionth of the DNA from a fish, a piece which represented one
one-millionth of the DNA that was in here originally, and which we
would have had no other way to isolate in a pure form.

We can now take the recombinant DNA molecules out of the cells,
purify them in the same way we did originally, and use the same
enzymes to excise the pieces of fish DNA. The result is that we now
have a chemically clean, well-characterized piece of DNA to study.



I've left out certain problems along the way, but this is a general
view of the process.

The discoveries which were crucial to developing this technology
came in the early part of this decade. One was the discovery of these
very special enzymes, which allow One to split molecules so that they
havs special kirids of ends which can be stuck back together again.
Another crucial finding was the discovery of ways to take such small
recombined molecules and put them back into a large bacterial cell.

These two findings were really the two things that came together
to permit these experiments. There are now other ways of doing
things, and there are modifications which allow you to do slightly
different things. But basically, the methods are the same.

One of the questions I was asked to address was : What are the alter
native methods of doing these kinds of experiments j In order to do
that, I think first I should list for you what you can do by these ex
periments..And then we can ask whether there are other ways to
achieve the same results.

The first thing, as I mentioned before, is that you can isolate and
study small pieces of DNA corresponding to one bit of genetic infor
mation. This single bit is called a gene, and the study of the chemical
structure of that gene is now made possible.. One is enabled to study
not only the normal structure, but also the structure of a gene which
has mutated or changed and therefore does not function as well as the
normal gene.

Another thing that one can now do is to isolate the switches that turn
the gene on at the begioning of the readout of this information sequence
and turn it off at the end. One would then be in a position to study
the control mechanisms, control mechanisms which are believed to be
operative in the way hormones act in cells, the way cells of complex
organisms respond to different environmental situations, or the way
the normal progress of developmentoccurs, Knowledge of the chemical
nature of these switches is of extreme importance,
If this recombined molecule is in the bacterial cell and it has the gene

from, for example, the fish, then it's possible that this genetic infor
mation, this gene from the fish, will actually be expressed. That is, the
information stored in the gene will be used in this bacterial cell to
make a particular product called a protein. Therefore, one could study
the manner in which this fish protein is made in a very isolated situa
tion, something we could never do in a whole fish.

So, these are the three kinds of things that one can do: Study the
structure of the gene; study the nature of the control mechanisms that
switch genes on and off; and, study the manner in which proteinsare
made in a cell. .

The question then is whether there are any other ways to study these
things. Well, in studying bacteria there are alternative methods for
some of these kinds of questions and, in fact, it is those alternative
methods which have been used in the past 20 years to develop our very
extensive knowledge of genetics. Because of the complexity of higher
organisms, however, most studies have been restricted to bacteria.
And, in fact, it's important to recognize that we really don't know
how genes work in complicated organisms. We make a very big
theoretical jump from what we've learned about bacteria to say
that complicated organisms work more or less the same way. There
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are good reasons for makinll: this jump, but it. nevertheless is a jump
. with many assumptions built into it. No other way to study these
aspects of complicated organisms is apparent at the present moment
or the,foreseeable future.

Some people have maintained that it is possible to study the
chemistry and the structure of a gene by manufacturing it in the
laboratory, by synthesizing it. This might. seem possible, since this
year the really extraordinary feat of synthesizing a bacterial gene
just from simple chemicals was accomplished by Prof. "Gobind
Khorana at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He constructed
the entire sequence of a gene. It took 9 years. Now,that's one problem
that it takes a long time. But that's a minor problem, because in order
to synthesize the structure he had to know what the .structure was
to begin with. Otherwise he could never have. done it. And there is
no way to know a structure unless you. can first isolate the gene in
pure form-a feature which we currentlyhav.e·no way to do for com
plex organismsexcept by means of recombinant DNA technology.

It has also been suggested that one could do some of the things
done by recombinant technology by means of RNA/DNA conversion.
I mentioned previously that the genes, that is the DNA, are expressed
in a cell, in most instances, by making a particular protein. It is, in
fact, the nature of the proteins, or the accumulated nature of the
various proteins in any organism, that make the organism look and
behave the way it does.

But in the actual readout mechanism from a gene, in the decoding
of this information ultimately into the synthesis of proteins, there is
an intermediate step, which involves the synthesis of another nucleic
acid similar to DNA but called RNA. It has become possible in recent
years to isolate, in certain instances, quite pure RNA molecules, which
are really copies of certain genes, and to convert them back into a
DNA copy by chemical and other methods.

Some people have advocated the use of this DNA rather than recom
binant technology. The trouble with this is twofold. First of all,
there are only very special instances in which it is possible to isolate
a pure RNA and then make a DNA copy of it. There are very special
situations in living things in which cells become highly specialized
and make only one protein and, therefore, have only one RNA. An
example would be red blood cells. Basically the only protein they
make is hemoglobin, and so it's very easy to isolate from red blood
cells the RNA that contains the information for making the protein
globin, make a DNA copy and study the structure of the DNA.

But most proteins and most processes in living things occur in a
much more complex milieu of many proteins being synthesized. So
that's one problem with this method.

The second problem is that when the RNA is made in the cell, only
the RNA that is needed for making the protein is available. The on-off
switches, which are of such great interest, have been lost. Therefore,
the DNA copy, which is made from the globin RNA, no longer has
these switches and we are not able to study the most important ques
tions from the point of view of disease processes; namely, the nature of
the control mechanisms.

Those are the reasons why the alternative methods that have been
suggested really do not give us the same capability as does recom
binant technology.
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I'll stop there, Mr. Thornton.
CHAmMAN THORNTON. Thank you very much, pro Singer, for a

very excellent presentation. We will proceed to hear from the other
witnesses and reserve our questions until we can ask them of the panel.

Some people are very concerned about the possibility of a recom
bined DNA molecule might escape from a laboratory and contam
inate the environment. There are a couple of scientific methods which
are presently being employed to keep this from happening, one being
physical containment and the other being alteration of the makeup
of the gene itself, the molecule itself. < ." -, ,c:,

. To speak about the first of these, the physidJ containment, we're
pleased to have with us today Dr. Emmett Barkley, who is the Direc
tor of tile Office of Research Safety for the National Cancer Institute,
NIH, Bethesda.

Dr. Barkley; .
[A biographical sketch of Dr..Barkley. followsr]
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Responsible fox opexating the National Cancer Institutes'
vixus containment facility and prototype laboratories.
providing res~arch support services to resident investigators
of these laboratories.

Supervises the work of seventeen National Cancer Institue
employees and twelve contract empLoyeea including fOltr
engineers and- three microbiologists.

Graduate education at the University of Minnesota.
Academic e'mphasis was in mechanical engineering, environmental
health, biometry. and microbiology. Academic prograJll was
designed to provide a strong foundation-in the biom~dlcal

sciences and a complete understanding ofP~blic Health. wh~le

continuing to strengthen engineering background. .

Staff Engineer. Field Studies. National Cancer Institute.
NIH.- PHS. DHEW.

Responsible for defining engineering criteria for.biomedical
projects requiring' engineering eeppox'", As-·isted in
developing' institute program for determining biohazards
relateQ to 'cancer research and establish1ng organization for
conductlrii biohazards control and containment research and
development.

Liaison Engineer. Division of Research Services, NIH, PHS;DREW.

Responsible for assisting the biomedical staff of the
National Cancer Institute in its inter-relationships with
the Division of Research Services. Defined.engineering
criteria and presented these criteria to engineering staff
of ~he Division of Research Services.

Staff Engineer, Water Supply and Pollution Control. PHS~

DHEt'1. Region IX, San Francisco. California.

Developed programs and technical reports on water resourees
projects in State of California. In charge of water
resource analysis of San Joaquin River Valley. This
proje~t included evaluation of water pollution potentials.
area water resource requirements. economic studies and
the development of reco~ndations for improving water
quality and increasing water use. Responsible for maintaining
waterpbllution inventories for State areas. Performed
field stream pollution surVeys, including chemical. physical
and biological analysis. Computed economic benefits for
various water resource development projects.
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1961 Staff Engineer, Water Supply and Pollution Control, PHS. DREW,
Region III. Charlottesville, Virginia.

Responsible fo~ the evaluation of design criteria and review of
engineering plans and specifications of sewage t~eatIilent plants
which were supported in part by'Federal grants uodertba Con
st~uction Grants program.

Professional Society Memberships:

American Public Health Association
Commissioned Officers Association
American Association for the Advancement of Science

Porfessional Honors and Awards:

Technical Program Chairman. American Association of Contamination
Control, 1968 - 1969.

Consultant, Internatio~al Agency for Research on Cancer. Lyon,
France, February 1970.

Consultant, American Institute of Biolog~cal Sciences> Study:
'£he Role of -tbe Lunar Receivingtaboratory inPost-Appolo
Biological and Biomedical Activities •. Hember Study Group
I: Application Involving Microbiological Containment Tech-
nology. 1970. .

Vice Chairman. Bioha~ards Control and Containment Segment.
Special Virus Cancer Progr~. National Cancer Inst~tute

1968 - 1970.

DHEW. PHS Commendation Medal. 1972. For defining the enginee.ring
criteria for biomedical programs and concepts that led to the
establishment-of the Bioha~ards Control and Containment Segmen~

of the National Cancer Institute's Special Virus Cancer Program.

Lecturer; Principals of Bioha~ard and Injury Control for the
Biomedical Laboratory. 1972 - 1975.

Outside Service Training. PHS. University of ~llnneSOta. 1965 - 1967.

Member. DHEW Toxicology Subcommittee for Carcinogen Standards;.1974.

Chairman. NIH Biohazard Committee, 1974.

Chairman. Cancer Research Safety Committee. 1974~

Chairman, Laboratory ,Chemical Carcinogen Safety Standards Subcommittee
of the DREW Committee to Coordinate Toxicology and Re1atedPrograms
1975.

Consultant; Recombinant DNA Molecules Program Advisory Committee, 1975.

Adjunct member of the facility~W. Alton Jones Cell Scieace Center.
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STATEMENT OF DR. EMMETT BARKLEY, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
RESEARCH SAFETY, NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE, NATIONAL
INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, BETHESDA

Dr. BARKLEY. Thank you, Mr. Thornton.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss

physical containment as it relates to recombinant DNA research. I
would like to begin by reviewing my professional background.

I am a civil engineer. My graduate training is in environmental
health and microbiology. I have worked in the field of biological
safety for 12 years. I have been privileged to have worked with ~he
late Dr. Arnold Wedum who, as director of safety at Fort Detrick,
was singularly responsible for the promotion and advancement of the
field of biological safety.

My research interests have been of an applied nature. I have de
veloped 'physical containment systems that are extensively usedjn
microbiological laboratories today. Most recently, I have been m
volved in the development of laboratory safety programs within the
National Cancer Institute. I also serve as the chairperson of the Bio
hazards Committee at the National Institutes of Health.

Now I will discuss the physical containment safeguards that are
to be used in recombinant DNA research. The objectives of physical
containment is to confine microorganisms containing recombinant
DNA molecules to the research environment. The purpose of physical
containment is to reduce the potential for exposure of the laboratory
worker, persons outside of the laboratory, and the environment to
recombinant DNA materials.

The NIH guidelines for recombinant DNA research describe four
levels of physical containment which are referred to as P1, P2, P3,
and Pi. The least potentially hazardous experiments are conducted
using P1 safeguards, and those requiring the greatest restrictions are
conducted using Pi safeguards.

The four levels of physical containment are based on recommended
methods for the safe handling of microorganisms that produce human
disease of varying degrees of severity. For example, the P4level safe
guard, are appropriate for the containment of either microorganisms
that are extremely hazardous to laboratory personnel, such as Mar
burg virus, or those that may cause serious epidemic disease, such
as smallpox virus.

Physical containment is achieved through the use of laboratory
practices, containment equipment, and facility safeguards. Emphasis
is placed on primary means of physical containment which are pro
vided by laboratory practices and containment equipment. Facility
safeguards provide a secondary means of protection against the acci
dental release of microorganisms outside the laboratory or to the envi
ronment; These safeguardsaremost extensively used in facilities in
which experiments of high potential hazard are to be performed.

At the P1 level, physical containment is provided by. standard
microbiological practices. These include aseptic techniques, the. daily
decontamination of work surfaces, the decontamination of contam
inated liquid and solid wastes, the use of safe pipefitting procedures,
and the observance of appropriate worker hygienic procedures.
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Physical containment at the P2 level is provided by a combination
of the practices just mentioned and containment equipment. In addi
tion to the practices mentioned, mechanical pipefitting aids are re
quired; eating, drinking, smoking, and storage of food are not .per
mitted in the laboratory, and laboratory garments are required,
Containment equipment is required to isolate operations that produce
a considerable aerosol.

The principal item of containment equipment is the biological
safety cabinet. This is an open-front cabinet with an inward airflow
from the laboratory room of at least 75 linear feet per minute. The
cabinet Serves primarily to protect the operator from aerosols that
may be created by the activities performed within the cabinet; it also
serves to prevent the release of airborne contaminants to the environ
ment. The air, which is exhausted from these cabinets, is either filtered
by high efficiency, particulate air filters or incinerated. The high effi
ciency, particulate air filter is a filter capable of removing greater
than 99.997 percent of all microorganisms that may be in the exhaust
air.

At the P3 level, even more stringent laboratory practices are re
quired in addition to those mentioned before. For example, long
sleeve, solid front Or wraparound surgical gowns are required to be
worn by persons in the laboratory; protective gloves are worn when
handling the research materials; hands are washed immediately fol
lowing the removal of the gloves; only persons whose entry into the
laboratory is required on the basis of prol,p'am or support needs can
be authorized to enter the laboratory ; and vacuum systems are "('ro
tected by filters and disinfectant traps. In addition, all operations
which may produce aerosols must be confined to containment
equipment.

The requirement for the use of containment is most important.
Analysis of comprehensive surveys of laboratory-acquired dnfections
demonstrates thrut, fewer than 20 percent of known infections can be
attributed to a documented accidental exposure, The knowledge ,thrut
most microbiological practices create aerosols suggests th",t inhalation
of undetected aerosols may contribute signifioantly to the potential
of occupational dllnsss llmong laboratory workers. For this reason,
agents that have been assessed to be of moderate potential hazard are
to be handled only in containment equipment.

The P3 laboratory is also equipped with certain facility safeguards.
These include double-doored entryways which facilitate the control of
access to the laboratory; controlled airflow where air moves in the di
reetion of greatest potential hazard ; discharge of general exhaust
from the laboratory to .the outdoors and its dispersal to clear occupied
buildings and air intakes; and preparation of the surfaces of walls,
floors, bench tops,and ceilings So that, they are easily cleanable and
so that housekeeping and space decontamination are facilitated.

The level of protection provided by the P3 laboratory is appropriate
for the safe conduct of research involving agents of such diseases of
manas tuberculosis, brucellosis, tularemia, Q fever, and rabies.

Physical containment providing the greatest safeguardsfor reduc
ing the potential for acoidental release of microorganisms are used
at the P4 level. All research operations .involving recombinant. DNA
materials are confined ,to class III biological safety cabinets. These



cabinets are physical enclosures which are gastighit. Operations are
performed through gloves which are attached to the cabinet,

The cabinets are maintained under negative air pressure and the
exhaust air from' ilie cabinets is eiJther liltered through two sets of
high-efficiency particulate air filters or filtered once and incinerated.
Under ordinary circumstances of operation they provide an impene
trable harrier between the inside of 'the cabinet and the laboratory
equipment.

Materials to he removed from the class III cabinets are either steril
ized in. an autoclaveattached to the cabinets or they are placed into
nonbreakable sealed containers which are then removed from the
"",hinet through a chemical decontamination tank or a fumigllJtion
chamber.

The class III biological safety cabinets are located in a facilJ1ty thlllt
provides secondary safeguards.which are designedto further reduce
the potential for escape of micro-organisms to the environment. The
facility is either a separate building or it is a controlled area, within a
building which is completely isolated from all other areas of the build'
ing. AQCeSSto the facility is under strict control.

Thesecondary safeguards of ,(;jle facility include:
Monolithic walls, floors and ceilings in which all penetrations such.

as for air duets, electrical conduits, and utility pipes are sealed to
assure the physical isolation of the work area and to facilitate house-
keeping and space deoontamina.tion; .

Air locks through which supplies 'and materials can 00 h,,?ughit
safely into the £aci1ity;

A contiguous clothing change and shower rooms through which
personnel enter into and exit from the facility;

Double-door autoclaves to. sterilize and safely remove wastes and
other materials from the facility; .

Abiowaste treatment system to sterilize liquid effluents from the.
facility; • ..•

Asepamte ventilation system which maintains negative air pres
suresand directional air flow within the facility; and

A treatment system to decontaminate the exhaust air from the fa
cility beforethis .air is dispersed to the ,atmosphere.

I wish to emphasizeehat these secondary safeguards are not the
primary means of control. For example, liquid and solid waste ma
terial generated within the class III cabinets must 00 sterilized before
they are removed from the cabinets. These meterials 'are then sterilized
once again by facility safeguards such as the double-doored autoclave
Or thebiowaste treatment plant before they are removed from the P4
faciliry., .

In addition, all equipment and material to 00 removed from the
laboratory environment, such as protective clothing, data sheets, and
general glassware, must 00 sterilized before they are removed from the
P4 faoility.

Personnel who are authorized to enter the P4 facility remove all
street clothing ina c!lange room area and dress in complete laboratory
clothing, including undergarments, pants and shirts or jumpsuits,
shoes, head cover and gloves. This clothing is removed and showers
are taken before personnel are allowed to leave the facility.
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I would now like to direct your attention toward the value of these
physical containment safeguards. '

It is difficult to assess the value of secondary facility safeguards in
providing protection to persons outside of the laboratory and the gene
eral environment. Most research involving human pathogens has been
conducted using primary safeguards consistent with PI and P2
descriptions. Until the last two decades, few secondary safeguards
were employed. Laboratory exposures do occur under these conditions
and a number of laboratory-acquired infections have. resulted from
such exposures. ' ' . ,

In some instances, multiple infections have been reported ina single
facility presumably resulting from a common source of infectious
material. Nevertheless, the use of pathogens under conditions com
parable to PI and P2 has not resulted in infections "'mong the general
public. There have been a few reported infections-c-less than 1 percent
of all recorded l",boratory-acquiredinfections-among persons visit"
ing a laboratory f",cility or who had a direct association with a Iabo-
ratory worker having a laboratory-acquired illness. '

This experience led Dr. Wedum. to conclude that-and Iqnote
"As far as biohazard outside the building is concerned, most second
ary barriers are more. for reasons of public relations than for anything
else, except for pilot plants or other large-volume production, experi
mental aerosols, use of tick or insect vectors. and agents capable of
spread to the animal Or plant food supply. This view assumes that
known infectious liquids, solids, animals, and animal.wastes are decon
taminated before disposal, as has long been. standard practice in. all
microbiological laboratories."

The use of secondary facility safeguards, as is required for P3 and
P4 recombinant DNA experiments, will make the likelihood of po
tential hazard to <the public and general environment even more
remote.

The first line of def"nse for protecting the laboratory worker, ,Iler
sons outside the laboratory, and the general environment is provided
by standard practices and primary containment equipment. An ex
amination of the record of laboratory-acquired infections at Fort De
trick provides", basis for demonstrating the value of these primary
safeguards. " ,

From 1943 through 1945, most research with human pathogens
at Fort Detrick was conducted on the open bench. This condition was
comparable to what is now described. as PL The frequency of labora
tory-acquired infections during-this period was approximately seven
infections per 100 person-years worked:

Primary containment equipment was not used extensively at Fort
Detrick until after 1950; when this equipment became commercially
available. During .the period 1950.through.1960, thisequipment was
assigned on a riskepriority basis to programs in which considerable
aerosol exposure were likely to occur. Records from 1954 through 1958,'
when this equipment was selectively used, indicate that the infection
rate was approximately two infections per 100 person-years worked.
This condition was comparable to what.. is now described asP2.

Most research involving high-risk human pathogens at Fort De
trick after 1960 was conducted' in open-fronted biological safety.
cabinets. This period was comparable to our current P3 descriptions.
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The infection rate during one period after 1960 was approximately
0.4 infections per 100 person-years worked.

Chairman THORNTON. Dr. Barkley, I hesitate to interrupt, but I
think members of the committee have now had an opportunity to read
through most of the balance of this statement, and I wonder if you
might summarize the high points of the remaining portion of this
statement in order that we may accommodate the time of the other
witnesses and give us an opportunity to call for questions and answers.
If it's posible for you to summarize it, I would appreciate that, sir.

Dr. BARKLE¥. Certainly.
Chairman THORNTON. Without objection, your statement in full

will be made a part of the record. '
Dr. BARKLEY. Thank you.
[The remainder of Dr. Barkley's statement follows:]
The safeguards described for P.4 level physical containment are of recent de

velopment and have only been required for limited operations involving highly
hazardous human pathogens. This combination of safeguards was used continu
ously in only one research facility at Fort Detrick during a ten year period
ending in December of 1969. Within this facility, 55 employees, of whom 45 were
daily involved in research, carried _a weekly work load that commonly included
the intracerebral inoculation of 6,000 to 8,000 mice and the whole-body exposure
to microbial aerosols of 20Q to 300 guinea pigs and 20 to 30 monkeys with all
the associated preliminary and subsequent procedures. Agents capable of causing
serious disease in man were uaed.. The safety record within this facility was
excellent. There was only one laboratory-acquired infection over this ten year
period.

An absolute correlation between the reduction in rate of laboratory-acquired
infections and the use of primary safeguards, however, is difficult to establish
from the Fort Detrick experience. There were a variety of etiologic agents em
ployed in research at Fort Detrick during this period. The use of biological safety
cabinets was dependent on their availability and assignment. Also, the introduc
tion of effective vaccines for some of the agents that were handled, such as
anthrax in 1954, tularemia in 1959, and Venezuelan encephalitis in 1962, may
have influenced this experience. I believe, however, that the reduction in rate of
laboratory-acquired infections at Fort Detrick was due primarily to the avail
ability and use of primary safeguards.

The one infection which occurred under comparable P4 conditions at B'ort Det
rick was caused by a needle puncture through the attached glove of a Class III
biological safety cabinet. This infection demonstrates that even under the most
sophisticated containment conditions, accidents can occur. Indeed, the success
of physical containment safeguards at all levels is dependent on the attitude,
training, diligence and proficiency of the laboratory worker. This is why the NIH
Guidelines require that "all personnel directly or indirectly involved in expert
menta on recombinant DNA's must receive adequate instruction."

In addition to training in the use of physical containment safeguards 'and
standard microbiological techniques, Instruction in the biology of the orgaarlsms
used in the experiments is required so that the potential biohazards can be un
derstood and appreciated. A laboratory worker who is aware of the potential
hazards of the research and is proficient in the use of safeguards is 'less likely
to be injured or to cause harm to associates, the general public 'Or the environ
ment.

I am aware of 25 government, 4 university and 5 Industrial facilities which
currently possess most of the primary end secondary safeguards required of P4
facilities. Most of these facilities were constructed between 1950 and 1970 for the
purpose of supporting research Involving high risk human. or animal pathogens.
These facilities, if used for P4 recombinant DNA research would require extensive
rehabilitation. A few facilities have been recently constructed to provide a
capability for containing newly isolated microorganisms but only two of these
are currently being operated under conditions comparable to P4. Indeed, not aU
of these facilities are being employed for research with microbiological
agents.
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At the present time NIH is considering the rehabilitation of four facilities to
support recombinant DNA research. Two facilities are located at the Frederick
Cancer Research center and two facilities are located on the NIH.oolllPUS in
Bethesda.

Dr. BARKLEY. I would like to summarize by saying that we have de
veloped in this country a oapabilicy which allows us to safely handle
the most hazardous micro-organisms known to man. This capability
does exist in a number of facilities and institutions in this country.

Our experience to date has demonstrated that work with known
human pathogens can be conducted in a manner which does not en-
danger the general public; .,

I would like to emphasize, however, that the success of physical con
taimnent measures is dependent on the attitude, training, diligence,
and proficiency of the laboratory worker in implementing these safe
guards and understanding the potential risks associated with the
work.

With this understanding, combined with the availability of ap
propriate physical containment safeguards, I think we do possess the
capability to protect the public from the potential hazards that may
be associated with recombinant DNA research.

Chairman. THORNTON. You point out in the balance of your pre
pared testimony that at Fort Detrick there was one accident which
occurred when a glove was penetrated by a needle puncture, ap
parently. That points up the importance of biological containment
which.can be employed in connection withphysical containment.

I want to thank ,You very much, Dr. Barkley, for your testimony and
for your summarizing your prepared and excellent statement. Our
next witness will deal with the question of biological containment.

Dr. Curtiss is professor in the department of microbiology at the
University of Alabama Medical Center, Birmingham, Ala. Dr. Cur
tiss, we do have your prepared statement before us. Without objection
it will be made a part of the record.

I would like to ask you to proceed to highlight that statement as
you may see fit.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Curtiss follows .]

Roy CURTISS III

Roy Curtiss III; place of birth: New York, N.Y.; birthdate:May 27, 1934;
age: 42; education: Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., Agriculture, B.S. 1956 ;
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., Microbiology, Ph.D. 1962.

Present position: Professor of Microbiology; Senior Scientist, Cancer Research
and Training Center; Senior Scientist, Institute of Dental Research, University
of Alabama in Birmirigham.

Research interests: Microbial and .molecular genetics (l956-pre.sent). A prin
cipal research activity during the past 17 years has concerned the mechanism
of conjugational. gene transfer in EScherichia coli K-12. In 1969 this was ex
tended to include the machintsma of replication, expression and transmission of
plasmids conferringantihiotic resistance-and other traits contributing to bac
terialvirulence. Studies on the genetics and biochemical basis of pathogenicity
of oral Streptococci commenced in 1973 and a principal activity since 1975 has
been the design, construction and testing of safer strains of E. coU K-12 for re
combinantD'Ne, research. This latter endeavor has been Intermeshed with studies
to elucidate arid evaluate the likelihood of survival and transmission of recom
binant DNA molecules contained on non-conjugative plasmid cloning vectors.
There have been 46 publications resulting from this research. No research utiliz
ing recombinant DNA molecule technologies is currently underway, but such
experiments are likely to commence later in 1977.
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Honors: Member, NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule Advisory Committee
(1974-Present). Member, International Council of Scientific Unions Ad Hoc Com
mittee on Recombinant DNA (1976). Member, NSF Genetic Biology Advisory
Panel (1975-Present). Member, Board of Directors, Council for the Advancement
of Scientific Writing, Inc. (1975-Present). Editorial Board Member (1966-70)
and Editor (1970-1976) of Journal of Bacteriology. Lecturer, American Foun
dation for Microbiology (1969-70). Vice President (1967-68) and President
(1968-69), Kentucky and Tennessee Branch, American Society for Microbiology.
Recipient of P. R. Edwards Award of the Southeastern Branch of the American
Society for Microbiology, 1975. Parliamentarian, American Society for Mtcrobl
ology (1970-75). Member, Membership Committee, American Society for Micro
biology (1971-Present). Chairman, Nominating Committee, Division of Genetics
and Molecular Biology, American Society for Microbiology (1973). Member,
Council Policy Committee, American Society for Microbiology (1977-Present).
Councilor, Southeastern Branch, American Society for Microbiology (1976:-77).
'Fellow, American Academy of Microbiology (1974-Present). Member, Genetics
Society of America, Society for General Microbiology, American Society ror Mi:'
crobiology, New York· Academy of Sciences, American Association for the Ad~

vancement of Science and Sigma Xi, Honorary Member, Asociacion Chilena de
Microbiologia (1973). Visiting Professor, Instituto Venezolano de Investlgacto
nes Cientificas, 1969; University of Puerto Rico, 1972j Universidad Catolica de
Chile, 1913. "

Consultantships : Serve on advisory committees of the National Institutes of
Health and National Science Foundation.

Patents pending: Research Corporation and the University of Alabama in Bir
mingham have filed a patent in the United States, Great Britain, West Germany
and Japan entitled "Modified Microorganisms and Method of Preparing and Using
Same" which is based on the biological containment systems designed and devel
oped in the course of research suppo-rted by the National Institutes of Health and
the. National Science Foundation.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROY CURTISS III, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT
OF MICROBIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA MEDICAL
CENTER

Dr. CURTISS. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I think Dr. Barkley has de

scribed physical containment, which is a rather traditional although
still developing means, to protect the laboratory investigator, and
equally important, individuals outside of the laboratory environment.

Recombinant DNA research, because of its very nature and because
the technology was developed by molecular biologists and geneticists,
lends itsel£ to a new type of containment termed biological contain
ment. Biological containment refers to the use of the viral and plasmid
cloning vectors described by Dr. Singer that have been genetically al
tered so as to make their perpetuation dependent upon 'a particular
host strain, very often a bacterium which has. also been genetically
manipulated so that if it should escape the laboratory environment,
it would have a very small chance of survival in nature or of transmit
ting, by known mechanisms of gene exchange among micro-organisms,
the recombinant DNA to other organisms encountered in nature.

Recombinant DNA research technology was discovered during basic
studies in molecular genetics of the bacterium Eecheriohia coli, wherein
investigators were trying to understand mechanisms of drug resistance
conferred by plasmids-some of which are now used as cloning vec
tors-and also mechanisms that preclude or minimize gene transfer in
nature.

Because recombinant DNA experiments were done with E. eoli,
which has been the workhorse of molecular biology for years and
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years, there was great concern expressed by some individuals both
within and outside the scientific community. This concern was because
Escherichia coli, or E. coli for short, is a normal inhabitant in the in
testinal tract of all warmblooded animals, is occasionally associated
with causation of diseases like urinary tract infections and is also
rather ubiquitous in our environment, very much because of the pollu
tion due to the human species and our societal habits.

However, the strain of E. coli that is used for this research is a strain
that's called Escherichia coli K-12, and it became a popular research
organism in the forties due to basic studies by Lederberg and Tatum.
A lot of people think that E. coli K-12 is just like all other E. coli'S,
and that's about like saying that all automobiles are.Mercedes-Benz.
There are E. coli's and there are other E. coli's. And E. coli K-12 is an
attenuated strain: It's been in the laboratory environment since 1922.

During many studies, it's been shown that when E. coli K-12 is fed
toa diversity of normal organisms, whether they be mice or humans,
the E. coli passes right through without ever establishing itself in the
intestinal tract. It is known, however, that E. coli K-12 can survive
passage through the intestinal tract and actually can stay there longer
if the person is debilitated in some way by malnourishment or is bemg
given antibiotic therapy.

Some of the plasmid. and virus vectors that Dr. Singer talked about
are quite well contained to E. coli K-12. There are really two types of
plasmids, and I need to distinguish between them: One IS called a con
jugative and the other a nonconjugative plasmid.

Bacteria can engage in sex just like most other organisms, although
they do so very rarely. And some plasmids have the ability of pro
moting a cell-mediated gene transfer called conjugation, and these
are called conjugative plasmids, On the other hand, those plasmids
that can't do this are called nonconjugative plasmids, and these are
the types of plasmids that are used in recombinant DNA research so
as to minimize the likelihood that a piece of cloned DNA on such a
plasmid would be transmitted to some other organism encountered
in nature.

The virus vectors used are also ones that grow on E. coli K-12 and
most strains of E. coli encountered in nature are resistant to that virus.

So, both nonconjugative plasmid and bacteriophage cloning vectors,
are quite well contained. Consequently, E. coli K-12 with these. two.
types of vectors is considered to afford a moderate level of biological
containment. It is thus usable for those experiments that have low
or minimal risk, according to the NIH guidelines.

However, there are other experiments that are riskier, or at least
we think they might be riskier. Nobody really knows. And these re
quire different types of E. coli host-vector systems that are designated
EK2-the "E" for Escherichia and the "K" for K-l2--and EK3.

The EK2 host-vector system is one in which the probability of
survival of the recombinant DNA by survival of the bacterium or the
trausmission of the vector to some other organism is reduced 100
million times over What one would observe with standard E. coli K-12
strains.

Since March of 1975, our laboratory has been working to design
fail-safe strains of E. coli K-12 for this research, and we have used
a variety of 'approaches to do this.
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One of them was to design bacteria that, if they escaped the labora
tory environment, would be unable to synthesize their cell wall and
their DNA which would lead to their early death and demise and
the destruction of the recombinant DNA.

We have introduced other genetic defects, called mutations, that
make these strains very sensitive to environmentally-encountered
agents, such as bile, which is secreted into the intestine by all warm
blooded animals. Thus, the organisms cannot survive passage through
the intestinal tract.

We have made them sensitive to ultraviolet light so they would
be very sensitive to sunlight.

We have made them sensitive to detergents, chemicals, carcinogens,
mutagens; etc., a variety of pollutants that might likely be encountered
in sewage, rivers, and any other polluted environments.

And, lastly, we have introduced mutations that would minimize
the likelihood that these bacteria could engage in any means by which
the recombinant DNA could be transmitted to other bacteria in nature.

The EK3 level of biological containment refers to those systems
that have been independently tested by a number of people to evalu
ate survival of the strains in and on humans, in sewage and during
sewage treatment, and during various types of laboratory manipula
tions that might be done and during accidents.

Other groups at NIH, the University of Wisconsin, and at MIT,
have developed improved virus vectors for research with E. ooli K-12
that are essentially unable to establish any type of symbiotic relation
ship with the bacterial host and which lead to the complete lysis and
destruction of host cells. These virus vectors also have mutations so
that they can only propagate on a given host strain of E. ooli K-12
but not on other strains that might be encountered in nature.

A number of these E. coli K-12 strains with virus and plasmid
vectors have been approved by the NIH as EK2 systems for use in
experiments with a moderate to somewhat high potential biohazard.
Tests are currently underway to determine whether these host vectors
meet the EK3 criteria of biological containments.

I should say, in closing, that the combination of physical and bio
logical containment affords a great margin of safety in recombinant

. DNA research. From my own point of view I can think of no experi
ment that is allowed under the gnidelines which, when these methods
are adhered to, poses any hazard whatsoever.

The limitation to this conclusion, however, in an attribute of the
human species. Humans do experiments, and they do make mistakes,
Thus I think that an important aspect to further mmImIz'!'g a.ny
potential biohazard of recombmant DNA research has to he WIth
appropriate training of individuals and in taking steps to minimize
human error.

Thank you. . . .
[The prepared statement of Dr. Roy Curtiss III IS as follows:]



BIOLOGICAL CONTAINMENT IN RECOMBINANT ONA RESEARCH
Testimony Presented by Roy Curtiss III
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March 29, 1977

Mr. Chairman. ladies and gentlemen. you have just heard Dr. Emmett Barkley
describe the types of physical containment facilities, equipment and procedures
that have been traditionally used in research with biohazardous materials so
as to protect the scientific investigator as well as other members of society
outside the laboratory environment. Recombinant DNA research. however. by its
very nature lends itself to a new type of containment that further reduces the
likelihood of harm should an. organism containing recombinant DNA escape', the
laboratory environment. This new type of containment is termed "biological
conta tnment'' and refers to the use of viral and plasmid cloning vectors that
have been genetically altered so as to make their perpetuation dependent upon
propagating host strains that have also been genetically altered to make them
less able to survive or transmit recombinant DNA to other microorganisms out~

side of the carefully controlled tebcratcry envtrorment.

Recombinant DNA molecule research grew out of basic studies on the mechanisms
of antibiotic resistance specified by circular extrachromosomal DNA elements
called plasmids that are ubiquitous among bacteria in nature and the mechanism
of a process termed "restricti on", which acts as a. barrier ..togene transfer be
tween bacteria' in. nature. These ctesstc studi es were performed using the bacterium
Escherichia coli, which has been since 1940 the workhorse for molecular biology
research. Indeed, we know more about the physiology, genetics and cell biology
of ~. coli than about any other liVing organism. Concern about the potential
biohazards of recombinant DNA research derives from the fact that strains' of E.
coli are inhabitants of the intestinal tracts of all warm-blooded animals, -
are "abnormal" inhabitants of our streams, rivers, lakes, estuarine waters,
etc. and of soils in: urban and agricultural areas and cause the majority of
uriflarytract infections and are often associated with infections of patients
whose normal host defense mechanisms are compromised by surgery, transplantation
or diseases such as cancer. Not all strains of E. coli are alike. however, and
thts-spectes contetns a diversity of' types as varied'aS found in the species
Gallus~ (chickens) or Canis familiaris (domestic dogs) with which we
are more familiar. The only strain of E. coli permitted for use in recorotnent
DNA research is a strain designated K-12which became popular for genetic and
molecular biology research in the mid-1940's due to the classic studies of Drs.
Joshua Lederberg and Edward L. Tatum on the mechanism of gene transfer in bac
teria . .s.. coli K-l2 was isolated from a human patient at Stanford Medical Center
in 1922 an.m been cultivated in the laboratory since that time. During its
laboratory sojourn, it has undergone genetic changes so that it has become better
adapted, if not semi-addicted. to the foods and environments provided in the
microbiOlogy l abor-ator-y.. In so do-l nq, Eo coli K-12 has become quite dtsstnttar
from Eo coli strai.ns that normally inhabit-rr:-e .• colonize) the lower intestine
of warm-'iiTOOded animals. Thus, in numerous experiments in Which E. col i K~12
has been fed to healthy. well-nourished mice, rats. chickens, pigs, carves and
humans. it has not been possible to demonstrate colonization of the intestinal
tract. It is known, however. that E. coli K.,.12 survives passage through the
intestinal tract and is able to colonizeanimal species that have been fasted
for a day or two before feeding and also in human volunteers who have been
treated with antibiotics to eliminate the normal intestinal flora. 1 should
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add that nothing is known about the ability of i. coli K-12 in comparison to other
,S. coli strains to survive in sewage and during sewage treatment.

The cloning vectors used for recombinant DNA research in conjunction with
host strains of E. coli K~12 include derivatives of the bacterial virus lambda
and non-conjugatTve-pTasmids. Non-conjugative plasmids are those that are incapable
of promoting cell-mediated gene transfer by the process, of conjugation. Bacteriophage
lambda is sensitive to dessication, stomach acidity and detergents and less than 1%
of wild-type E. coli strains encountered in nature are able to be infected with it.
Thus recombinant""""DNA cloned on lambda vectors, even if encased in an infectious
virus particle, is not likely to survive and be perpetuated in nature. The non
conjugative plasmid -clontns vectors only duplicate in a living bacterial cell and.
thus the survival of recombinant DNA contained on them is dependent upon the sur
vival of the bacterial host cell and/or the ability of the recombinant plasmid
to be transmitted to some other more robust microorganism encountered in nature.
Transmission of recombinant DNA contained on non-conjugative ptesmtds could be
by either of two means. In the first, the cell coul d be infected by a suitable
bacterial virus that could pick up the recombinant plasmid' and transmit it to
some other microorganism by a-process termed "transduction". Although little
quantitative information is available about the ecology of bacterial viruses
that-could do this, our knowledge from laboratory experiments leads me to be-
l teve that th'is would be an extremely rare event. The second means of transmission
would be by the process .of bacterial conjugation. This would require that the
host cell cnntaf ntnq therecombinant-non-conjugative plasmid first engage in a
conjugational act with a donor strain -possessing another type of plasmid termed
a "conjugative plasmid" that promotes DNA transfer by a cet t-celj-medtated pro
cess. Upon acquisition of a conjugative plasmid, the host cell containing the
recombinant plasmid vector would then ,have to engage in conjugation with a third
bacterial cell in order to pass on the recombinant plasmid. Based oil rather ex';'
tens tve studies in" our own lebcratcry, this series of events is, a-lso deemed, to
be extremely rare but would be more likely to occur at body temperature than at
the lower temperatures found in sewers, sewage treatment plants; rivers. scf t ,
etc.

Because of these properties of E. coli K-12 and of the bacteriophage 'lambda
and non-conjugative plasmid cloning vectors, these-systems are considered-to
provide a moderate level of biological containment. Such hose-vector systems
are designated EKl - E for Escherichia and K for the K in K,;.12. These systems
are permitted to be used for recombinant DNA molecule experiments possessing no
or minimal potential biohazard.

For many recombinant DNA molecule experiments in which-the potential bio';'
hazard has been estimated to be higher. there are-stipulations in the NIH Guide
lines for Reccmatnant DNA Molecule Research for higher levels of biological con
tainment than afforded by the EKl host-vector systems. These higher levels of
biological containment for theE; coli K-l2 systems are referred to as EK2 and
EK3. An EK2 host-vector system~is:-one in which the genetic modifications of the
host and/or vector are shown in a diversity of laboratory tests' to reduce the
survival of-a recombinant DNA molecule to less than one in one-hundred million.
An EK3 host-vector system is an EK2 system that has been independently tested
and its properties confirmed in animal and human feeding experiments, in sewage
and during_sewage treatment and during simulated laboratory'manipulations in'-
c'ludi ng .ecctdents.
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Since March of 1975, our own laboratory group .has endeavored to design,
construct and test safer. more useful host strains of E. coli K-12 for recom
binant DNA research. We have used three approaches to-reJi.i'Ci the probability
for survival of a recombinant DNA molecule should the 'organism containing it
inadvertently escape the laboratory environment. First, we introduced a con
stellation of genetic defects (1 .e,.; mutations) that reiUlted in .the destruc-
tion of the bacterial cell and its genetic information Hit should attempt to
grow outside its carefully controlled testtube envtrcnaent , Second. we intro
duced another constellation of mutations. that caused the strain to be extremely
sensitive to various environmentally encountered substances or physical environ
ments that would cause cell death independent of the attempts of the organism to
grow. Third, we introduced a constellation of mutations that reduced the likeli
hood of transmission of recombinant DNA to other robust microorganisms that could
be encountered in nature. Wherever possfbtej.we used mutations tn whtcb all or
part of the gene specifying the function was removed so that the function could
not be 'restored by reverse mutation. In other tnstancesv.we used two' separate
mutations to eliminate the same function. In January of 1976, our laboratory
completed the construction of an Eo coli K-12 host strain that would be useful
for recombinant DNA molecule researc'i}lil conjunction with non-conjugative plasmid
cloning vectors and which possessed the safety,features ~ited above; ,This strain;
which contains 15 separate genetic defects, was designated xl 776 in, celebration of
the bicentennial. Bacteria have a rigid cell wall which is composed of unique
building blocks that are found only in bacteria and not in higher organisms.
xl776 ts unable to synthesize one of these building blocks and in its absence the
cell wall splits apart and the cel l lyses. xl776 is also unable to synthesize
its DNA unless supplied with one of the essential, building blocks of DNA, a sub
stance termed .thymtdine , In the absence of thymidine, xl776 r-apid'ly undergoes
death with the destruction, of, i ts genetic infonnation and displays a total in
ability to transmit that infonnation to other. microorganisms. xl776, unlike
normal E.· col i s.tratns , is extremely sensitive to bile, which is secreted into
the sma'Fl "'fOiestine, and, consequently this strain has never been observed to sur
vive passage through the intestinal tracts of rats except' when the animals had
been treated with antibiotics the day before feeding of the strain. xl77G is
extremely sensitive to detergents and thus less likely than normal E. coli
strains to, survive, in sewage and 'during sewage treatment, and is also' extremely
sens1tive to many chemicals, carcinogens, antibiotics and other' substances that
might likely be encountered in polluted rivers, streams, etc. It is unable to
repair damage to its genetic infonnation inflicted by ultraviolet light and is
thus much more sensitive to sunlight than normal strains of E.coli. Finally,
xl776's cell wall has been altered by numerous genetic mutatTonS"S(} as to very
much reduce its ability to transmit recombinant DNA to other organisms by either
transduction or conjugation. Since x1776 can lyse in the intestinal tract,
numerous individuals have wondered whether the released DNA might be taken up
by other microorganisms by a process termed transformation even though this
process is not known tc normel Iy occur' in enteric bacteria. We have recently
dencnstreted that the intestinal tr-act of both conventional. and germ-free rats
has a very high content of enzymes that very rapidly degrade DNA; thus further
minimizing the likelihood of this route of escape of recombinant DNA. This
conclusion. of course, is based on the .reasonable assumption that the" intestinal
tract of humans is similar in this respect to that of rats. Drs. Herbert Boyer
of the University of California at San Francisco and Donald Hel1nski·ofthe
University of California at San Diego and their colleagues have constructed a:
number of improved non-conjugative plasmid cloning vectors. that are less likely
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to be transmitted from x1776 or to have a selective advantage in nature. thus
adding another level of safety improvementover EK1 host-vector systems. It
should be noted, however. that no one has yet discovered appropriate mutations
to introduce into non-conjugative plasmid cloning vectors that would make their
replication solely dependent upon the propagating host strain. xl776, in con
junction with several of these plasmid cloning vectors, was designated as meeting
the EK2 host-vector requirements by Dr. Donald Fredrickson, Director of NIH, in
November .cf 1976.

Drs. Frederick Blattner of the University of Wisconsin at Madison, Philip
Leder of the National fnstitutes of Health and Philip Sharp of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and their colleagues have individually designed and con
structed safer bacteriophage lambda vectors. These vectors have a diversity of
genetic alterations that very much minimize their ability to establish a symbiotic
relationship with the propagating bacterial host cell. thus causing lysis of all
infected cells. They also possess mutations that make them dependent upon the
propagating host for their replication. We have designed and constructed a bac
terial host designated x1953 or DP50 that has some but not all of the features Of
xl776 for use with some of these lambda vectors. Some of these host-vector systems
have already been approved as meeting the EK2 standards and others are pending ap~

pr ova1.

x1776 and a number of the other components of EK2 host-vector systems have
been criticized by some members of the scientific community as not being suf
ficiently perfect and in not having been tested in human feeding experiments and
during waste water collection and sewage treatment. It is certainly true that
xl776 and some of the vectors in EK2 systems are not perfect. For example,
xl776 survives almost as well as normal E. coli strains when suspended in pure
water or when dried; and this potential forpersistence is bothersome, even
though we would not expect and indeed cannot experimentally measure any potential
for transmission to other microorganisms of recombinant DNA contained in x1776
under these conditions. It should be pointed out that the development of bio
logical containment systems is in its infancy and that improvements are continually
being made as new information is obtained. As for the safety tests not yet done,
these are part of EK3 testing, which is just commencing.

In this commentary, I have not mentioned attempts to develop biological con
tainment systems for recombinant DNA research using other bacterial hosts or the
cells of higher organisms such as mammals, plants and insects. This is because
the development of recombinant DNA methods in most of these systems is either
yet to be discovered or in a very primitive stage of development. The general
concepts and approaches used to achieve biological containment with E. coli K-12
host-vector systems are, however. applicable to these other systems.- Although
the NIH Guidelines for Recombinant DNA Molecule Research provide general prin
ciples for achieving biological containment with other systems, detailed specifics
are not provided. These will have to be added as new information is learned and
these other systems are developed. Thank you.

("



Chairman THORNTON. Thank yon, Dr. Curtiss.
Many have remarked that one of the most immediate possible ap

plications of DNA research might be in the agricultural or plant sci
ences. For that reason, we have invited a witness from the. agricultural
research community to testify today, Dr. Charles Lewis, who is a
staff scientist with the A~ricultural Research Service at Beltsville.

Dr. Lewis, we have received your prepared testimony, and without
objection that prepared testimony will be made a part of the record.
Wo would like to ask you now to proceed.

Dr. Curtiss, before recognizing Dr. Lewis, I do want to commend
you on your very excellent summary of your written paper. Thank
you.

Dr. Lewis.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Lewis follows:]
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B~bliography, Charles F. Lewis

Present title: Staff Scientist, Plant Genetics and Breeding, National Program
Staff, Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Beltsville, Md.
(July 1, 1972-Present). .

Born in Blooming Grove, Texas, July 25, 1917; married Ruth Neeley in 1944;
has 2 chi Idr-en ,

Education:

B.S., Agronomy 1939, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
M.S., ·Genetics 1940, _Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
Ph.D., Genetics 1951, University of California

Work Record:

1958-1972 - Research Geneticist, Cotton and Cordage Fibers
Research Branch, Crops Research Division, ARS, USDA.
Beltsville, Maryland

1941-1958 - Agent (Agricultural Aid), joint employee of the
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station and the
Cotton & Cordage Fibers Research Branch, USDA,
College Station, Texas

1941~1945 - Active duty, U.S~ Navy (Present.status, CDR, USNR,Re~.).

Honors and Awards:

USDA Distinguished Service Award, 1977
Genetics and Breeding Award, National Council of Commercial

Plant Breeders, 1975
USDA Superior Service Honor Award, 1965
Cotton Genetics Research Award, 1965; given annually by

commercial cotton breeders in U.S. in recognition of
outstanding research accomplishments

Fellow, American Society of Agronomy, 1965
General Education Board, Natural Science Fellowship,

University of California, 1948-49
Sigma Xi

Professional Affiliations:

American Society of Agronomy
Genetics Society of America
Associate Editor, Journal of Environmental Quality, 1973-1975
Chairman, Crop Registration Committee, CSSA, 1972-

Dr. Lewis is a recognized national and international authority on the genetics and
breeding of cotton, and has made contributions through many publications and
invitational papers. He has served as Executive Secretary of the National Plant
Genetic Resources Board, established by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1975, and
was the USDA representative to the Federal Interagency Committee on Recombinant
DNA Research.
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STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES LEWIS, STAFF SCIENTIST,
AGRIC,ULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE, BELTSVILLE

Dr. LEWIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The potential significance of recombinant DNA research for agri

culture can be assessed better if it is placed in perspective with regard
to genetic knowledge, to natural history, and agriculture.

I think it's important to read the definition of recombinant DNA
as you find it in the guidelines. It's defined:

As molecules that consist of different segments of DNA which have been joined
together in cell-free systems, and which have the capacity to infect and replicate
in some host cell, either autonomously or as an integrated part of. the host's
genome.

This is what Dr. Singer demonstrated so clearly at the outset. It is
important to realize that this refers to one way to recombine DNA's,
and it is by no means the only way.

Agricultural scientists believe that recombinant DNA technology
has great potential for the future, although it has had no impact on
practical agriculture to date. Now, the science of genetics has been
used in agriculture to improve the productivity and the quality of
the plants and animals that provide food, fiber, forest products, nurs
ery crops, and many other useful products.

Genetic improvement has accounted for a significant part of the
great increase in agricultural production over thelast 30 to,40 years.
This advancing technology that recombinant DN represents should
lead in time to practical applications. '

This technology represents a recent development based on an in
creasing understanding of the nature and the function of hereditary
materials. Knowledge of heredity began I suppose with ancient people
who observed that "like begets like." The understanding of heredity
advanced with the discovery of Mendel's laws of dominance, inde
pendent assortment and segregation of characters.

This was followed by the discovery of threadlike structures in cells
called chromosomes, and to the fact that the hereditary traits were
located on the chromosomes. Later the chromosomes were fOlin-d to be
composed of deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA. And, finally,as you've heard
this morning, the molecular structure of DNA was discovered and the
genetic code was broken.

Molecular biologists, working primarily with micro-organisms,
learned how to artificially manipulate DNA in cell-free systems to
produce the recombinant DNA molecules.

In discussing this with people who are not geneticists or molecular
biologists, I have found it useful to use analogies. A DNA molecule
might be thought of as a twisted ladder where the two sides are com
posed of phosphate and sugar groups, and the connecting rungs being
pairs of bases connected by hydrogen bonds. There are only four bases
and only two pairings__adenine with thymine (A-T) and quanine
with cytosine (G-C). There's one analogy.

Another analogy is .useful in explaining the code. The English al
phabet has 26 letters. Words are formed by putting the letters together
in linear combinations. Sentences are formed by arranging words in
linear sequences. You can write the Bible, the Constitution of the
United States, a legislation, Shakespeare's works, or the daily news-
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paper, or anything else the mind can express. So it is, in a way, with
the genetic code of life. There are only four letters-s-A, T, G, and G
and all the words are three-letter words. By arranging the words, or
these genetic codes, in linear sequence, this imparts to all living things
their genetic potential. The infinite ways the code may be constructed
give to the four bases the capability of producing all forms of life,
from viruses to humans.

One way to place recombinant DNA technology into natural history
and agricultural perspective is to utilize an outline, and I'll not read
this word-for-word, but summarize it, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you very much.
Dr. LEWIS. But this outline is concerned with the recombination of

DNA in general, not just that narrowly defined as recombinant DNA.
First, consider natural recombination. In the history of the Earth

DNA is as old as life, and DNA has been recombining since the be
ginning. Modification through descent by variation and natural se
lection formed the array of genetic diversity among and within species.

Let's next consider the human-directed recombination or human in
trusion into the natural order of things. We might think of it as be
ing the cellular and sexual approach, as opposed to the cell-free sys
tem you've heard described.

Selection was practiced by early agriculturalists. They doubtless
selected for their breeding stocks those plants and animals that pro-
duced the best quality products for them. .

Modern plant breeders still practice selection, and it remains a
powerful way to shift the genetic composition ·of a whole popula
tion. Now, the organism selected is not changed genetically. It's al
lowed to reproduce, and all the rest of them in the population which
it is drawn from are denied that privilege.

Today plant and animal scientists utilize hybridization to develop
populations with a wide array of segregating characteristics repre
senting almost infinite recombinations of traits from the different
parental stocks. By selection and evaluation and repeating the process
over and over, plants and animals can be bred with the genetic com
position-or arrangement of DNA, if you please-to achieve many
desirable objectives. .

This sexual, cellular approach has been used to make great improve
ments in the productivity and quality of agricultural plants and ani
mals. This approach will continue to be an important one in agricul
ture.

Now, in your prepared statement I have listed several ways that
DNA recombines occur naturally, and we won't go into detail unless
you wantr---

Cha,irman THORNTON. We do appreciate having that list. It is a
verycoinprehensive list. . .

Dr. LEWIS. But it includes independent assortment, crossing-over,
mutation, ploidy, interspecific and intergeneric gene transfer, cytologi
cal abnormalities, somatic cell fusion, cell culture and selection, and
tissue culture, transduction, and transformation.

We finally come, as far as the outline is concerned, to the cell-free
asexua.l approach, which we're calling recombinant DNA.

Chairman THORNTON. In that regard, I may inquire, at the bottom
of page 6, just before you get to the cell-free type of recombination,
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you mention transduction and transformation. Each of these cate
gories it seems to me is very closely related at least to the use of
the technology which has been previously described here today: using
a filterable agent as a bacteriophage; or transformation of hereditary
material from a donor bacterium to a recipient bacterium by plasmids.

I would assume that that does fit within the technology of recombin
ing which has been described to us today. Does it not!

Dr. LEWIS. It's getting on the borderline,but-
Chairman THORNTON. Some of these-----
Dr. LRWIS. Some of these things may not have beencombined with

anything, such as she described. .
Chairman THORNTON. OK. But these are borderline incidences

which are asexual, but not cell-free, recombinant DNA technologyj
Is that correct!

Dr. LEWIS. Yes. .
Chairman THORNTON. Thankyou.
Dr. LEWIS. Now, with the possible exception of the cell-free, asexual

technique, nature employs all the techniques which I have listed under
human-directed recombination. The differences are that humans can
speed up the process, and humans can direct the efforts toward goals
of advantage to people.

Agricultural scientists recognize that recombinantDNA technology
expands the range of life over which DNA can be manipulated. This
allows DNA's to be recombined among organisms which do not ordi
narily exchange DNA. As the science advances, it should increase the
precision with which DNA can be manipulated.

Now, objectives for agricultural research are set primarily by the
needs of people and by the problems faced in the production, harvest
ing, storing, transporting, processing, and marketing of agricultural
products. Sometimes objectives are set as new scientific information
reveals new opportunities which did not occur to anybody before the
discoveries were made.

Recombinant DNA technology will not make any major changes in
the objectives of agricultural research. It offers another approach to
achieving these objectives, and it may allow objectives to be reached
which could not be achieved otherwise and it may make others easier
to achieve.

Some possible uses of recombinant DNA technology in agriculture
are under preliminary investigations, but most of them are in dis
cussion or speculative stages.

Nitrogen fixation is mainly achieved by an interrelationship of
certain bacteria and legumes. In view of the energy crisis and the
use of fossil fuels to make nitrogen fertilizer, it would be highly de
sirable if bacteria could be found to fix nitrogen with plants other
than legumes. Nitrogen fixing bacteria in grasses have been reported.
Now, it's not too farfetched to imagine that recombinant DNA tech
nology might be used to enhance this ability.

Biological control of l'ests is needed in order to reduce the del?,end
ence on chemical pesticides, For example, there is Baoillu« populiae,
which attacks Japanese beetles and certain other white grubs. The
difficulty is it cannot be readily grown in an artificial culture. An
other bacteria, Bacdlus thuringwwu, can be readily mass produced
in culture, but it won't attack the pests. Recombinant DNA technol-
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ogy might be used to develop bacteria that are easy to culture and
able to attack the grubs and the otherpests,

Ruminant animals utilize bacteria in the digestion of feed and
some of them are very inefficient digesters. Such bacteria might be
modified to more-efficiently utilize forage, roughages, and to digest
feeds not now commonly fed to animals.

Photosynthesis is the process .whereby green"plants.use the energy
of the Sun to convert carbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates and
oxygen. Life on Earth depends on this. process. Now,some plants are
more efficientthan others, and possibly DNA could be modified to
improve photosynthesis efficiency.

Scientists are learning of the internal biochemistry of cells to the
point where specific enzymes £01' the formation of proteins are known.
It might eventually be possible, as has been pointed out already, to
synthesize genes to produce a desired biochemical function and insert
them into cells through DNA technology.

Agaicultural scientists intend to, investigate. the possibility of in
serting DNA into the genomes of higher plants and animals with
plasmids as is done with bacteria, and perhaps put DNA into bacteria
to study the functions.

In conclusion, I think we'd like to say that recombinant DNA tech
nology in agriculture would be viewed as a supplement to, not a
replacement of, our many traditional approaches. Agricultural
scientists have made good use of the increasing understanding of the
nature and function ofhereditary materials.

Recombinant DNA technology represents a major new develop
ment, and we would try to find practical applications for it also.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Charles Lewis follows:]
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The potential significance of recombinant DNA research for agriculture can

be assessed better if it is placed into perspective with regard to genetic

knowledge, ~o naturalhistory,and agriculture. Recombinant DNA molecules

have been defined in the Naeional Institutes of Health (NIH) Guidelines

"as molecules that consist of different - segments of DNA which have been

joined together in cell-free systems,and which have the capacity to

infect and replicate in some host cell;, either autonomously or as' an

integrated part 6f the host's'genome." At -tbe outset, it is important to

realize that this refers to one way to recombine DN~; it is by no eeane

the only way•

Agricultural science believes recombinant DNA ,technology, has great

potential for the future although it has had no impact on 'practical agri-

culture to date. The science of genetics has been used in agriculture to

improve the productivity and quality of plants and animals that provide

food, fiber, forest, nursery, and other useful products. Genetic improve-

ment has accounted for a significant part of the great increases in

agricultural production over the past 30 to 40 years. The advancing

technology that recombinant DNA represents should lead to significant

practical' applications.
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The recombinant DNA technology represents a recent development based on

an increasing understanding of the nature and function of hereditary materials.

Knowledge of heredity began with ancient people who observed that "like

begets like." The understanding of heredity advanced with the discovery

of Mendel's laws of dominance, independent assortment and segregation of

characters. This was followed by the discovery of thread-like structures in

cells 'called chromosomes, and to the fact that the hereditary traits

were located in the chromosomes. Later the chromosomes of all living

things were found to be composed of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Finally

the molecular structure of DNA was discovered and the genetic code

broken. Molecular biologists, working primarily with microorganisms,

learned how to artificially manipulate DNA in celt-free systems to

produce recombinant DNA molecules.

In discussions with people who are not geneticists or. molecular biologists,

I have found it useful to use analogies. A DNA molecule might be thought

of as a twisted ladder where the two sides were each composed of phosphate

and sugar groups, the connecting "rungs" being pairs of bases connected

by hydrogen bonds. There are four bases and only two pairings - adenine

with thymine (A-T) and guanine with cytosine (G-C).

Another analogy is useful in explaining the genetic code. The English

alphabet has 26 letters. Words are formed by arranging the .letters in dif

ferent linear combinations. Sentences are formed by arranging words in linear

sequences. As sentence follows sentence these 26 letters are capable

of writing the Bible, the Constitution of the United States,Shakespea~s

works, legislation, the daily paper, or anything else the mind is capable



of expressing. So it is, in a way. with the genetic code of life. There

are only four letters (A. T. G. C) and all the words are three letter

words. The arrangement of "words". or genetic codes. in linear sequence

imparts to all living things their genetic potential. The infinite ways

the code may be constructed gives to the four bases the capability of

producing all forms of life from viruses to humans.

One way to place recombinant DNA technology into natural history and

agricultural perspective is to utilize an outline; bear in mind this

outline is concerned with the recombination of DNA in general, not just

that narrowly defined as recombinant DNA.

Recombination of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA)

t. Natural recombination.

In the history of the earth DNA is as old as life; DNA has been

recombining since the beginning; modification 'through descent by

variation and natural selection formed the array of genetic diversity

among and wi thin species.

II. Human directed recombination.

This activity has been practices for scientific investigations and

to achieve useful objectives through plant and animal breeding.

A. Cellular

L Sexual

a. Selection (genetic shift at population level)

The first agriculturists began to tend those plants

and animals useful to them. They doubtless selected

for their new breeding stocks those plants and animals

which gave them the best production and quality of
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product. Selection is still practiced, and it remains

a powerful way to shift the genetic composition of a

population. The organism selected is not changed

genetically; it is allowed to reproduce, and this

privilege is denied to all others in the population

from which it is drawn.

b. Hybridization and selection

Today plant and animal scientists utilize hybridization

to develop populations with a wide array of segregating

characteristics representing almost infinite recombina

tions of traits from different parental stocks. By

selection and evaluation and repeating the process over.

and over, individuals can be bred with the genetic

composition (arrangement of DNA) to achieve desirable

objectives. This sexual. cellular approach has been

used to make great improvements in the productivity

and quality of agricultural plants and animals. This

approach will continue to be an important one in

agricul ture .

(1) Independent assortment (recombination at whole

chromosome Leve L)

At meiosis (the cell division preceding formation

of sex cells, i. e., egg or sperm in high~r animals

or egg and pollen in higher plants.) chromosomes

assort at random resulting in genetic recombination

at whole chromosome level.



(2) Crossing-over (recombination within chromosome level)

Also at meiosis, chromosomes may exchange segments

of DNA resulting in recombination within chromosomes.

(3) Mutation (genetic change within chromosomes)

Mutations occur naturally and also may be induced

by ionizing radiation or by treatment within

chemical mutagens. They represent sudden genetic

changes not brought about by Mendelian recombination.

(4) Ploidy (replication at whole genome level)

Whole sets of chromosomes whether from different

species (allopolyploids) or from the same species

(aucopc Iyp LoLds ) are replicated in the same organism.

(5) Interspecific and intergeneric gene transfer

Genetic material ~rom one species can be

introgressed into the genome of another if they

are closely enough related for hybridization to occur.

(6) Cytological abnormalties

Unusual cytological arrangements such as inverted,

~uplicated, deleted, snd translocated chromosome

segments; irregular chromosome numbers such as

one extra (trisomic). one missing (monosomic) etc.

have been used to advance the understanding of

heredity and to achieve desired objectives.
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2. Asexual

a. Somatic cell fusion (ploidy)

Asexual methods for agricultural uses are as old as ~he

ancient arts of making cuttings and grafts. Recently the

fusion of somatic cells perhaps adds some range to the

forms of life than can be hybridized. This technique has

nothing to do with recombinant DNA as now defined, and it

necessarily operates at the ploidy or whole genome level.

b. Cell culture and selection

Techniques for culturing plants from single cells and

callus tissue opens up new opportunities for selection

at the cellular level. Again this is not recombinant

DNA technology.

c. Transduction

Transduction is the carrying of hereditary material from

one microorganism to another or from one strain of

microorganism to another by a filterable agent (as a

bacteriophage).

d. Transformation

Transformation is thetrans£er of hereditary material

from a donor bacterium to a recipient bacterium by plasmids.

B. Cell-free

1. Asexual

a. Recombinant DNA technology
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With the possible exception of the cell-free, asexual technique, which has

been defined as recombinant DNA, nature employs all the techniques listed

under human directed recombination. The differences are that humans can

speed up the process, and direct the efforts toward goals of advantage

to people.

In this total perspective of recombining DNA, recombinant DNA appears as

a cell-free, asexual approach. Agricultural scientists recognize that

recombinant DNA technology expands the range of life over which DNA can

be manipulated. This allows DNAs to be recombined among organisms which

do not ordinarily exchange DNA. As the science advances it should

increase the precision with which DNA can be manipulated.

Objectives for agricultural research are set primarily by the needs of

people and by the problems faced in ~he production, harvesting, storing,

transporting, processing, and marketing of agricultural products. Objec

tives are often set as new scientific information reveals new opportunities

which did not occur to anyone before the discoveries were made.

"Recombinant DNA technology will not make any major changes in the objec

tives of agricultural research. It offers another approach to achieving

these objectives. Perhaps it will allow oQjectives to be reached which

could not be achieved otherwise and it may make others easier to achieve.

Some possible uses of recombinant DNA technology in agriculture are

under preliminary investigations, but most are in discussion or speculative

stages.

Nitrogen fixation is mainly achieved by an interrela~ionship of certain

bacteria and legumes. In view of the energy crisis and the use of fossil

fuels to produce nitrogen fertilizer, it would be highly desirable if
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bacteria could be found to fix nitrogen with plants other than legumes.

Nitrogen fixation by bacteria in grasses has been reported. It is not

too far fetched to imagine that recombinant DNA technology might be used

to enhance this ability.

Biological control of pests is needed in order to reduce the dependence

on chemical pe stsfcdde e-, For- example. Bacillus popilliae attacks Japanese

beetles and certain other ,White grubs. The difficulty is it can not be

readily grown in artificial culture. Another bacteria, Bacillus

thuringiensis can be readily mass produced in culture but will not attack the

grubs. Recombinant DNA technology might be used to develop bacteria that
,!-IE ti"ev,,~ n#p

are easy to culture and able to attack/lather insect'pests.

Ruminant animals utilize bacteria in the digestion of feed and Bome feed

are not efficiently digested: Such bacteria might be modified to

more efficiently utilize forage. and to ,digest feeds not now commonly fed

to animals.

Photosynthesis is the process whereby green plants use the energy of the

sun to convert carbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates and oxygen.

Life on earth depends on this process. Some plants are more efficient

than others, and possibly plsnt DNA could be modified to improve

photosynthetic efficiency.

Scientists are learning of the internal biochemistry of cells to the

point where specific enzymes for formation of proteins a~e known. It

might eventually be possible to synthesize genes to produce a desired

biochemical function and insert them into host cells through DNA technology.

Agricultural scientists intend to investigate the possibility of

inserting DNA into the genomes of higher plants and animals with plasmids

as is done with bacteria. and also to put plant DNA into bacteria to better
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understand its functions. Recombinant DNA technology would be viewed

as a supplement to; not a replacement· of, many ~raditional approaches.

Agricultural scientists would observe safe practices during all these

investigations.

Agricultural scientists have made good use of the increasing

understanding of the nature and function of hereditary materials.

Recombinant DNA technology represents a major new development and has

great potential for agriculture.

93-481 0 ~ ,. ~ 5
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Chairman THORNTON. Thank you', very much, Dr. Lewis. I want
to express my appreciation for your good testimony.

Professor George Wald has beenwidely and properly recognized
in the DNA recombinant molecule issue as one of the most eloquent
and vocal opponents of the conduct of this research, or at least elo
quently stating the circumstances under which certain limited amounts
of such research should be permitted. I'm not sure it's reasonable or
proper to draw lines between proponents or opponents of research, but
you are welcome here today, Dr. Wald.

vIre're looking forward to your testimony. You may proceed.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Wald follows:]

DR. GEORGE WALD

George 'wald, Higgins Professor of Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass. Author of numerous papers on vision, biochemical evolution. Honorary
degrees from Yale, New York University, McGill, Berne (Honorary M.D.)
and others. Eli Lilly Prize of American Chemical Society, 1989; Lasker Award
American Public Health Assn., 1953; Proctor Medal Assoc. for Research in
Ophthalmology, 1955; Paul Karrer Medal in Chemistry, Unlv. Zurich, 1967.
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, 1967. Fellow, Nat. Acad. Sciences, Amer
ican Acad. Arts and Sciences, American Philosophical Society. b. N.Y.C., Nov.
18, 1906; s. Isaac and Ernestine (Rosenmann) W.; B.S., N.Y.U., 1927; M.A.,
Columbia, 1928, Ph.D., 1932; M.D. (hon.) , U. Berne, 1957; D.Sc., Yale, 1958,
Wesleyan U., 1962, N.Y.U., 1965, McGill, 1966, Amherst CoIL, 1968, U. Utah,
1971; m. Frances Kingsley, May 15, 1931 (div.); children-Michael, David; m.
2d, Ruth Hubbard, 1958; children-Elijah, Deborah. NRC Fellow at Kaiser
Wilhelm Inst., Berlin and Heidelberg, U. Zurich, U. Chgo., 1932-34; tutor
biochem. sets. Harvard, 1934-35, Instr, biology, 1935-39, faculty Instr., 1939-44,
asso. prof. biology, 1944-48, prof., 1948-, Higgins prof. biology, 1968---. Vis.
prof. biochemistry U. Cal., Berkeley, -summer 1956; Nat. Sigma Xi lectr., 1952;
chmn. divisional com. biology and med. scis. NSF, 1954-56; Guggenheim fellow,
1963-64; Overseas fellow Churchill Coll., Cambridge U., 1963-64; participant
U.S.MJapan Eminent Scholar Exchange, 1973; guest China Assn. Friendship
with Fgn. Peoples, 1972. Recipient Eli Lilly prize from Am. Chern. Soc., 1989;
Lasker award Am. Pub. Health Assn., 1953; Proctor medal Assn. Research in
Ophthalmology, 1955; Rumford medal Am. Acad. Arts and Scis., 1959; Ives
medal Optical Soc. Am., 1966; Paul Karrer medal in Chemistry U. Zurich,
1967; co-recipient Nobel prize for physiology, 1967; T. Duckett Jones award
Helen Hay Whitney Found., 1967, Bradford Washburn medal Boston Mus. Sci.,
1968; Max Berg a ward, 1969, Priestley medal Dickinson Coll., 1970. Fellow
Nat. Acad. ScL, Am. Acad. Arts and scts., Am. Philos. Soc. Co-author. General
Education in a Free Society: Twenty Six Afternoons of Biology, 1962; also
science papers on vision and btoehem. evolution. Home: 21 Lakeview Av Cam
bridge MA 02138. "A. scientist lives with all reality. There is nothing better. To
know reality is to acoept it, and eventually to love it. A. scientist is in a sense
a learned small boy. There is something of the scientist in every small boy.
Others must outgrow it. Scientists can stay that way all their Iioee;" (Remarks
on reoeiving the NObel Prize, Stockholm, 1961)

STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE WALD, PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY AND
NOBEL LAUREATE, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE

Dr. W ALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm very happy to be here.
I hope there will be an opportunity, not in order to produce a con
frontation, or even an argument, but to clarify some of the issues.

I hope there will be an opportunity for me to comment on some
of the remarks which--

Chairman THORNTON. Well, first of all, may I say that without
objection your prepared statement which I have reviewed, and which
is a very excellent statement, will be made a part of the record at
this point.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Wald is as follows:]
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St~tement Before the House Committee on Science and Technology

George W~ld

(Higgins Professor of Biology, Harvard University)

It is sometimes said that those opposed to the gene-splicing

technology are threatening to stifle free scientific inquiry. Not at

all. The inquiry is fine. All biologists are asking the same qucstio~s,

and would like to find ansver-s to them. The problem involves only this

epect rf.c 'technoLogy for answerdng those questions.

And not even with all of that. ORe way of practising this tech
nology arouses little concern. That is to restrict it to exchanging
genes within single species or among species that regularly exchange

genes in nat\~e -- such as all the bacteria that inhabit the human

large bowel. This is what the NIH Guidelines call the PI level. The
argument is that ~ything an e.ll.J?erimenter ;;:;:.ii,;ht do at this level-"w_o_1,l_~d

have already happen~d innumerable t~mes naturally. Hence there should
be no novelties, no surprises.

Yet this PI level offers one way to get at some of our most basic

biological questions: how genes are turned on and off, gene control mech~

anisms, position effects (how the position of a given gene ona chromo~

some affects its expression), and the like.
There already exists a second available technique for getting at

such questions, witn comp:ete control and no apparent hazard: the total

synthesis of genes and their control mechanisms, such as recently per~

formed byHar GObind Khorana and his co-workers a't MIT. This technique
offers a degree of precision and control far beyond the gene-splicing

technology; but 'it is Labr-r-Loua and slow.
. Undoubtedly-other rBlatively riskless ways of approaching these

issues will be developed. The main arguments for plunging ahead with
the gene-splicing technology at once are ease, convenience and speed.

I think tllat everyone concerned ..,- including:NIH -- nO\lagrees on
three things: (1) the context of ignorance in which the present NIH
GU;i.delines were designed; the Introduction. to the. GUidelines says: "un
fortunately, the needed data were, more often than not, unavailable".

(2) The potential biohazards; and (3) that if trouble should arise in
the form of new pathogens, it will be spread abroad principally by the
laboratory workers.

It is frequently said that opponents of this technology exaggerate

its dangeffs: that they are haVing bad dreams. All one can say to that is
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that NIH is ,having the same dreams. 'In its remarkable Recombinant DNA
Draft 1nvironmental Impact .Statement (issued September 9. 1976) it is
clearly stated that this technology could produce new dise~ses including
new causes of cancer, noting also that' such ·effects misbt te difficult ~r

impossible to identify or to trace to their sources (p. 38436). Also

that such eff~cts. should they arise, would be principally spread by
the laboratory workers (pp. 38432, 38436). What then is tr-e uhvsic~l

containment? Also it foresees eventual application of this technology to

modifying the genetics of higher animals, including man (human genetic

engineering), and the very serious social and eth~cal problems that will
raise (p. 38432).

The fact is that in our present state of ignorance, any potential
benefits to be derived from this technology are at le~st as vague and

dreamy as the potentiapr~b~f§al Indeed mJre so; for while we have not
iyet heard of a ~otential/benefit that bears close examination, we have

already encountered several examples of high risk, not realized only

beoause the workers involved had the wisdom and restraint to stop the

research (Science, 122, p. 378). Nicholas Wade ends this article with

the query: "But iil N'ielding their ever increasing powers for manipulating
the stuff of life, will all biologist in the future always act with
as much lutel~igence and restraint?

What should be done?
My oWn'position, shared

restraints that I would most
bedrock, in exercising public responsibility:

(1) A moratorium on the entire technology, particularly above the
PI level, t~ provide a breathing spell for further evaluation of benefits
and risks, and to further educate both the professional ane lay pUblic.

(2) Such a moratorium could be complete, or could provide the opportu
nity for intensive research in one or a few well-contained, governm(,~t

supervised laboratories to answer some of the most crucial questions that
now plague this field, telling us better what to expect from it of good

and ill. Also· to develop an alternative host organism to replaoe E. coli,

a regular inhabitant of the human bowel, and hence a particular invitation
to potential trouble.

(3) Segregate this technology permanently, beyond th0 PI level, to
one or a few nationa~ or regional laboratories, outside,cities, and not in
universities where the laboratory workers regularly leave to teach classes.
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"the NtH,Environmental Impact Stateme~t (p. 38435) makes a.very strong

case for such segregation, followed by an astonishingly feeble case for

diffusing this research widely, as is now happening. Note also that the

pattern that is developing in Great Britain and the h~ropean countries

is tending strongly toward segregation rather than diffusion of facilities.

(4) Whatever else is done, if this technology dOes become widespread,
what is now called the P2 level (transferring genes from cold-blooded

organisms into host bacteria) should be merged with and should be made to

assume all the restrictions of the P3 level (now involving only the trans~

fer of genes from warm-blooded animals excepting primates, which are P4).
NIH concedes that this distinction is "controversial" (p, 38435). It has

in fact litt2,~ if any biological basis. It should be voided, making P3

the lowes~ level of containment.
(5) It is essential also to bring the work done in industry under

controL Fortune magazine in ·its -February 1974 'issue ',already saw fit',to run
a long article pointing out that a multi-billion dollar industry might well

lie in this direction; and that a number of the scientists involved had
already established corporate connections. 'Ihe pha.r-maceut Lca.L industry

in an early meeting with Dr. Frederickson of NIH announced three sources
of difficulty with the Guidelines: (a) that it hoped they would not become
enforceable regulations; (b) that for competitive reasons, they could not
reveal ~hat they were doing; and (c) that whereas the Guidelines kept
recombinant DNA experimehts down to volumes of 10 liters. they would have

for production pur-posea work at Leve Le of 1000 gallons or over. Last (
November the industry, .in a meeting with Ms. Anker-Johnson of the Commerce .
Department, rejected the NIH GUidelines. In a recent apparent reversal of
position, they have announced acceptance of the GuLdeLi.neu, and of ·..h~.'
inev~tab~lity 0f legislation to enforce them.

There may however be a gimmick in this new position: a hidden dis
tinction between industrial "research" and "production". The industry

may indeed be ready to accept the Guid~lines for what it designates to be
"research"; but may try to evade those. restrictions for what it chooses
to call "production".

(6) Particularat~entionneeds to bG directed toward what the armed
forces may do with the gene-splicing technology. The Federation of American
Scientists (forrn,rly the Atomic Sc f en't Le ts } says in its Public Interest
Report of' April, 1976: uNot only common sense, but the biological. treaty

of 1972 to which the U. S. and 110 nations have became signatory, demands
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th~tscientists eschew deve10pment of such agents (i.e .• of biological

warfare). Nevertheless, since treaties are neither univers~l nor self
enforcing, the world must begin to face a biological proliferation threat
that might before long rival that of nuclear weapons. II

A last point: I doubt that scientists or others have yet taken in
what the legislation that is contemplated in t'.lis area portends. It

seems hea~ed toward founding a new bureaucracy for licensing, inspecting,
supervising and setting rules for the conduct of scientific reaearch. If
that happens, we may shortly have thousands of government employes who
earn their livings and make their careers out of such activit~es. It
will cost a lot of moneYi and once it starts, it will be hard to stop,
or even to keep from growing. And it will certai~ly not remain confined
to gene-splicing. Inde~d the proponents of gene-splicing have laid t~e

ground for its expansion to a]l 0ther fields of experimental scien~e.

They have announced repeatedly that all scientific research, that all
exploration of the unknown, is risky, carries potential dangers< And

when I have said in reply that I had never done a dangerous experiment,
they have answered, "Oh , no'? Don't you use alcohol? Lsnt b that inflam
mable?"

That kind of argument has make all ex~erimental science highly
vulnerable. A new, self-promoting bureaucracy could go far into com~

plicating, impeding, tying up much of what has always gone on, and safely,
in research laboratories of every kind. T.hat really would end by stifling
free scientific inquiry. It would be the end of American science as we
have known it.

I believe that widely diffused gene-splicing beYQnd the PI level
a bs oLut eLy demands adequate government conta-ot , effective and enforceable,
in research laboratories and industry. There is a simple solution to this
dile~a, already stated above. It is to segregate such work, above the PI
level, to one or a few regional laboratories, out of cities and universities,
and so readily contained and controlled internally. All the supervision
could be maintained in those few places, and acd.en t Lf Lc work of every
other kind could go on unhampered throughout the nation.

George Wald

Higgins Professor of Biology, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

March 29, 1977
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Chairman THORNTON. We would be pleased to hear from you right
now, to summarize. that statement, or to make such comments as you
feel are appropriate.

Dr. IVALD. IVell,. perhaps I should begin by summarizing the state-
ment, and then see where we come out.

Chairman THORNTON. Fine. Please proceed.
Dr. ·WALD. Yes.
First of all, I should like to say something that involves what to me,

as a lifelong biologist, is the major problem that is hardly ever ad
dressed at all. That is that this recombinant DNA technology puts
into human hands the possibility of redesigning technologically the
products of 3 billion years of evolution on this planet, crossing the
widest barriers that now separate living organisms-s-in fact beginning
by crossing such a barrier; that between bacteria and higher organisms.

And it's a genuine and very serious question, whether we wish to put
into the hands of any group of persons an unlimited capacity to
tamper with, modify, redesign, in fact technologize, living things on.
this planet. That I do regard as the major issue.

But, as I say, it hardly comes up, and very possibly will not arise'
within the work of your committee.

Chairman THORNTON. IVell, I think that we are making an effort
here to address the broad public issues which are involved in this.

Dr. WALD. Yes.
Chairman THORNTON. And we're not limiting our inquiry to specific

legislative proposals, but we are seeking an input of thoughtful analy
sis and reflection, and we appreciate your contribution.

Dr. ""VALD. Well, I'm happy to hear that.
It's often said that persons like myself, who are opposed in various

degrees to the widespread use of this new technology, are inhibiting
free scientific inquiry. I think that's a misunderstanding.

The inquiries are fine. All biologists are asking the same questions.
The only conflict involves the use of this specific technology to try to
answer those questions.

I was very grateful for Maxine, Singer's careful presentation of al
ready-existing alternatives. I think she is a superb teacher. I say that
as a teacher. I hope she goes on teaching. I think that the statement of
the present position of the alternative procedures is absolutely fair.

One should not by any means shut off the probability that shortly we
will have further 'procedures and further, relatively riskless proced
ures. That is an Important consideration. Meanwhile, the term re
combinant DNA is bandied about as though it were just one thing and
you either took it 01' left it. No.

As I hope everyone gathered from her presentation, there is a level
at which there is little concern with recombinant DNA work, and that
is the level designated by NIH as Pl. As long as one keeps these ex
periments restricted to exchanges of genes within one species or among
those species that regularly exchange genetic material in nature, such
as all the bacteria that inhabit the human bowel-as long as one con
fines this research within those boundaries, there is little concern with
it.

And second, as, she quite fairly said, we can approach some of the
most important biological questions at this level; and I would hope
shortly perhaps approach at this level work with higher organisms.
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Everyone concerned with this work has by now come to certain com
mon agreements. Everybody knows, realizes-and that's come up re
peatedly in the course of this session-that the NIH guidelines were
formulated in a context of fantastic ignorance of what to expect, what
these directions of research might have as consequences. And I was
happy on the plane down here this morning to see that at NIH and at
Fort Detrick plans have now been laid to address some of the most
crucial questions; so that really the call for at least a temporary mora
torium at present on this kind of research is just simple prudence.

Shortly we can hope to have some of the answers to these questions
that now we don't have at all. So that the context of ignorance is some
thing that everyone agrees on.

The presence of potential biohazards is the second matter of
agreement.

A third matter of agreement makes a rather striking commentary
on so-called physical containment. It is agreed throughout-we have
had this laid out by the proponents of this research at Harvard end
lessly; and the NIH environmental impact statement comes back to it
again-it is agreed throughout that if trouble arises-and all of us
hope that it won't-that if serious trouble arises it will be,carried out
of the laboratories principally on the workers.

To me, that's a very serious blow, that universally-conceded fact, to
all our concepts of physical containment.

I think also that when this committee addresses the matter of those
persons principally in risk through this research, it should be careful
not to confine its considerations to the laboratory workers alone. ,The
janitors in the building, the stockroom people, are perhaps even more
exposed and more ignorant of the necessary precautions than the lab
oratory workers.

Frequently, it's alleged, and there were implications throughout the
discussion this morning to that effect, that the people who are in oppo
sition, particularly those like myself who work in other -fields of bi
ology, are having bad dreams, having nightmares. Well, I want to say
something about that: NIH is having the same bad dreams. I've said
that in my paper that has been given you.

One of the most remarkable and interesting documents I have
encountered is the draft NIH environmental impact statement. And

everything, everything, that has been brought up and usually brushed
aside in the way of potential hazards is considered seriously and said
plainly in that statement, including the possibility that this technology
will produce new cancers. My own betting in the cancer situation-and
it's no more than a bet-is that it's more likely to do that than lead to
cures in existing cancers.

Also one must not leave out a consideration-and the NIH draft
impact statement says this perfectly plainly-that, what lies ahead
through this technology is the manipulation, the redesign, of the
genetics of higher organisms, including man, so-called human-what's
the term! Genetic--

Dr. LEWIS. Engineering.
Dr. WALD [continuingJ. Engineering. Thank you.
Human genetic engineering. And as for how far off this is, it's

anyone's guess. But one of the principal, and most eloquent, and expert
proponents of this technology, David Baltimore, in a hearing before
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the Cambridge Review Board, startled me as this human genetic
engineering possibility was brought up, by saying with a little irrita
tion: "Why talk about that now! That may be 10 years off!" Ten
years seems a long time to him,

I've tried to say in my prepared statement, what it is I think needs
doing. I want particularly to stress a few points.

One of them is that-s-and I must say I've heard this argued back
and forth and become more and more convinced-the necessity, what
ever else is done, to apply all the restrictions now on the P3 level, to
apply them all at the 1'2 level.

You understand, I think P1 is sort of home free; that is what I
defined before, exchanging genes within one species or between orga
nisms that regularly exchange them in nature. The argument there,
incidentally, IS perfectly simple. It's that no surprises are to be ex
pected, that anything an experimenter does within this limitation
will have happened innumerable times in nature.

I don't agree with Dr. Lewis on some other things that he has said,
but on that degree I think this is true. So, to jack up the P2 level
to P3 I think is a very serious need.

The NIH environmental impact statement singles out this distinc
tion between P2 and P3. Perhaps I should say what these terms mean.
The P2 level means shifting genes from coldblooded organisms into
some bacterial host, say E. coli. P3 is shifting them there from warm,
blooded organisms.

The NIH environmental impact statement concedes that this is a
controversial matte):', and I think myself, as a lifelong biologist, that
it has no substantialbiological basis.

Second: I want to say also that one should not concentrate one's
thinking upon what goes on in medical and university laboratories.
There are 86 such laboratories, incidentally, now contemplating doing
recombinant DNA research, and at least nine pharmaceutical com
panies.

I want to say a few words about this .industrialtieup, because it
involves a consideration that I think needs very much to be clarified
factually.

It is this: Early on, leaders in the pharmaceutical and chemical
industry met with Dr. Frederickson, then Director of NIH, and
pointed out that though they were for the guidelines in principle, that
they had three things that they objected to. One of them was that
they hoped that the voluntary guidelines would not become enforceable
regulations. The second point was that they could not live with the
restriction of recombinant DNA experiments within the guidelines to
10 liters, approximately 10 quarts; that for production purposes they
had to go at the level of at least 1,000gallons.

Third: That for competitive reasons they could not say what they
were doing.

Very recently, they seem to have reversed this position, and it's
that that gives me particular pause. They seem to regard legislation
as inevitable now, and if I understand correctly what they've been
saying, they are ready to accept the NIH guidelines. So that puzzled
me very much.

At the National Academy of Sciences meeting about a week and a
half ago, I tried to get this clear. I did it in personal conversation,
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so that it never came out in the meeting; so let me say it here. I fear
that there is a hidden-I say hidden because it was not expressed,
publicly, though I asked please to express it at that meeting-a hidden
distinction between recombinant DNA research and production.

The industry seems to have its own ideas about this. Now they say
a reversal of position, since last November 19 the leaders in the
pharmaceutical and chemical industry met with Anker-Johnson, an
official of the Commerce Department, and flatly rejected the NIH
guidelines-when they say now, as I understand they're doing, that
they accept them, I would gather from this conversation that they
have a little gimmick in mind, and that is that they are accepting
them for so-called recombinant DNA research, but they have some
thing else on their minds when it comes to production. There I am
afraid that they are still having and pushing the same concerns as
previously.

I put enormous importance, but I don't care to add to the statement
you have in your hands, on the interest that is very likely going to
be taken by the Armed Forces in the potentialities in this research.
And in that connection, I would like to leave some copies of the docu
ment that I cite, which is something you may find valuable also as a
general discussion of both sides of the subject of DNA.

Chairman THORNTON. We appreciate your furnishing this material
to the committee. ,Ve will review it.

Dr. WALD. It's from the Federation of American Scientists, a by no
means radical organization, and this military possibility is discussed
very plainly and hardheadedly by members of that organization,
some of whom have had close previous connection with the Department
of Defense.

[The document was distributed.]
Dr. WALD. Could I take a couple of minutes to raise some points that

came up from my colleagues.
Chairman THORNTON. Please. As a matter of fact, with the consent

of my colleagues up here, I will use my first 5 minutes of inquiry to
make available to the panel an opportunity to comment with regard to
the testimony presented by each of the other members of the panel.

If you have comments, I think it might be appropriate to get that
kind of exchange at the outset before we begin to ask our specific
questions.

You may begin, Dr. Wald, with your comments.
Dr. WALD. Thank you very much.
I was very much relieved, I may say, and full of admiration with

Dr. Singer's teaching of all of us; very much relieved also that she
spoke, among the benefits of this research, only of the scientific bene
fits, not of the practical benefits of which we have heard so much.

I must say, having tried to search out those practical benefits as well
as I can, I have yet to hear a scenario, including, I'm afraid, Dr. Lewis'
hopes for nitrogen fixation by grain plants, yet to hear a scenario that
will bear close examination.

I think everyone is now agreed that the only sure benefits are going
to be the clarification of some basic biological problems.

I want to go at once then to Mr. Barkley's testimony, because it
raises some very serions issues that are frequently glossed over. He
commented-he quoted directly from, I understand, his former master,
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Dr. Wedum-I hadn't heard, and I'm sorry to hear that Dr. Wedum is
no longer with us-but Wedum wrote a report on the operations at
Fort Detrick for the DNA Advisory Committee that designed the
gnidelines.

In that report, he said that there were 423 infections and three
deaths in 25 years of operation. Everyone, all the proponents at this
point, point out that there exists no clear instance of a transmission
of disease beyond the laboratory workers at Fort Detrick. Well, that's
a good argument for keeping this kind of research in Fort Detrick.

But let me say, in addition, that there has been a startling lack of
information in this regard. There is no system whatsoever-it's never
been asked for-i-of reporting dieeasee that might have had this kind
of origin, nor any checkups. We simply don't have the information.
And you have to estimate as best you can a situation in which we have
no solid information, and none has ever been sought. There was never
a system, as I understand it, of checking up on the health of either
workers or their families systematically, or keeping reports, as I un
derstand it. That kind of information has not been sought out. Perhaps
Mr. Barkley would care to refute that view, but that's the situation
as I understand it.

Now, I want to say one thing more, terribly important it seems to
me, and that is along the general theme which I've heard endlessly:
"Everything's under control, we know how to handle diseases;" and
so on. I want to say three simple things:

Statement 1: This technology is going to put into the hands of
biologists all over the country the possibility of dealing with patho
genic organisms which they have no experience with and no previous
training. We are turning over this possibility of having to deal with
pathogens-I'm talking of my colleagues in my own Department at
Harvard-to people who have no experience and no training in this
direction.

Second point: We're not talking of old pathogens. We're talking of
brandnew pathogens.

Third point: When a new pathogen arises, the most experienced
workers with pathogens die like flies, and-

Chairman THORNTON. Dr. Wald--
Dr. WALD. Yesl
Chairman THORNTON. Is experimentation in recombinant DNA

allowed to proceed with regard to pathogenic organisms!
Dr. W ALD. Well, first of all, no one knows what to expect. I'm about

to say that.
But, second, as NIH and everyone has recognized from the start,

among the potential dangers is production of new pathogenio-c-->
Chairman THORNTON. Isn't experimentation with pathogenic or

ganisms strictly prohibited!
Dr. WALD. But. the possibility is offered by this technique. We don't

really know--
Chairman THORNTON. Right.
Dr. WALD [continuing], What makes an organism pathogenic.
Chairman THORNTON. And--
Dr. WALD. Nor do we know at this point--nobody knows-s-how

epidemics start or, even more interesting, stop. So we are talking of
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the possibility-I'm not talking of the use of known pathogenic or
ganisms, but the production of new pathogens. And what I'm saying
is with new pathogens, when they come up in the most experienced
hands, these people die like flies.

The green monkey disease, the Marburg disease mentioned before--
of 30 technicians handling it-Marburg, Germany, you know, those
experienced German technicians-of 30, 7 died. It's now sweeping
across Africa.

Lassa fever, discovered iu 1969, 2 nurses died; 10 out of 21 medical
workers have recently died, including the woman doctor, Jeaunette
Troop [phonetic], who first put the finger on this.

Another point: This entire guarding against doing wrong things
with pathogenic organisms relies on a table of what organisms are
pathogenic and how pathogenic they are. Let me say that this is full of
loopholes. There is a red bacterium call Serratia marcescens, My wife
worked with gallons of this stuff. 1£ is not a pathogenic organism. The
Army sprayed that stuff into the. air and the sea north of San Fran
cisco in 1950-and incidentally with every assurance that it couldn't
survive. In 1951, a brandnew disease appeared in San Francisco. It's
called Serratia endocarditis and between 1969 and 1974 when my own
information ends, there were 19 cases in San Francisco, 13 fatal. The
mortality is high.

We were sure that organism was not only not pathogenic but that it
wouldn't survive. It found itself a place to survive. Out of those 19
cases, practically all of them were shooting up drugs; and whether
it's the shooting-up process or whether it's the debilitation that goes
with it, no one yet knows.

Roy Curtiss and biological containment. The main problem here
is not how long those so-called crippled bacteria wiII survive, but
whether or not-and no one yet really is ready to answer that one--
while they survive they wiII exchange genetic material with nonerip
pled bacteria, including noncrippled E. coli. That's really probably
the most serious issue.

As to their survival, it's pretty thoroughly up in the air. The testing
in this regard of K-12, this EK1 organism, is pitifully meager. I was
amazed to hear, with all this weight being put on it, how little of that
has been done. .

You must bear in mind that there are particular instances in which
perhaps crippled organisms that wouldn't survive in our large bowel
will survive where there is no competition-in the bowels of persons
that offer such organisms little competition. What are they? Young in
fants, who are born with sterile guts. We have a whole history of spe
cial pathologies in the newborn-the nurses, the adults, the parents
are perfectly safe; it's the newborn who are susceptible.

People who have just passed through a course of antibiotics or
sulfa drugs, that have cleaned out their normal bowel populations of
bacteria.

So there still are big problems in this situation. Incidentally, one
of the great messages that has come through for bacteria and viruses
is they keep changing their properties. And I think Dr. Curtiss should
shortly tell you how often and how thoroughly one needs to check
the maintenance of properties in cripple'a-so-called crippled
bacteria.



That brings me to Dr. Lewis, and there I think-forgive me, Dr.
Lewis-but I think you've perhaps confused a little the natural sitna
tion and the artificial ones that have previously involved crossing
organisms-i-so-called artificial selection, in which one breeds animals
and plants to satisfy human desires and needs-that is, animal and
plant breeding in domestication.

I think all that stuff I've ever heard of is Pt. That is, these opera
tions are conducted within one species, or within very closely-related
species, in order for them to work at all. Perhaps you can straighten
this out.

Dr. Lewis also mentioned among the possible benefits one that has
turned out to be not probably feasible. You understand that both
benefits and risks' are said to 'be in the category of dreams. But we
recently had an article in Science magazine that pointed out that three
really dangerous things have, already come up in recombinant ,DNA
work. I say that in my presentation. But I didn't tell you what they
were. And since Dr. Lewis, if I understood him, brought this up as one
of the hopes, I'd like to spend the last 2 minutes to tell you what it is.

It was the work of Chakrabarty, the man who works m the research
labs of General Electric, and his first triumph was to produce-not
E. coli this time-but another bacterium, Pseudomonas, that could
completely digest petroleum.

It was pointed out at once how useful this might be to clean up oil
spills. As I pointed out elsewhere, how about oil that hasn't spilled!
We have to worry a little about letting loose a bacterium that feeds on
petroleum. But Chakrabarty had another success.

He suceeded in putting into E. coli the gene for the enzyme cellu
lase, that can digest cellulose-cellulose, the stuff of wood, the stuff of
paper. Your first thought is, "Oh, great!" The unit for making wood
and paper, as it is for making starch; is the sugar glucose. Your feel
ing is, "My heavens! We could all have our luuch just eating Kleenex."
Then the second thoughts come up. Chakrabarty had those second
thoughts. After all, that E. coli lives not in the small intestine where
glucose is absorbed, but in the large intestine where the absorption
has stopped so it would not be absorbed. Meanwhile, it would clean
out all the roughage, and we can't live without the roughage in the
intestine. There would be hopeless diarrhea as a result if we didn't have
that roughage.

So it would digest the roughage, producing glucose which we can't
absorb; and then other bacteria in that gut could turn that glucose
into methane, an illuminating gas. With that, Chakrabarty realized
that was a pretty dangerous organism, and he destroyed his cultures.
It's an interesting example of another supposed benefit gone wrong.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr.Wald,
I am pleased to note that what I had thought to be an original

thought of mine at some hearings some weeks, or perhaps months, ago
about the possible concern of getting up and going out to the automobile
and findin~ a tan~full of harmless bacteria was one that you had also
been sl?eaking of.

I think it IS also important to recognize that cattle, for example,
are enormous manufacturers of methane. The four-stomach system of
a cow and the bacteria which live there produce something like 50
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cubic feet of methane per day per cow, and isn't a particularly destruc
tive organism as far as that particular animal is concerned. It is
equipped to handle that. A human being would not be.

I also think it would be appropriate, before openin!)" to other panel
ists, to observe that the Lassa fever, which is experimented with in
P4 containment facilities, is not a result of biological DNA recombina
tion, but is a naturally occurring organism which is extremely dan
gerous, and which does require the highest levels of containment in
order to do the research on it.

And one final observation is that the transformation which you
described in the San Francisco Bay area in 1950 and 1951 was also
prior to human efforts at least at recombination ofDNA, and is not an
event which is related direct!y to DNA recombination.

With those observations, I'd like to ask Dr. Singer if you have any
comments.

Dr. S,NGER. Thank you.
First, a brief comment about the oil-eating bacteria, because this is a

story which many people tell and use. I think it's important to recog
nize that the bacteria in question are strict aerobes and must have
oxygen in order to live. They would certainly not find oxygen in the
oil wells which people imagine they might go into and devastate. I
think that's an important matter in considering this particular
experiment.

But, more generally, I would like to say that it was very interesting
to listen to Professor Wald this morning, in particular, because I
realized for the first time that in many discussions there are very,
very broad areas of agreement between those who are characterized on
one side of the fence and those who are characterized on the other.
In fact the areas of agreement are broad enough as to make those
characterizations really counterproductive to all of us.

In particular, I share Professor Wald's statement that if the recom
binant DNA technology leads to the opportunity to redesign living
things, to do what is called genetic engineering on whole complex or
ganisms and not simply on bacteria used either in a laboratory or in
a production plant to achieve particular ends, then there are very
serious societal problems that need to be addressed and need to be
addressed in the widest possible forum in order. to inform both public
decisions and private decision. And I would say that we should develop
mechanisms for that discussion. However, I would separate that dis
cussion from what we are now calling recombinant DNA, even though
these techniques may lead to that capability.

I was encouraged to realize this morning that Professor Wald
spoke about experiments within the framework that was used iu
devising the NIH guidelines-c-not because I think that's the only
framework for considering the problem-but because I think it's a
reasonably good one and helps us focus on isolated and specific prob
lems. Thus, Professor Wald indicated that there are certain experi
ments which no one believes represent any particular new kind of
harm; and, on the other end of the spectrum, there is a group of experi
ments which most of us agree ought not to be done at the present
time. And, in fact, such a group of experiments is prohibited in the
NIH guidelines, including some which people have imagined might
lead to the production of cancer by recombinant DNA organisms.



So we're left with the problem of discussing the classifications and
our concerns about the risks of other experiments, the ones that fall
in the middle.

I think it is possible for anyone of those experiments to construct
a scenario which leads to an effect which we would all agree is undesir
able. But simply saying that that effect is a possibility is not enough.
One has to look at the likelihood that it will happen. I don't think
that it's enough to say that we all have bad dreams. We have to try
to deal with those dreams in a realistic way.

And so, while we can 'all agree that certain scenarios might occur,
we really need to address ourselves to the possibility that certain things
may occur. This gives us some basis for action, for saying these
experiments we don't want to do, these experiments we can do, certain
other experiments we need to do but do very carefully, and then trying
to match the level of containment with the likelihood of indeed pro
ducing a pathogenic organism in a given experiment.

I feel that this is an appropriate way to ocnsider the problem
because it allows you to make decisions about different kinds of ex
periments based on the relative benefits and the relative risks.

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Singer.
Dr. Curtiss1
Dr. CuRTISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I share agreement with much of what Dr. Singer has said, but I

would like to address myself to a couple of specific points raised by
Professor Wald.

One of these is the likelihood of converting Escherichia coli K:-12
into a pathOgen. There isa substantial amount of experimental data
that are available and published, as well as much new information
which is not yet published, which I think is unfortunate at times
like these.

Pathogenicity can be construed to be a composite of three attributes:
One is the abilLty to be communioable ; that is, for the organism or

infectious agent to go from one individual to another. Enteric or
ganisms likeE. coli and enteric pathogens like Salmonella. typhi which
causes typhoid and Vibrio comma which causes cholera, are trans
mitted by ingestion of contaminated water. Most suoh enteric diseases
are quite well eonsrolled by sanitary engineering in this country. We
have very few problems with diseases like cholera, dysentery, typhoid,
at cetera, and certainly not any epidemics of major proportions.

Another "'Jbtributeessential for pathogenicity ris colonizability, Thac
is, the ori!Janismthat is going co cause disease must establish itaelf in
some ecological niche so that it can do irs harm. Irithe case of enteric
pethogens, this means that they must establish and reside in the in
testine, 01' gain other attributes so as to occupy 'a new ecological niche
such as by penetrating the cells of the intestinal mucosa and thus g<Jt
into the circulatory system.

In the <lase of E. coli K-12 it is a laboratory-adapted strain-in
fact, it's even addicted to the food in ·the research laboratory. It lacks
certain properties on ics cell surface which are normally found on
E. coli strains ,th",t inhabit the gut. And, indeed, when we add genetic
information to E. coli K-12 th",t should facilitate colonization of the
intestine, and whieh does so in E. coli pathogens th",t infect pigs,
humans, and calves, E. coli K -12 does not colonize.
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That is because the newly produced substance that promotes eoloni
zation by E. coli prulJhogens has no anchor on the E'. coli K-12 cell
surface,

Another attribute which is necessary for pathogenicity :is some
mechanism to overcome host defense mechanisms-by, for example,
the production of some toxin or pharmacologically active substance, I
think the likelihood thaIt one could introduce ina recombinant DNA
experiment all of the genetic information necessary to endow E. coli
K-12 with communicability, colornza;bilLty, and then mechanisms to
overcome host defenses which would interfere with normal hostfunc
tions is extremely remote, almost to the point of it being an impos
sibility on ststistical grounds.

In terms of the potential to transmit recombinant DNA from E. coli
K-12 strains or from crippled E. coli K-12 strains, we've done a sub
stantial number of experiments to measure this-s-and these are data
that are not yet in the literrulJure.

We have calculated that for EK1 host vector systems-s-and this is
based in large part on experiments done in the laboratory-c-che trans
mission ofa noneonjugative plasmid residing in one strain of E. coli
into 'another one, whach requires three micro-organisms to interact in
a special way, might occur in somewhere between 1,000 to 10,000 hu
mans of rthe total 4 billion humans present in our biosphere per day.
This is taking into 'account the total populations of E. coli,in the in
testinal tracts of aHhumans in the biosphere.

So, it is a very low probability, but it is a measurable one, and I
think it does cause concern to some individuals.

The other point that I would like to mention concerns Dr. Wald's
comment about E. coli containing cancer virus genetic information
causing cancer. The point is that viruses are designed to infect cells of
a susceptible host. 'l\hey have evolved that way.

E. coli, on the other hand, does not have the potential to infect cells
in the intestinal mucosa. Furthermore, we know ·thaItthe naked DNA
of a humor virus has a very much reduced possibility of dnfectdng a
mammalian cell, and indeed only occurs in the laboratory under very
special conditions in which the experimental procedures are manipu
lated to get the desired effect.

So, I have come around to the opinion thaIt the safest place to work
with the DNA ofa virus genome may be in E. coli and not in the
virus. And although one has no data to substantiate that one belief,
I 'think it is well founded on many years of working with viruses and
bacteria and the information that's been learned from experiments
conducted long before recombinant DNA technology was developed.

Thank you.
Chairman THORNTON. Dr. Barkley!
Dr. BARKLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to make just a few comments.
I think it is quite true that there is 'a lack of effective reporting of

laboratory-acquired infections. This has certainly been so with 100
years of microbiological research.

Most reporting acquired infections have been on a voluntary basis.
You may be familiar with the work of the late Dr. Sulkin and Dr.
Pike in collecting laboratory-acquired infection data. Their collection



may include 50 percent of all such infections that have occurred in this
country over the last 50 years.

The information we have acquired, however, from these reports has
helped to indicate the manner in which infections have occurred, and
they have demonstrated the need for development of effective control
measures. Also, the 25 years of experience at Fort Detrick has con
tributed greatly to our understanding of the causes of laboratory
acquired infections. Accidents were reported, were recorded, and were
investigated. It was through 1:100 occurrence of laboratory-acquired
infections thilJt methods for control were developed. This experience
and knowledge can he used to select appropriate safeguards for han
dling recombinant DNA molecules. It is also true that we do not know
if organisms containing recombinant DNA molecules have the poten
tial to cause disease.

The selection of safeguards must, therefore, he dependent on an as
sessment of the potential to create a hazard. The appropriateness
of physical containment measures to serve as effective safeguards is
therefore not only dependent on the proficiency, knowledge and
training of the laboratory worker, but is also dependent on the ade
quacy of the classification of potential hazards. It's this subject thae
so many scientists have been debating over the last couple of years.
I feel that those scientists who have been debating this issue have
all attempted to err on the side of safety, so that maximum appro
priate safeguards would he instituted.

I also want to emphasize again that physical containment measures
are not infallible. In my testimony I indicated that the most sophis
ticated means of control are subject to human error and so it is im
portant that training be an integral part of this effort. I think it's also
important to recognize that training is even more important for
scientists involved in recombinant DNA technology because many
of these scientists have not had formal training, nor have they ac
quired experience, in handling hazardous biological materials. They
have also not had experience in using physical containment equip
ment. But this has been recognized, and I think efforts are at hand to
pursue this important area.

I feel that the knowledge that we have acquired from the study of
human disease agents provides ns with a framework for selecting
appropriate physical containment safeguards and a framework for
assessment of potential risks of newly discovered micro-organisms.

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Barkley.
Dr. Lewis!
Dr. LEWIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think the reason I tried to put an outline in my prepared remarks

was to show that recombinant DNA is not the only way that we can
recombine DNA. As a matter of fact, DNA's been recombiningvas
I said, since the beginning.

Agricultural scientists, 3;t least, have been directing that recombina
tion certainly throughout this century, with the knowledge of the
chromosome theory of heredity.

It is true, as Dr. Wald suggested, that we have been limited in what
we can combine, pretty much to whatwe can hybridize sexually. But
within those limits we have a wide range of recombinations thilJt we
can make, and this extends as far out as what taxonomists call species
and genera.
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It is not uncommon to hybridize different species of plants, and oc
casionally as far out as genera. And, as he pointed out, there haven't
been any unpleasant surprises in that. If we've learned anything, it
IS that the plants and animals that are still on this Earth after all
these millions of years have had to survive through competition and
selection and the ability to reproduce. They represent very finely
tuned genetic systems.
If you tamper with that system very much with outside, discord

ant combinations of DNA, you get abortions, sterility, weakness,
and you do not get an instantaneously adapted organism. It's very dif
ficult to recombine DNA's of different things and different forms and
get anything that's competitive in an agricultural sense ont of it.

Now, as far as the objectives at the end of my remarks, nitrogen
fixation and photosynthesis and other things, we are never certain
with the recombinant DNA technology or traditional technologies
when we set out to achieve a complicated objective that we will ever
succeed. But it's the nature of science that you have to try.

We have a success and failure rate, but on balance the agricultural
effort has paid off handsomely. So we wouldn't want to leave you with
the impression that we would achieve all of these objectives, and
certainly we won't achieve any of them quickly.

The point I'm trying to make is that as understanding of genetic..
has advanced it has been possible for agricnltural scientists eventu
ally to figure out a way to utilize that for the benefit of us all.

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Lewis.
Mr. Hollenbeck.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One of the primary concerns that I've heard expressed by legisla

tive opponents, especially of recombinant DNA research, is that we
may force evolutionary changes or other changes which may be
harmful.

In the last couple of days I've come across writing concerning a
recent report and some recent remarks made concerning DNA re
search. The remarks were made by Dr. Robert Ryan at the NIH En
dicrinology Conference a couple of weeks ago, and the report is by
basically an English research team, including Messrs. Crick, Brenner,
Klug, and a young gentleman named Pieczenik from Rutgers Uni
versity. Now, these two reports and series of remarks-which I haven't
seen, but which I understand are very highly technical-seem to sug
gest a hypothesis that recombinant DNA sequences have evolved due
to natural selection process at the molecular level long before orga
nisms had developed, and that they then would be resistant to any at
tempts torecode their sequence.

Now, if this hypothesis is true, and that is, basically, that nature
has is own recombinant technology, would that serve possibly to al
leviate some of the concern about inadvertent and dangerous evolu
tionary changes!

I'd like some discussion or some remarks from the panel on that;
and also, you can address yourselves to the additional question on
the significance of this particular work I've mentioned VIs-a-VIS the
DNA issue in general.

Dr. CURTISS. Well, I'm not familiar with the talk because I wasn't
at· NIH a couple of weeks ago. I don't know whether that hypoth-
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esis you mentioned will or will not be borne out, but I think there
IS related information that is relevant to the discussion of apprehcn
sions about recombinant DNA research.

The point is that during the course of evolution, there is a tendency
to throwaway or alter that which is not needed and to maintain that
which keeps the organism's lifestyle most suitable in terms of the
environment at that time. Thus, one could introduce many types of
genes specifying many different types of proteins into an orzanism.
It's not likely, however, that an E. coli synthesizing hemoglogin, for
example, is going to find much need for hemoglobin; in fact, the hemo
globin might clog the system so as to make the organism very sick,
indeed,

In this regardv there are some experiments that are relevant. Dr.
Ronald DaVIS, at Stanford, and also Dr. Stanley Cohen, at Stanford,
have independently done a number of experiments in which they have
put random DNA fragments from a variety of organisms, including
the fruit fly, yeast, and certain other bacteria into either bacterial
virus or plasmid cloning vectors, and then introduced those into bac
teria to see how they compete with each other.

They probably tested over 1 million recombinant molecules in this
way, and in no instance did the plasmid or bacterial virus vector con
taining a foreign DNA insertion out compete the original vector that
did not have the recombinant DNA.

These observations, although from a very limited sort of experi
ment, gives me assurance that it is not likely when a gene is intro
duced into an organism that the organism is going to want to keep
it and to become better adapted for survival in the environment.

There would be some probability in which a gene will contribute
better survival potential, but. it may well be less than 1 in 1 million,
and that is an additional margin of safety in recombinant DNA
research.

Dr. S,NGER. I don't know what Dr. Ryan spoke about. I have read
a preprint of the paper by Crick, KIng, Brenner, and Pieczenik, and
it's my understanding that if their hypothesis turned out to be true, it
would be basic to the function and structure of all DNA's and not
distinguish between different organisms. Therefore, I'm not sure it
would be relevant to the current problem with regard to the general
discussion of the possibilities of longrange evolutionary changes re
sulting from the inadvertent release of organisms containing recom
bined DNA from distantly related species.

That's an argument which I have heard, and which I have tried to
study. But I have a great deal of trouble myself in thinking that
through in scientific terms. If the argument is related to the evolution
of bacteria only, then it's simpler to understand and it presumably
would have to do with the ability of the recombined genes tobe trans
ferred to other bacteria.

But if, as seems to be implied very often in the argument, the con
cern is with evolutionary changes in whole complex organisms, then
I have a great deal of trouble understanding the mechanisms by which
it might arise. The primary reason for this difficulty is that, even if
recombined DNA were to get out of a bacterial cell in someone's gut,
for example, into the cells of the living organism and do damage to



that organism, this is a different situation from a change which would
be maintained in an evolutionary sense.

In order for this to occur, the change would have to be in the germ
line cells. Germ line cells mature in a developing fetus, which is a
highly protected organism, and the germ line cells are very prot<:cted
within that organism. It's hard for me to imagine a route by WhICh a
recombinant molecule would make its way to such an organism and,
therefore, I feel that an evolutionary change resulting from inadvertent
release of recombinant molecules, or recombinant-containing orga
nisms, is so unlikely as not to warrant very serious discussion.

Dr. WALD. J ust a postscript to-
Chairman THORNTON. Dr. Wald t
Dr. WALD [continuing]. To Dr. Singer's last remark. We have had

for many years now the technology of pushing a whole nucleus from
an ordinary body cell into an egg cell, and this has boon done with a
variety of organisms, There are people anxious to pursue this tech
nology to the human level. In fact, I understand that there are work
ers in England who are doing this.

The highest level previously has boon to-well, it was done origi
nally with frogs; but it would be perfectly possible to do with mam
mals, and. possibly with human beings.

You understand what I'm saying: One can get into the germ line,
and that is the way to do it. And all this talk about human cloning,
that still, is pretty much in the realm of science fiction. Nevertheless,
it's being worked on.

Mr. HOLLENBEOK. Dr. Wald, I had a question for you specifically.
Dr. WALD. Yes.
Mr. HOLLENBEOK. If we are to ban or put a moratorium on DNA

recombinant research and slow down the pace of genetic research in
this country, what would be the implications for the U.S. role in
science, vis-a-vis the rest of the world!

Dr. WALD. The rest of the world is watching us now. There are nine
nations at the moment that are following through this kind of argu
ment in parallel: The United States, Britain, and I think seven
European--

Dr. SINGER. And Japan and the State of Israel.
Dr. LEWIS. And the U.S.S.R.
Dr. SINGER. And Canada.
Dr. WALD [continuing]. And the U.S.S.R., of course. And so this

argument is getting to be worldwide, and there are already five inter
national organizations working on it, to design some kind of inter
national agreement.

The simple truth of course is that if some trouble should arise
and may I say once again all of us hope it won't-it won't respect
any geographical boundaries. So one can watch right now this whole
business, going very rapidly from the level of towns to the State, to
the Nation, to the international level.

One of the things that some people have expressed fears about is the
operation of a kind of a Gresham's law in this regard. That is, that
people who want to do this kind of thing, including industry, will
go wherever the restrictions are least heavy.

Mr. HOLLENBEOK. Thank you.
Chairman THORNTON. Mr. Krueger.
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Mr. KRuEGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
We certainly thank this distinguished panel for appearing with us

today.
I suppose that, in part, what we are doing is this: That some of

us who have had freshman chemistry and not much more are trying
to sit in some sort of judgment on probabilities. And as I ass~ these
probabilities, I notice that two of the five panelists, includmg one
from the National Cancer Center, are both smoking. And, therefore,
I assume that people are willing to engage in a variety of pi-ohabifities
and possibilities with regard to health. Of course, that is ~enerally
self-directed rather than externally directed, and, therefore, It's prob
ably not of such a large significance.

But I wonder whether I could get some people on the panel to try
to give some kind of sense to those of us laymen who are trying to
participate in these decisions, some sort of percentage of what kind
of chance you think there is of some sort of grave genetic damage
being done that would or could be passed On or be inheritable, and
miglit then, in turn, affect human life in an adverse way.

I realize that you are going to be wild guessers, but so are we if we
try to legislate. And so I would ask if you could at least hazard such
a gness-a couple of the people on the panel might hazard that.

Dr. Wald!
Dr. WALD. I'm in no position to hazard such a gness at all, and I

wonder what other members of the panel would say in that regard.
I don't think, realistically, that the possibility exists for answering

your question. But I'm barging in only to point out a close parallelism
with the situation involving nuclear power. We had a thing called the
Rasmussen report from the chairman of the committee who drew it
up, Rasmussen at MIT. It was to try to do exactly this, exactly this,
estimating the possibility of major accident in a nuclear powerplant.

It was called Wash-400 as I recall. It ended up as a government doc
ument. Of course, it cost a lot of money, and most, of us paid no atten
tion to it whatsoever because, there again, the intangibles are so many
and so strong that the possibility of making a reliable estimate doesn't
exist.

Mr. ICRUEGER. Dr. Singer
Dr. SINGER. Yes. I heard the question as a very circumscribed one.

You asked specifically the likelihood that such experiments could lead
to SOme change in human genetic constitution.

Mr. ICRUEGER. Yes.
Dr. SINGER. Talking strictly about the kinds of recombinant DNA

experiments that I described, and leaving out for the moment the sorts
of experiments that Dr. Wald just recently alluded to involving the
purposeful mixing of nucleii and clouing of whole humans, iuvolving,
I would say, the likelihood of making a permanent genetic change in
whole human organisms is vanishingly small. However, I can't put a
number on it.

I think this is very different, however, from the possibility of cre
ating an organism that might make living things, human or otherwise,
ill. This has a higher probability of occurring, but, again, I would be
unable to put a very hard number on it.

One can go through an exercise of identifying the events that need
to occur between the laboratory experiment aud an illness in some spe
cies in an effect to arrive at such a number.
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One could try to analyze the events and come to some estimate of the
probability of occurring, but such estimates would be very soft.

Mr. KRUEGER. I see.
I£ it is just too difficult to put numbers on this, let me then inquire

whether as we go at least through procedures, protective procedures,
of the kind PI through P3 which were earlier described, can we be
fairly sure that the kind of antiseptic measures taken through those
three stages are ones that would effectively kill any sort, of organisms
that might otherwise escape into the atmosphere that would have had
these genetic changes, to which we might then be subject to illness!

Dr. S,NGER. I think bath Dr. Barkley and Dr. Curtiss have pointed
out that theoretically, the mechanisms are very good but the problem
is always that experiments can go wrong when people are involved.

So, while in an ideal situation one would say that the methods are
good to such-and-such a probability, the real problem is to protect
against accidents. This is why, with experiments deemed to be of
greater possible risk, the containment procedures, both biological and
physical, are increased in order to take account of the possibility of an
accident.

But I don't think that anyone can say that any of them are abso-
lutely perfect. I don't think that can be said.

MI'. KRUEGER. I£ I might, MI'. Chairman-
Chairman THORNTON. Please.
Mr. KRUEGER [continuing]. Proceed with one or two further

questions.
First: I should direct this at least initially to Dr. Curtiss and then

someone else might wish to comment. I'm wondering, when we use a
sort of mechanism enfeebling E. coli, such as you describe, to what ex
tent is the scientific research of others limited by dealing always with
this kind of E. coli!

Dr. CURTISS. 'Well, maybe the best way to answer that question is by
analogy. Shortly after the turn of the century, when the Wright
brothers developed their first airplane, it was difficult to envision how
that development would allow for the mass transit of human species
wherever members of that species wanted to go. And with only a lim
ited number of approved disabled E. coli's, and plasmid, and bacterial
vectors, the research is, to some extent, limited in its possibilities. Cer
tainly, this would be more so if all recombinant research were required
to use available EK2 systems. ,

I might add that some of these enfeebled systems behave very dif
ferently than EKI E. coli cloning systems, and it has required that
many microbiologists, geneticist, et cetera, who have worked with
E. coli many years, learn a new bag of tricks, to make. their experi
ments successful.

So, in a way, I think the use of these systems is tending to slow down
research and from my own personal view this is not harmful. It is very
important, however, that we eventually develop a greater diversity of
such disabled host/vector systems to allow a greater diversity of ex
periments because the strains available may not facilitate or even allow
the success of certain contemplated experiments. This is only going to
be possible with time and further study.

Dr. VVALD. The New York Times reported that there are 86 univer
sity laboratories getting into it at present; and at least 9 pharmaceu
tical companies.
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Mr. KRUEGER. Eighty-six plus nine.
And of these two have P4 protection facilities! Is that correct!
Dr. WALD. No. Aren't the P4's just being built!
Dr. BARKLEY. There are no P4 facilities that are currently being

used for recombinant DNA studies.
Mr. KRUEGER. I see.
Dr. BARKLEY. The NIH is currently rehabilitating four facilities

that will be used to support such work. Two are located at the Cancer
Research Center and two are located on the Bethesda campus of NIH.

There are two facilities that are currently operating in the United
States at this time under conditions comparable to the P4 level. One is
at the Center for Disease Control in which they are currently studying
Lassa virus and Marburg virus; and the second is the Walter Reed
facility at the Fort Detrick location, which is currently studying
Machupo virus. All three of these viruses are classified by the Center
for Disease Control as high-risk human pathogens.

Mr. KRUEGER. If these 86 plus 9 were to be required, for example, to
adopt P4 kinds of protection facilities, what kind of costs are we
talking about! That is my first question.

The second question would be, once the costs are themselves in
curred, is the sheer process of going about the research made more
difficult! In other words, I might feel safer crossing Independence
Avenue if I wore, you know, a medieval coat of armor, but I might not
necessarily wear that medieval coat of armor because it would make
me miss too many votes because I'd get there too late, or something
like that. And I'm wondering ifthis is a kind of medieval coat of armor
which if we required it of all these laboratories, the rate at which they
could carry out the research would be very much smaller and be more
difficult.

Dr. WALD. Could I say something!
Chairman THORNTON. Dr. Waldo
Dr. WALD. At the end of my prepared remarks there is something

that threatens the whole of American experimental science. It is that
the common direction of the thoughts involving legislation in this re
gard-and, incidentally, everybody now concerned considers legisla
tion to be inevita:ble-that the kinds of legislation that I hear being
discussed, if that sort of thing is really instituted, I think scientists
of every kind in this country haven't quite taken in what it will mean.

It will mean setting" up a new bureaucracy for investigating, licens
ing, supervising, and controlling what goes on in research labora
tories. First of all, one can foresee that once that happens it will stay
with us, in all likelihood, indefinitely.

Mr. KRUEGER. Bureaucracy has a very long genetic life. [Laughter.]
Dr. W ALD. Right.
And, second, it will by no means confine itself to recombinant DNA

research. Its expansion to all other kinds of laboratory research has in
fact been invited by proponents of gene splicing, who have repeatedly
said that all exploration of the unknown is risky, all scientific research
is dangerous. And if not challenged, this goes down very well.

Now, I have challenged it a few times by saying, "So far as I know
I've never done a dangerous experiment in my life." And I've had the
reply, "Oh, no! Don't you use alcohol for extractions! Isn't that
inflammable!" Like the gas in everybody's automobile.
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And you know I'm not seeinz ghosts. 'Ve are already under the
workers health and safety regulations, which industry fights off but
which universities embrace. my 1 You can get a new bureaucracy
going in the university-and if you think bureaucracies just operate
in government, just visit any present-day university. You'll really see
some.

So, we've already had them coming down on us. I'm talking of my
home institution, you know, Harvard. Where do you keep your al
cohol i mere do you keep your petroleum ether, et cetera 1You know.

The thought that all of that will shortly be regulated is very
you know, it's quite a possihility-and that would really get in the
way, not only of the speed, but of the whole quality of experimental
science in this country. I can hardly think of anything worse.

Now, that prospect can be met in one very simple way. I almost
shudder to say it on this panel. That is by segregating this research
above .the P1 level, to a few national or regional laboratories, and
then doing all the controlling internally, and leaving the rest of the
scientific enterprise in this country unhampered.

Mr. KRUEGER. Dr. Curtiss1
Dr. CURTISS. I'll just make a few comments. Dr. Barkley may want

to correct me on some of this.
It's my understanding that to construct and equip a good P4 labora

tory, it would cost somewhere between $500 to $1,000 a square foot.
The fact of the matter is if we' had to design a P4 laboratory, I
wouldn't; first, because I don't have $1 million and doubt that I could
get it; and, second, I think that there's another major problem in con
tinued escalation of required containment for certain recombinant
research.

My own personal view at this moment in time is that the NIH guide
lines have a good degree of conservatism in them. I didn't think that
3 years ago, but I've learned a lot since then, a lot of it based on experi-
ments that we and others have done. '

But there is a fear that I have that was discussed at the National
Academy of Sciences forum workshop that I chaired, and that is the
problem that arises by overkill. People in the scientific community
who have been debating many of these issues, although there are ex
ceptions, feel that the guidelines provide a good margmofsafety, and
if that margin of safety that is required gets to the point where the
scientific community feels that it is an absurdity, or tendency to feel
contempt for such requirements, it will be just like a law which no
body wants to obey.

I think that that's a real hazard, because the one thing that we cer
tainly don't want to engender is contempt on the part of people,
whether in this country or overseas, for the sorts of regulations that
we are trying to evolve. The NIH guidelines are not perfect, but they
make sure that we can proceed at a rather slow, reasonable pace, gath
ering more information about the potential risks.

And so to say that everything ought to be done in a P4 facility
would have a negative result all the way around. A lot of scientists
wouldn't do research, others might have the P4 facilities and then
have a door going directly from their office into the lab, and just
violate the whole principle of the facility.
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Mr. KRUEGER. So, in summary then, from two different perspectives,
we're hearing that to expect anything like P4 facilities for all of the
places who would like to do this research would really be unreasonable,
both in terms of scientific freedom and freedom of movement, and also
in terms of cost.

And Dr. Wald suggested that it would be appropriate perhaps to
restrict such research to specific institutions.

Dr. WALD. I was talking about P3.
Mr. KRUEGER. Oh. You--
Dr. WALD. I was talking about P3. I would assume these people don't

really need P4.
Mr. KRUEGER. P4is--
Dr. WALD. I would like to see the P2 restrictions jacked up to the

P3 level. Also, from the beginning it has been my view, as that of prof.
Robert Sinsheimer at Cal Tech, that this work should be segregated
outside of centers of population.

Mr. KRUEGER. So these--,.-
Dr. WALD. Outside of crowded cities, and as far as I'm concerned,

outside of universities. The trouble there, as I see all around me, is
that the workers regularly go out of the laboratory to teach classes of
young students. I think that is impermissible.

But it's P3 I was talking about segregating. And raising P2 to P3
sothat is segregated too.

Mr. KRUEGER. Thank you for the clarification.
Finally, I wonder to what extent this kind of research is going on

largely in the United States of America and to what extent it is spread
across ethercountries, and whether they have substantially different
precautions.
If this was covered when I was in another committee meeting, I

apologize.
Chairman THORNTON. A very brief reference was made to research

going on in seven countries. I think it might be useful to expand upon
the policy considerations which they are undergoing.

Dr. SINGER. There is research going on in several countries in West
ern Europe, in the Soviet Union, in, Japan, probably in Australia and
Canada.

Three countries,-the United States, Great Britain, and Canada
have separately evolved sets of guidelines. The guidelines are based
on very similar principles in terms of assessing the risks of different
experiments and also in establishing the principles of physical and bio
logical containment, although the emphasis given to one or another
differs from one set of guidelines to another.

In fact, if you look at the three sets of guidelines, they are very
similar in the ranking of experiments according to risk and in terms
of the containment requirements. They are not, however, identical.

It appears that in other countries there will not be independent at,
tempts to devise sets of lPlidelines, that there will be a decision to use
one or another of the existing sets of guidelines. And it isn't perfectly
clear whether the British guidelines or the American guidelines will be
adopted by one or another country at the present time.

The procedures for implementing the guidelines and for controlling
work will differ substantially in other countries from the procedures



outlined in NIH guidelines. This primarily is a reflection of the
smaller size of those countries and the smaller size of the relevant
research community, so that it's possible to consider projects on a
case-by-case basis by a central committee. It is much more difficult to
do this in the United States given the bulk of the work that's going
on.

There have been reports of experiments in the literature from vari
ous countries, 'and r think one can expect that there will be more
and more of these in time.

In addition, there are efforts that we mentioned, basically by in
ternational organizations, to compare guidelines, give advice to
people in different countries, disseminate information, sponsor train
ing courses, and so forth. These organizations are both official gov
ernmental organizations, such as the 1VHO, and independent scien
tific organizations, such as the International Council of Scientific
Unions and the European Molecular Biology Organization.

Mr. KRUEGER. Thank you very much.
And just as a final brief comment, 1 would simply observe that one

of the things which we face here is the problem that, although it may
be to the particular advantage of any individual scientist undertak
ing his or her research to try to proceed further and to push the front
tiers a bit further, it is our responsibility not only to see that that
scientist has the opportunity to carry out his research, but also that
the public is protected at the same time.

I wish very much to thank the chairman and you for this excellent
presentation. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Krueger.
Mr. Hollenbeck, do you have any other questions!
Mr. HOLLENBECK. I would like the opportunity to submit some

in writing. .
Chairman THORNTON. I think I would like to ask each of the panel

ists if he or she would have objection to responding to such written
questions as may be submitted for further clarification of the issues
which have been presented today, I believe all are nodding affirma
tively that they would be pleased to do so.

r want to thank each of you on the panel for your responsive and
thoughtful testimony. I think it has been very helpful in focusing
upon the issues which are presented.

Tomorrow we will be discussing in greater detail the potential
risks and benefits of this kind of research and on Thursday we will
deal perhaps a little more with questions regarding international
research efforts.

Dr. Wald, I was very impressed with your suggestions that we need
to he concerned about the operation of a kind of Gresham's law which
might lead to the gravitation of DNA research to those countries
or those areas which provide the least-effective guidelines or controls
for that research.

And if there is a final question, that has occurred to me, it is this: Is
this research not so terribly difficult as to be within the reach of knowl
edge of all college biologists! Could these individuals get some of the
vectors and some of the chemicals which are necessary to split the genes
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and cause perhaps less-well-controlled recombinations to occur in very
rudimentary laboratory facilities!

Is that possible!
Dr. WALD. Well, now, I confidently expect this sort of thing to ap

pear very shortly at high school science fairs.
Chairman THORNTON. This is what I've been told, that we're deal

ing with techniques which on a very rough and unguarded level can
be accomplished in very limited laboratory facilities.

Am I getting an agreement generally across the board on that!
Dr. SINGER. I would say that it is relatively easy to sit down and

try to plan the experiment. You come across certain barriers where
certain kinds of equipment would be ideal to have. But I think one
could make the attempt without it.

There are, however, other kinds of experiments that I've seen at
high school science fairs that I think ought not to be done by high
school students. And I might just tell you a very brief anecdote that
happened to me this week. I have a 13-year-old daughter in the seventh
grade who did a project in which she tried to isolate from tap water,
milk, and air, the bacteria that would be resistant to penicillin. There
fore, she had plates with bacterial colonies growing on them.

This is not a dangerous experiment, and it failed because it's not very
easy to isolate such resistant bacteria.

But she did have plates with organisms on them that were un
characterized, and I said to her that I thought that she ought not to
bring these into school for the science fair, that we ought to destroy
them because they were uncharacterized organisms. We were able to
take good care of them at home in the kitchen but they certainly
shouldn't be taken to school and perhaps be opened up.

She was given a failing grade on her project because she didn't
bring in the evidence that she'd actually done the experiment. And
she's very angry with her mother. [Laughter.]

Chairman THORNTON. I want to thank you for sharing that with us.
I do appreciate so much the appearance of each of the members of'

this panel, and unless there are further questions from either members
of the committee or staff, the hearing will be adjourned to meet again
tomorrow morning at 9 a.m,

[The hearing in the above-entit.led matter was adjourned at 12 :30
p.m., to reconvene at 9 a.m., Wednesday, March 30, 1977.]
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SCIENCE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DNA
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE RESEARCH

WEDNESDAY, MAIICH 30, 1977

HouSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SClENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Waskington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment at 9 :06 a.m., in
room 2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ray Thornton
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order.
We're starting some 30 minutes abead of the usual scheduled time

this morning in order to accommodate a meeting of the full Com
mittee on Science and Technology at 11 o'clock.

We very much appreciate the early arrival of our distinguished
group of witnesses this morning, Dr. Cape, Dr. Nathans, Dr. Signer,
Dr. Cavalieri and Dr. Baltimore. We are looking forward to your
testimony.

We have received prepared statements which as each of you give
your presentation will be made a part of the record.

In order to afford an opportunity for discussion between the mem
bers of the panel who are testifying this morning and questions, I am
going to ask that each of you make an effort to summarize your
prepared statements, knowing that your statement will be made a
part of the record. In suggestmg that, I do not mean to suggest that
you abbreviate it so much as to make it difficult to understand, 'be
cause I think each of the other members here is going to want to be
able to have an exchange of views.

Our first witness this morning is Dr. Ronald Cape, who is president
of Cetus Corporation, and he'll be discussing the issue of the potential
risks and benefits associated with recombinant DNA research. Our
hearings today will center upon this question, an assessment of risks
and benefits, and we are looking forward to the views of each of the
witnesses. At this time I would like to recognize Dr. Cape.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Cape follows:]

DB. RONALD E. CAPE

Ronald E. Cape, president of Cetus Corp., Berkeley, Calif. AB (Chemistry),
Princeton University 1953; M.B.A., Harvard University 1955; Ph. D. (bto
chemistry), McGill University 1967; post-doctoral fellowship, University of
California. Berkeley, 1967-7Q-MolecularBiology and Virus Laboratory.
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STATEMENT OF RONALD E. CAPE, PRESIDENT CETUS CORP.,
BERKELEY, CALIF.

Dr. CAPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to add a little personal background.
I suppose I'm identified here as an industry executive. Let me

add that I'm also a molecular biologist, and my Ph. D. thesis was on
"The Structure of DNA," and my post-doctoral work at Berkeley
studied the genes responsible for DNA replication in a virus. But
unlike all the other witnesses, T have not been a teacher, and I hope
I can overcome that deficiency in presenting my views here.

The prospect of extensive academic and industrial research in the
field of recombinant DNA has resulted in intensive public discussion.
This hearing is a significant element in that discussion. It is now
widely recognized that the profound nature of the technology raises
equally profound questions as to its best possible applications, and
indeed, the ultimate question as to whether, in fact, there is to be any
application at all. There is the further question regardig how, in fact,
these decisions are going to be made-an important public policy
question that is by no means confined to the field of recombinant DNA.

In briefly addressing this latter point, I should state my belief that
no one speaks for U.S. industry on this point. Perhaps I might even
go so far as to say thank God no one speaks for the industrial estab
lishment. There are differing views, and although I would hope that
most reasonable executives would agree with what I say, I speak only
for our company, Cetus Corp. However, I was personally present at
the two meetings referred to by Professor Wald yesterday at which
industry representatives met with Dr. Fredrickson at NIH last J nne
and with Dr. Ancker-Johnson of the Department of Commerce last
November. I do not a!r'ee with Dr. Wald's report or interpretation of
what took place at either meeting, and my report is not hearsay. I
would be happy to respond to any questions on that subject.

Mr. 'THORNTON. We will be very pleased to hear your assessment of
that, and to develop a full presentation in order for the committee to
make its review.

Dr. CAPE. I'll be glad to do so.
Industrial research has its risks and rewards, just as does academic

research. It's not as romantic as academic research, and its risks and
rewards are most frequently stated in financial terms. If we properly
address a need, we'll make money-if the need is genuine and large,
we'll make a great deal of money. If we guess wrong, we lose. Those
are the rules, and we assume that most Americans are content with
them. .

So let me begin by stating that we welcome this public inquiry and
involvement. We firmly believe that science is for the people, that in
basic research, the assumption underlying governmental support is
benefit to the people, and society wants a return on its investment. By
the same token, we believe that the way our society is organized, im
plementation of discoveries commercialization, if you will, is the
assigned task of industry. Where else will it be done! But we also
recognize our responsibilities. So it's not a question of profits, no
matter what, and it's certainly not a question of our strategy, no
matter what.



These are not idle Rlatitudes. Let me cite two examples: First, as we
all know, the NIH Guidelines presently lack clout with any institu
tion, group, or company not presently receiving NIH funds. Compli
ance with the guidelines will cost money, a lot of money, and it has
to be spent now. Most of the more appealing commercial applications
of recombinant DNA technology won't be profitable for many years
to come. Yet itis true for us, and I hope for other companies, that
there is utterly no intention of undertaking any work at all in this
field except in full compliauce with those guidelines.

Mr. (Jhairman< I would like to present an important clarification of
a subject alluded to repeatedly in yesterday's testimony. The work at
General Electric by Dr. Chakrabarty did involve some clever manip
ulations of plasmid in peeudmonas but it did not involve what we
all agree is meant by recombinant DNA.

Further, many of us feel, appreheusive though we may be about
bureaucracy, that Federal legislation closing that loophole is in the
public interest, and very. much to be desired. However, I would add
that because I believe that there is no likelihood of hasty, inappro
priate industrial activity, that such Federal legislation should not be
precipitate. We feel that full public discussion should precede pas
sage of any act. We support the legislation proposed in last week's
report to HEW Secretary Califano by the Interagency Committee
On Recombinant DNA Research, chaired by Dr. Fredrickson. If that
report has not. already been submitted for the record, I would like do
so.

Mr. THORNTON. We'll be pleased to receive the report 'and to con
sider its inclusion in the printed record. We do not wish to duplicate
printing of a report which is already widely available.

Dr. CAPE. The second observation regarding our public responsibil
ities concerns a popular misconception about our plans. We cannot,
and we will not, make plans at the specific level, until the legislative
and regulatory environment is clarified, We regard our possible ave
nues of behavior as being very dependent upon what makes sense
after the public discussion has culminated, as we hope it will, in legis
lation which we will regard as a public conclusion. Then we hope it
will be clear to us how to intelligently plan for the future.

Our hope is that it will be a very exciting future. The beneficial out
comes of this work fall into two categories: (1) Fundamental under
standing of processes of life and disease, and (2) facilitation of hereto
fore impossible products and processes. I will dwell mainly on the
latter. We are already making commitments in the hope that there will
be many beneficial, outcomes. This involves building teams, ordering
equipment, and discussing many possible applications. As I said before,
if we are wrong, and the work never gets started or successfully com
pleted, we will have gambled and lost. But we will not gamble with
issues of safety and prudence. We are not yet doing work with recom
binant DNA. But we hope to. If it is accepted that in this field, as in
other fields, the practical application is the role of industry, what
sequence of events can we look to 1

First, it is important to stage any proposed sequence of activity with
several thoughts in mind.

(a) Safety: Looking ahead to any commercial application of recom
binant DNA technology, we must be aware that production organisms
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must be deemed safe under criteria analogous to those now applied to
the biological containment parameters like EK2 and EK3 in the
research context. Work must anticipate by years the ultimate need for
production organisms which satisfy a rigorous set of standards. We
can't tell today whether or not E. coli will ultimately be acceptable, no
matter how crippled, and to this end work should begin soon to
examine and prepare alternative organisms for commercial use. Dr.
Curtiss yesterday called E. coli the workhorse of molecular genetics.
We at Cetus Corp. propose to prepare an entire stable of such work
horse micro-organisms, I want to stress that such a program, which we
are actively considering, does not, at first, require the kind of recom
binant DNA experiments which led to the guidelines. What we're talk
ing about is a large amount of pedestrian hard work in conventional
microbial genetics. .

(b) Economics: The ultimate commercial application of this tech
nology will require a great deal of developmental work after most
of the intellectual excitement has gone. By way of illustration, I believe
that the demonstration of the production of human insulin in E. coli
in a test tube will occur sooner than many think, but that it will he
many years and many millions of dollars more before we see a produc
tion plant which utilizes a new, safer organism, to efficiently make large
quantities of insulin at a price which makes sense.

(c) Choice of protein: Most simply stated, recombinant DNA tech
nology merely makes possible the manufacture, in a convenient cell,
of a protein or proteins, whose blueprint, or DNA, comes from another,
unrelated cell. The most dramatic illustrations of this possibility
usually deal with things which are most far out, and on which the
worst fears are also able to fasten. Thus, it is very exciting to talk of
treating disease quickly, cheaply, very effectively, and possibly very
safely with human proteins which we call antibodies. It is very excit
ing to talk of the advantages of antibodies over antibiotics-antibodies
may be safer, and they may be effective against viruses and maybe
even cancer cells, which antibiotics, essentially, do not attack. But the
fact is that such an application is very many years away, will cost a
great deal of money to reduce to practice, and involves some experi
ments which most experts, including proponents of this work,
acknowledge to be in the higher risk category. And in this, as in
many other exciting applications, there are a host of problems to be
overcome, and many questions to be asked, any of which may render
the project unsuitable. The groundwork should be laid now in order
to enable at least some of these revolutionary beneficial outcomes to
materialize in the 1990's. This groundwork should address questions
of risk. These questions cannot be resolved in learned debate-they
must be addressed experimentally. It is welcome news that NIH is
now ready to do some of this experimental probing.

Thus, the long-rangeprogramscannot' be identified with precision
for sometime yet. But unless some work begins soon to answer some
of these real questions, the. ultimate benefit will be even farther away.
The time frames are long as it is. Each participant, each company,
must make ·its own assessment. But one thing is clear to me: There is
no place in this field for any company with only short-range thinking
or objectives. Profits are not around the corner.
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There are, however, some less long-range programs-less likely to
create newspaper headlines, less likely perhaps to alarm critics of this
work, but very likely to provide benefit in today's world of industrial
fermentation-which gives us antibiotics, beer, cheese, and a host of
industrial chemicals. By and large, we have historically accepted that
a new compound discovered in a particular organism must be produced
commercially in that organism. If penicillin is discovered in the mold
penicillium, then that's the organism we're stuck.with for commercial
production. Recombinant DNA technology renders it possible to move
these capabilities into safer and more economical production or
ganisms. This is particularly important today when microbial proc
esses could in many cases produce chemicals which today must be
made from petroleum sources. Even now, some microbial processes,
if more efficient,could further reduce our dependence on foreign oil.

It is to these applications, far removed, we think, from the glamour
and from the public concern with manipulation of the genes of viruses
and humans, that the first industrial attention should be directed. We
hope to do so. '

Mr. Chairman, we've been asked to comment on patent questions. It
is our belief-and I'm speaking only for our company here-that the
only changes desirable In present patent laws would be those which
would remove the catch-22 dilemma confronting those who wish to
patent developments in this field. It is my understanding that at
present there is some learned opinion that compliance with the NIH
guidelines constitutes publication, which very act of publication pre
cludes ever-receiving patent protection. That's a "no win" situation,
Mr. Chairman. As a separate subject, in the patent area, if-I say
"if"_it is deemed to be in the public interest to grant accelerated treat
ment to patent applications so that whatever secrets .are contained in
these applications could be made public as quickly as possible, that's
fine. But we do not agree with any use of accelerated patent processing
as an inducement to anyone to comply with any regulations or guide
lines. I'll repeat-such compliance should be the subject of legislation,
and we support the Interagency Committee's suggestions.

I don't wish to take up the subcommittee's time reciting again the
litany of benefits and riSKS attendant on work in this field. The Decem
ber 1976 Supplemental Report II prepared for this committee deals
fully and very well with these issues. I would like to make several brief
points, however, and then I'll close.

My brief points are :
First. The assessment of unknown risks compared to benefits, some

of which are certain and some of which are freshly speculative, cannot
be made by debate. Methodologies must be developed to evaluate both
experimentally. The categorization of risks and the absolute pro
hibition of certain experiments and the assignment of biological and
physical containment levels deemed appropriate to various kinds of
experiments is wise. Let's be sure, however, to regard the process as one
of genuine feedback. The guidelines are today's perception of where
prudence lies. Many experiments should be designed, and the results
of these experiments should be used, to consider changes in the guide
lines, in either direction, as the facts dictate. Who is to make the
determinations, and with what balanced input remains to be estab-
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Iished, Hopefully. the Secretary of HEW will have an appropriate
basis for such determinations down the road.

Second. Let's not mix apples and oranges. Let's not rush recklessly
ahead, but let's not, on the other hand, fail to move forward because
of a fear that we are opening a Pandora's box, or that no real need
exists and that this work is not worthy of a high priority in this
society. If it is a Pandora's box, it's already opened. But Dr. Wald
was absolutely right in maintaining that regardless of what goes on
elsewhere we must set an example. The whole world is watching. We
have confidence that this society can handle its alternatives and deal
with its responsibilities as they arise. Moving new genes into bacteria
is no more related to diabolical genetic manipulation of human beings
than is the breeding of cattle or corn ..

Let's by all means prohibit the diabolical, or anything that leads to
it. We have seen significant advances in recent perceptions and legisla
tion regarding experimentation on human subjects. Let's continue that
dialog. But it's not simple. For example, when you approve wide use
of a new vaccine, you are profoundly and intentionally intervening
with evolution of viruses that work within human cells and interact
with human DNA in ways not yet fully understood. Let's not fail to
increase that understanding, while at the same time addressing the
equally important social consequences. But let's not make recombinant
DNA research, or U.S. industry, which actually is doing practically
none of it right now, a whipping boy for social problems that have
nothing to do with the specific and very important question of science
policy, which this subcommittee is very properly examining here
today.

Thank you. .
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Cape.
[Dr. Cape's additional submissions for the record are as follows:]

!
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Dr. .John F. Finklea, Director
National Illstitute for Occupational Safety and Health
5600 Fishers Lane
HDckville, MD 20852

D8arDr.Finklea:

Thank you for requesting our conunents and proposals in your 'Le t t e r- 'of
D~cember 27, 1976.

I am very sorry that I've been almost constantly away from my desk sauce
December 18. When you called I had just returned from Germany, and I
must a~ologize for the delay in responding to your very welcome request
for commerit~ r'reiteratethis apology because,. as I have written t~ L~.

Fredrickson, we eagerly look forward taall opportunities to interact
with respOnsibleauthoritiesinthiafield~

Cetus corporation is:currently'planning and organizing arecornbinant
molecule research facility for the purpose of exploring the,applicability
of this new technology to industrially relevant projects~ We feel
establishment of guidelines and suggested procedures relating to occu
pational safety; health surveillance and control measures would be mos~

useful.

We agree with the establishment oia central registry.

We agree that a program of medical examination of recombinant DNA
research investigators and personnel prior to initiating this type of
research and periodically thereafter is a sound idea.

Some 'issues come to mind. What specifically would a consulting physician
be looking forcand what types of records should be kept? clearly,ade
quate labeling and posting should bea mandatory requirement (as in
radioisotope work). Similarly, segregation of facilities (already in
the guidelines for P2, P3,and P4 work) may be useful for preventing
inadvertent cross-contamination, etc. It is not clear what type of
general area monitoring and routine screening procedures are applicabl~

to recombinant DNA research. The services and measures already in
existence for investigators working with radioisotopes (area monitors,
film badge and TLD dosimetry ring services, blood and/or urine analysis)
or specific viruses (serum samples and antibody testing) do not readily
lend themselves to routine, general survey procedures for a variety 0f
microorganisms that may contain recombinant DNA. While the use of
genetically marked strains (e.g. XI776) certainly facilitates the d~tec

tion of contaminant microorganisms within a transformed microbial popu
lation, it must be determined how one can routinely monitor exposure t.o
recombinant DNA in unspecified microorganisms, particularly if one i$
using complementation of an auxotrophic mutation rather than ant.Lo i o t i c
resistance as the selective marker in the cloning vehicle.

Celtl'> Corpof.Jliun, f,UOl:l.JlH..rull W,ly, Herkelev , C..lifornia94710 Phone, (41 SJ S·I'l.HOO
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To properly design the record keeping so that it serves a useful future
function, We would further urge that consideration be given to perform
ing similar tests in a similar way for a similar time period on appro
priate control groups.

Furthermore, it would seem to be important to have health records of
people in an industry that go back before the time that there is wide
use of recombinant DNA technology within it. This is a situatiorr that
is likely to change quite quickly from time to time. Also, to provide
a calibration as to relative hazard, thought should be given to study
ing, in parallel, other potential sources of microbial infection, both
in institutional and industrial settings.

We feel that thorough training and scrupulous microbiological technique
in conjunction with appropriate physical and biological containment
procedures are vital. We would endorse a training program along the
lines of the University of Minnesota - N.C.I. Office of Research Safety
course we recently attended'at Stanford University~ While that cours~

was very helpfUl, ~efeel a training program specifically directed
toward work with DNA and microqrganisms (rather than attempting to adavt
the cell and virus training course) and focusing on problemS specifi
cally related to bacteria and fungi would be enthusiastically supported
by both the academic and industr~al communities. This training program
could take the form of a short course (3-4 days in length) that would be
given several times a yea~ in different parts of the country, and could
be updated and expanded by supplemental information being published in
the N.A.R.S.M. communication series. (The contribution from Or. Ann
Skalka's laboratory in the recent N.A.R.S.M. communication, for example.
discussed several detergents and disinfectants and conditions for
inactivating not only microbial cells but also free DNA and bacterio
phage populations.)

We hope t~ese comments may prove useful. We earnestly request thatwher.
you have prepared a draft of any guidelines or regulations that will
apply to industrial ~rch, or any revisions of the existing guidelit:~s

that· relate to safety and/or occupational hazards, we be permitted to
comment and offer additional suggestions.

Once again, I'm sorry that my travelingactivitiespreve~tedan earli~r

reply.

Sincerely,

CETUS CORPORATION

Ronald E. Cape, Ph.D.
President

REC/asg
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DEPARTME:NT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

PUBLIC HJi;ALTH SERVICE

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR O<;CUPATIONAL.
SAFETY AND HEALTH
5600 FISHERS LANE

ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 208~2

December 27. 1976

Mr. Ronald Cape
President
Cetus Corporation
600 Bancroft ~ay

Berkeley, Califorriia 94710

Dear Mr. Cape:

The Secretary. of HEW has asked Dr. Fredrickson of the National
Institutes of;Health (NIH) to chair an Interagency. Committee on
Recombinant DNA Research. Governmental agencies. universities and
industries in: this country and abroad are interested in recombinant
DNA research techniques. NIH has developed and published in the
Federal Register (Volume 41. No. 176. 'rhursday, Sep t.embe'r 9~ 1976,
page 38426'.through 384.44) a Draft Environmental Impact Statement
entitled RecorubinantDNA Research. It is my uqderstanding that the
Congress of the United States will be closely examining the findings
of the Interagency Oorsnt t tee during its next session.

The Recombinant DNA Research Guidelines developed by NIH did not
address potential occupational safety and health problems. We hope
that the revised guidelines will provide more attention to workplace
health and safety issues in laboratories in which recombinant DNA

j
' research would be performed. In many cases the involved laboratories

, are already covered by the Consensus Standards promulgated under the
Occupational Safety and Health Act. One excep t Lcn.woul.d vbe research
undertaken in public universities in States not haVing State occupaw

tional safety, and health plans that provide coverage for public workers.

Our Institute; feels that revised Guidelines should provide for the
establishment of a central registry of all workers engaged in recom
binant DNA research or the operation and maintenance of laboratories
and pilot plants whe~e recombinant DNA research is carried out. We
believe that there should be provision for a program of medical
examinations for such workers prior to placement and periodically
thereafter. We believe that all workers should be adequately informed
about potential health risks associated with recombinant DNA research
and that there should be adequate labeling and posting in each work
area. Because our concern about diseases with a long latency period,
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we believe that there should be provision to retain all health records
and all records detailing the configuration and operational history of
each research facility for 30 years, Some provision to facilitate
medical follow up of such workers is needed. There.should be medical
reporting of all illnesses. injuries and deaths among all workers en
gaged or formerly engaged in recombinant DNA research.

We feel that it would be useful to develop appropriate environmental
and workplace monitoring systems to assure that i~dvertent exposures
to recombinant DNA organisms are not taking place. One should.slso
develop adequate workmen's compensation provisions to insure against
occupational related injury and illness among recombinant DNA research
workers.

I would appreciate your helping our Institute deal with occupational
safety and health issues evolving from the recombinant DNA research.
Has your company planned or initiated recombinant DNA research? If
recombinant DNA research is contemplated by your company. what occu
pational safety and health surveIllance and control measures will you
,advise? Have you discussed the recombinant DNA research issue with
worker representatives. union health and safety officials or health
and safety committees in your plants? If you think specific research
or policy studies dealing with the recombinant DNA issue should be
carried out by our Institut~. please describe these studies in a brief
paragraph.

I would be most happy to receive any other comments you may wish to
forward on the recombinant DNA issue or any other occupational safety
and health issues and would be glad tod!scuss the recombinant DNA
issue with you ,if you so desire.'

Sincerely yours.

~~.~~e~M.D.
Director
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March 11, 1~77

'J.'he Honorable Jacob K. Javitaand
the Honorable hdward H. Kennedy

United Statea Senate
Waahington, D.C'. 20510

Dear Senators Javitaan4 Kennedy;

'l'hank you for YO\1r letter of F6bruary 14, 1977.

1. Cetu8corporation i. not engAged. in, nor has it been
enga,gttd ill the _conduot ot reooeabinant DNA research
anywhere.

2. We do, however, share t.he excitement of others reqarding
the potential ben.fit. of knovlec1qe and po••ible prac
tical application. of this technology_ We' hopet.h&t·· it
will be practical and. genually aoceptable that privAte
companiea partiaipate in thia adv"ftture, and it 110 we
very much ,int~ to be oormted among thea. Su~ticlantly

80, tbat we are pre.entlY hirinq ataff and. pl&1ming
potentiAl projects. No. linal d.cl.io~ hav.been made
a. to the precise nature ot theM projeoea, nor will
they be made before- thi. public cSt.eua.lonMs r••ulted
in clarifiCAtion. However, we will certainly begin with
experiment. qenerally conaidera4 to be of v.ry low riak.
or ot no riak what.aever.

3. We are indeed Willing to r.91.ter and hav. already publicly
expr••••dfull wl11ingne•• and intention to comply with
tbe NIH quid.lin... W. wl~ thi. opportunity to re
iterate that intention.

4. we oan complYI we augg:e.t no CJ\lidellne chang•• at present.

5. Our company has not o.bUin~ any patent. 'lor recCXQbin&nt
DNA reaearch. -

Gentlemen, I would ,like to take'thie opportunity to as);; for your
help in connection with one ..jor dif'liculty. We very much wiah
to participate in thi. iaportant d1alog. It ia, however, not
clear who speaks for the qovernJleJlt, who apeaks tor the "pubiic,"
and it is clear that no one can, or 1ndeed ahould preaume to
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'l'he iionorableJa.cob K. Javitz and
the Honorable Edward M. Kennedy

March 11, 1977
1-'age 2

spe4k for ..industry.." Nor, unilaterally, doea. anyone speak tor
·'.e1.ntists." This fra.gmentAtion has not helped clarilication
or study of the iS8ues, and we are tru8trated by the lack of a
universally recognized forum for this very importAnt public
discussion. Could there be a leqialatlv8'&newer?

'tours sincerely,

CE'WS COIlPORA'l'ION·

Ronald k:.. Cape, Ph.!).
l-lrealueot

IlEc/aaq
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";2lCnileb -$14('-$ .s,eug.f"

February 11., 1977

'11:. Il,ona,ld Gnl'e. Presdf.ent
ceeus Corpo'ret Lcn
6110 lIrmcroft \~ay

gerke Iey , Cnlifornia

near nr. r.al'e:

AB VOl' knou'.;·the conduct of recomhfnslnt.nlTA r",,,,,,,n1:<:" "all h'ecc".!) t',,, ""hj,.,,,t of
fnc reaa tngvdebat.e andconcem both within the scientific cOllllllunity,and morp.,r'!t;p.ry.tlv,
in !,uhlic fannM, The Subcommittee on lIealth hea maintained an intense interest in't;ic
issues \~hieh have prompted the controveJ:lly over such research and has held two nubli<:
headn~s conce.rntng these issues over the past two years.

At the last heal"in~ on September 22;'1976, the ru rector of the Sat!onsl lusti·
tute of ltealth, the ASsistant Administrator for Reaearchand·Oevelopment of thf!'r.nY~,ru.n:

mental Protection Agency, a panel of eminent scientists, and -ene President "f the Phar·
maceutical Manufacturers Association, provided thoughtful testimony conce rnfna the
status of recombinant DNA research and the guidelines recently promulp;ated by the
'lational Institute of Health for the conduct of such research. As expressed by the
nt.receor-cr NIH, the object of the guidelines is to minimize the associated rf sks whIte
;>emitting appropriate types of this resesrch to continue \~ith its great potential bene
fit to mankind.

The NUl p;uidelines are now being adopted by all federal agencies conlluctint\ or
suppo rc Ing such research. Hr. Joseph Stetler, the President of the Phsnnaceutical
"lanufacturers Associstion stated at the subcommittee hearing that pharmaceuticnl CO\'1

pantes intended to conform with the NIH guidelines snd thst the P'lA would con t fnucvt o
work closely with NIH to work out minor problems eo that compliance could bc "I.chicvcd.

It was th'" cons ...rillus of the witnesses before the subcommi.tte... that t'l(.' 'lI'l
f)uidelines should be extended to all sectors of· the research co"onunity comluct Lnr; ri,,,,;:';n

binantmA research, including the private sector and the international community. Th«
E1l1hcommittee shares this view.

l~e wrote to,l'resident'Ford on July 19, 1976, pointi'!?, out the ne ccs s t rv f"r Sll~'~

an extension and urging exploration of the means of implementation, inc1udinp, sl1i"r:estn.l
ler,islation if necessary, President Ford's reply of September 22,1976, indicated t~l;1t

the Interagency C:ollD'llittee on Recombinant DNA Research voul.d be formed to revine; r.he
activities of all government agencies performing or supportinr, such resea r ch find t.o
eco rdfnate activitieawith non-federal institutions. The first meetinp; of the Tnt,11·
anencv Committee was hflld on November 4, 1976 and there have heen seve eni SllbsC'1\le\lt
meetinr,s. The f;ommittee has discussed, among other things, the need to l'stahlis'l il

central rer,istry of all recombinant DNA research and existing Legd s l.nr Lve ,,,,chority filr
regul.at Lon of such research.
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1n .1ntlcipl1tioll ..,f the possible need fur additional l ....!\islatlon to imphmoellL
such registration and regulation, 1 vouf d appreciate it if yuu would furnish the
iul1ol'im\ information loy i·larch 15, 1977.

1. 1" your company or institution engaged, or 1"'5 .It previously l>een "'rl<',ugeu.
in the conduct 'or support of recon,J,{nant-I)NA research in the United States ur eLsevhere?
Lf so, please provide information c.oncerning the nature and location of such research and
identity of the company or instituti.on conducting such research. Also pleasefurni,sh rue
same information allout <my contemplated research of this kind.

2. If your company or institution has not engaged in recombinant DNA te'll;,arch,
is such research being contelliplated? If so, please provide the natur-e and rccucrcn (It
such research,and the identity of the ccmpany or institution vhf ch \Jill conduct the
re.. "arch.

3. If recollibinant DNA research is being conducted or contenll'lated,is your
company or institution !Jilling to register such research and comply "ith the Ulil guide
lines?

4. If your company or institution can not COlliI'll' "ith the NIU guidelines, IIhut
changes in .the guidelines uou.Ld .you suggest to make corupliance possible?

5. lIas your company or institution obtained any patents for recollll.>inilnt Ul{,\?
if SO, please furnish inforruatlon concerning the natul:e of the patents and the dates they
ve're issued.

Your ccopeceer.cn in this iIlIportant nlatteJ: \,/111 be very oluch, appreciated.

Jo,

,/
i\)t<.V)

., .ravrce

Sincerely,

;{~~
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Dr. Donald S•. Fredrickson
Director
t~tional InstituteBof Health
Bethes<la, Haryland 20014

{)eAr Dr. FredrickSon:

1bank you for requesting our views on the question of patent application.
in th~ area of recombinant PllA research activity.

We feel that there are two quite distinct reasons why this llIatter· deserves
the cereful attention which you are giving it.

First, the profound and far-rE;lachinq nature of the patent claims, AS we
understand thell\, axe such that should the patent be grAnted ,and be found
valid, it SeE<In8 that any application of recombinant mlA technologY'. in .,tlle
United States will require a licenGG. There'are serious questions respectinq
lIoth the fairness. and practicability of 1lnplementat,ion of this kind (If control.
~herearoalso public interest issues regardinqthe policing of this work in
the United States, and the effect which the 11lnitation ot at least the existing,
far-reaching patent to the United States wOuld have, encouraging nonlicenseus
to practise the ~ventlons outside the United St«tes.

The other~ajor i~8Ue~aga~n primarily oneot public interest~ concerns the
environmental and other safety issues addressed by the recently published
guidelines and the extent to which the way in which the patents, are hand~ed.
iIopinges on developments in this area. ..

Let us state our conclusions And follow thElllt with some paragraphs of explana
tion.

We feel that; alternative 4 on pa98 J of your letter is the most
sensible way to proceed with two very important stipulations.
First, we believe that any exclusive license, granted to anyons on
any specific application of this technology, nO matter how narrowly
defined; and' no Ir.atter for bow short a period of time, would be
extxemely unwise•. Secondly, using compliance with the nm guidelin~s

as a condition tor l1cenS1n9 b a splendid idea, bu.t the specific
"'4Y' in which· this is implemented couid' Ue either .. the beat or the
worst feature of the program. We feel that the ,special needeot
industry, which have not yet been p~opexly consideXQd" r.lUst be .
addressed in a faix and deliberate lIIlUUler because i~ is from !ndUlitry
that the license reee are expected to come. We a180 have some
concern About the nature of the enforcetnent of this compliance.
SUr&ly the universities are not Ht up to do this pCOl?Srly.

.. OUr stxon9 view_ on this aubjOct have already been cOll'GllURicatad to you.
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In IlIhort, Cetus Corporation intends to be active In this area and
is willing to pay fair license fees, on an equal basis with others,
en camnercial applieatIons. We would vigorously oppose the g:nmtin<J
to anyone of an exclusive license of Any sort whatsoever.

We have previously stated that _ endorse and applaud the t'11l1 guide
lInes, and that we have specific ideas about appropriate, somewhat
different guld~lines for Industrial research and cOmmercial applica
tion. regardless of whllt decieions Are made with respect to the
patents, the public interest requires that these decisions be ~de

openly in some proceSs as yet to be defined.

Now to our reasoning. Probably. you have heard. as have we. that Il\llny scree
tlsts feel that tl~re is a significant difference between the al1~enco"passlnq

nature of the Stanford/VCSF patent and the l,;niversity of /llabal:lii patent. me
latter, as we understand it, is much 'more in the way of an application gener-
ated in response to the first discovery. 'rhere will undoubtedly be IlIAny such
derivativcapplic.ations. It is the feeling of many that it is inappropriate to
attempt to patent something as fundamental as a way of making recOl!'llinant DIU'.
ecaecures, This 1s clearly ,sOfllethlng for the patent office, not for us, to
dEcide. In this case, where the patent is restricted to the United States, the
response to its broadness may consist of attempts to,circumvent it. Particularly,
if exclusjve licenses are granted,: those not licensea may feel that they have
little choice but to look totemedies such as practising the invention outside
the lilliteu States. 'I'hat is not in the interests of the United States. Far
better, we feel, to have it clear that HEW and stanford University and veSt'
have made an investment and, facilitated an unprecedented scieJltific breakthrou",h
for Which they are entitled: to a reward, and that nonexclusive eecs arc a fair
and equitable vehicle for such re....ard. In the past excaasave licenses !!lay have
been seen as the only ....ay to motivate indust~ to make the necessary inves~,Qnt

to develop an invention to the point where there would be someth1n~ to exploit
e<mI!Iercially. This 1s clearly not the case here. I'any companies have already
asserted their intention to become inVolved 1n the field - it is difficult to
understand how any 81qnificant biologically-based c()lllIlany could do otherwise.

But this brings us to the second _jor issue, and that involves safety and
the public interest. 1I.s I stated in. Illy previous letter to you, dated July 29,

. it 1s vitally important that the induatrial cOlllllluoity be irlbued with the. Sallie
concerns and awueness that prOlllpted the acadecnic cOllllJ'.uni ty to begin the pro
cess which resulted in the prc.nulgation of the NIH <;JUidelines. Prudence,
restraint, and sophisticated scientific judgment have to be c~ille(l in the
tlete~nation of what work shall be done, in ~hat seque~ee, and at what rate.
'the very nature of an exclusive license and particularly one with a short
tiJDe limit, would en.courage speed.at the expense of the ,prudence ".bieh in the
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public interest is -now paramount. The way 1n which·the liceos1ng is imple
mented, therefore,roust encourage this prudence in every possible way. Open
licensing is one such way. Careful consultation with industry prior to
Announcement of ~y particular guidelines 1s another way.

It 1s our feeling that the practise of these inventions in. the United StAtes
is likely to ber,lore strinsent and proper, than elsewhere. ,"<This will serVe no
useful purpose if the corollary 1s that most of auch workls therefore done
outside the United States.

Another distinction which must be clorified orises fromChe second paragraph
in the public relations release attached to your letter. It is SAid that the
patent would coverc=ercial use of the, process, llut not acadendc or indus
trial research. Ithlnk it's clear that some of the nightmares which the
guidelines are intended to obviate, if they were in fact to happen, could
just as easily happen in industrial research (not covered by the patent) as
in subsequent "coI:'.lriercial use." In fact, one could even surmise that the
coromcrcial use would be safer having been extensively tested during the
period of industrial research for safety, among other parameters. Eow does'
one intend to police .this industrial research? COuld one circumvent the
patent by cOnducting the industrial research (not covered) in the llnited
States and ~len implement the commercial use in some other country? Anot
very difficult scenario for a multinational corporation I

So there are certainly same very loose ends&ndit ia probably unreasonable to
expect the granting of a patent to tie~ up. It is even more unrealistic
to .justify the patent as a means of tying them up.

We feel quite differently about subsequent patents of. a narrower nature, of
which We believe the University Qf Alabama patent to be an example. Whether or
not it is, one last point comes tQ mind. on. can anticipate that a category of
patents which would issue from this work would address the specificindustrlal
processes (such AS those mentioned in the press release to produce insulin and
other hormonee) n\aq~ lX>!isible by the dovelopwmt of "new" bacteria. This is
the real c=ercial payoff, the objective of the industrial research. ~s is
the case with current microorganism strain develop.1T\E!nt and selection progro.Jlls
in the antibiotics industry, the c:ompa.ti!es can be expected to jealously 9Uar<.1
their unique microorganisms as being integral to the patented c~~rcia1 ~ro

eeea, 'l'he nature of recanbinantON1\. resellrch rseana that these microorganislIls
will also have to bo vehicles of an EK2 or pore IItringent type. The present
guidelines insist upon the free aVlI1labili,ty Qf all, such vehicles within the
scientific community. It is Unlikely ~t industry will want to invest much
IllOney and many years toward the <levelopment of such rnicroorqaniST:\$ if they are
required to make the end result of all this work freely avai1ablc~

We have probably only scratched the surface. We are carefully studyin~ a wide
variety of possible c~rcial applications of reCombinant alA technology and
it is clear tQ us that l&rqe scale profitable induatrial use is many years
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away. ThiIS steWS lilrgely £rOOl our awareness of the public interest CQIlII!dera
tim/>. 'IhlS,does~ IllElM that work cannot begin immediately, In tact f it
must if those applicatlomJ are to materl.a.lize in our l1fetirnes.

In,this connection we wllnt to reiterate our position. If ll. valid' peotont 1s
awarded to Stanford university And the University of California, San Francisco.
we will apply for licenses to practise those inventions. We favor the adminis
tration of. such patents in, conjlUlctiQn with the Department of 1Iell~th. Education,
and Welfare as outlined in your alternative 4. Ana we urge that a qr_t deal
ot careful stucy. soliciting l1tAny inputs. precede any finlll dete.ncination of
Any guidelines for recombinant DNA research ~ industry in the United States.

rours8i~cerelY.
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President
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Recombinant DNA: Fact and Fiction

Almost 3 years ago, I joined with a
group of scientific colleagues in publicly
calling attention to possible biohazards
of certain kinds of experiments that
could be carried out with newly devel
oped techniques for the propagation of
genes from diverse sources in bacteria
(1). Because of the newness and relative
simplicity of these techniques (2), we
were. concerned that experiments in
volving certain genetic combinations
that seemed 10 us to be hazardous might
be performed before adequate consid
eration had been given to the potential
dangers. Contrary 10 what was believed
by many observers, our concerns per
tained to a few very specific types of
experiments thai could be carried OUI
with the new techniques, nOI10 the tech
niques themselves.

Guidelines have long been available to
protect laboratory workers and the gen
eral public against known hazards asso
ciated with the handling of certain chem
icals, radioisotopes, and pathogenic mi
croorganisms; but because of the new
ness of recombinant DNA techniques,
no guidelines were yet available for this
research. My colleagues and [wanted to
be sure that these new techniques would
nQt be used, for example, for the con
struction of streptococci Of pneumo
cocci resistant to penicillin. or for the
creation of Escherichia coli capable of
synthesizing botulinum toxin or diph
theria toxin. We asked that these experi
ments not be done, and also called for
deferral of construction of bacterial re
combinants containingtumor virus genes
until the implications. of such experi
ments could be given further. consid
eration.

During the past 2 years, much fiction
has been written about "recombinant
DNA research." whet began as an act of
responsibility by scientists, inclUding a
number of those involved in the devel
opment of the new techniques, hasbe~
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Stanley N. Cohen

come the breeding ground for a horde of
publicists-most poorly infonned, some
well-meaning, some self-serving. In this
article I attempt to inject some relevant
facts into the extensive public discussion
of recombinant DNA research.

Some Basic lnfonnalion

Recombinant DNA research is not a
single entity, but rather it is a group .of
techniques that can be used for a. wide
variety of experiments. Much confusion
has resulted from a lack of understanding
of this point by many who have written
about the subject. Recombinant DNA
techniques. like chemicals on a shelf, are
neither good nor bad per se. Certain
experiments that can be done with these
techniques are likely to be haurdous
(just as certain experiments done with
combinations of chemicals taken from
the shelf will be hazardous), and there is
universal agreement that such recombi
nant DNA experiments should not be
done. Other experiments in which the
very same techniques are used-such as
taking apart a DNA molecule and putting
segments of it back together again-are
without conceivable hazard, and anyone
who has looked into the mailer has CQn
eluded that the.se experiments can be
done without concern.

Then, there is the area "in between."
For many experiments, there is no evi
dence of biohazard, but there is also no
certainty that there is not a hazard. For
these experiments, guidelines have been
developed in an attempt to match a level
of containment with a degree of hypo
thetical risk. Perhaps the single point
that has been most misunderstood in the
controversy about recombinant DNA re
search, is that discussion of"risk" in the
middle category of experiments relates
entirely to hypothetical ant! speculative
possibilities, not expected consequences
or even phenomena that seem likely to
occur on the basis of what is known.
Unfortunately, much or tile speculation
has been interpreted as fact.

There is nothing novel about the prin
ciple of matching a level of containment

whh the revel of anticipated hazard; lhe
containment procedures used forPatho
genic bacteria, toxic substancesc and ra
diolsotopes attempt to do this. However,
the containment measures used in lhese
areas address themselves only to known
hazards and do not attempt 10 protect
against the unknown. If the sameprl,n
ciple of protecting only against known or
expected hazards were followed jn re
combinant DNA. research, there would
be no containment whatsoever except
for a very few experiments. In ,this in
stance, we are asking not only that there
be no evidence of h,lIZard, but thai there
be positive evidence that there is no
hazard. In developing guidelines for re
combinant .DNA .research, we .heve at
temptedtotake precautionary st'ep3 to
protect ourselves against hazards that
are not known to exist-and this unprec
edented act of caution is so novel that it
has been widely misinterpreted as: im
plying the imminence or at least the likeli
hood of danger.

Much has been made of the fact that,
even if a particular-recombinant DNA
molecule shows no evidence of being
hazardous at the present time, we are
unable to say for certain that it will not
devastate our planet some years hence.
Of course this view is correct; similW"ly,
we are unable to say for certain that the
vaccines we are administering to millions
of children do not contain agents that
will produce contagious cancer some
years hence, we are unable (0 say for
certain that a virulent virus will not be
brought to the United States next winler
by a traveler from abroad, causing a
nationwide fatal epidemic of a hitherto
unknown disease-and we art unable to
say for certain that novel hybrid plants
being bred around the world wiU not

, suddenly become weeds that will over-
come our major food crops and cause
worldwide famine.

The statement thatpotential hazards
coukl result from certain experiments
involving recombinant DNA techniques
is akin to the statement that a vaccine
injected today into millions of people
could lead to infectious cancer in 20
years, a pandemic caused by a traveler
borne virus could devastate the United
States, or a new plant species could un
controllably destroy the world's food
supply. We have no reason to expect
that any of these things will happen, but
we are unable to say for certain that they
wlll not happen. Similarly, we are unable
to guarantee that any of man's efforts 10
lnftuence the eanh's weather,· explore
space, modify crops, or cure disease will
not carry with them the seeds for the
ultimate destruction of civilization. Can
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we in fact point [0 one majcr erea of
human activity where one can say for
erNti;;, that there ls zero risk? Poten
tially, we cciuld respond to such risks by
taldngmcasures such as prohibiting for
eign travel 1I:i reduce the hazard ofdead
ly virus importation and stopping experi
mentation·with hybrid' plants. It is pos
sible to develop plausible "scare sce
narios" involving virtually any activity
or' process, and these would have 'as
much (or as little) basis in fact as most of
the scenarios involving' recombinant
DNA. But we must distinguish fear of
theunknown from fear that has some
basis in fa'ct; this appears to be the crux
of the controversysurrounding recombi
nantDNA.

Unfortunatcly, the public has been led
to believe that the biohazards described
in varioUSl<I:enarios arc likely or prob
able outcomes of recombinant DNA re- .
search; "Jf the scleruists themselves are
concerned enough to raise the issue;"
goes the fiction, "the problem is prob
ably much worse than anyone will ad
mit." Howevcr,thesimple fact is that
there is' no evidence-that 'a bacterium
carrying IIny recombinant DNA mole
cule poses a hazard beyond the hazard
that can be anticipated from the known
properties of the components of the re
combinant. And experiments involving
genes that produce toxic substances or
pose other known hazards are prohibit
01.

FreN'omofSdentific Inquiry

Th.is issue has been raised repeatedly'
during di.scussions of recombinant DNA
research. "The time has come," the crit
ics charge, "for scientists to ahandon
their long-held belief that they should be
free to pursue the acquisition of new
knowledge, regardless of the" con
sequences." The fact is that no one has
proposed lhat freedom of inquiry should
extend to scientific experiment$ that en
danger public safety. Yet, "freedom of
scientific inquiry" is repeatedly raised as
a straw-man issue by critics. who imply
that somewhere there are these who ar
gue that .there should be no r~slraint

whatsoever on research.
Instead, the history of this issue is one

of self-imposed restraint by scientists
from tM very stan. The scientific group
thalfirslraised the question of possible
hazard. in some kinds of recombinant
DNA ex~rimen.ts included most of the
scientistsinvolved,inlhe development of
the techniques---il.nd their concern was
madepublic so th.at,other, investigators
who might nol have.adl;:quatcly .consid
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ered the possibility ofhazard could exer
cise appropriate restraint. While most
scientists would defend theirright to free
dom of sclemific thought and discourse,
j do not know of anyone who has pro
posed that scienrlsts should be free to do
whatever experiments they choose re
gardless of the consequences:

Inlerfennce with "E~otldionary

Wisdom"

Some critics of recombinant DNA re
search ask us to believe Ihat the process
of evolution of plants, animals, and mi
crobes has remained delicately con
IroJledfor mittions of years, and that the
construction of recombinant DNA mole
cules now threatens the master plan of
evolution. Such thinking; which requires
a belief that nature is endowed with
wisdom, intent, and foresight, is alien
to most post-Darwinian biologists (1).
Moreover, there is no evidence that the
evolutionary process is delicately con
trolled by nature. To the contrary, man
has long ago modified the process of
evolution, and biologicat evolution con
tinues to be influenced by man. Primitive
man's domestication ofanimals and culti
vation of crops provided an "unnatural"
advantage to tertain biological species
and a consequent perturbation of evolu
tion. The later creation by men of hybrid
plants and animals, has resulted in the
propagation of new genetic combinations
that are not the products of natural evolu
tion. In the microbiological world, the
use of'aatimlcrebial agents to treat bacte
rial infections and the advent of mass
immunization programs against viral dis
ease has made untenable the thesis of
delicate evolutionary control.

A recentletter{4) that has been widely
quoted by critics of recombinant DNA
research asks, "Have we the right to
counteract irreversibly the evolutionary
wisdom of mittionsof years . .?" II is
this sa-called evolutionary wisdom that
gave us the gene combinations for bubon
ic plague, smallpox, yellow fever, ty
phoid, polio, diabetes, and cancer. It is
this wisdom that continues -to give us
uncontrollable diseases such as Lassa
fever, Marburg virus, and very recently
the Marburg-related hemorrhagic fever
virus, whichbas resulted in nearly, 100

'percent mortality in infected individuals
in Zaire and the Sudan. The acquisition
and use of all biological end. medical
knowledge constitutes an intentional and
continuing aSsault On evolutionary wis
dom. IS this the. '.'warfare against na
ture" that some .cnucs 'fear from re
combinant DNA?

How About the Benellts?

For alt but a very few experiments, the
risks of recombinant DNA research arc
speculative. Are the benefits equally
speculative or is there some factual basis
for expecting that benefits will occur
from this technique? I believe thai the
anticipation of benefits has a substantial
basis in fact; and that the benefits fall
into two principal categories: (i) advance- \.
ment offundamental scientific and medi
cal knowledge, and (ii) possible practical
applications.

In the short space of3loi years, the use
of the recombinant DNA technology has
already been of major imponance in the
advancement of' fundamental knowl
edge. We need to understand the struc
ture and function of genes, and this meth
odology provides a way to isolate large
quantities of specific segments of DNA
in pure fonn. For example, rec:ombinant
DNA methodology has provided us with
much information about the structure of
plasm ids that cause antibiotic resistance
in bacteria, and has given us insights into
how· these elements propagate them
selvee. how they evolve, and how their
genes are regulated. In the past, our
inability to isolate specific genetic re
gionsofthe chromosomes of higher orga
nisms has limited our understanding of
the genes of complex cells. Now use of
recombinant DNA techniques has pro
vided. knowledge about how genes are
organized into chromosomes and bow
gene expression is controlled. With such
knowledge we can· begin to learn how
defects in the structure of such genes
alter their function.

On a more practical· level, recombi
nant DNA techniques potentially pennit
the construction of bacterial strains (hat
can produce biologically important sub
stances such. as . antibodies and hor
mones. Although the full expression of
higher organism DNA that is necessary
to accomplish such production has not
yet been achieved in bacteria, the steps
that need to be taken to reach this goal
are defined, .and ,we can reasonably ex
pect that the introduction of appropriate
"start" and "stop" control signals into
recombinant DNA molecules will enable
the expression of .animal ,cell genes. On
an even shorter .tjme. scale, we, can ex
pect recombinant. DNA techniques to
revolutionize the production of antiblct
tcs, vitamins, and medically and indus
trially useful chemicals. by eliminating
the need to grow and process the often
exotic- bacterial and.,fungal strains cur
rently used a~ sources foe such agents;
We. can .anticipatc..the ccnstrucrlon of
modifiedantimi<;.robial. agents t~l\t are
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not destroyed by the. arujblcuc in
activating enzymes responsible for drug
resistance in bacteria.

In the area of vaccineproduction, we
can anticipate the construction of~pecif

ic bacterial strains able to produce de
sired antigenic products, eliminating the
present need for immunization with
killed or attenuated specimens. of dis
ease-causingviruses.

One practical, application -of recom
binant DNA technology in the area of
vaccine production is already close to
being realized. AnE. coli plasmid coding
for an enteric toxin fatal to livestock
has been taken apart, and the toxin
gene· has been separated from the re
mainder of the plasmid. The next step
is to cut away a small segment of the
toxin-producing gene so that the sub
stance produced by the resulting gene in
E.,coli will not have toxic properties but
will be immunologically active in stimu
lating antibody production.

Other benefits from recombinantDNA
research in the areas of,food and energy
production are more speculative. -How
ever, even in these areas there is a scien
tific basis for eXpecting that the benefits
will someday be realized. The limited
availability offertilizers and the potential
hazards associatedwith excessive use of
nitrogen fertilizers now limits the.yields
of grain and other crops; but agricultural
ell.perts suggeSI that -transplantation. of
the nitrogenase system from the Chromo
somes-of certain bacteria into plants or
into other bacteria that live symbiotically
with food crop plaptsmay eliminate the
need for fertilizers. For many years, Sci
entists have modified the heredity of
plants by comparatively primitive tech
niques. Now there ls.a means of doing
this with greater precision lhanhas been
possible previously.

Certain algae are known to produce
hydrogen from water, using sunlight as
energy. This process potentially can
yield a virtually limitless source of pollu
tion-free energy iftechnical and biochem
ical problems indigenous to the known
hydrogen-producing organisms can -be
solved. Recombinant DNA techniques
offer a possible means' of solution to
these problems.

It is ironic that some of the most vocal
opposition 10 recombinant DNA re
search. has come from-those most con
cerned about the environment. The abiti
ty to manipulate microbial genes offers
the promise of more effective utilization
of renewable resources for mankind's
food and energy needs; the' status quo
olfers the prospect of progressive and
continuing devastatlcn of tlie environ
ment. Yet, some environmentalists have

~
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been misled into taking what I believe to
be an antienvironmental position on the
issue of recomblnant DNA.

The NIH Guidelinllli

Even if hazards are speculative and
the potential benefits are significant and
convincing, wouldn't it still be better to
carry OUt. recombinant DNA experi
ments under conditions that provide an
added measure of safety-ju~t in case
some of the coqjectural hazards prove to
be real?

This is ell.actly what is required under
the NIH (National institutes of Health)
guidelines (5) for recombinant DNA re
search:

1) These guidelines. prohibit experi
ments in which there is some scientific
basis for anticipating that a hazard will
occur. in addition, they prohibit expert
mentsin which a hazard, although it
might be entirely speculative, was
judged by NIH to be potentially serious
enough.to warrant prohibition of the ex
periment, The types of experiment that
were the basis of the initial "moratori
urn" are included in this category; con
trary 10 the statements of some who have
written about recombinant DNA re
search, there has in fact been no lifting of
the original restrictions on such experi
ments.
- 2) The NIH guidelines require that a
large class of other experiments be car
ried out inP4 (high level) containment
facilities of the type 'designed for work
with the most hazardous naturally occur
ring microorganisms known to man
(such as LaSSo. fever virus .:Marburg vi
rus. and Zaire hemorrhagic fever virus).
It is difficult to imagine more hazardous
self-propagating biological agents than
such viruses, some of which lead to near
ly 100percent mortality in infected indi
viduals. The P4 containment requires a
spe<:ially built .laboratory with alrfccks
and filters, biological safety cabinets,
clothing changes for personnel. auto
claves within the facility. 'and the like.
This level of containment is reqOired for
recombinant DNA experiments for
which there is at present no evidence of
hazard,but for which Itis perceived that
the hazard might be potentially serious-if
conjectural fears prove to be real. There
are at present only four or five installa
tioris in the United- States where P4 ex
periments could be carried out.

3l Bxperiments assccjated with a still
lesser degree of hypothetical risk can be
conducted in P3' containment facilities.
These are also specially constructed lab
oratories requiring' double door. en-

trances, negative air pressuR:,andspc
clal air filtration devices. Facililies
where P3 experiments can be perfonned
are limited in number;but they exist at
some universities.

4) Experiments in Which the hazard is
considered unlikely to be serious ev'en if
it occurs still require laboratory proce
dures (P2 containment), lhat have for
years been consideredsufficienlfor,re
search with such pathogenic.bacr.eriaas
Salmonellatyphosa, ClostrJQiun1' bol
ulinum, and.Cholera ~ibrjo,The. NIH
guide1in~s require thatP2 facilities be
used.for work with bacteriacanyinJ',q..
terspectes recombinant ,DNA. molCQIles
that have shown. no eVidel!ce :of beina:
bazardous-c-and evenfor some recembi
nant DNA experiments in which there is
substantial evidence of lack of hazard.

5) Tl;tePI (lowest) .. level..ofcon
tainmene can be used onlyfor,recombi.
nan! DNA molecules that potentially can
be made by ordinary biological gene ex
change in bacteria. Conformity:toeven
this lowest level ofccetalnment In.the
laboratory. requires decontamlnarlon.cf
work surfaces dally-and after spiUs'of
biological materials, the use of mechani
cal plpemng devices' or cotton plugged
pipettes by workers,a pest, control pro
gram; and deccntamtuatlcn of liquid and
solid waste leaving the laboratory:

In other areas.ct actual or potential
biological hazard, physical containment
is all that microbiologists have had to
rely upon; if the Lassa fever. virus were
to be released inadvertently from a, P4
facility, there would be nofurtherbaniu
10 prevent the propagation of this virus
which is known to be deadly and for·
which no specific therapy exists. How
ever, the NIH guidelines for recombi,
nantDNA researchhave provided for an
additional level of safety for workers and
the public: This is a system of biological
containment that is designed to' reduce
by many orders of magnitude the chance
of propagation outside the laboratot}'of
microorganisms ..used as hosts for re
combinant DNA molecules.

An inevitable consequence of these
containment procedures isthill ,·they
have made it ·difficult for the public to
appreciate ·thlit most afthe hazaidiun
der discussion are conjeciural;:B~
inlhe past,governmental agencies have
oflen been slow to respond to clear and
definite dangers in other areas of tech
nology, it has been inconceivable tosci
entists working in other fields and to the
pUblic at large that an extensive an.t
costly Iederal machinery would have
been established topra.vide proteition in
lhis area of research unless severehaz.
ards were known to 'exist. Thefacl that
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recombinant DNA research has prompt
ed international meetings, extensive cov
erage in the, news media, and, govern
mental intervention at the federal level
has been perceived J>y the public as
prima facie evidence that this research
must be more dangerous than all the rest.
The scientific community's response has
been to establish increasingly elaborate
procedures to police itself-c-but these
very acts of scientific cautionu'nd respon
sibility have only served to perpetuate
and strengthen the general belief that the
hazards under discussion must be clear
cut and imminent in order for such steps
to be necessary.

It is worth pointing out that despite
predictions of imminent disaster from
recombinant DNA experiments, the fact
remains that during the past 3~ years,
many billions of bacteria co!,taining a
wide variety of recombinant DNA mole
cules have been grown and propagated in
the United States and abroad, Inccrporat
irig DNA from viruses, protozoa, in
sects, sea urchins, frogs, yeast, mam
mals, and unrelated bacterial species in
to 'E. coli, without hazardous con
sequences so far as I am aware. And the
majority of these experiments were CIlT
ried out prior to the strict containment
procedures specified in the current feder
al guidelines.

Despite the experience thus far, it will
always be valid to argue that recombi
nant DNA 'molecules thai seem safe
today may prove hazardous tomorrow.
One can no more prove the safety of a
particular genetic combination under all
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imaginable circumstances than one can
prove Ihat currently administered vac
cines do not contain an undetected sclf
propagating agent capable of producing
cancer in the future, or that a hybrid
plant created today will nut lead to disas
trous consequenceS some years hence.
No matter what evidence is collected to
document the safety of anew therapeutic
agent, a vaccine, a process, or a particu
lar kind of recombinant DNA molecule,
one can always conjure up the possibility
of future hazards that cannot be dis
proved. When one deals withconjeclUre,
the number of'jpsslble hazards is unlimit
ed; the experiments that can be done to
establish the ab,ence of hazard are finite
in number.

Those who argue that we should not
use recombinant DNA techniques until
or unless we are absolutely certain that
there is zero risk fail to recognize that no
one will ever be able to guarantee total
freedom from risk in any significant hu
man activity. All that we can reasonably
expectfs a mechanism for dealing re
sponsibly with hazards that are known to
exist or which appear likely on the basis
of information that is known, Beyond
this, we can and should exercise caution
in any activity that carries us into pre
viously uncharted territory, whether it is
recombinant DNA research, creation-of
a new drug or vaccine, or bringing a
spaceship back to Earth from the moon.

Today, as in the past, Ihere lire those
who would like to think that there is
freedom from risk in the status quo.
However; humanity continues to be buf-

feted by ancient and new diseases, and
by malnutrition lind pollution; reccmbi
nantDNA techniques offer a reasonable
expectation for a panial solution to some
of these problems. Thus, we must ask
whether we can alford to allow pre
occupation with and conjecture about
hazards that are not known to exist, to
limit our ability to deal with hazards that
do exist. Is there in fact greater risk in
proceeding judiciously, or in not pro
ceeding at ell? We must ask whether
there is any rational basis for predicting
the dire consequences of recombinant
ONA research portrayed in the scenarios
proposed by some. We must then exam
'ine the "benefit" side of the picture and
weigh the. already realized benefits and
the reasonable expectation of additional
benefits, against the vague fear of the
unknown that has in my opinion been the
focal polntof this controversy.
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Mr. THORNTON. As we proceed this morning, if any members have
a.ny questions for clarification, particularly relativ.e to the testimony
just given, I will be pleased to. recoguize them for questions as we go
along.

I do have one such question with regard to page 2 of your testimony,
where, in the last full paragraph before the bottom of the page you
state that: "We cannot, and we will not, make plans at the sl?ecific
level, until the legislative and regulatory environment is clarifled."

Then within about eight lines you state: "We are already making
commitments in the hope that there will be many beneficial outcomes."

Can you please clarify that 1
Dr. CAPE. I'll beglad to, Mr. Chairman. I've been asked that ques-

tion several times. .
When people ask us, "What are your plans I", I gather they're

usually asking us, ,"What are you going to do 1", and in that sense I
can't say yet what we are going to do. I know that there are certain
things which we will have to do, regardless of specifically which pro
grams we undertake. We must hire staff. To get the best possible peo
ple requires long leadtimes. To get the necessary equipment requires
long leadtinIes. To build the proper containment facilities requires
long leadtimes.

It's in that connection that I said we may be gambling, and we may
lose. If it turns out that this work willnever take place in the in
dustrialcommunity, then that money will have been wasted in large
part. •

Mr. THORNTON. I appreciate that clarification. I thought it was ap
propriate to have it inImediately follow your testimony.

I will want to come back later on to your views on patent matters
and on other aspects of your testimony.

Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, one of the difficult questions of policy

that is going to arise in connection with private industry work In this
area is the mode,if any,for regulating the activity. As I think you
and others have pointed out, the NIH guidelines basically don't apply
to industry, or they have no muscle in terms of their application to
industry because they're basically W'idelines that could be implemented
by the withholding or not withholding of Federal grants.

I understand that in Britain there is a much more unified approach
to this matter of regulation, that it's handled by the National Occupa
tional Health and Safety Commission, which would makeit applicable
in any situation.

Do you have any suggestions as to how we could simplify this
process of policy, regulation, in this area if it's determined necessary
to go into it 1 We have OSHA; we have EPA; we have the Food and
Drug Administration; we have all sorts of regulatory agencies. We
seem to create new ones at the drop of a hat, which I regard as highly
undesirable. What suggestions would you offer in that regard i

Dr. CAPE. Mr. Brown, the report to which I referred by Dr. Fred
rickson, which was sent to Mr. Califano last week, addressed the point
that the suggestion has been made by many people who think that
perhaps we can move more quickly; that existing laws, OSHA, EPA,
that sort .of thing, do, in fact, cover many of the things about which
peop.Iehave expressed legitimate concern,

i ", . .



It turns out that Dr. Fredrickson's committee appointed a subcom
mittee which examined that question in some detail, and the document
which I will submit goes into their conclusion, which is that unfor
tunately there simply is no way in which those who are concerned, and
legitimately so, would be able to be satisfied that the situation was
being properly handled that way and that new legislation and a new
authority to administer this whole business is probably required.

Mr. BROWN. 'We've done that before. When the public became
greatly concerned about nuclear safety, we set up what is now the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Do you want to see a biological regulatory commission set up!
Dr. CAPE. Mr. Brown, I certainly-and I think everybody shares

with me-feel apprehensive about more bureaucracy. All I'm saying
is that the legal minds addressed the specific teeth in the existing
legislation and apparently found that there are some teeth missing.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Brown. .
Dr. Cavalieri, do you have a comment that you think is appropriate

to make at this time!
Dr. CAVALffiRI. I would like to make a comment about the level of

the discussion, if I might.
I think that rather than assume that we need regulation, which

body should regulate, or best how to do it, that we first settle the
question, the more important one: Do we even want to go ahead with
the research? Then it would be appropriate to ask how to regulate it.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Baltimore.' '.
Dr. BALTIMORE. Mr. Brown, I think the qnestion you raise is very

important. I have read the interagency report, and it clearly docu
ments why no present legislation provides the correct umbrella to cover
all areas that are involved in recombinant DNA research.

So the request is going to be made of Congress, has already been
made of Congress, to pass legislation which is revolutionary because
it covers a form of activity, scientific research, which has not previ
ously been regulated, and you pointed that out very clearly.

So the reason that I would support this legislation, and I think
many people would support it, although being very afraid of it, is
not because the other agencies don't cover it, but rather, because what
we are seeing now is the development of a patchwork of regulation
across the countr,Y, whereby the State of California is considering its
legislation; the CIty of Cambridge has passed its legislation; the city
of Princeton, N.J. has its regulations; and that's an intolerable situa
tion under which to carry out research activities.

If there is, as I will point out later, any danger in this area of
research it will not obey political boundaries. It's an international
problero.

So I think it's appropriate if there be any legislation that it be from
the Congress, and if it's correct that there is no legislation there which
can cover it, I think it's incumbent on the Congress to design such
legislation. But recognizing, when moving into this area, as you point'
out, that it is a whole new ballgame, and one that should only be
gone into with extreme care because one is bordering on the whole
qnestion of the freedom of thought, and when you reach that border
linelegislation can be, as I'm sure you are well aware, very dangerous.
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Baltimore.
As I was about to mention, we've now looked at some of the com

mercial applications of the research, and want to turn to an assess
ment of various possible risks that have been attributed to this
research technique. .

I had the privilege of hearing the next witness, Dr. Daniel Nathans,
at a National Academy of Sciences forum on March 7th, describe some
of the benefits of this research.

Dr. Nathans, we are very pleased to have you with us today to
provide us with an aualysis of the risks involved in this research.

Dr. Nathans is from the Johns Hopkins University School of Medi
cine.We do have your prepared statement before us, and I would like
to ask, if possible, that you summarize that statement at this time.

[A biographical sketch and prepared statement of Dr. Nathans
follows:]



Daniel Nathalis

Dr. Daniel Nathans isa microbiologist with past 'training
in internal medicine and molecular biology. Forthepast
six years he has been Professor and Director of the Depart
ment of Microbiology at The Johas,Hopkins University School
of Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland. In addition to teaching
medical microbiology, molecular biology and genetics, he
does research on tumor viruses. Recently one of his ~tudents

and he have been using recombinant DNA's in their research.

Dr. Nathans' research has been supported by the National
Institutes of Health, the ·American Cancer Society, and the
vfuitehall Foundation. He has served on advisory committees
of the National Institutes of Health and the American
Cancer Society and was a member of the National Academy of
Sciences Committee on Recombinant DNA that called for a
voluntary moratorium on certain recombinant experiments
and for the development of research guidelines. He is now
a member of the Advisory Committee for the Virus Cancer
Program-of the National Cancer Institute.
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Testimony before the House $ubcommittee on Science)Research, and Technology.

March 30, 1977.

Daniel Nathans, Professor ami Director, J?epartment of Mi.cr~biology,

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.

I want to thank the members of the Committee for giving me this

opportunity to express my views on recombinant DNA research'.' Before

getting to the substance of what I hav~ to say let me identifymyself~

lam a microbiologist with past training in internal medicine and..

-molecular biology. For the last six years I have been Professor and

Director of the Department of Microbiology at the Johns Hopkihs

University School of'Medicirie in Baltimore. In addition to teaching

medical microbiology, molecular biology, and. genetics, I do research

on tumor viruses. Recently, one of my students' andl have been using

recombinant DNAs in our research. My research has been supported by

the National Institutes of Health, the American Cancer Society, end

the Whitehall Foundation. and my salary is paid by the Johns Hopkins

University. I have served on Advisory Committees of the Nation'al

Institutes of Health. and the American Cancer Society. andl Wass

member of the, National Academy of Sciences Committee on Recombinant

DNA that called for a voluntary moratorium on certain' reccmbtnanc DNA.

experiments and for the development of research guidelines. I am now

a member of the Advisory Committee for the Virus,'Cancer Program of "che

National Cancer Institute. The main points I want to make in this

testimony are:

1) Recombinant DNA methodology represents, a truly major devel.opment;

holding high promise for understanding normal and abnormal life

processes of complex organisms including man, and for the solution

of certain important medical,problems.
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2) With some exceptions the potential risk to public health£rom

recombinant DNA research is likely to be. very low.

3) The NIH guidelines on recombinant DNA research. are a conserva

tive response to 'those potential risks;

Recombinant DNA technology is an outgrowth of three decades of

research in the genetics of microbes. It allows biologists to apply

to complex organismspo~erful analytical methods ofmicrpbial genetics

and ,biochemistry,-and alsci allows them to extend these techniques

considerably:by adding'an ability to synthesize new gene combinations.

I wontt dwell on the expected benefits of recombinant DNA'research;

since I have been asked to concentrate primarily on an analysis of

risks. but I would like to summarize my views on the biomedical

benefits very briefly.

Probably the most far-reaching and the surest biomedical benefit

will be, the profound insights into the genetic-basis of human 4evelop~

ment and disease. The practical implications of this knowledge,we

can only barely, see. Shorter term. probable benefits are the produc

of hUman and microbial proteins useful in medical research or in

the cxeetment-aad prevention of disease. Sti-lI other potential

benefits, frankly speculative and more distant, include possible

new ways to treat or prevent genetic disorders~

Now to the potential. hazards of DNA recombinant research. From

the very beginning scientists have been concerned about protecting

the public from pos edbj.e-harm due to recombinant nuc robes , How does

one assess the hazards of vsuch microbes? We need to begin with
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general conmente on microbes and microbial pathogenicity. We live

in a 'microbial world. Microbes are all about us, packed within our

digestive tracts, on our skin, in the air we breathe, in the food

we eat. The earth is populated with a wondexfuk variety of microbes.

Each kind is a specialist arid lives where it does because it has

adapted to its environment over long periods of time, and thereby

outgrows or accommodates to competing microbes. Each has its own turf.

That tiny fraction of microbes that cause disease is also made up

of extreme specialists. In 'the course of evolution they have ac4uired

a complex genetic makeup that allows them to overcome thebody's

defenses in one way or another and in some cases also to spread in

populations. When grown artificially in the laboratory, pathogenic

microbes commonly lose their disease producing power by mutation.

What was once a virul.ent organism become harmless.

What is the relevance of this to the question of hazards of

recombinant research? Well, one of the basic concerns is that" when

an animal ora plant gene is put into the hallll1.ess laboratory strain

of ! . .£2!! Kl2 (a bacterium derived several decades ago from human

feces and used Widely for recombinant studies) that this strain might

become pathogenic, and indeed that it might cause serious epidemic

disease. In my judgment, and in the jud~ent of eXperts in the field

o'f intestinal infections this is a highly unlikely possibility.

First of all, !.~ Kl2 after decades, of growth in artificial

media has lost its ability to coIond.ae the bowel except under very

unusual circumstances as shown by 'direct feeding tests. Unless

conditions are, rigged to give it a growth advantage, it doesn't
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have a chance against the bacteria already there. Second, the ability

of a microbe to .cause disease, and particularly epidem~c disease, is

dependent on having an appropriate set of specialized genes, each

of which is needed for pathogenicity. MOreover, the spread of

intest~nal bacterial pathogens is clearly dependent on poor sanitary

measures or .dmp'ropex sewage disposal. It wou.Id therefore be very

difficult, perhaps not possible, even purposely to turn K12 into some

sort of plag~e bacillus._

There are more subtle hazards that also need to be examined.

One of these is based on the demonstrated ability of ~o ~ K12 to

transfer genes to other]. coli strains already in the bowel. Could

harmful recombinant genes be spread in this way? Conceivably, yes,

and that is why multiply defectiveK12 strai~swith very low survival

and exceedingly low potential for gene transfer have been developed

and why we need to minimize the persistence of recombinant genes in

other ways as well. But even were recombinant genes to be transferred

in spite of these precautions, unless these genes helped their host

bacteria to grow better than their natural competitors, available

evidence indicates that such genes are likely to be quickly lost.

Another subtle possible hazard first raised in the "moratorium

letter f has to do with the spread of cancer-producing genes either

in recombinant bacteria or recombinant viruses. We know there are

such genes in many viruses, that almost all of us have been infected

with these Viruses, and that we generally harbor them in a hidden

form throughout our lives. Would similar genes present in weakened

!. coliKl2 orin recombinant defective viruses'belikely·to increase
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the risk of cancer1 We cannot give an experimentally verified answer

to this question, but a reasonable jud~ent is that such defective

recombinants would not be as infectious and therefore not as hazardous

as th~ n8turalpathogenic· viruses to which we have already been

exposed and to which we continue to be exposed. As I indicate later~

the uncertainty in this area is taken into account in the NIH guideli#es.

Another .type of potential risk discussed with poetic force by

RObert Sinsheimeris the long term risk of altering microbial

evolutionin.waysinimicableto ourselves and to our environment.

As Sinsheimerput it, "Nature has developed strong barriers against

genetic interchange between species. What do we know of.the couse
of

quences", b.reaching these barriers'? In particular and specifically,

what· may in time ensue if we introduced genetic intercourse between

ourselves ••• and the ubiquitous microorganisms with which we live, so

intimately?l! Although I know of no sure answers to this concern, I

would point out that the :J:ntimacy between microbes and other life

fonms might already include genetic interchange. Microbes decompose

us when we die. 'lheyare exposed to the plant and animal foods we

eat, and to large numbers of cells shed in our intestinal tracts or

on our body surfaces. In certain common diseases bacteria or other

adcrobee persist: fo r years inside human cells. And some cellular

organelles are Widely thought to have evolved from intracellular

bacteria., It therefore seems likely, but by no means certain, that

same bacteria regularly take up DNA from animal and plant sources.

In the case of viruses, natural recombination with cellular DNA is

an established fact. Perhaps experiments can be devised to determine



whether this is so with bacteria also. Another point relevant to

Sinsheimer's question is one I discussed earlier~namely~ the very

low probability that unselected foreign genes will survive in nature,

particularly with the kinds of microbes required by recombinant

experiments. under the NIH guidelines. Therefore~ though we cannot

know for certain Ifwhat may in time ensue;" I believe there are

substantial arguments aginst expecting the worst.

To sum up, my Views on biohazards: Up to the present time~ and

admittedly this is a short time~ there is no reason to believe that

research, with recombinant DNA has led to the energence of harmful

microbes. Based on what is known of natural selection in the micro~

bial world~ the mechanisms of pathogenicity and spread of microbes,

and the properties of defective microbes used in recombinant DNA

research, the probability is very low that recombinants constructed

under the NIH guidelines will be capable of survival in the natural

world or spread in populations.

Having come to these conclusions, I do not want to leave you

with the impression that available evidence excludes the possibility

that harmful microbes will emerge from recombinant DNA research. That

is not the case~ Although I believe. this eventuality is unlikely~ for

the reasons I indicated~ clearly one can never disprove possibilities

of this sort. Experiments to test survival and pathogenicity of

particular recombinants, now being planned~maychangeour judgments)

but they are not likely to resolve many uncertainties.' It was just

these considerations that led to the original call for a pause in

specific recombinant experiments and to' the NIH guidelines. Because
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL NATHANS, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF
MICROBIOLOGY, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL. OF
MEDICINE, BALTIMORE, MD.

Dr. NATHANS. Let me thank the members of the committee for ask
ing me to express my views.

I would like to. identify myself. I'm a microbiologist with past
training in internal medicine and molecular biology. I'm now professor
and dIrector of the Department of Microbiology at the Johns Hop
kins University School of Medicine. In addition to teaching medical
microbiology, molecular biology, and genetics, I do research on tumor
viruses.

Recently one of my students and I have been using recombinant
DNA's in our research. Our research has been supported by private
foundations and public agencies, and my salary is paid by The Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine. .

The main points I want to make in this testimony are:
First, that recombinant DNA methodology represents a truly major

development. I won't dwell on this point. I have covered it mother
testimony, and since I have been asked to concentrate on an analysis
of risks, I won't say more about that, although I would be happy to
elaborate on that later on if there are any questions,

My second point is that with some exceptions, the potential risk
to public health from recombinant DNA research is, in my opinion,
likely to be very low.

Third, that the NIH guidelines on recombinant DNA research are
a conservative response to those potential risks.

In regard to potential hazards of recombinant DNA research, from
the very beginning scientists have been concerned about protecting
the public from possible harm due to recombinant microbes. How does
one assess the hazards of such organisms? We need to begin with a
general picture of microbes and microbial pathogenicity. We live in
a microbial world. Microbes are all about us, packed within our di
gestive tracts, on our skin, in the air we breathe, in the food we eat.
The Earth is populated with a wonderful variety of microbes. Each
kind is a specialist and lives where it does because it has adapted
to environment over long periods of time, and thereby outgrows or
accommodates to competmg microbes. Each has its own turf. That
tiny fraction of microbes that cause disease is also made up of extreme
specialists. In the course of evolution they have acquired a complex
genetic makeup that allows them to overcome the body's defenses in
one way or another, and in some eases also to spread in populations,
When grown artificially in the laboratory, pathogenic microbes com
monly use their disease-producing power by mutation. ,'\That was once
a virulent organism becomes harmless.

lVhat is the relevance of this to the question of hazards of recon:
binant DNA research? One of the basic concerns is that when an ani
mal ora plant gene is put into the harmless laboratory strain ,?f E.
Ooli Kl2--a bacterium derived in 1922 from human feces and WIdely
used for recombinant studies-the concern is that this strain might
become pathogenic, and indeed, that it might even cause serious epi
demic disease. In mv judgment, and in the judgment of experts in the
field of intestinal infection, this is a highly unlikely possibility. First
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of all, E. coli K12 after decades of growth in artificial media has lost its
ability to colonize the human bowel except possibly under very un
usual circumstances, as shown by direct feeding tests. Unless conditions
are rigged to give it a growth advantage, ingested E. coli doesn't have a
chance against the bacteria already there.

Second, the ability of a microbe to cause disease, and particularly
epidemic disease, is dependent on its having an appropriate set of
specialized genes, each of which is needed for pathogenicity. More
over, the spread of intestinal bacterial pathogens is clearly dependent
on poor sanitary measures or improper sewage disposal. It. would
therefore be very difficult, perhaps not possible, even purposely to
turn K12 into some sort of plague bacillus. .

There are more subtle hazards that also need to be examined. One
of these is based on the demonstrated ability of E. coli K12 to transfer
genes to other E. coli strains already in the bowel. Could harmful re
combinant genes be spread in this way 1 Conceivably, yes, and that is
why multiple defective K12 strains with very low survival and ex
ceedingly low potential for gene transfer have been developed and
why we need to minimize the persistence of recombinant genes ill other
ways as well. But even were recombinant genes to be transferred in
spite of these precautions, unless these genes helped their host bacteria
to grow better than their natural competitors, available evidence indi
cates that such genes are likely to be quickly lost.

Another subtle possible hazard first raised in the "moratorium
letter" has to do with the spread of cancer-producing genes either in
recombinant bacteria or recombinant viruses. We know there are such
genes in many viruses, that almost all of us have been infected with
these viruses, and that we generally harbor them in a hidden form
throughout our lives. Would similar genes present in weakened E. coli
K12 or in recombinant defective viruses be likely to increase the risk of
cancer! We cannot give an experimentally verified answer to this
question, but a reasonable judgment is that such defective recombinants
would not be as infectious and therefore not as hazardous as the natural
pathogenic viruses to which we have already been exposed and to which
we continue to be exposed. As I indicate later, the uncertainty in this
area is taken into account in the. NIH guidelines.

Another type of potential risk discussed with poetic force by Robert
Sinsheimer is the long-term risk of altering microbial evolutionjn
ways inimicable to ourselves and to our environment. As Sinsheimer
put it:

Nature has developed strong barriers against genetic interchange between spe
cies. What do we know of the consequences of breaching these barriers? In par
ticular and specifically, what may in time ensue if we. introduced genetic inter
course between ourselves'" '" '" and the ubiquitous micro-organisms with which
we live so intimately?

Although I know of no sure answers to this kind of concern, I would
point out that the intimacy between microbes and other life forms
might already include genetic interchange. Microbes decompose us
when we die. They are exposed to the plant and animal foods we eat,
and to large numbers of cells shed in our intestinal tracts or on our body
surfaces. In certain common diseases bacteria or other microbes persist
for years inside human cells. And some cellular organelles are widely
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thought to have evolved from intracellular bacteria. It therefore seems
likely, but by no means certain, that some bacteria regularly take up
DNA from animal and plant sources. In the case of viruses, natural re
combination with cellular DNA is an established fact. Perhaps.experi
ments can be devised to determine whether this is so with bacteria also.
Another point relevant to Sinsheimer's question is one I discussed ear
lier, namely, the very low probability that unselected foreign genes will
survive in nature, particularly with the kinds of microbes required by
recombinant experiments under the NIH guidelines. Therefore, though
we cannot know for certain "what may in time ensue," as Sinsheimer
put it, I believe there are substantial arguments against expecting the
worst.

To sum up my views on biohazards : Up to the present time, and
admittedly this is a short time, there is no reason to believe that research
with recombinant DNA has led to the emergence of any harmful mi
crobes. Based on what isknown of natural selection in the microbial
world, the mechanisms of pathogenicity and spread of microbes, and
the properties of defective microbes used in recombinant DNA re
search, the probability is very low that recombinants constructed under
the NIH guidelines will be capable of survival in the natural world or
spread in populations.

Having come to these conclusions, I don't want to leave you with the
impression that available evidence excludes the possibility that harm
ful microbes will emerge from recombinant DNA research. That is not
the case. Although I believe this eventuality is unlikely, for the reasons
I've indicated, clearly one can never disprovepossibilities of this sort.

.Experiments to test survival and pathogenicity of particular recom
binants, now being planned, may change our judgments, but they are
not likely to resolve many uncertainties. It was just these considera
tions that led to the origmal call for a pause in specific recombinant
experiments and to the NIH guidelines. Because of the uncertainty,
researchers are required under the NIH guidelines to use levels of phys
ical and biological containment far in excess of what has been common
and successful practice for many decades in the safe handling of known
pathogenic micro-organisms, such as those causing typhoid fever, or
diphtheria, or pneumonia. In this sense the guidelines are conservative,
providing a margin of safety beyond what is probably needed. Given
the uncertainties and the preeminent need to protect the public and
those involved in recombinant DNA research, such conservatism is
clearly warranted.

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Ottinger.
Mr. OTTINGER. I want to thank the chairman, first of all, very much

for allowing me to participate in these hearings. I'm on the full com
mittee, but not on this subcommittee, and Mr. Thornton very graci
ously invited me to participate because I have been involved in this
issue, particularly in my service on the Health and Environment Sub
committee of the Commerce Committee. I do thank him.

Do you want to wait for questions until all of the witnesses have
finished their statements 1

Mr, THORNTON. Unless they are necessary to clarify the particular
testimony, I would prefer that we wait and address them to the panel
as a whole.
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But I did want to recognize you, and we appreciate your being here.
Mr. OTTINGER. I will wait for members of the subcommittee then.

I just wanted to thank you very much for this opportunity to par
ticipate.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
While most of the risks and benefits which have been perceived so

far seem to be associated with problems in the biomedical sciences, it's
not the only concern.

Yesterday, Dr. Charles Lewis testified with regard to certain bene
fits that might be derived from agricultural research.

Our next speaker, Dr. Ethan Signer, who is professor of biology at
MIT, has worked in the past on related research in nitrogen fixation.
We had SOme very good testimony recently in the Agriculture Commit
tee on that subject with regard to the agricultural research bill, which
I sponsored.

Dr. Signer, we would like to ask your perceptions of some of the
risks associated with DNA recombinant research, extending beyond
the biomedical sphere of discussion.
. Agnin, we do have your prepared statement, which,without objec

tion, will be made a part of the record. I would like to ask you now to
proceed to summarize that statement.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Signer follows:]
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[The prepared statement of Dr. Signer is as follows:]

STATEMENT OF ETHAN SIGNER, PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY,
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHOLOGY

RECOMBINANT DNA Is No MmAcLE CURE

My name is Ethan Signer. I am Professor of Biology at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

I want to thank the subcommittee for giving me the opportunity to speak; This
issue has brought us to a critical point with regard not only to genetic research
but to the role of science in our society. We scientists don't necessarily know
best. These are larger matters than we can handle alone. We need the public;
working through Congress in the democratic process, if we're to resolve them
in a way that's productive for all of us.

My own field is the molecular genetics of bacteria and their viruses. Until a
few years ago, I worked with the colon bacterium E. coli, in the fundamental
areas of gene regulation and recombination. Then I decided to change my focus
to an area that, while still basic research, had more direct application. I sta-rted
to work on nitrogen-fixation, the process by which mlcroorganlms take nitrogen
out of the alr, and convert it to a form thatcan be used by plants and ultimately,
through what we eat,by us.

Our group was eager to transfer the genes for nitrogen fixation from the
bacteria directly into plant cells. With those genes, the plants might fix their
own nitrogen,: and so not have to depend either on bacteria or on chemical
nitrogen fertilizer. This is the same experiment some scientists want to do now
with recombinant DNA technology, but at the time we had only the tedious,
uncertain biological methods.

Recombinant DNA seemed ideal for us when it came along. Yet after a long
sezles of discussions we decided to stay away from it. It seemed too hazardous,
in ways I'll discuss in a moment. So we continued with the old methods,but
then we stopped even that. Our methods were safe, but the results smacked too
much of the image of science that had become associated with recombinant DNA
technology. We felt a bit too uncomfortable working on what was being billed as
a miracle solution for the world food problem. This was at a time when. the
previous miracle solution, the Green Revolution, was turning out to be a failure
in Asia, not feeding people,but rather making the rich richer and the poor even
poorer. So we went back to pure research, though with these same bacteria, And
as it happens, what we're finding now might have deep implications for nitrogen
and fertilization.

As for the world food problem, I don't think it's going to miss us. There are a
billion malnourished people on the planet, a quarter of us all. Yet, according to
a World Bank study, the number of calories needed to feed them all amounts to a
mere 4 percent of the world annual grain production. Learning to do without
fertilizer won't change that. That malnourishment has to do with the distribu
tion of income and political power, with relations among sectors of society within
nations and among nations themselves. Those are political problems, so of course
technological solutions, while perhaps changing their terms somewhat, can't
possibly solve them.

In other words, to consider this as a. case in point regarding the benefits of
recombinant DNA research: they're not the ones we really need; we. can get
them other ways; and having them won't really solve the problems they're meant
for.

It's the same for nearly all the benefits the advocates. of this research claim.
It's supposed to give us more insulin. But it would be much simpler to improve
the isolation methods for the hog insulin that works very well right now; and
recombinant DNA won't give us cheaper insulin, since as we know the drug in
dustry doesn't pass on savings to the consumer. Another case-ua notable and
promising example", Dr. Nathans has called it-is the use of this technology to
develop a vaccine against cholera. The real"solution to that problem is proper
sanitation, which would completely controlcholera. That would be cheaper and
easier, and much more beneficial to the people who are subject to this disease.
In that way it's like the cancer problem. The consensus now is that most if not
all cancers have environmental causes and can in principle be prevented. Yet we
keep hearing that it's recombinant DNA technology that will bring us a solution.

What we really need in medicine is more doctors and hospitals, a more humane
and dignified approach to treatment, .a more equal distribution of what we-have
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and could have rig&t now. Everybody knows how bad medical. care has become,
and recombinant DNA certainly won't change that.

And as far as basic research benefits go, there are many, many others to be
had. Recombinant.DNA isn't a Truth, it isn't a Fundamental Lawof Nature
it isn't Pure Knowledge. It's a tool for getting at those things, but there. are other
tools, and we will come up with still others. There are other ways to study what
we're using recombinant DNA -for, and for that matter, many other things, a
whole biosphere. left to study if we're interested in. basic research. Eliminating
recombinant DNA research would be just like eliminating other tools thatare
too dangerous, such as .vivisection, for, example,orexperimenting on people
without their consent.

It is(i.an~erous,llotleast because of leakage,breakdown or human error, which
are always pOssible, but for other, subtler reasons as well. Whatever the guide
lines, the, required levels for a given experiment are bound to drift slowly down
ward as time goes on, until the accident finally happens. Competition in science
is already ferocious. We scientists areno. different from anyone else, we're just as
eager for success. The Cetus Corporation, formed, spectnctanr to exploit molec
ular biology, acknowledges that "It is .. ~,still:difficulttoflnd any really impor
tant medical or industrial capability ferwhich it mattersat alf that we know the
genetic code ..."Yet they goon topropose ,"to create, an entire new industry to
[focus] on those specific problems that appear most amenable to solution ....
andpromtse the ,best; cost-benefit ratio." 'I'hat's not a very reassuring attitude
toward a hazardous course of action;

'Recombinant DNA. is an extraordinarily simple technique to work with. Any.,.
one can use it. There is no way to. deduce the .tevei or containment used in mak
inga particular hybrid, especially in a high security Induetrial laboratory. where
sooner or later a large spill will contaminate some unfortunate technlclan who
didn't even know what was.In the vat. Nobody seriously believes it will be
possible to police the drug companies. And the longer we go without an accident,
the more used to this technology we'll become. We'll move, from high-level to
low-level containment to large scale production, until one day we find that one
of, the recombinant DNA's .we've let loose .has some properties, we hadn't .pre
dieted. Perhaps it makes a crippled bacterium infectious again, or triggers an
unexpected digestive difficulty or antibody response-In people, or makes, a fur-ther
hybrid in nature with a virus we didn't even know existed, and starts an epl
demic.Five years ago we couldn't even.predlct we'd be using recombinant DNA
technology. We know. next to nothing about ecological balances; even among
organisms we're familiar with, let alone recombinants no one has made before.
And there's no way to measure the risk of any of this.

'What's more, there is one danger that's quite certain, and that is human.
genetic engineering, This technique brings us one giantstep closer to;it, and the
closer we get, the harder it will be to stop. The kind of attitude that's going to
make it a reality is the one, for example, of Edward 'I'ellerv father Ofthe hydro
gen bomb, who said "I believed In the possibility of developing a thermonuclear
bomb. My scientific duty demanded exploration of that poastbtltty"• .If genetic
engineering seems far off, let's remember how unlikely'walking on the moon used
to seem when we were children. . '. . .... ., " . > .' . '

It's. no source of pride to see how science is sometimes. used. to. defend and
justify, and even perpetuate, inequities in our society. From the eugenics move
ment many years ago through IQ testing more recently to sociobiology,' right
now, some people desperately try to use .science to prove that those who have
ought to have, while those who don't have don't deserve. When we learn how to
manipulate people's genes, then someof 11:s will do the manipulating, whileothers
have their genes manipulated. Some of us will decide for the rest of us what
constitutes a normal or desirable type of person, and that won't be pretty. Let's
not forget that killing off people who didn't have blond hair, blue eyes.and what
ever Aryan .hezltage means "was.... l~oyv.ever..crude; an, attempt at genetic engineer
ing, one that came altogether too close to.succeedlng; .' ,

'I'hese are some of the reasons why people I've talked to are frightened of this
research, and I don't think they're crazy to be so. That's not irrational fear of
the unknown, It'a.rattonat sensible. fear ofthe·unknown.

Dr. Baltimore has said, 'about the: recentcdebate in Oambridge,that when
non-scientists 'became involved, it wasn't because ,they don't trust ua scientists
to regulate ourselves. The people I've. talked to lead me to the opposite con
elusion. For some time now we've been hearing about the anti-science backlash,
a mistrust. of science, in general among. the. public..Part-of that is surely .due- to



the way apectacularalfke recomblnant D'Na-are promoted. That can't help but
raise telae expectations and end by .gtvtng science a bad name..People are told
over and 'over 'about swine flu vaccines, war on cancer,heart transplants, re
combinant DNA and so forth. But these are hard to reconcile With.what rou can
actually get in the way 'of practical medical care. So perhaps the public ds
beginning to say, "Enough propaganda, enough mysterious doubletalk, enough
promises, enough miracle cures, enough spectaculars". Perhaps people aren't so
eager to trust us' to tinker With, their genes in the name of their welfare;

As I said earlier, we're at a critical point regarding the role or science in our
society. Even in this country the social and economic altuation is clearly more
tenuous than it was back in the days when our largest city wasn't nearly bank
rupt and when a nationwide fuel shortage in peacetime was unimaginable; The
phenomenal expansion 'of our overall scientific endeavor. macwas touched ,off
by the Soviet Sputnik only 20 years ago has developed,enormousmomentum. It
may, well become an independent, self-sustainlngv ungovernable enterprise _if it
is not soon integrated with the rest of society "and made, if not more responsive '
to, then at least more consistent with its needs.

At this point, our government' uaaan unusual opportuntty to exercise leader
ship that would be bold, creativ-e, original and constructive. Bybanning the use
of recombinant DNA technologY,by prohlblttnga hazardous technique that isn't
what we really need, we frave 'an opportunity to break the succession of ever more
spectacular-miracle cures and technological fixes -that can't-work. , We have a
chance to move toward a scientific enterprise, both baste and applied" that je
s-ounder, more in tune with the, other realities of our society, and ultimately more
beneficial to us all, and that reflects the best, rather than the gaudiest, of Ameri
can vigor, spirit and Ingenuity.

I want to close by quoting an eloquent statement by Dr. James Watson, one of
our country's foremost scientists. He is an advocate of recombinant DNA, which
he works on. Six, years ago he had this to say before the Pa-nel on Science and
Technology of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, about another
tool for genetic engtneering.. called cloning; which he wasn't working on:

"This is a matter tar too "important to be left solely in the bands of the scree
tific and medical communities. The belief that . . . [it is] inevitable because
science always moves forward respresents a form of laissez-faire nonsense dis
mally reminiscent of the credo that American business if left to itself wilt solve
everybody's problems. 'Just as the success of III corporate body in making money
need not set the human condition ahead, neither does every ecterrtlftc. advance.
automatically make our lives more 'meaningful'.... A blanket declaration of
worldwide illegality might be one result of a seri-ous effort to ask the world
in which direction it wishes to move' .. '; [if] we do not think about the matter
now, the possibility of having a free choice will one day suddenly begone."

STATEMENT OF ETHAN SIGNER, PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY, MASSA.
CHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE,MASS.

Dr. SIGNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Ethan Signer. I am professor of biology at the Massa

chusetts Institute of Technology.
I, too, want to thank the subcommittee'for giving me the opportunity

to speak.
This issue has brought us to a critical point with regard not only to

genetic research but to the role of science in our society. We scientists
don't necessarily' know best. These are larger matters than we can
handle alone. We need the public, working through the Congress in the
democratic process, if we'reto resolve them in a way th ..t's productive
for all of us.

My own field is the molecular genetics of bacteria and their viruses.
Until a few years ago, I worked with the colon bacterium E. coli, in the
fundamental areas of ge.ne regulation and recombination. Then I de
cided to change my focusto an area that, while stiUbasic research, had

. more direct application; I started to. work on nitrogen fixation, the
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process by which micro-organisms take nitrogen out of the air, and con
vert it to a form that can be used by plants and ultimately, through
what we eat, by us.

Our group was eager to transfer the genes fur nitrogen fixation from
the bacteria directly into plant cells. With those genes, the plants
might fix their own nitrogen, and so not have to depend either on
bacteria or on chemical nitrogen fertilizer. This is the same experiment
some scientists want to do now with recombinant DNA technology,
but at the time we had only the tedious, uncertain, biological methods.

Recombinant DNA seemed ideal for us when it came along; Yet after
a long series of discussions we decided to stay away from it. It seemed
too hazardous, in ways I'll discuss in a moment. So we continued with
the old methods, but then we stopped even that.. Our methods were
safe, but the results smacked too much of the image of science that had
become associated with recombinant DNA technology. We felt a bit
too uncomfortable working on what was being billed asa miracle
solution for the world food problem. This was at a time when the
previous miracle solution, the '~green revolution," was turning out to
be a failure in Asia, not feeding ~eople, but rather making the rich
richer and the poor even poorer. So we went, back to pure research,
though with these same bacteria. And as it happens, what we're finding
now might have deep implications for nitrogen and fertilization.

As for the world food problem, I don't think it's 'going to miss us.
There are 1 billion malnourished people on the planet; a quarter of us
all. Yet, according toa World Bank study, the number of calories
needed to feed them all amounts to a mere 4 percent of the world annual
grain production. Learning to do without fertilizer won't change that.
That malnourishment has to do with the distribntion of income and
political power, with relations among sectors ofsociety within nations
and among nations themselves. Those are political problems, so, of
course, technological solutions, while perhaps changing, their terms,
somewh..t, can't possibly solve them. • '

In other .words, to consider this asa case in point regarding the
benefits of recombinant DNA research:, They're not the ones we really
need; we can get them ather ways; and having them won't really solve
the problems they're meant for.

It's the same for nearly all the benefits the advocates of this research
claim. It's supposed to grve us more insulin. But it would be much sim
pler to improve the isolation methods for the hog insulin that works
very well right now; and recombinant DNA .won't give us cheaper
insulin, since, as we know, the drug industry doesn't pass on savings
to the consumer. Another case-"a notable and promising example,"
Dr. Nathans has called it-is the use of this technology to develop a
vaccine against cholera. The real solution to that problem is proper
sanitation, which would completely control cholera. That would be
cheaper and easier, and much more beneficial to, the people whoare
subject to this disease. In that way it's like the cancer problem. The
consensus now is that most, if not all, cancers have environmental
causes and can in principle be prevented. Yet we keep hearing that
it's recombinant DNA technology that will bring us a solution.

What we really need in medicine is more .docters andhopsitals, a
more humane and dignified approach to treatment, a more equal dis
tribution of what we haveand could have right now. Everybody knows



how bad medical care has become, and recombinant DNA certainly
won't change that. .

And as far as basic research benefits go,there are many, many others
to be had. Recombinant DNA isn't a truth, it isn't a fundamentaUaw
of nature, it isn't pure knowledge, It's not freedom of thought, as Dr.
Baltimore was claimiug a moment ago. It's a tool for getting at those
things, but ,there are other tools, and we will come up with still others.
There are other ways to study what we're using recombinant DNA
for, and for that matter, many other. things-a whole biosphere-s
left; to study if we're interested in basic research. Eliminatingrecom
binant DNA research would be just like eliminating other tools that
are too dangerous, such as viviseotiou, for example, or experimenting
on people without theirconsent,.

It is dangerous, not least because of leakage, breakdown, or human
error,which are 'always possible, but for other, subtlereasons as well.
Whatever the guidelines, the required levels for a given experiment
are bound to drift slowly downward as time goes on, uutiltheaccident
finally happens; Competition in science is already ferocious. We scien
tists are no different from anyone else; we're just as eager for success.
Dr. Cape's Cetus Corp., formed specifically to exploit molecular biol
ogy, ackknowledges that:

It is' still 'difficult 'to find any really important medlcal.or Industrialcapabfltty
for which it matters' at all that we 'know the genetic code; ,

Yet they go on to propose :
To create an .entlre new industry to focus on those speclflc problems that ep

rear most amenable to solution .and promise the best cost-benefit ratio.

That's nota very ireassuringattitude toward a hazardous course of
action.. : _ " _ >-

Recornbinant: DNA is an extraordinarily simple technique to work
with. Anyoue can use it. There is no way to deduce the level of con
tainmentused in making a particular hybrid, especially ina high
security industrial laboratory, where sooner or latera large spill
will contaminate. some.unfortunate technician. who didn't even know
what was in the vat. Nobody seriously believes it will be possible to
police the drugcompanies. And the longer we go without an accident,
the more used to this technology we'll become. We'll move from high
level to low-level containment to large scale production, until one
day we find that oneof the recombinant DNA's we've Jet loose has
some properties we hadn't predicted. Perhaps it makes. a crippled
bacterium infectious again, or triggers an unexpected digestive diffi
culty or antibody response in people, or makes a further hybrid in
nature with a, virus we didn't even. know existed, arid starts, an
epidemic. Five years ago we couldn't even predict we'd be using
recombinant DNA technology. We know next to nothing about
ecological balances, even among organisms we're familiar with, let
alone recombinants no one has made before. And there's no way to
measure the risk of any of this.

What's more, there is one danger that's quitecertairi,and that is
humangeneticengineering, This technique brings usone giant step
closer to it, and the closer we get, the harder it will be to stop. The
kind of attitude that's going to make it a reality is the one, for ex
ample, of Edward Teller, father of the hydrogen bomb, who said :
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I believed in the possibility of developing a thermonuclear bomb. My scien
tific duty demanded exploration of that possibility.

If genetic engineering seems far off, let's remember how unlikely
walking on the Moon used to seemwhen we were children.

It's no source of pride to see how science is sometimes used to de
fend and justify, and even perpetuate, inequities in our society. From
the eugeuics movement many years ago through 1Q testing more
recently to sociobiology right now, Some people desperately, try to
use science to prove that those who have ought to have, while those
who don't have don't deserve. When we learn how to manipnlate
people's genes, some of us will do the maniyulating, while others have
their genes manipulated. Some of us wil decide for the rest of us
what constitutes a normal or desirable type of person, and that won't
be pretty. Let's not forget that killing off people who didn't have
blondhair.iblue eyes, and whatever Aryan heritage means was, how
ever crude, an attempt at genetic engmeering, one that came alto-
gether too close to succeeding. .

These, are some of the reasons why people I've talked to are fright
ened of this research, and I don't think they're crazy to be so. That's
not irrational fear of the unknown; it's rational, sensible fear of the
unknown.

Dr. Baltimore has said, about the recent debate in Cambridge, that
when nonscientists become involved, it wasn't because they don't
trust us scientists to regulate ourselves. The people I'vetalked to lead
me to the opposite conclusion. For some time now we've been hearing
about the antiscience blacklash, a mistrust of science in general among
the public. Part of that is surely due to' the way spectaculars like
recombinant DNA are promoted. That can't help but raise false ex
pectations and end by giving science a bad name. People are told over
and over about swine lIu vaccines, war on cancer, heart transplants,
recombinant DNA, and so forth. But those are hard to reconcile with
what you can actually get in the way of practical medical care. So
perhaps the public is beginning to say, "Enough propaganda, enough
mysterious doubletalk, enough promises, enough miracle cures, enough
spectaculars.vPerhaps people aren't so eager to trust us to.tinker with
their genes in the name oftheir welfare.

As I said earlier, we're at a critical point regarding the role of
science in our society. Even in this country the social and economic
situation is clearly more tenuous than it was back in the days when
onr largest city wasn't nearly bankrupt and when a nationwide fuel
shortage in peactime was unimaginable. The phenomenal expansion of
our overall scientific endeavor that was touched off by the Soviet
Sputnik only 20 years ago has developed enormous momentum. It
may well become an independent, self-sustaining, ungovernable enter
prise if it is not soon integrated with the rest of society and made, if
not more responsive to, then at least more consistent with its needs.

At this pomt, our Government has an unusual opportunity to ex
ercise leadership that would be bold, creative, original and construc
tive. By banuing the use of recombinant DNA technology, by pro
hibiting a hazardous technique that isn't what we really need, we have
an opportunity to break the succesion of ever more spectacular miracle
cures and technological fixes that can't work. We have a chance to
move toward a scientific enterprise, both basic and applied, that is



sounder, more in tune with the other realities of our society, and ulti
mately more beneficial to us all, and that reflects the best, rather than
the gaudiest, of American vigor, spirit, and ingenuity.

I want to close by quoting an eloquent statement by Dr. James
Watson, one of our country's foremost scientists. He is an advocate of
recombinant DNA, which he works on. Six years ago he had this to
say before the panel on science and technology of this committee, then
the House. Committee on Science and Astronautics, about another tool
for genetic engineering, called cloning, which he wasn't working on:

This is a matter far too Important to be left-solely In the hands or-me acten
tific and medical communities. The belief .that ..... [it is] inevitable 'because
science 'always moves, forward represents a form or tetssee-raire nonaense dis~

mally reminiscent of the credo that American business if left to itself will solve
everybody's problems. Just as the success of a corporate body in making money
need not set the suman .condttlon ahead, neither does every scientific _advance
automatically make our lives more "meaningful" ..... A blanket declaration
of worldwide illegality might be one result of a serious effort to ask -the world
in which direction it wishes to move e •• [If] we do not think about the matter
now, the possibility of having a free, choice will one, day _suddenly .begone,

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Signer, for a very pro

vocative and interesting statement. I'm sure that there will be anum"
ber of questions as we get on further into hearing from the rest of our
witnesses.' ' , '

I would like to make one quick observation, and that is that I'm
always concerned when the institutions of Nazi Germany are cited in
support of or. in opposition to a particular course of behavior because,
just as that regime may have engaged in barbarous acts of human be
havior, which could be likened to genetic engineering, it seems to me
that I recall they also burned books and tried to limit the expansion
of knowledge. So the citation is to be applied, I think, to both sides of
the equation.

Dr. SIGNER. Definitely..
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Signer.
Our fourth witness has been quite outspoken in his concern about

the continuation of DNA recombinant research. Dr. Cavalieri is a re
searcher at the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, and he
sees a number of risks in this area which he believes require serious,
thoughtful consideration.

Dr. Cavalieri, we appreciate your being with us. We do have your
prepared statement, which will, without objection, be made a part of
the record. We invite your observations at this time.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Cavalieri follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DR. LIEBE CAVALIERI, RESEARCHER, SLOAN·

KETTERING.INSTITUTE FOR CANCER RESEARCH, RYE, N.Y.

Dr. CAVALIERI. Thank you very much, Mr. Thornton. I thank you
for inviting me to participate in these hearings.

I am a member of the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Re
search and a professor of biochemistry in the Graduate School of
Medical Sciences of Cornell University. I have been involved in DNA
moleclarbiological research for .25 years, but I am not now nor do
I ever intend to carry on laboratory investigative work. in the field
of recombinant DNA.

You have heard Drs. Cape and Nathans extoll the virtues of reo
combinant DNA technology. I would emphasize that the only certain
scientific benefit is a better understanding of DNA function in animal
and human cells. You also have heard of the potential technological
benefits-those involving the production of insulin, hormones, and so
forth. You have heard very little about the long-range applications of
the technology and their possible bearing on human welfare, human
freedom, and human dignity. Scientists and industrialists are not espe
cially qualified to speak on these subjects. However, we all, as members
of society, had better address ourselves to these questions very soon if
we are to arrive at a same solution to what is one of the greatest societal
dilemmas of the 20th century.

I will start by stating my position quite positively: I am opposed to
recombinant DNA technology at present and until such time as ade
quate, enlightened and disinterested consideration and discussion has
occurred among various groups, including nonscientific professionals
and the lay public. These and other recent hearings represent first at
tempts at sober discussion to be followed by deep reflection. As mem
bers of what I hope is still a respected community-the scientific com
munity-I hope that we can make a contribution to your understanding
of the problem. However, I believe that the final evaluations and deci
sions must be made by society at large, and its representatives rather
than by scientists.

I will try to be as specific as possible in my commentary since I am
sure you are all aware of and perhaps satiated with generalizations.

First, concerning the probability of an accident. In the normal
working day an investigator working with recombinant DNA proceeds
step by step through literally hundreds of operations. To attach a
probability value to a mishap in anyone of these is to try to quantify
human error. This is imrossible. It can lead to no meaningful number.
As you know, biologica containment has been proposed by the NIH
guidelines to minimize the dangers that could result from an accident.
This means, at present, that a weakened strain of E. coU is used for
recombinant DNA experiments. When these bacteria enter an inappro- .!,
priate medium they are designed to commit suicide. They are expected I.
to behave in this way if they enter the human intestinal tract, but the !,

exact length of time required for the suicidal act there is not known, !

nor has it been established whether it may sometimes be possible for
these cells to transfer recombinant DNA to one of the manv other types
of healthy E. coli found there. If there were a transfer of DNA to these
healthier bacteria the recombinant genes could then easily become part
of the biosphere. The probability ofthis series of events is not known,
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but it must be taken seriously since even the most stringent physical
containment facilities cannot exclude human beings with intestinal
tracts, nor can they totally eliminate the possibility of accidents.

Another safeguard incorporated by the NIH guidelines is the
specification that under certain conditions the more dangerousexperi
ments involving recombination of DNA from unrelated species must
utilize DNA fragments which have been identified and purified to the
extent of 99 percent. Thus, few unknown or dangerous genes would be
present. In reality, however, it is not only very. difficult to achieve this
degree of purity, but it is essentially impossible to prove it, in the case,
say, of human DNA. The methods available are just not that refined. I
emphasize, therefore, that the phrase "99 percent pure" is open to
individual interpretation, and the guidelines thus create a feeling of
safety which is not warranted.

In this connection, there is an even more disturbing and unpre
dictable factor which cannot even enter any of the hypothetical calcu
lations for risk. This does not concern merely the physical purity of the
DNA but, more importantly, its genetic purity. In the February issue
of the journal Nature an illustrious group at Cambridge, England,
headed by Prof. Fred Sanger, has reported a surprising new fact
about DNA from a bacterial virus. Up to the present each section of a
DNA molecule was believed to contain the genetic information for a
single protein. But these workers have shown that a pure DNA frag
ment, coding for a specific protein, may contain overlapping informa
tion and can also specify a second protein. If such a "pure" DNA
fragment were used for recombinant DNA experiments, bactsria
might be produced which could manufacture not only the desired
product but also another, unexpected one which might be dangerous.

The question of the purity of the DNA fragment in such an instance
would be meaningless. The writers of the NIHguidelines did not bar
gain for this complication. I bring up this point to illustrate the fact
that there are hidden traps everywhere-c-as ·any scientist will attest;
it is axiomatic in science that such surprises are the rule rather than the
exception. The discovery of overlapping genes by Professor Sanger
and his colleagues represents not merely a new wrinkle in molecular
biology but to my mind it emphasizes most vividly the certainty of
uncertainty in an area where we can ill afford to take chances.

Dr. Halsted Holman, a professor of medicine at Stanford Medical
School and a primary-care physician, has raised an interesting but dis
turbing problem. He notes that E. coli infections of the bloodstream
cause a large number of deaths and that the incidence of infections is
on the increase. He feels that three factors contribute to this situation :

One :. Increase in the elderly population requiring health care;
Two: Increased prevalence of chronic diseases; and
Three: Increase in use of drugs which inhibit the immune response.
He notes, further, that :
Much research on recombinants is done in medical centers where there is, con

alderable exchange between the people working in the laboratories' and people see
ing patients. Sometimes the same person does both. Thus, we have a different
epidemiological problem from the one'envisioned in the guidelines. It is the prob
lem of enfeebled baeteriainteracting with some persons whose resistance is com
promised. It is a question of the epidemiology of infection .or weakened human
hosts with altered bacteria. Techniques for monitoring and controlling thta sltua
tton are, at least to my knowledge, not well developed.
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Nonetheless, P3 and perhaps even P4 recombinant research facilities
are now being built in many medical centers. This represents to me the
height of irresponsibility.

I will conclude my commentary on accidental dangers by observing
that a very low probability coupled to a high-risk event leads inevitably
to the area of value judgment. When this occurs we have a public issue
which requires a political solution, not a scientific one. The low proba
bility that a flame retardant would be confused with animal food was
of no consolation to the large number of people in Michigan whose
health and property were thereby damaged or destroyed. A nuclear
disaster could affect millions of people and must be still more carefully.
guarded against, however low its probability.

In the case of .recombinant DNA technology we have even greater
cause for concern, for a genetic disaster could be worldwide and
irreversible. An escaRed micro-organismv.capableof multiplying on
its own, cannot. be .'cleltned up." But. fortunately, we have the un
precedented opportunty,in the area oigenetic engineering, to think
about action. before the technology has become a fait accompli..

Turning to.the potential benefits of recombinant. DNA technology,
we hear of its potentialmedical value, for .example, in the curing of
genetic disorders. But let me point out that, of the 2,000 or so known
genetic disorders, only a fraction can even be imagined to be amen
able to treatment hy procedures evolved from recombinant DNA
technology. No single treatment is possible; each genetic disease is
different and each would entail an individual and specific approach.
Each would take time, effort, and a great deal of money. I should
emphasize that the effort would be monumental. .

The genetic disorders most commonly mentioned are blood con
ditions such as sickle cell anemia and certain type:; of thalessemia.
You may have heard that immature blood cells might be taken from
the bone marrow of a patient, and the cells kept alive in culture while
introducing the correcting recombinant DNA into the cells. The so.
called "cured" cells would then be injected back into the patient. This
is not an appropriate forum for technical discussion, but I can assure
you that the feasibility of such a procedure is highly speculative.
There are about 1,500 newborns per year with each of these blood
diseases-a small number when one considers the death rate due.to
cancer of all types. Since we do not have unlimited sources of funds
it is clear that priorities have to be. set. This is not an inhumane
comment directed against those suffering from these relatively rare
diseases, but a.simple statement of reality. We can, however, find
consolation in the fact that therearealternative medical procedures
already under development for a number of these diseases.

I believe that it is unrealistic and irresponsible to dangle these and
other hypothetical medical benefits before an unsuspecting public.
We are witnessing the proverbial carrot on a stick. It is true that
recombinant DNA techniques may accelerate our understanding of
certain. fundamental biological processes, and that this may help uS
understand what goes wrong whena cellbecomes cancerous. We were
already learning these things before recombinant DNA technology,
and we can continue to do so. But with or without the new technique,
no one has yet envisioned a rational, specific cure. Cancer is indeed a
problem .worth attacking, and the solution is right before our eyes:
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It is prevention, not cure. One out of four of us in this room will die
of cancer, and statistics show that most cancer. deaths are due to
chemical carcinogens which we ourselves are manufacturing. It is
ironic that we are trying to justify a new technology-recombinant
DNA technology-to overcome the unintentional ill effects of other
technologies-the production of a variety of environmental pollut
ants. We Seem to be bent on coexisting with our carcinogens rather
than simply getting rid of them. We seem also to be intent upon
ignoring the lessons of the past, which show that rushing into promis
ing new..teohnologies without adequate knowledge and evaluation of
their consequences leads to new problems, and then to the frantic
proliferation of more artificial panaceas and more problems.

One final word about benefits. You have heard that this technology
may make possible the manufacture of rare drugs and industrial
products from bacteria. I do not question that this will be feasible,
and perhaps in the all too near future. Industrial firms all over the
country are rushing into this profitable venture. It is possible that
some of these potential products could result in true advances in our
health and well-being. But one thing is worrying me. Who will
decide when it is safe to release a specific recombinant organism,
or when it can be grown in large CJ.uantities! On the basis of im
mediate benefits and quick profit, WIll General Electric release the
bacteria-even if it isn't made by recombinant DNA; it doesn't
matter-it is developing to destroy oilspills, only to find later that
the ecology of the world's oceans has been irrevocably altered and
many of its resources destroyed!

Mr. THORNTON. Are you suggesting that legislation, if it should
be adopted, should deal not only with the release of information
or results of recombinant DNA research, but also the results of all
scientific research !

Dr. CAVALIERI. If they are in the category which is going to
affect the environment; yes.

Mr. THORNTON. I just wanted to make that clear because you did
add that to your original statement.

Dr, CAVALIERI. I added that because Dr. Cape reminded me that
General Electric had not made this organism by recombinant DNA.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
Dr. CAVALIERI. Should private industry be allowed to make deci

sions that could affect the entire Earth irreversibly! Should anyone
make such decisions before all of our human resources, from all seg
ments of society, have been brought to bear upon the questions!

I ask, perhaps with many of you, what is the rush! We have
been through the arguments about the atom bomb and how it was
essential that we build it 'before the Germans. But nothing urgent
hangs on the results of recombinant DNA research. Itis a new tech
nique which excites a group of molecular biologists. They. plan' to
use it as a tool for determining the structure and function of the
DNA of animal and human cells. This would be a fail' enough goal
if we were not faced with uncertainties, the magnitude of which we
cannot even sensibly guess. Even the most ardent proponents of the
research agree that uncertainties do exist. My own view about the
rush is that it is both psychologically and financially motivated.
Recombinant DNA is an exciting tool, and scientists are bandwagon-
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ers just like ~ost other people. Industry, too, wants to get in on the
ground floor. Competition is high both in industry and academia.
Whatever the future imRactof this technique may be, let us recog
nize the. present facts. F or one thing, research funds are easier to
produce in this area, and in recent years we have all felt the crunch.
In addition, like so many powerful new techniques, this one seems at
first glance to promise knowledge, power, profit, and glory. No one
wants to think of the long range.

Those of us who have opposed the precipitous rush into an area of
research whose dangers can, however dimly, be perceived in advance,
have spoken of the social responsibility of the scientist. That is,
responsibility in the whole context of life, not just in the scientific
sphere. But to many scientists, social responsibility seems to have the
ring of .antiscience or even of anti-intellectualism. They respond with
cries about freedom of inquiry. I suggest that freedom of inquiry is
nota first principle; it isnot a law of thermodynamics. It has come
to. be treated that way, however, by the scientific community, This
is not a defensible stand in the modern world, where science IS often
virtually an arm of technology. It is becanse biological science is just
entering this era that birth pangs are so palpable. In my opinion,
some of the proponents of recombinant research are they themselves
antiscientific for they refuse to recognize the facts-a cardinal sin
in scientific circles. They see their own aims and responsibilities as
limited to the search for knowledge, ignoring the fact that their re
sults provide the basis for industrial power and their choices will
determine the directions of social change. They are thus inviting a
public backlash against science in general, for the record of science
based technology m this century is not reassuring. I needn't mention
the unforseen effects of thalidamide, DDT, and so on. The rush toward
genetic engineering, withont full consideration of all of its conse-
quences, is an invitation to much greater disaster. .'

In that context, the awakening of public and governmental concern
is certainly encouraging. -

There are four bills before Congress at present. I hear there are
several more now-H.R. 4759, H.R. 4232, S. 945, and H.R. 3191,
which is the same as S. 621. Unfortunately, all these bills are in
adequate, and I am opposed to them all in their present state. Two
of them, as I understood them, .simply make the NIH .guidelines
enforceable by law. Smce the guIdelmes themselves are madequate
and do not even touch on the long-range issues, these bills would
simply give the public a false sense of security.

The oil! proposed by Representative Solarz, H.R. 4232, constitutes
a better beginning since it aims to bring together various public
representatives and specialists to reevaluate present laws and regu
lations relating to recombinant DNA research. However, the view
point is too narrowly concerned with immedate issues such as safety
procedures.

Bill S. 945 proposes a commission which would carry out a broader
study of the important questions raised by recombinant DNA re
search. The charge of the commission is laudable, but its value is
negated by the proposed membership. The members are to be ap
pointed by the Secretary of HEW with the advice of the National
Academy of Sciences, and are to be drawn heavily from among
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scientists actually engaged in recombinant DNA research. This is
sheer conflict of interest. I believe very strongly that there should be
a commission to study the long-range public issues arising from re
combinant DNA research and from future developments in genetic
engineering; but such a commission must not include anY' scientists
or anyone connected with the scientific or industrial establishment.
The exclusion of scientists, and so forth, from membership does not
mean that they should not play an important role in supplying in-
formation to the commission, when requested. .

But the final evaluations, which are ethical and social rather than
scientific, must be made in a disinterested way by individuals who
are qualified in those areas. An important role for such a commission
would be to propose future decisionmaking mechanisms designed to
protect not only the safety but also the freedom of the American
people.

While such a commission is deliberating, it is only sensible that
there should be a moratorium on interspeeies recombmant DNA re
search. If, after the report of the commission to the Congress and
to the President, it is decided that the research should proceed, my
own view is that it should be confined to one or a very few high
security centers under Federal control. At these centers, research rele
vant to public safety-not to drug manufacture-should be the first
order of priority so that we could decide more intelligently how or
whether to proceed. We would be taking the calculated risk" that
foreign countries may proceed with less caution, thereby endangering
all of us. But, more importantly, we would be providing the moral
leadership which is so much needed in this area.

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Cavalieri, for your interesting

presentation. .
[The prepared statement of Dr. Cavalieri is as follows:]
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STATEMENT TO BE· READ BEFORE THE

CONGRESSIONAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

March 30. 1977

I am a member of the Sloan-Kettering Institute jor Cancer Research

and a Professor of Biochemistry in the Graduate School of Medical

Sciences of Cornell University. have been invo~ved ;n molecular

biological research for 25 years but I am not now nor do I ever intend

to carryon laboratory investigative work 1n the field of recombinant

DNA.

Vou have-heard Drs. Cape and Nathans.extol1 the virtues of

recombinant ~NA technology. I would emphasize that the only certain

scientific benefit, is a better understanding of DNA function 'in animal

and human cells. You also have heard of the pote~tial technological

benefits - those involving the production of insulin. hormones and so

forth. You have heard very little about the long-range applications

of the technology- and their possible bearing on mnian welfare, human
,

freedom and human dignity. "rhts is natural enough. since scientists

and industrialists are not especially qualified to speak on thes~

subject~. However, we all. as members of. society, had better address

ourselves to these questions very soon if-we are to arrive at a sane

solution to what is one of the greatest societal dilemmas of the. 20th

Century.

I will start by stating my pcst tton quite positively: . I am opposed

to recombinant DNA technology at present and until such time as adequate.

enlightened and disinterested consideration and discussion has occurred

among various groups inclUding non-scientific professionals and the lay

pUblic. These and other recent hearings represent first attempts at

sober discussion to be followed by deep reflection. As members of what

I hope is still a respected community - the scientific community -

hope that we can make a contribution to your understanding of the

problem. However. I believe that the final evaluations and decisions
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must be made by society at large, and its representatives. -r-ather than

by scientists.

I will try to be as specific as possible tn my conmentary since I

am sure you are all aware of and perhaps satiated with generalizations.

First, concerning the probability of an accident. In the 'normal working

day an investigator working with· recombinant DNA proceeds step by step

through literally hundreds of operations. To attach'a probability

value to a mishap f n any one-of these is to try to quantify human

error - this is impossible., It can lead to no meaningful' number. As

you know. biological containment has been proposed by the NIH guide

lines to minimize the dangers- that could result from an accident. This

means, at present, that a weakened strain of E. coli is used for

recombinant DNA experiments. When these bacteria enter an inappropriat&

medium they are designed to commit suicide. They are expected to

behave in this way if they enter the human intestinal tract. but the

exact length of time required for, the suicidal act there is not known,

nor has it been established whether it may not sometimes be possible

for these cells to transfer recombinant DNA to one of the many other

types of healthy E. ~oli found. there. If there were a transfer of

DNA'to th?se healthier bacteria the r~combinant genes .could then easily

become part of the bl0sphere. The prQbability of this series of events

is not known. but it must be taken seriously since even the most

stringent physical containment facilities cannot exclude human beings

with intestinal tracts. nor can they totally eliminate the possibility

of accidents.

Another. safeguard incorporated by the NIH guidelines is, the
. under certain cenditions

specific~tion that the more dangerous experiments involving recombination

of DNA from unrelated species must utilize DNA fragments which have

been identified and purified to the: extent of 99%. Thus, few unknown
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or dangerous genes would be present. In reality, however. it is not

only very difficult to

essentially impossible

achieve this degree of purfty, but it is
, in the case, say, of human DNA.

to prove it ,j The metho,ds available are just

not that refined. 'I emphasize, therefore, ,that the phrase "99% pure"

is open to individual interpretation. .and the guidelines thus create a

feeling of safety which is not warranted.

In this connection. there is an even, more disturbing andunpredict

able factor which cannot even enter any of the hypothetical calculations

for risk. This does not concern merely the physical purity of the DNA

but. more importantly, its genetic purity.. In the February issue of the

journal Nature t~§'l: 687 (1977)) an illustrious group at Cambridge.

Enqf and, headed by Professor Fred Sanger, has reported a surprising new

fact about the DNA of a bacterial virus. Up to the present each

section of a DNA molecule was believed to contain the genetic information

fora single protein. But these workers have shown that a pure DNA

fragment, coding for a specific protein, may' contain overlapping

information that can al so specify a second protein. If such a "pure"

,DNA fragment were used for recombinant DNA experiments, bacteria,mlght

be produced which could manufacture not only the desired product but

also 'another, unexpected one which might be denqerous. The question

of the purity of the DNA fragment in suchan instance would be meaning

less. 'The writers of the NIH guidelines did not bargain for thts

complication. bring up this point ,to illustrate' the fact that there

are hidden traps everywhere ~ as any scientist'will attest; it is

axiomatic in sctence that such surprises are the rule rather than the

exception. The discovery of overlapping genes by 'Professor Sanger

and his colleagues represents 'notmerely a new wrinkle in molecular

biology but to my mind it' emphasizes most vividly the certainty of

~certainty in an, area where we can 'ill afford to take chances.
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Dr. Halsted Holman,' a protesso- of medicine at Stanford Medical

School and a primary-care phys-lct en , has raised an tnte rest tnqbut dis

turbing problem. He notes thatE. coli infections of the bloodstream

cause a large number of deaths and that the incidence of infections is

on the increase. He feels thut three factors contribute to this situation:

1. increase in the elder1y population, requiring health care;

2. increased prevalence of chronic diseases;

3. increase in use of drugs, which lnAibit the immune response.

He notes. further, that: "much t-esearch on recombinants is done in medical

centers where there is considerable exchange between the people wo~kjng

in the laboratories- arid people seetrg patients. Sometimes the same

person does both. Thus we have a differentepidemiologi~al problem from

the one envisioned in the guidelines. It is, the problem of enfeebled

bacteria interacting with persons whose resistance is compromised. Lt vi s

'a question of the epidemiology of infection of' weakened human hosts with

altered bacteria. Techniques for monitoring and controlling this situation

are, at leastto my knowledge, not well developed." Nonetheless" P3 and

perhaps even P4 recombinant research facilities are now being built in

many medical centers. This repr-esents to me the height of irresponsibility.

I will concll!de my corrmenter-y on acctdental dangers by, observing

that a very low probability coupled to a high risk event leads inevitably

to the area of value judgment. When this occurs we have a public issue

which requires a political solution, not a scientific one. The low

probability that a flame retardant would be confused with animal food

was of no consolation to the large number of ,people in Michigan whose

health and property were thereby damaged or destroyed. A nuclear disaster

could affect millions of people and must be still more, carefullY guarded

against, however low its probability. In the case of recombina~t DNA

technology we have even greater cause for concern. fqr a genetic disaster

could be world-wide and irreversible. An escaped microorganism. capable
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of mul ttplyinq on" its own, cannot be "cleaned up." But fortunately, we

have the unprecedented opportunity, in the area of genetic engineering,

to think and take action before the technology has become a -fait accompli.

Turning to the potential benefits of recombinant DNA technology,

we ~ear of its potential medical value. for example in the curing of

genetic disorders. But let me point out that. of the 2000 or so known

genetic disorders, only a fraction can even be immagined to be amenable

to eventual treatment by -procedures eva1ved from recombinant DNA technology.

No single treatm~nt i s possible; each genetic disease is different and

each would entail an individual aQd specific approach. Each would take
"

time. effort and a great deal of money. I should emphasize that the effort

would be monumental.

The genetic disorders most commonly mentioned ar€ blood conditions

such as sickle cell anemia and certain types of thalessemia. You may

have heard that i~mature blood cells might be taken from the bone

marrow of a patient. and the cells kept alive in culture while introduc

ing the correcting. recombinant DNA into the cells. The "cured" cells

would then be injected back into the patient. This is not an appropriate

!
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forum for technical discussion but I can assure you that the feasibility

of such a procedure is highly speculative. There are about 1500 newborns

per year with each of these blood diseases - a small number when one

considers the death rate due to cancer of all types. Since we do not

have unlimited sources of funds it is clear that priorities have to be

set. This;s not an inhumane comment directed against those sUffering

from these relatively rare diseases, but a simple statement of reality.

We can however find consolation in the fact that there areilternative

medical procedures already under development for a- number of these

diseases.

I believe that it is unrealistic and irresponsible to dangle these

and other hypothetical medical benefits before an unsuspecting public.

We are witnessing the -proverbial carrot on a stick. It is true that

recombinant DNA techniques may accelerate our understanding of certain

fundamental bi 01 ogical processes, and that thi s may he' p us to understand

better what goes wrong when a cell becomes cancerous. We were already

learning these things before recombinant DNA technology, and we can

continue to do so. But with or without the new technique, no one has

yet envisioned a rational, specific cure. Cancer is indeed a problem

worth attacking, and the solution is already before our eyes: it is

prevention, not cure. One out of four of us in this room will die of

cancer, and statistics show that most cancer deaths are due -to chemical

carcinogens which we ourselves are manufacturing. _ It is ironic that

we are trying to justify a new technology - recombinant DNA - to

overcome the unintentional ill effects of other technologies - the

production of a variety of environmental pollutants. We seem to be bent

on co-existing with our carcinogens rather than simply getting rid of

them. We seem also to be intent upon ignoring the lessons of the past, which -show

that rushing-into promising new technologies without adequate knowledge
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and evaluation of their consequences leads to new problems. and then to
more .

the frantic proliferation of/artificial panaceQs and more problems.

One final word about benefits. You have he~rd that this technology

may make possible the manufacture of rare drugs and industrial

products from bacteria. I do not question that this will be feasible)

and perhaps. in the all too near future. Industrial firms allover the

country are rushing .tntc this profitable venture. I~;s possible, that

some of these' potential products could r-esul t in true advances in

our health and well-being. But one thing is worrying me. Who will

decide when it is safe to release a specific recombinant organism, or

when it can be grown in large quantities? On the basis of immediate

benefits and quick profit, will G.E. ·release the bacteria it is

developing to destroy oil spills, only to find later that the ecology

of the world's oceans has been lrrevocably altered and many of its

res~urces destroyed? Should private industry be allowed to make

decisions that could affect the entire earth irreversibly? Should

anyone make such decisions before all of our human resources, from all

segments of society, have been brought to bear upon the questions?

1 ask, perhaps with many of you, what is the rush? We have been

through the arguments about the atom bomb and how it was essential that

we build it before the Germans. But nothing urgent hangs on the results

of recombinant DNA research. It is a new technique which ·excites a

group of molecular biologists. They plan to use it as -a tool for

de~ermining the structure and function of the,DNA of animal and human

cells. This would be a fair enough goal if we were not faced with

uncertainties, the magnitude of which we cannot even sensibly guess.

·Even the most ardent proponents of the research agree that uncertainties

do exist. My own view 'about the rush is that it is both psychologi~ally

and financially motivated. Recombinant DNA is .an, exciting tool. and
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scientists are band-wagoners ju?t like most other people~ Industry,

too. wants to get in on the qr-oundf l oor-. Competition is high both in

industry and academia. Whatever the future impact of this technique

may be, let us recognize the present facts. For one thing, research

funds are easier to procure in this- area, and in recent years we have

all felt the crunch. In addition,like so many powerful new techniques,

thi~ one seems at first glance to promis~ knowledge and power, pro\it

and glory. No one wants to think of the,long range.

Those of us who have opposed the precipitous rush into an area

of research whose dangers can, however dimly, be perceived in advance,

have spoken of the social responsibility of the scientist. That-is,

responsibility in the whole context of llfe,not just in the scientific

sphere. But to many scientists, social responsibility seems to have

the ring of anti-science or even anti-intellectuallism. They respond

with cries about freedom of inquiry; I suggest that freedom of inquiry

is not a first principle; it is not a law of thermodynamics. But it

has come to be treated that way by the scientific community. This is

not a defensible stand in the modern world, where science is often virtually

an arm of technology. It is because biological science is just entering

this era that the birth pangs are, so pa:lpable. In my opinion, some of

the proponents of recombinant research are themselves anti~scientif;c

for they refuse to recognize the fects >, .a cardinal sin in scientific

circles. They see their own aims and responsibilities as limited to

the search for knowledge, ignoring the fact that their results pr~vide

the basis for industrial power an~ their choices will determine the

directions of social change. They are thus inviting a public, backlash

against science in general, for the record of scienGe-based technology

in this century is not reassuring. I needn't mention ·the unforeseen

effects of thalidamide. DDT, and so forth. The ~ush toward geneti~

engineering, without full constderatlcn pf all its consequences, is
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an invitation to much "greater disaster.

In that context,_ the awakening of public andgovernmentql concern

;s certainly encouraging. There are four bills before Congress at

present: HR4759, HR 4232, S 945, and HR 3191 (which is the same as

S 621). Unfortunately, all the,Bills are inadequate and I am oppo~ed

to them all in their present state. Two 'of them, as I under-stand-them,

simply make the,NIH guidelines enforceable. by law. Since the guidelines

themselves are inadequate and do not even touch 0D the long-range

issues. these Bills would simply give the publica false sense of.

security.

The bill proposed by Rep. Solarz HR 423-2.~onstit~tes abetter

beginning since it aims to bring together various public representatives

and specialists to re-evaluate present laws and regulations relating

to recombinant research. However. the viewpoint is too narrowly

concerned with immediate issues such as safety procedures.

The fourth bill. 5945, proposes a commission which would carry

out a broader study of the, important questions rei sedby recombinant

DNA research. .The cha~ge· of the conmt ssf cn is laudable but its value is

negated by the propcsed membershtp. The members 'are to be appointed

by the Secretary of HEW with the advice of the NAS, and are to be

drawn heavily from among scientists actually engaged in recombinant

DNA research. This is sheer conflict ~f ~nterest. (For example. the

subtle influences which often prevent the NAS. in spit~ of its, good

intentions. from functioning "fully in the public interest have b~en

documented by Phillip Boffey in his recent book "The Brain Bank of

America.") I believe very strongly that there should be a commission

to study the long-range public issues arising from recombinant DNA

research and from future developments in genetic engineering; but such

a commission must not include ~ scientists or anyone connected,with

'the scientific or industrial establishment. The exclusion of scientists
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and so forth from membership does ~ot mean that they should not, play

an important role in:supplyinginformation to the commission) when

requested. But the final eveluat tcns , ehtch are ethical and- social

_rather than scientific, must be" made in a disinterested· way by tndtvtduals

who ate qua11fi ed in those areas; An important .ro l e for such a

commission would be to propose future decision-making mechanisms

designed to protect not only the safety but also the freedom of the

Ameritan people.

While such a commission ;s deliberating, it ;s only sensible that

there should be a moratorium on inter-species recombinant DNA research;

If. after the report of the comnt ss ton to Congress -and the President,

it ;s deciaed that the research should proceed. my own view is that

it should be confined to one or a very few high-security centers under

Federal control. At these centers, research relevant to public safety

not to drug manufacture - should be the ·first order of priority so that

we could decide more intelligently how or whether to proceed further ..

We would be taking the calculated risk that foreign countries may

proceed with less caution. thereby endangering us all. Butmore

importantly, we would be providing the moral leadership which is so

much needed in this area.



Mr. THORNTON. In order to proceed and have some time for ques
tions, I'm going to proceed immediately and recognize our final wit
ness, Dr. David Baltimore, who is a Nobellaureate from the Center for
Cancer Research, MIT, Cambridge, Mass. Dr. Baltimore shared his
Nobel Prize with Dr. Howard Temin, of the United States, and Dr.
Renato Dulbecco, of Italy, for work on human viruses, and has
courageously discussed the potential applications of DNA recombinant
techniques during the recent forum at the National Academy of
Sciences.

We do have your prepared statement, Dr. Baltimore, which, without
objection, will be made a part of the record. I would like to invite you
to give your testimony at this time,

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Baltimore follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DAVID BALTIMORE, AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
RESEARCH, l'ROFESSOR OF MIOROBIOLOGY, MASSACHUSETTS
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Dr. BALTiMORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. '
Let me first, before starting, correct one thing, which I know Dr.

DulBecco would want me to correct. He's an American citizen, al-
though born in Italy. '

Mr. THORNTON. I appreciate that correction. Thank you.
Dr. BALTIMORE. I was initially part of a group of scientists who,

in 1974, first drew attention to the potential problems inherent in the
manufacture and study of recombinant DNA molecules. Since that
time, I have been actively involved in discussions about the types of
controls appropriate to this new methodology of modern biology.

Before considering the risks and benefits arising from recombinant
DNA technology, I believe it is important to present the technique
from within its historical context. Modern biology has been a very
productive science but has progressed much more rapidly in the study
of bacteria than it has in the study of higher cells, including those of
human beings. Two considerations have led to the limited progress
with higher cells: the large amount of genetic information in cells of
higher organisms and the difficulty of carrying out genetic studies
using higher organisms. Recombinant DNA technology has offered a
partial solution to these problems of scale. The technology allows in
dividual genes to be isolated away from all other genes and to be stud
ied as independent entities. With this new technology, we have already
gained new knowledge about the organization of the genetic material
of higher cells and a treasure trove of new results can be expected as the
technology receives wider application.

Further knowledge of the organization and function of genes in
higher cells is of critical importance to our understanding of disease.
The diseases which now plague the American population are mainly
diseases in which cells malfunction. We do not understand the basis of
the malfunction in any of these diseases and our ability to prevent
and treat the diseases is limited by our knowledge of them. Recombi
nant DNA technology is a new tool in the continuing battle 'against
our ignorance of how higher cells carry out their basic functions, It
joins an impressive array of techniques developed over the last 30
years which have allowed biologists to see deeper and deeper into the
functioning of cells. The goal of modern biology is the understanding
of normal 'and aberrant living processes. We are very far from that
goal in almost all critical areas of human biology but recombinant
DNA, methods should speed our acquisition of knowledge.

The new knowledge which will be acquired about the functioning of
human and other cells will bring with it new capabilities, Because we
do not know the shape of that new knowledge, it is impossible to spec
ify what capabilities will be inherent in it, It is important to recognize
that, attempts ,to predict future developments in biology, are .severely
limited by the meager knowledge we have of the biology of higher
cells. Such terms as "genetic engineering" have little precise meaning
because at present we can only Use our imagination togness ,the shape
of the future and our imagination is extremely limited.
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BENEF:rTSFROMRECOM:BINANT DNA RESEARCH

If we realize that recombinant DNA technology is only a tool of
modern biology and is not a science in itself, then we also will realize
that recombinant DNA technology by itself offers no benefits. It is the
totality of modern biology which offers possibilities of benefit for the
future and recombinant DNA methods are one,albiet a critical one,
of the tools that the modern biologist can use. So an analysis of the
benefits to come from recombinant DNA is like an analysis in 1940 of
the benefits that might derive from the electron microscope. When the
electron microscope was developed its powerswere speculative-today
we know that it has been a critical element in our increased. under
standing of both normal and diseased tissues.

The appropriate question is not what are the benefits to come from
recombinant DNA technology but what are the benefits to come from
modern biology in toto. The Congress of the United States has for
many years strongly supported the notion that. basic research in bi
ology will bring with it critical understanding of those diseases that
plague the citizens of the United States. The Congress has funded
research without requiring specific justification for why one type of
research will be more beneficial than another. This was a very far
sighted policy of the Congress because it represented an understanding
that it is impossible to predict with precision where critical advances
in modern science will arise. An investigator working on a worm or
a fly may come across a principle which is central to all of life and
often such a principle will be more evident in a simple system than.it
will be within the context of the complicated biology of human beings.
Biologists have devoted themselves to finding the truths of life and as
part of that search biologists have developed the methods of recom
binant DNA research which can allow modern biology to better attack
problems of human cells,

What then are the benefits of basic research 1 They 'are, as they must
be, entirely speculative. We believe that deeper knowledge of cancer
will help to prevent it and cure it, but we cannot promise that that
is true. We can, however, say with assurance that without new knowl
edge we will be extremely limited in our ability to prevent and cure
cancer. It is very fashionable to say today that 80-90 percent of cancer
has an environmental or lifestyle cause. From that fact certain scien
tists have made the facile conclusion that all we need do is search
around in the environment and in our lifestyles to find the causes of
cancer and so toallow their eradication.

One of the great men in the search for the causes of cancer has been
Sir Richard Doll. In .a recent 'article entitled "Strategy for Detection
of Cancer Hazards inMan," he went through our present knowlooge of
the causes of human cancer and concluded:

We cannot, of course, hope to detect: hazards efficiently until we know how
cancer is produced. so. that a policy for detection must include the support of
basic biological research. Success in this field Isdependent on the development of
ideas and is ditflcult to foster except by provddlng the conditions in which out
standing investigators are able to give free rein to their imagination.

I have that article here, if you wish to put it in the record.
¥r. TH.ORNTON. We'll be pleased to receive it, and without objection

we II consider it for nossible inclusion in the record.
Dr. BALTIMORE. Thank you very much.
[The article referred tois as follows :]
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review article

...

Strategy for detection of cancer hazardsto mant
Sir Richard DoH'"

Forty-four years.ago, Sir Ernest Kennaway and his colleagues identified,Ior the.first time, a pure
chemical that. was .capable of causing cancer in animals, and a year later isolated another from
material that was widespreadin the environment, At that timevand even after these cructat obser
vattons, ir wasconunonly assumed that, cancers were an inevitable accompaniment of ageing and
that little could be done-to reduce the mortality they caused. It is now clear, however-that most, if
not all cancers have environmental causes,and can in principle, be prevented. The, identification of
environmental hazards,and clarification of the mechanisms through which they cause .disease are
thus among the highest priorities in cancer research.

SI:<CE Kennaway's seminal work"" the evidence that cancer
can be pre"cnted has accumlllated steadily and is now over
wllelming. Whether it will ever be possible to prevent .the
disease almgether. as we can now prevent poliomyelitis and
SCllrv}', is Impossible to say until. We kno,", more about the
me,hanism by whic/'! it is produced; but we should be able
to reduce theage·specilk incidence rates~which account
for a quarter of a11 deaths of men in Britain under 75 years
of age-c-byat least 80 to 90%. That .this is so, is suggested
primarily by the great variation in the incidence of different
types of cancer in different communities and in different
pans of the world. '.

Thls vananon is illustrated inTables I and 2, which show
maJ;ilJlum and minimum incidence rates for all cancers that
:ue common enough so-mewhere for the disease to affect
mere than I?~ of. men or women by 75 yr, in. the absence
of other CaUSeS of death, The range qf variation is. never
less than. Iourfold.and is sometimes more than a hundred,
fold. I ha"e presented ,the data as cumulative incidence
rates up to 75 yr, despite .the·factthat rates at old ages te~d

to b. unrebhle where perso-nal medical services.are sparse.
10 illu,trale how common some cancers can 'bec'ome in
counlrie, like' our own where half the population lives to
be over thJl ag•. In .,tim"ting t)IC range of variation, how
e~er, 1ha"e limited comparison to ages under 65 yr.

With rare cance",., the \'el')' fact of .their rJrit), makes the
demonstration of. their incidence in the. small populations
that ha~e been studied outside the industrialised countries
extremely difficult, if not impossible. Ne~.rthekss; some
c1..arly ,'ary: for eXample. Burkitt's lymphoma,which never
affects more than I in \,000 people', varies at least 100·fold;
Other, .. such as acute leukaemia' in young adults and
nephrorb,toma in children. seem to be fairly constant
everywhere,

Some of this "ariation is. of course, genetic in origin.
That heredity is not the principal cause is. however, shown
by migrant groups. whose experience of disease. usually
changes when they change their way of Hfe in a new
country, aad hy the variation in the incidence of cancer
with time. The latter can .seldom be demonstrated con
clusi'·e1y.. partly becallse it .Is difficult to compare the

·K.~;u·, 1',.,1'.'.,,,, of ~lcJ;~jll•. U"i'~'''i,~· 01'u.,l'o,J,
+Tbi,~fli ..:. i, 1:>,1.d OnlhoSir ErnestKennawa~' L""t"'cdeli~ered at
tlle R",.: lr.,mulion on II ,",o,'elllb<r t976.

ellkiency of case, li'nding,.aLdifferel;lt periods,; and partly
because. a high standard of case.registration has.obtained in
only. a few places for: more .than lOyr-the most notable
being Denmark and COnne.cJicut;USA. ~c have, therefore,
to rely-to a.large e",tent (l,l).~rends,in mo,rtality,w,hichll'lay
al~o be influenc.ed:by changes in the efficacy of treatment.

Nevertheless, some o;hanges are so gross. that, it is im
possible to doubt -that there has been a real change in
incidence: tor example; the increase in lung cancer in all
developed ccunmes, the it:Jcrease iil oesophageal cancer in
the black population of South. Africa, and the decrease in
gastric.cancer in.the USA. Many lesser changes havetaken
place in Britain during. \he. last,20 years, These are shown
in Table 3, whi-c-h lists all 'those cancers for which the
mo-rtality rate, standardised for age, has changed by more
than .one .per cent a rear be.tween 1958 and 1973. severet
o-f these .changes cannot be dismissed esanetacrs, because
the disease is easy to diagnose and the death rate bas in:
creased ,despite improving trealment. (as with. melanoma
and cancer or -the testis)..,Take.n aHogeJher"the evidence
~uggests that a11common cancers have varied in incidence
fmm time to time, .just as. they, now vary from place to
place." ' .. , • ". .'

Much of this va.riation can now be attiibuted. to the
action,ofspccific agents. Indeed, so man)' are now known
that we nlay reasonably hope to extrapolate. from past
<:xperience, in see~ing othera I shall, therefore, begin by
reviewing .hdell)" the known ag~ntsandthe ways in )'hich
they ha\e he.en detected.

Iatrogenic hazards
About a score have beenprescribed by doctors (Table 4),
Most have caused only a .few. cast:s ·and their effect has
been apparent to clinicians and pathologists because the
micrcsccpk appearance of ·the tumour,o-r the site in which
it occurred was so unusual. Examples include adeno
carcinoma of the vagina. in young women whose mothers
hJd taken stilooestrol during- the relevant pregnancy (re_
cognised when a lift broke down in Boston and the paths
of a ~yna~cologi,;t and a pathologist croned for sufficiently
long for them to e"'change. experien~es): angiosarcoma of
rh~ liv... alld spleen f,>n"wing the. injcdi,Hl "r thorotra,t:
squamous carcinoma of the thigh following- the local appli
cation of coal tar ointment: squamous carcinoma of the
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Table 1 R.ang,:of variation in the incidence of common cancers in men (unl...s specified 'i'J

Typo: of
cancer

'1m
Oesophagu,
Bronchus'
Stomach
Cervix

uteri"
Liver
Prostate
Breast ;.

High incidencearea

Australia. Queensland
Iran, NE
England
Japan
.Colombia

i1~(b~a)e
USA, ConneCticut

Cwnulative

y~~ :ra:Se·
(%)
>"ac

n
u
ic

Range of
varialiont

"00
300
as
as
"."
30,

LowIncidence
area

Inelia, Bomba~
Nig~ria

Nigeria
Uganda
Israel (Jewish)

Norway
Japan
UgaIlda

"In am.cnceof oilier causes of death.
tAt ages 35-64 years,

palm of the hands a.sI;OC;aled with arsenicism; retlculo
sarcoma of the' brain following immunosuppression to
prev<:nt relectlon of a renal transplant; and a pecullar type
of liver tumour In women using steroid conrraceptlves.

The onl}" known agents in this group thai have causl:d
any' substantial number of cancers. have been ionising
radiatiorl5. which probably caused between 5 and 10':~ of all
childhood cancers in Western Europe and North America
during lhe 1950. lind 60s, when used for diagnosis during the
pregnancy of the mother; and oestrcgens, prescribed for
post-menopause women, which rna}' account for much of
the recent increase in the incidence of endometrial cancer
in the USA. In both cases, ,the risks were overlooked
for a long time, because, the tumours, did not differ
in any obvious way from the tumours that occurred quite
commonly as a result of other .causes, and they were
eventually detected I only after large scale case-control
studies had been carried out with the object of investigating
the role of the agents in -the aetiology. of the particular
diseasc'-'.

Despi.te the number of tumours caused by these last t,,·o
agents. the total number of cases that are iatrogenic in
origin is mueh less than readers of lllich's Medical Nemesis
might suspect and cannot have constituted more than a
minute proportion of the total impact of cancer on society.

Occupational hazards
Other. agents have caused hazards in a wide variety of
occupations, These are listed in' Tables 5 and 6. In three
inst.anees the risks' were discovered' after the agents
(4-aminobiphen~'I,mustard gas and vinyl chloride) had been
shown to cause cancer in animals. Other agents were dis
covered inddentatly in the course cr inves,tigating other
ill4ustrial hazardS, as in the ease of cancer of the prostate
j,n cadmium wolters and cancer of the lung in rubber
workers. 1I.fost, however, were discovered because the in
terest of a clinician, an epidemiologist, or a' pathologist was
aroused br the observation of a duster of cases that seeined
too large' to be 'easily attributable to' chance. Sometimes

these clusters have been quite small, as when Dr John
Jones r~por.ted that 'he was disquieted .to have seen two
employees of the Mond Nickel Company develop nasal
sinus cancer within a year. Often, 'however, 1he risk has
been overlooked for a long time, particularly when the
same type of cancer was common in ,the general population
as a result of ether causes.

Like the ialrogenic hazards, these occupational ones can,
ROt have been responSible for 'more .than aver)' . small
proportion of all cancers, as the total number of men who
have been exposed in the course of their work, other than
open air workers e;ll;posed to ultraviolet light and, to a lesser
extent, Ihe wide variety of workers exposed 10 asbestos. is
small in proportion to .the population as a who.le. They are
important, however, for two reasons.

First, they are -irnportant 10 the workers ecncereee who
have had a 50% risk of developing ~he disease b some
industries. Indeed, in one small group of 19 men employed
on dislilling 2-naphthylamine, the risk proved to be 100%.
18 dying of bladder cancer and the last having been killed
in an accident shortly after the disease was diaillo~.

Second, some of the agents concerned have found their ""ll}'

Into the general environmCflt, so that millions of people
have been exposed to them unintentionally and sometimes
in an uncontrolled way. These agents are listed in Tahle 6.
It is easy enough to dismiSs the corresponding risks on the
grounds that .the doses are minute; but we can no longer
assume.that thresholds exist for chemical or physical agents
and we ought neither-to ignore nor-to condemn them until
we have derived quantitative relationships between the dose
tn whi"h individuals arc exposed and the resultant in,;-idence
,.,r .the disease. At present we can do this. only veIl-' crudely,
Nevertheless, any quantitative evidence is b~tter than none.

Industrial pollution
Consider, for e;ll;ari,ple, polycyclic 'hydrocarbons and
ashe,tos. For the Ilrst, we have evidence that the large
amount' nr benzo(a)pyrene inspired by gas retort house
workers produced a risk of lung cancer only about 80%

Table 2 Range of varialion in the inddence of common cancers in men (unlessspecified~)

Type of
can""r

Colon
Buccatcac'itr
Rectum
Bladder
O,al)'"
Corpus

uteri '2
Nasophal)'n~

Pancreas
- ois

High incidencea""a

USA. Connecticut
India, part
Denmark
USA, Connecticut
Denmark
USA, Conn~t;cut

Singapore (Chin",e)
New Zealand (Maori)
Uganda. parI

Cumulative
risk by 75

years of age*
co

3

"a
a,
z

Range or
var;aliont

ro>"ac
4
a

io
40
s

300

lowinciden""
u~

·rn abS<1cnce of ether causes of dealh.
tAt ages 35-64 yr.
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greater than the national average'. Since the residents of
large towns are Unlikely to have been exposed to more than
one-hundredth of that amount-mainly from. the ccmbus
lion of domestic coal'-the contribution of these agents to
the urban excess of the disease is unlikely to have been
larse. a conclusion tha,t Is confirmed by the Jew incidence
of the disease in non_smokersirrespel:live of where they
live.

As for asbestos, we know that it ruches the ambient air
from a variety of sources, including the clothes of asbestos
workers. These were presumably the principal source of
exposure of the 37 men and women in nine countries who
are reported to have developed.mesothelioma of the pleura
after being household contacts of asbestos workers". The
maximum concentration that has be-enfound in the air near
building sites where asbestos was being sprayed is, however,
three orders of magnitude less than that which has been

Diagnosticor therapeuticX rays
Thorium
Thorotrast

Polycyclic hydrocarbons
in coal tar ointments

Alkylatlngal;lents
Mdphalan, cyclophoi;phamide

Oestrogens

Stilboestrol(transplac¢ntat)
Sieroid contraceptives
Androgens(anabolic 'leroids)
Arsenic
Chlomapharine
ImmunO'luppressive drugs
Phenacetin

All sites
Bone
Liver,~pleen

marrow (leukaemia)

Skin

Martow (leukaemia)
Endometrium,brea<l(M)

~ breasl (Fj
Vagina
Liver
Liver
Skin, lung
Bladder
Retieulosarcoma
?Renal pelvis

Table,5 Occupationalcauscs of cancer net contributing 10 1l"neral
envjronmenlalpol1ution •

Other hazards
The other agents that are known. 10 cause cancer
are listed in Table 7. Thenumber is small, but the cancers
that have been produced are legion. Cancers of the buccal
cavity. attributable to chewing, for examp);;,account for a
quarter of all cancers in men In parts of India, while
cancers of. the lung attributable to smoking account for
more than a third of all lethal cancers in men in Britain.

One agent,. aflatOxin, was discovered .tc be a powerful
carcinogen as a result. of an outbreak of poisoning that
killed 100.000 ducks and turke~ in British farms. The oat
break was traced eo a consignment of peanut meal COD·

tamimitw with Aspergillus f/avus which produced a meta
bolite that not only caused acute liver failure in poultry•
but also caused cancer of. the livor in minute doses in a
wide variety of animals"'''. Human liver cells contain the
enzymes necessary to produce the active agents (the epoxy
metabolites of aflatoxin), and Aspergi/lur f/avus is a
frequenl contaminant of foodstuffs stored under hot and
humid conditions. Now it has been shown that the it'l.
cidenee of liver cancer in. Thailand, Singapore, Kenya...
Swaziland and Mozambi.que is proportional to the amount
of aflatoxin in the diet"·". The vagaries of daily diet make
it unlikely that we shall ever be able to establish the rcla·
tionship in individuals; but. the total evidence is strong
enough to justify an attempt to prevent the disease by
reducing exposure. Unfortunately, this will not be easy, as
fungal contamination is difficult to avoid under the con
dilion. in which the staple foods are common]}· stored in
the -trcplcs. and it will be expensiveto substitut.e alternative
methods.

The other agenftlisted in Table 7 were, forlhe most
part,discovered as a re.sult of clinical lIcumendating bacl:;

Table 3 Changing mortalily rates from different canoers·
(England and Wales, 1958to 1913)

(%IChangc
Type Ofcancer Males Females

Melanoma +" +47
M)"elomatO'lts +" +mL,,,. "'-29 +94",- "'-19 +20
Testis +19
Oesophagus +16 +1'
Stomach -" -34
Buccalcavil}' -JO -"
"""'" -"

•Allcancerswith rafe of changeequal 10 Ormore than I % per year.

regarded as an acceptable concentration in the asbestos
industry", and the amount thai is commonly present in
town air is sun less by another two orders of magnitude.
Unfortunately, we are still uncertain about the size of the
risk that is associated with this accepted concentration of
about 0.1 mg m-'. In one sludy of an asbestos textile factory
in England", it was found that the relative risk of lung
cancer for men who had been emplo)'ed for 20 yr decreased
progressively from 10 times 'normal'. -if they had been
employed for at least 10 yeaI'>before 1933 (lhat is, the date
when some control of asbestos dust in the air of factories
first became effective in the UK), to 3t limes normal if
they had been employed before 1933. bUI for less than 10

-years, to I:l times normal if they had first been employed
only after 1933. Few men who were first employed only
after 19.51 have yet been employed for 20rr, but pre
liminary estimates (which are highly unreliable because the
number of men observed Is so small) suggest that some risk
rna}' still have per>isted since that date. Detailed dust ee
cords were not obtained in the early years in a way that
enables them to be compared with present data, bue the
amount of dust in the air was initially gross and continued
to be much greater than at present for some lime after
1933. Even in 19.51, the mean dust level to which men were
exposed is likely to ha,'e been 3t times greater than it is
now. and' we shall have to wait for many years before
industrial data enable us to make a reasonable estimate of
the possible risk associated with an average exposure up to
0.1 mg rn'" during normal 'working life.
~feawrements like these exculpate individually as major

contributors to the gross variation in cancer incidence be
tween countries all the agents that arc known to' cause
sp-ecific occupat'cnal hazards (other than ultraviolet lighn,
.....hether actlng: within Industry or lIS pollutants in the
general environment. In so far as we can explain this ,·aria·
tion. it seems rather to be due to differences in social
.behaviour, diet and the opportunity for infection.

Agent

UllravioletU~ht
Aromaticomllle5

2_naphthylamine
t-naphthylamine
Benzidine
4-aminobiphenyl

MH:hloromethyl elhor
!lentene
Mu,tard,gas

(Nickelore)

Khromeore)
CadmiumI?)
Agents in isopropyloil 'I

hard.....ood furnitu....manufacture i
leather goods manufacture J

Site 'of cancer

Skin
Bladder

Bronchus
Marto"," (leukaemia)
Bronchus
Lar)llx
Nasal sinuses
Bronchus
Nas:.lsinuscs
Bronchus
Prostate

Nasal sinuscs
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Table 6 Occupallonal cau,,,,, of cancer, ronlributina: 10 general

environmental pollution

nearly 200 years to scemmerung's description of lip cancers
in pipe smokers". Clinical associations, however, :tend 10
be overlooked .if the conc1usiOl15 suggested are sOcially un
acceptable, and little attention was paid to tile possible
effects of smoking until the death rate from,.'lung cancer in
men had Increased 25-fold (Fig. I). The conference thai was
call.dby the Medical Research Council in 1947 could not
decide whether Ihe increase was real or an artefact due to
improved diagnosis, bill it did recommend a study to seek a
possible cause. The subsequent enquiry showed .that patients
with lung cancer tended to smoke more .than other patients,
and within 3 years it wag possible to ccnctode teem the
Iluman. evidence alene. that clgerette smoking 'was'a cause
of the disease". Whether- these obserVations, or any others
that are both" practicable and: ethical to. obtain,'can, be
regarded us-consdturing logiclll proof tha.!. a carcinogenic
agent has been detected is debatable and is not' of great in.
terest. Whatis'of' interest Is whether' the evidence justifies
an attempt at prevention' and, if 5b;whether nimoval of tile
agent is followed by 'the result we seek".

Prevention should,' or-course, ideally be carried out in
a controlled way, with rand9m allocation. of individuals, or
groups of individuals,to experimen,tal and. control series. In
practice, however, tim is seldom possible as the experiment
is likely to require. the cooperation of a large number of
people who have-to be convlnced thath will be successful
betcre n can be ~guri;E,:~rYOrie;tl,terefore,wH1 want to be
in the ellperimental group. This is what has alwaYs hap
pened in industry; but when the disease disappears; as so
many occupational. ea~cers'liave, fewj)eople 'have, chal
lenged the logic tliat'led to, the intervention. '

Once smoking began to. be studied' seriously' as aeeuse of
cancer; data were- soon collected that confirmed the old
clinical observation' ofa relationship with cancer of th"
mouth, and there are now strong grounds for believing that
it'also causes many cancers of the pharynx, larynx' lind'
oesophagus .. weaker, but consis,te'nt; 'evidence~like 'that
summarised in Table 8--also suggests that it 'may playa"
part in producing cancers of the bladder and pancreas.

That alcohol contributes to ,tlie causation 'of alarge'pro-
portion. of cases of cancer of the oesophagus, and to a
somewhat 'smaller proportion of cancers of themoulh,
pharynx and larynx, in some countries, has been, suspected
ever since the mortality from these cancers was,foul)d)obe
unusually high in publicans, waiters and others employed
in alcoholic trades". The subject has, however; proved: so

Moo
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Fig. I .Trend in crude dealh rate from lung <;ancer t9n-1971, '
by sex, .h""'ing stale al time of MRC'oonference.

the astronomical figures for lIie incidi:n~e~f thi: disease in
central Asia; where. very little alcohol is consumed.
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Viruses \
An~ther potential hazard is infection. witharl oncogenic
virus, but it is. still an open. question whether viruses can
ever cause cancer fn man. Direct evidence. of case-to-ease
in,fectfon is extremely weak-c-no-one, for enmple. who has
used adeq~ate controls has been able to repeat Viauna,
Greenwald and Davies's"· observation that p,atients w~th
Hodgkin's disease have had unusually close personal contact
----;-and the laboratory evidence that cancers. are associated
with viralinfectio,n is open .to several interpretations.
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unattractive to research workers that we still do not even
know-whether it 'is the aleohol itself that c; eesponslble
(possibly by soIubiJising a specific agent) or whether it is
another component of alcoholic drinks that may vary ill
amount trom one drink to another,' That the subject has
been unpopular may have been because pure alcohol is not
carcinogenic to laboratory animals or becau.se the amOunt
consumed by the individual is difficult to assess with
accuracy-cor even because of a natural aversion for.inv.es
tigating such an unpopular subject. Interest in it. has, how
ever, been revived and studies are now being carried out
on oesophageal cancer in parts of. France where the
characteristiealcoholie drinks are cider and ,cider·baged
liqueurs", If, however, alcoholic drinks are important in
the aetiology of cancers of the l1PPer digestive eract in
Europe and North America, they certainly do not explain

~

~
G~ 100

"

Sit. of cancer

Bronchus
Skin

"""Ma!T<>w (leUkaemia)
Skin, scrotum
Bronchus
Skin
&on.hus
Bronchus
Pleura, peritoneum
Uver (angiosarwma)

PoI)'e"dic hydroo:arbQns
in SOOI, lar. and oil

Ar5<lnic

Agem

Ionizing radiations

Asbestos

. Y;nyl chloride

Table 7 Other en";ranmemalcausesOfcancer

'Agenl'

Sunlighl
Associaled.withuseor·Kangrj· an~ '~holr

'Re"erse smoking~
Chewingbele!. loba.cco. lime
Smoking
AAata'in
Schislosom;as:s
As'ocialed ";";lh sexual intercourse

Site of <;ancer

Expose~ ,~in (rodenl ulcer,squamouscarcinoma, ?,meianoma)
S~lIl of ~b~omen, groin. and thigh (sqUOmOllS carcinoma>.
Palale
MOUlh
~~oulh, pharynx,lar}'n,<, bronchUS. lX'Clph3gll', bladder, ? I"lncreos
L",er
Bladder
Ccni< uteri

J
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Table8 Ri'k of death from cancerof pan<;reas in continuingciguctte smoker's relativeto life-long non-<lmoken

(prospective studies)

-Numbers of deaths iIl'parentheses:for detailssee Hanunond", Kahnu, DePartmell! of National Health andWdfare"; Cc:derlof el III."
and Don and Peto". . ..

Risk compared with ttui'i. innon"moker's
C1prd;te Cwrcilfci&=u~ smoketS' 5I1l0kIng pel" day

Sel< smokers 1-9" 10-20·' 21-39 '.' 40 or more-

F '.8
M z.
M 0.' L' z.z ,.s

M ,.. '0 a.•
M ,.s 3A S.s
M 'A ... z.t

by occupational studies. which have, 'demonstrated loter,
ac.tions between. smoking and asbestos lUId smoking and
ionising radiations and .bave provided quantitative data like
those"on the incidence ef.lung cancer ln.uranium miners in
the USA". '

Similar da.ta are now also being Obtained' by'the Inlet
national.Agency for Research on Cancer" for the Inter
action between tobacco and. alcohol in· the production of
oesophageal cancer in France. Proliminary estimates, based
on a retrospective case..control· study of. patients and a
random sample of the population, Suggest that. the risk of
developing tiu: disease increases both with . the amount
smoked and with the amount drunk, until among men who
drink 81 or more grams of ethyl alcohol (equivalent to 7
whiskies) and smoke 20 or more cigarettes a day, the risk
is 45 times .tbat in those continent men who drink Jess than
40 grams and smoke Jess than ID cigarettes a day.

The ~xistence of such intomclions, which has been sus
pected since the early·experiments of Rous and Kidd" and
Berenblum and Shubik",can be. of .great imporlance. For
they may provide not only the explanationsJor. apparently
conflicting observations, but also alternlltive means of .pre,
venting disease, one ofwPich may, be. more practicable than
the other. If, for example, rnlokingant;l asbestos interact to
produce bronchial cancer, there may be. no pOmt ill tryiIlg
to give quantitative labels eo ,their icspedh'e sham. Both
may be ·responsible for producing more than 'balf the cases
in the sense that ,the elimination of either would reduce the
total risk by more ,tbanc50%. The important conclusiol\ is
that we can break the chain of .causation at either of two
links, and it may be as ,idle to try and partition respcn
sibiLities as it is to try.to quantify therelative contributions
of nature and nurture to disease in general.

Test of products before use
Two types. of hazard stand out as socially unacceptable,
although they arc relatively unimportant numerically:
that is, the hazards associated .witlt occupation and the use
of prescribed drugs. The evidence that chemical carcino-

Strategy for detection
In this incomplete review, I have sought to provide an
account of the hazards of cancer to .man and to use the
experience of the past to .indicate how other hazards can be
detected in the future. We cannct.: of course, hope to
detect hazards efficiently until we know how cancer- is
produced, so that a policy for dctCl:tion must include the
support of basic biological research.' Success in this field is
dependent on the development of ideas and is difficult to
foster except. by providing the conditions in which out
standing investigators are able to give fuU rein 10: their
imagination.

Canadian pensio=
(89)

Swedi;hr.ulllolllsample

('"Britishdoctors
(92)

P~pulalion·

US citizens
(77)

(IDS}
US }'eICr,ms

(493)

Consider, for example, .the extensive evidence that noiv
connects the EB virus with Burkitt's lymphoma and car
cinoma of the nasophil:l}'n...:, In epidemic areas these diseases
occur nearly always ill indIviduals iofected by the viIU5.
Viral DNA is present in all the tumour cens llJIddetermines
the expression In them of virus-coded neoantigens;' and
virus production can be activated in some of the tumour
cells in the laboratory, T.be EB virus is widespread in
human society and is the cause of infectious mononucleoois,
when it stimulates the proliferation of mononuclear cells
of. the lymphatic series. In "jtTQ. it confers the property of
continuous groW;th on normal human B lymphocytes in
culture, in a way that is anwogous ·to malignanttransfor
mation. Finally, it has been shown to cause malignant
lymphomas in South American cotton top marmosets on
experimental inoculatioo.

What more can laboratory investigation be expected to
do? The International. Agency for Research on Cancer" is
attempting to relate the development of <the disease to new
infection by rollowing up childrenln the West Nile district
or. Uganda From whom blood samples have teentaken for
serum studies: but the results are unlikely to be decisive if,
as one suspects, viral Inrectlon is only one of seve",1 con
ditions necessary for the development of the disease..If this
turns out to be so, the only. remaining approach will be ec
develop a vaccine that call be shown to ·prevent the disease"
-immensely. difficult though that must 'be-and the same
would also be true if cervix cancer were llrmly linked. to
infecrionwlth the type n herpes simplex virus or to any
other infective agent.

That cervix cancer is venereal in origin is now virtually
certain. We know that the disease spares nuns and is most
common in prostitutes: that the risk increases with the
number of mamag¢' and with fhe age at which coitus first
occurs, but not- with the number of pregnancies, nor with
the. frequency of lntereourse within. marriage;. and that
more of. the husbands 'of affected women have had extra
marital intercourse than of the husbands of control
women"~". To these facts: we can.add Beral's observation"
that the mortal ity from cervix cancer in cohorts of women
of different ages varies "';th the .lncidence of gonorrhoea
at .thetime they wue 20 years old, and the accumulating
evidence that obstructive methods of cOl.1lraception are
protective".

Interaction of.agents
If viruses do. in fact: cause cancer, they may do so only by
interacting with other factors, and this may eccount for the
separate correlation of hepatitis B antigen and. aflatoxin
with hepatoma and of the BB virus and gross malarial
infection with Burkitrs lymphoma. That two different
agents may interact to produce cancer has ,been established
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Fi&o- 2 Trends in monality from .cornmon eeneers in men
1911-'-1971, standardisedfor age.
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Record linkage
Embryo mechanisms suitable for this purpose already exist
iii. Britain, that are based on the records of Ihe National
Health Service and the Office of Population Censuses and
Surveys, and to a vllI}'ing extent In. other countries">".
Identifying' iilformation about all, people who develop
cancer is already int~,grated into a single file in England
and Wales, and we uow need to create similar files of
people who are exposed to dLlferent' chemicals. The
Registrar-General has begun 10 do this by maintaining a
li1e of a I % sample of the population which is up-dated at
each successive census in respect. of births, deaths, im
migrants and emigrants, and by recording the cumulative
occupational experience of the selected 'sample throughout
their Hves.. This liIe can be linked within OPCS to the
occurrence of cancer and so can provide, an automa.tic
assessment of the risks associated with any particular
industry, 1t will be neceSsary; however,to increase the
size of the saIDJIle Iu at least 10% before it will be of any
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value for any but the .larger risks. Very little information
is included about specific exposures and it will probably also
be oecessary to require industry to maintain records of all
employees who are exposed to new chemicals, so that they
can be checked ~riodically against the file of cancer eases.
Similarly, if we arc serlous in our desire to control adverse
reactlons to drugs, including reactions like cancer which
occur only infrequently or after a prolonged latent period;
we shall have to introduce some system for recording drug
usage such as Skegg" is now doing on a pilot scale in 20
practices, or possibly create a new category of drugs that
can be prescribed only on special forms for a period after
they are introduced. Data that ideotify the patients can
then be stored in a computer for subsequent matching with
similar data in the cancer index.

The concept of linking records by computer has given
rise to aoxiety lest they are used to the detriment of the
individual, as has happened when personal records have .
been linked by credit organisations in the USA, and some
doctors have been worried by the apparent loss of con
fidentiality. Confidentiality can, however, be protected in a
computer much more easily than in the standard case
note, and I know of no instance whctethe provision of
~rsonal information to a bona fide medical research
worker has been abused. It is, of ooutse, for the public 10
decide; .but in my experience, most people understand
that we cannot protect them against disease unless we arc
allowed the necessary tools. Record linkage or the type
required is, moreover, not expensive when the essential
rc<:ords have to be made for other purposes, as they now
all are-the only defect of the present system being that
the records arc not organised in a way that enables them to
be used 10 detect hazards to health,

Cancer incidence and mortality rates
Record linkage is less useful as a means of detecting hazards
arising from environmental pollution or household materials,
if there is no greater human e:<posure at the source of
their creation or manufacture. In these circumstances
we-can rely only on cancer a.nd death registries to arouse
suspieion by revealing changes in the incidence of disease
with lime or place. Such registries are, also, one of our
principal weapqos for obtaining clues to other hazards that
are not ia:rcgenic, occupational or attributable to pollution
and which account for the mass of cancers Ihat fill Ollr
hospitals -tcday, Death rates for most of these and other
cancers that were common between l!Hl' and 1970 arc
shown in Figs 2 and 3. The rates have been slandardis~

for age and arc limited to ages under 65 years,as diagnostic
services for old pcopij' were so much less effective in the
earlier part or the period. AU the trends must have been
affected by changing diagnostic standards and many '\'rill'
also' have been affected b~" improving treatment, but we
cannot avoid the conclusion, which accords with clinical
experience, that cancers of the stomach, colon and rectum.
and cancers of the breast and uterus (though not of the.
ovaries) have been common for many years so that if they
are environmental in origin, as the evidence of geographical
and social variation suggests, the responsible factors must
have been prevalent at least before the beginning of the
century.

Investigation of diet
One feature of the British way of life that has dtltinguished
it from the Asiatic or African way. for the appropriate
length .of time is its diet, and factors related to diet have
been suspected of contributirig to the production of cancer
for maliy years. Until rece'ndy, however, there has been
little precise evidence and very few promising ideas. Now, a
spate of fresh Ideas enables dietary f"clors 10 compete for
the interest of research workers en almosl equallllrms "~fh
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gens, or their reactive metabolites, .are commonly electro
philic, react willi DNA' and, in consequence, arc able to
induce mutations, has suggested that it mOlY be posslble to
predict carcinogenicity by relatively quick and siJnple tests
wilh bacteria. It is not ,certain that anyone test, or combi
nation of tests, will prove to be adequate, bu] preliminary
results are encouraging". ,

Tbis, however, will not absolve us from making arrange,
.ments to detect hazards to man. Not only must we expect
some chemicals 10' escape the net, particularly if they aTC
honnones or act as promoters, enzyme induccl'S, or repair
inhibitol"S; but we shall also wish to use some, and pos
sibly many, substances that give positive results in animals,
if Ihe benefits aTC judged to be great enough 10 Outweigh
the harm. The continuing challenge to laboratory scientists
is to discover enough about metabolism and the mechan
isms of eareirlogenesis in man to enable us to predict the
utent of the hazard if the substance is used in a perti
eular way. Meanwhile. we must either refrain from intro
ducing such immensely useful materials as phenobarbitone,
isoniazid, DDT. saccharin, and the minute amounts of
slilbDcstrol that arc used to fatten cattle. although they do
not have any detectable effect in man, or arrange to detect
and quantify bazards to man at the earliest opportunity.
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FIi.3 Trends in mortality from common'cancerl of breast
and genital tract in women, 1911-1971, standar<!isec! for age.

viruses and immune reactions. One such idea, to which I
referred previoufly, was that aflatoxin might be responsible
for tropicalliver cancer. Another was the discovery that the
cycad nut contained a constituent (cycasin) that was harm
less in itself, but which gave rise to a carcinogen in the
bowel of an animal with a normal intestinal flora. This was
not fruitful in itself, but it focused interest on the possible
role of intestinal bacteria and led Williams to examine the
intestinal flora of people living in areas where the incidence
rates of colon cancer were grossly different. Populations
with a high risk were found to be characteri,ed by the
presence in their faeces of large numbers of anaerobic
bacteria that were able to dehydrogenate bile acids, and
Williams and his colleagues postulated that this might
result in the production of carcinogens that acted locally
on the colonic mucosa". In 1975, Meade and his colleagues
at t'orthwid; Park, working in conjunction with Williams'
group. reported the preliminary results cr e retrospective
study of patients with and without large bowel cancer
which supported this idea", and these findings have now
been confirmed in twice as many patients". The original
hypothesis will, however, have to be elaborated if it is to
account for the low inciden<;e of the disease in Finland and
the increased incidence in the upper socio-economic classes
in Hong Kong"''', and Hill" suggests that it may also be
necessary to have a high level of vitamin K to act as a
h)'drogen acceptor, before car<;inogens.can be formed under
anaerobic conditions in the' gut.

Burkitt's" hypothesis, that the relative lack of indigestible
fibre in Ihe diet of industrialised countries might be the
primary cause' of a variety of diseases of the large bowel
that a~e absent in populations whose diet consists of natural
unprocessed foods has also opened up new lines of thought.
Thegrea:er bulk of faeces and the more rapid transit time
essoctmeo with a high fibre diet could hardly account in
physicochemical terms for the sort of gross differences in
the incidence of large bo.....el cancer that occur between
black ..... frican and ,the Englishcspeaking countries; but the
al:ered conditions in the bo.....et might perhaps account for
the variation in the Intestinal flora.

A fourth way in which diet may affect the incidence of
cancer is by providing the raw materials from which
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'"nitrosaminesare produced in the stomach-a group of
powerful carcinogens that arc still looking for humatl
cancers to induce. Potential carcinogens of this group can
be fonned in acid gastric juice by,the action of nitrites
on secondary amines in food-the nitrites' being prcscnt
because of their use as preservatives, or because they were
formed from nitrates in the mouth as a result of bacterial
metabolism. This, however, is speculative. All we know for
certain is that gastdc cancer was common in the relath'ely
poor populations of northern Europe and Japan (thOUghnot
in most of the even poorer populations of Africa), that it
has been becoming progressively less common in weseere
Europe and much Iess commonin tbe USA, that it is less
common in Japanese migrants to California and Hawaii
than in the Japanese in Japan, and that the disease in tbe
mlgrants tends to occur in those Whoeat pickled vegetables
and dried and salted fi'sh and not in those who eat such
Western vegetableS: as tomatoes, celery, corn, lettUce and
onion". Could Ihis be, ,as Weisburger and Wynder" suggesl,.
because the small amounts of vitamin C inhibit the forma
:ion of nitrusamines in the stomacM Alternatively, it ma~·

be that the progressive reduction in incidence is due to
beller preservation of food, with a consequent reduction in
the opportunity for bacterial or fungal coniamillalion.

That vitamins may play a part in protecting against
cancer is also suggested by cxperimenls" on animals in
which the incidence of cancer was reduced br a Vitamin
A-enriched diet. Now two sets of human data---one a.
prospective study of men wilh known dietary histories" and
another a biochemical lnvestigadon of serum A levels it!
patients and controls", suggest' that a deficiency of Vitai::nin
A may increase the risk of squamous cell carcinoma of the
bronchus in cigarette smokers.

Fat also is a possible faotor. Its consumption is cIOS1Cl)·
correlated with -the incidence of colon cancer (r""O.78) and
breast cancer (r=O.79). in 'different countries, and sevenl
investigators -havesuggested that its content in the diet my
directly affect ;theincidenee of these, diseases":". A,rID
strong" recently pointed out-ahat the incidence of endo
metrial cancer was even more closely correlated ",.ilhdietary
fill (r=O.85) and showed ,that excess consumption of ret
could account for five of the clinical characteristics that
tend to be associated with the development of this disease;
that is, obesity" early menarche,: late' menopause, malurity
onset 'diabetes, arid hyperterision. Virtually all" Oestrogen
produced in- post_menopausal women, is derived from
oestrone which, in tum, is produced by aromatisatlcn of the
androstenedione secreted by the adrenals. Fat could playa
part eit'her because androstenedione is converted to cesrrooe
in adipose tissue" or, perhaps, by inducing the oxidase
systems that met.abolise pre-ca'rcinogens.

Conclusion
I hal'/: concluded by referring to some of the hazards that
may be associated with diet, not because I believe Ihat their
existence 'has been proved, ,but because .they provide a=:t
indication of ,the way in which ,the halards ,that arc respon
sible for the majority of 'human cancers may be detected in
the future; ·that is, by a combination of epidemiological and
laboratory enqUiries. Such studies were often conducted m
dependently in Ihe past, with very little contact between the
research workers .involved. The position was, howe\"er,
transformed When .the World Heahh Organization set u;o
the International Agency for Research on Cancer wlth 1m:
explicit purpose of encouraging such collaboration Inter
nationally, and it has been further strengthened in this
count,)" now that the Cancer Research Campaign, the
Imperial Cancer Research Fund and the Department of
Health and Social Seeurit)" have joined the Me,E-.:::!.l
Research Council in establishing academic units of cancer
epidemiology within, or in close a-mciation with. the majvr
departments of b",sic cancer research. With this oolbbor.I-
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lion, a rational use of medical reccrda.and continued sup
port for geni:ral bioloJical research, I· sec no reason why
causes for the remaining common .cancers should not be
delCcted within one or two' decades. That is not to say that
it ",m -&c'cas}' to prevent. thc disease. For if, as I suspect,
these hazards, are associated with the common diet of
de"eloped COUlltries,- the problems ,that we are now baving
to [ace in preventing tobacco-induced, cancer wm seem
childishly simple,'
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Davidz.Piper
Pa~ifi~.Arclic Bran~h of Marine Geology, US Geological SU,rvey, Menlo,Park. California 94025

Rapidly-formed ferromanganese deposit
from the eastern Pacific Hess Deep
William, C. Burnett*
Department of Earth and Space Sden=, State Universityof N.:wYork, Stony Brook, New York 11794,

A thick ferromanganese deposit encrusting fres", basalttc
glass has been dredged /fOil! the Hess Deep in the easter/)
Pacific. Contiguous layers within the Fe-Mn crust have
been onatysedfor uranium-series isotopes andmetahontents.
TIle rate ofaccumulation ofthe deposit, based on the decline
of uranium·unsupported "-Th, is calculated to be approxi
matety 50 nvn per 10~ yr. Based on hydration-rind dating
of the, underlYing glass and an 'exposure age' calcuta/ion,
this rate is concluded to be /00 slow" and an accretion rate
on the order of I mm per 10' yr is more consistent !l'lIh our
data.

• 'Pt",entaddre,s: InstilulOde Fisic:>., Uni;·c"idade Fede,alda Bahia.
. Rua Caetano Moura, 12J"Federa,ao40,OOO-Sah'ador, Bahia, B(aZil.

INDURAHO metal.rich crusts associated with probable hydro
thermal areas on the seafloor have been reported' -'. Ferro
manganese encrustations. sampled on active spreading centres,
include thQ5efrom the Mid-Atlantic Ridge"sampled during Ihe
Trans-Atlantic Geotraverse {TAG} expedition'",and during
the FAMOUS project'. from Ihe flank of a seamount at the
crest of the East PacificRise'. and from Ihe Galap3gos S,:,r~..d!ng
Cent.:,", These deposits have been anributed 10 'pr""'pllallon
from hydrolhermal fluids which gained high m~tal c<>ntcnlS
during'interaction of $e;:lwaterwilh ,bai-alliC rod at elevated
temperatures. Although not condusi_e. Ihi, ,In" of genesis is
more consistent with the geo,,;he~rc:>.l and ~,'<>-et,~";>l ~; 'denee
than, is 'a diagenetic formal ion 'I'll' ",ctal ,.:moh,I'<atnln and
subsequent precipitation ":ilhin .ed.in'l('f'l' '" f,',m,,'t~n hy direct
precipitation from sea"'"t ..... E'I'<""",-.rnl.ll "~'<.!rn,'C"· ~howing
that seaw:l.ler,bo:cmn", gr~.I'Il' <n,...1><\1 ", I,c an,I,Mn during
interaction w;th fr.:sh,~lt at cko> "cJ 'c-m;-.:ra,u,.-; seems to
support the h~'drOIl\=1 ""S'"
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Dr. BALTIMORE. So the leading investigator of the causes of cancer
believes that more basic research is necessary before those causes can
be found. Recombinant DNA research is 'a crrticalrtool in the de
velopment of basic research knowledge which can help in finding new
methods for prevention and cure of cancer.

You notice that I am not speculating about any precise benefits
which could come from recombinant DNA work. It is the nature of
basic research that we cannot know whrut it will find and therefore
there is no way to precisely define the benefits it will bring. But if you
believe, as I believe, that with knowledge comes new eapa]:>ilities,then
basic biological research is likely to bring.us new capabilities to handle
the diseases which plague us.

RISKS OF RECOMBINANT DNA _,RJ!}SEARCH

There are two basic types of risks which one must take into account
in considering whether recombinant DNA techniques present a haz
ard. One is the risk of the. misuse of the lmowledge that, can be pro
vided by the techniques, and the other is the risks of specific damage
that can be produced by the useof thetechniquesthemselves. I should
like to deal with these two risks separately. . •. .

The possibility of misuse of the knowledge thrut can be derived from
recombinant DNA research is a part of, the general problem of the
misuse of the techniques of modern biology. TW9 general categories
of potential misuse are often distinguished: One is in the development
of biological warfare weapons 'and the other is in the development of
methods of genetic engineering.

I believe that it is very important to strengthen the interpretation of
the Biological Warfare Convention of 1975 which has been given by
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. They have concluded
that the Biological Warfare Convention bans the use of recombinant
DNA techniques for the development of biological weaponry and if
that interpretation is internationally recognizedit will go a-Jong way
towards preventing the use of recombinant DNA methods in the de
velopment of weapons..Again, I have with me, if you wish to put it
in the record, the correspondence between myselfandthe Arms Con
trol and Disarmament Agency in which that is made explicit.

Mr. THORNTON. Without objection, we will receive it, subject to the
same criteria as previously noted.

Dr. BALTIMORE. Thank you.
[The information to be provided is as follows:]
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UNITED STATES ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. ::0451

/,
Professor David Baltimore
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Center for Cancer Research
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Professor Baltimore:

July 3, 1975

Dr. Ikle has requested that I respond to your letter of
May 22, 1975, in which you raise the question as to whether
the Biological Weapons Convention prohibits production of
recombinant DNA molecules for purposes of constructing biolog
ical weapons. In QUT-opinion the answer is in the affirmative.
The use of recombinant DNA molecules for such purposes clearly
falls within the scope of the Convention's provisions.,

I am enclosing, for your information, a copy of the
transcript of the hearing before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. You will note that the Committee shared your con
cern abou~ the scope of the Convention, as evidenced by. the
following question, appearing on p. 29:

"Question IS. Would the Biological Convention
prohibit future types of biological warfare which
might employ techniques beyond the current"state of
the art", for example, some means of altering the
structure of genes so as to modify behavior?"

ACDA responded that: liThe Biological Weapons
Convention would prohibit any future type of warfare
which employed biological agents or toxins, regardless
of when the agent or -toxdn was first developed or
discovered. This also applied to weapons, equipment
and means of delivery. In other words, the Convention
prohibits not only existing means of biological and
toxin warfare but also any that might come into
existence in the future."
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~his interpretation is based upon the negotiating
histpry as well as the explicit language of the Convention,
and,: we believe that it is shared by the other signatories.

Sincerely, t-i .
Ma~~e ~

GJneral Counsel

Enclosure:
As stated.
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CENTER FOR CANCER RESEARCH

nMASSACHUSETIS AVENUE, CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETIS 02139

May 22, 1975

Dr. Fred Ik1e
United States Arms Control

and Disarmament Agency
Washington, D.C. 20451

Dear Dr. Ik1e:

I am writing to you on behalf of the American members of
the "Organizing Committee for an International Conference on
Recombinant DNA Holecules", .a committee of the Assembly of Life
Sc~ences of -the National Research Council.

It has become evident recently that a new technique of
molecular biology, the ability to construct recombinant DNA
molecules, could allow the design of new biological agents com
bining characteristics from different organisms. The potential
f~r creation of new agents of biological warfare is inherent in
this technology. At the recent Conference on Recombinant DNA
Molecules, in Asilomar. California, this question was not dis~

cussed because we were more concerned about the potential public
health consequences of current research using this methodology.

Now that the Asiloma~Gonferenceis behind us. we have become
concerned. whether existing International treaties cover the use
of modern techniques of biology to design new weapons of war.
Specifically. we wish to know if the Biological Weapons Conven
tion is relevant. Because the Convention appears to ban any devel
opmental work on biological weapons, it would seem to'ban use of
recombinant DNA technology for such purposes. I refer to Article
I which says:

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes
never in any circumstances to deve10p •••~crobial
or other biological agents, or toxins whatever
their origin or method of production. of types and
in quantities that have no justification for pro
phylactic. protective or other peaceful purposes;
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My question to you is whether it would be United States
policy that Article I prohibits production of recombinant
DNA molecules ,for purposes of constructing biological weapons w

I also wonder whether you would see any reason why other
signatories would not interpret the Convention in a similar
rasjnon,

For your information the names and addresses of the other
American members of the Committee are given below:

Dr. Pau~ Berg, Department of Biochemistry, Stanford
University, School of ,Medicine, Stanford, California
(Chairman of the Co~ttee)

Dr. Maxine Singer, Laboratory ~f Biochemistry, National
Cancer Ins~itute, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

Dr. Richard Roblin, Infectious Disease Unit, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, Mass. .

Sincerely,

DB/mts
~::3~~

American Cancer Society
Professor of Microbiology
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Dr. BALTIMORE.. Genetic engineering is a phrase which covers two
types of possible activities. One is the use of genes to provide therapy
for an individual who is suffering fram a disease caused by a genetic
defect. Such a procedure could lead to the amelioration of the symp
toms of the disease but would not permanently alter the genetic pool
of the human race. The other form of genetic engineering would be
the replacement of genes in such a way that parents would now
transmit new genes to their offspring. Both of these forms of genetic
technology are still speculative potentials for the future, but recom
binant DNA methods. have brought those possibilities closer to de
velopment. In 'a relatively short time it may be possible to consider
gene therapy solutions to specific diseases, but the permanent re
placement of genes is probably in the far future. In either case, how
ever, it is important to realize th..t recombinant DNA technology is
not the same as genetic engineering. It is a reality and is a problem
that we must worry about. You will often hear critics argue that
recombinant DNA work should be stopped because of its implications
for genetic engineering. That is a possible strategy of social control,
but you must realize if recombinant DNA work were not allowed not
only would genetic engineering be further in the future but also all of
the benefits th..t can derive from modern biology will be slower in
comIng.

The other type of potential risk that may be a consequence of the
use of recombinant DNA methods would be a risk deriving from the
production of harmful organisms during the conduct of recombinant
DNA experiments. When I first participated in a public call for deep
consideration of possible risks, I had serious fears about what types of
hazards could occur if recombinant DNA methods were used without
appropriate caution. Since that time I have listened 'to evolutionists
and to infectious disease experts as well as to a range of critics who
have presented scenarios of what kinds of dangers could be brought
about by recombinant DNA work. I am today much less concerned
about the hazards than I was before I began to listen to the debates,
I have heard, for instance, how rare it is for an organism to sur
vive the rigors of the natural world. I have realized how unlikely it
is 'dhat any gene added to an unfit microorganism might make that
microorganism suddenly capable of monstrous doings. I have realized
that for an organism to survive in the natural world its fitness must
be constantly tested by battles with nature and that laboratory or
ganisms are poorly suited to the natural world because they have not
had to battle it. I have realized that single genes are not the deter
minants of disease but that a whole constellation of genes must be pres
ent for an organism to be considered dangerous. Only genes working
together and selected together can make an organism into a serious de
terminant of disease. So I believe that the risks that are being dis
cussed in the popular press are wildly overstated.

When we first drew attention to the potential hazards of recom
binant DNA work, we could see three areas in which single genes
might be dangerous. These included the acquisition by bacteria of re
sistance to clinically useful antibiotics, the insertion of toxin-produc
ing genes into benign bacteria and the insertion into bacteria of genes
that may be carried in cancer-producing viruses. I can now see that
these were the appropriate areas of concern because there are situa-
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tions in which single genes might be a danger. The NIH guidelines for
research involving recombinant DNA molecules places these three
types of experiments in either the category of banned experiments or
of experiments to be done only under the highest containment condi
tions. The guidelines then grade as best they can other types of ex
periments associated with much lower likelihood of potential hazards.
It is my belief that the biological and physical containment provided
by the guidelines is sufficient to control hazards that have any vague
likelihood of occurrence. Admittedly, no guidelines can give us 100
percent freedom from risk, but that is not a criterion we ask of any as
rect of our lives.

OONOLUSION

The public debate over recombinant DNA techniques has brought
out very deep fears about the direction of modern biology. It is ex
tremely important when such fears surface that a broad-ranging dis
cussion takes place, including both scientists and the public, to air
their fears and analyze their foundations.

I believe that the public has been unduly alarmed by the dangers of
recombinant DNA research and that this is liable to lead to a patch
work of regulations relating to such research in the various municipal
ities and States across the country. In this situation I believe it is nec
essary for the Federal Government to step in and provide a defensible
series of regulations which can allow the work to go forward under
uniform conditions throughout the Nation. It would, be ridiculous, to
me, to have more stringent regulations in one jurisdiction than in
another, especially because the types of hazards about which one might
worry cannotbe restricted to political boundaries. "

There is one final distinction I consider very important. There are
critics of recombinant DNA research who are attempting to stifle
progress in all of modern biology. They are fearful of the conse
quencesof modern biology, a fear which is generallydirected toward
genetic en~ineering. To cut off a field of research because of fear of
the possibilities inherent in knowledge wouldbe a suicidal policy for
a civilized country. While we should not blind ourselves to-the dangers
that can come from scientific advances, if we stifle research as away of
avoiding the dangers we will condemn ourselves to a life with both
no new knowledge and no new capabilities.

It is critically important for the subcommittee and its parent com
mittee to periodically assess the state of modern biology. Because it is
a field that touches on the basic elements of life ir'is a-field-with enor
mous potentials for both benefit and hazard. I trust, however, that you
will be judicious in dealing with potential hazards so as 'not to stifle
the development of knowledge which is prerequisite to new method
for dealing with disease'

I thank you. , , '
Mr. THORNTON. I want to thank you very much, Dr, Baltimore, for

your fine statement. ' "
Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Dr. Baltimore, the statement which you made on the

last page about cutting off a field of research because of fear ofthe
possibilities inherent in knowledge immediately led me to think that
this is one of the oldest problems facing the human race. It apparently
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was a factor in the situation that arose when Adam and Eve decided
to test the health-giving properties of the apple, and I suspect the
problem will be with us for a very long time.

That leads me to a question with regard to the ability of stopping, or
even. seriously curtailing, this type of research in this country, in view
of two situations. One, can we control it in other countries1 And, two,
can we control it in. the laboratories. of some dedicated or fanatic re
searcher, a Dr. Jekyll, who might want to proceed with this on his
own, or is such control even feasible 1 Are there any regulatory steps
that this GOvernment can take, other than that of moral suasion, that
would effectively eliminate this if we decided that we wanted to 1

Dr. BALTIMORE. I certainly believe that there are. With the appro
priate legislation I would imagine that you could stop any open activ
ities, probably any industrial activities also, in the area of recombinant
DNA research. I see no reason why not. The problem of fanatics is
with us all the time.

Mr. BROWN. This is specifically. the problem that we face ill the
nuclear field, where it's now becoming possible theoretically for a
fanatic to construct a nuclear bomb. We have laws against it,but we
couldn't stop it.

Dr. BALTI;MORE. No. I don't believe anything can stop a fanatic, laws
or anything else. It's not clear to me, however, that were I interested
in any type of fanatic activity that I would go to recombinant DNA
techniques as a way of developing a weapon. There are commonly
available bacteria which are bad enough, and there are nuclearweap
ons which are bad enough.

I think you've probably heard the simplicity of these techniques
somewhat overstated. It does. take a certain amount of sophistication
in microbiology, in enzymology, and genetics to handle these tech-
niques. . . .

It is certainly true that as a professor I could work with a group of
students and get themto do such experiments, but were I working in
isolation in my basement I think I would have a pretty difficult job
constructing anything dangerous. So I don't actually believe that the
terrorist scenario. in relation to recombinant DNA is a terribly serious
one, at least at the present. I think there are much worse problems
along those same lines,

Mr. BROWN. When I use the term "fanatic" I mean somebody like
Galilee, or some scientist who decided to be a heretic.

But you haven't addressed the "other country" problem. Can we
stop or regulate the British or French or Russian recombinant, DNA
research?

Dr. BALTIMORE. We .have certainly been the leading country in
considering the. hazards., largely because it was a committee of the
National Academy of Sciences that originally drew attention to the
problem, and so the ball has been in our court all along.

If we went asfar asto ban theresearch entirely, I feel.certain that
at least some, if not many, countries would not go along with that, and
so the research would continue on in the world. But again, it's. cer
tainly true that we could make a siguificantdent in the amount of
recombinant DNA work being done in the world if that were deemed
to be appropriate national policy.
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Mr. BROWN. Wasn't it in a British lab that Crick and Watson did
their research!

Dr. BALTIMORE. Yes, they worked in Great Britain.
Mr. BROWN. I have no further questions.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much,Mr. Brown.
Dr. Nathans, would you like to comment on that!
Dr. NATHANS. May I make a response to part of that question, that

has to do with how you enforce regulation! .
I think it pinpoints the difficulty in enforcing any regulation of

this sort 24 hours a day, no matter what the law says, and I think it's
a very strong argument for the need to depend on local groups to take
responsibility, for example, Institutional Biohazards Committee, and
have an institution take responsibility for enforcing those regulations.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Cavalieri! .
Dr. CAVALIERI. I would like to make two comments about Dr. Balti

more's statement.
The first concerns the cause of cancer in industrialized areas. I think

the statistics are overwhelming that chemical carcinogens, pollutants,
are related to this. Whether they are the direct cause of cancer or not,
one doesn't know. But I don't think it's appropriate to cast if off so
easily, despite the apparent expert opinion of Dr. Doll.

It reminds me a little bit of the rage that went on 20 years ago
when people were trying to decide the effect of smoking on health and,
of course, everybody remembers the arguments. But, as it turned out,
the statistics were clear.

I'm not saying that all cancers are caused by chemicals and that
eliminating them would be an ample solution of the problem. I'm
saying that it would be a good place to start since we have a vast body
of data, even if some people question it, and if I personally were
directing research, that's where I would spend my money, rather than
on recombinant DNA.

The second comment I wanted to make concerns the question of
science versus technology. I don't think Dr. Baltimore made the dis
tinction clear. He spoke of biologv as a whole, "and I agree with that.
It has many parts, and that recombinant DNA is one of the vital parts
of it, or could be a vital part of it. I think recombinant DNA is an
interesting technique, and perhaps should be pursued after we decide
whether we want to pursue it.

But, I am not against science. I am against science as a technology.
That's very important because it impinges on the very important
question: Are we trying to stifle the intellect! Well, we are not. We
are trying to stifle the industrial application for profit motives of
devices, of inventions, whatever you want to call them, the scientists
are going to produce. This is not antiscience, and I don't think that
that should be put in that light, and I don't know that Dr: Baltimore
meant to say that, but it's not anantiscience movement.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Cavalieri, your comments has caused Dr. Cape's
hand to come up. May I ask for his continued response, Mr. Brown,
or have you completed your questions!

Mr. BROWN. I've finished.
Mr. THORNTON. OK. Dr. Cape.
Dr. CAPE. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
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Nor do Lthink.jnfairnessto.the views of Dr. Signer, Dr. Cavalieri,

and others, if it's not an antiscience position should it be an anti
industry position.

I'm new to this public debate, but I remember college debating.
You state somebody else's case, you set up a straw man and then you
knock it down. I could, but Pm.not going to debate the straw man
that the .search for troth can't be challenged, or the straw man that
proponents of this work believeitwill solve some of the socialprob
lems,which,clearlyrequireother social approaches, or the straw man
that U.S. industryis.racinginto.this field~U.S. industry is not racing
into this field. Many people think it's racing the other way. Profits are
very far, away, and most-companies are shying -away from it-s-and
the straw mall that we-have no options for control other than to ban
the work altogether. We've got the Food and Drug Administration,
for example; ".' '

There ISone straw man, sort of, that I would like, if I can have 2 or
3 minutes to reply. to, which has to .do with the testimony at NIH
and at the Department ofCommerce, and which we've heard a lot of
hearsay about what Went OIlthere. But I was there, and I don't agree
with what I hear.• '

Mr. THORN"'ON. Areyou.speaking with regard to the patent ques
tion 1You did summarize that in your testimony.

Dr. CAPE., No; I'm speaking with regard, to U.S. industry's, if it
can be so described,position with respect to the gnidelines, thealle
gation that's been made repeatedly that U.S. industry is shifting its
position, that it met, with authorities on several occasions to oppose the
guidelines, and now .somehow, for reasons that are perhaps all too
clear, U.S. industry is now falling into line, so to speak. '

As I say, Lwas present at those. hearings, and that's very far from
what went on.

Mr. THORNTON. Are you referring to Dr. Wald's distinction be
tween research and production in the NIH gnidelines 1

Dr. CAPE. Partly. But lim also referring to Dr. Wald's statement
that back in June the representatives of industry met with Dr. Fred
rickson.to oppose the guidelines and they met WIth Dr. Ancker John
son in November again to take essentially a hostile position, and, as I
say, I have some remarks about that.

Mr. THORNTON. Is it your belief that the industry position has been
consistent 1, , ' "

Dr. CAPE. Relatively, consistent, with one significant shift, which
I think is worth-mentioning.' .

Mr. 'I'rroas-rox.Pleasemcntlon.it,
Dr. CAPE., At, NIH last June and again at the Department of Com

merce last November every industrial representative was asked, and
everyone replied that the company that they represented applauded
the initiative of the scientists who blew the whistle on themselves;
the extensivework that went into the promulgation of the NIH guide
lines, and each representative endorsed the guidelines and indicated
that their firm would adhere to them-e-let me repeat: unanimous, ap
plauded, endorsed, would adhere, and this goes back to last June.
This is not my interpretation of a report I read, or what somebody
toldme, I was there.
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Mr. Chairman, the same thing happened again at the Department of
Commerce. We were invited to a dialog. We.were asked for our views.
We were asked to look ahead. We were asked to make suggestions.

It seems generally agreed on all sides that the guidelines are today's
perceptions of prudence. They are not cast in stone, but they're to be
changed.

So, yes, it was pointed out that ultimately commercial production
will require reexamination of the lO-liter limit. That's the production
research distinction that Dr. Wald mentioned yesterday, and that un
til that is done there will probably not be any commercial production.
And, yes, it was pointed out that business in today's society is struc
tured competitively, and that most companies would be reluctant to
make substantial investments in any field unless they felt that their
proprietary interest could be somehow protected. I stress "somehow"
beca.use no one had any good ideas, and at that time this Catch-22
aspect of giving up any hope of patent protection by complying with
the guidelines wasn't yet fully described.

But isn't that why we are having a dialog! Shouldn't we have more!
We're in a position where we're damned if we do; we're damned if
we don't. If listening to the dialog causes a change in the position,
then the position is described by some people as "shifty." Well, per
haps it's shifting, but it's shifting in response to the dialog. .

Mr. THORNTON. Of course, I think that's the purpose of gaining
information about any subject, to assist in formulating a position on
the basis of additional discoveries, of additional knowledge.

Mr. Ottinger.
Mr. OTTINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With respect to the testimony of Dr. Cape, I just don't think that

private industry is the proper repository for the protection of the
health and safety of the American people. I just don't think that
that's the function of our free enterprise system. We've seen time and
time again where private industry, if there's a profit to be made, will
do anything that's legal, and sometimes things that are illegal, includ
ing continuing to pour known poisonous viruses into the environ
ment, such as Kepone, PCB's and EPS'. It's the proper function of
government to protect the health and safety of the population, to set
those guidelines.

So that I really feel very strongly that we have an obligation to
act. To the extent that there is a real threat, it is our responsibility.
To the extent that the companies are goodhearted and socially re
eponsive.. or whatever, that's nice. But I don't think we can rely on
that.

Dr. CAPE. Absolutely. I agree with you, Mr. Ottinger, and I hope
that you do take that initiative.

Mr. OTTINGER. But you say that we should be slow and considerate
and that we don't have to worry about corporations producing this,
these DNA recombinant products. It think if there's a profit in it
they will. I don't know if there's a profit in it or not. Your estimation
is that that's some time off.

I do think that we ought to act if there is a public health need.
Dr. Baltimore and Dr. Nathans, as I say, I'm just terribly concerned,

because we who are not scientifically qualified, for the most part, have
an assigned duty of protecting the public interest, 'Hearing from emi-
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nent and well-qualified scientists in this field, testimony such as you
have given, that the risks are minimal, potential benefits are con
siderable, and this is a field of knowledge that should be pursued; and
hearing from equally well-qualified distinguished scientists that the
benefits are very speculative, that the risks are very great. As legisla
tors why should we not, being faced with that dilemma, err on the side
of caution; why should we not say, "Let's stop and resolve these prob
lems until we can get-a firmer determination of the risks."

Mr. T:a:ORNTON. Dr. Baltimore.
Dr. BALTIMORE. Mr. Ottinger, I don't think your formulation is

correct. I spent pages saying that the benefits are speculative. Now, I
guess I'm an optimist in believing that there will be benefits.

I used the example of the electron microscope, but I could have used
any other major discovery of the last few hundred years, which has
brought us from the dark ages of medicine into our present situation
where we have control over infectious diseases. We have yet to solve
the problems of cellular diseases, and I really believe that there will
be knowledge that will come that will help us solve the problems of
cellular diseases, but that's speculative.

Mr. OTTINGER. The thing is, we have had a lot of very capable testi
mony, including testimony from Dr. Cavalieri and Dr. Signer here
today, indicating that this is very dangerous stuff that we're dealing
with and that there really ought to be a better evaluation of the risks
before we proceed, certainly, to any kind of application. Perhaps in
some areas, before we proceed with research, maybe there is an area
of knowledge better left unknown. I would like to explore that a little
bit with Dr. Cavalieri: How far would you go on a moratorium!

But the thing is, we are faced with a quandary which we can't re
solve because we are not scientifically qualified, and the eminent scien
tists say-forget the benefits side-"The risks are great," and, "The
risks are minimal." As legislators then isn't our responsibility to say,
"Let's wait until the scientists get their act together. Let us eIT on
the side of safety."

Dr. BALTIMORE. Scientists will never get their act together, so you'll
be waiting forever. There are deep divisions, but I don't think the di
visions.are exactly along the line that you state because even the deep
est opponents of 'recombinant DNA research consider the risks mini
mal, in. the sense that they don't think that every experiment that's
going to be done presents a hazard. They think that there will ulti
matelybe an experimellt done that presents a hazard, and that's mini
mal. but, in their view, not acceptable.

MI'. OTTINGER. But they're already recommending that research work
with various kinds of. these organisms be confined to fortresses, like [
Fort Detrick, that have been known to leak and that are by no means ,
perfect in themselves ; but, nevertheless, they are sending in there 1
certainh~zardo,:,sk.inds .of.'., ,.exp~rim.ents. that ought to be enshrouded II.

by the strictest kmdof containment. .'
, Dr. BALTIMORE. That's what 1. was going to finsh up by saying, that '

the proponents are for continuing forward with this research under
the NIH guidelines, which-has somehow become a position that's
treated as if it were irresponsible, whereas in fact I think it is, if any
thing, overly responsible. People in that position will completely
agree that ther'"ar" things tllat should. no,t be done, that there are
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things that should be done under very high containment, and so there
really is no disagreement that there ought to be control, and there's
no disagreement that the risks are minimal,and the arguments come
up about what kinds of risks one is willing to assume, and how bad
you think something could be, and so the risk-then becomes a matter
of great detail, and I must say that I have spent much more time than
I wished over the last few years looking at the details of many, many
scenarios, and I find them all very unlikely to ever eventuate.

I believe that Dr. Nathans. has made a very similar kind of evalua
tion for himself. He and I sat in a room at MIT in 1974, and off the
tops of our heads said, "You know, there may really be some serious
problems here," and then have spent now years and years studying
what those problems might be.

Mr. OTrINGER. We heard from.one of your MIT colleagues and from
the director of a lab in Cambridge who say that the laboratory pro
cedures, the existing safeguards, 'are just frightening sloppy, that lab
workers get all kinds of diseases from the materials with which they
work; that even at the most protected institution that there was very
serious exposure that occurred, and that, therefore, we have a right
to be much more concerned, not only about DNA but aboutcertain
other kinds of biological research materials.

Dr. BALTIMORE. But that's not fair, because you said your job was
to protect the public health and safety, not the safety of laboratory
workers. The safety of laboratory workers is a much more limited
problem. Now, it is only laboratory workers who have ever been in
fected by laboratories. They have never spread to the community, even
from Fort Detrick, where infact there were infections among labora
tory workers. Not one of those infections ever spread to the
community.

Dr. Cavalieri said it was the height of irresponsibility to put these
laboratories into medical research institutions. Well, in medical re
search institutions they work with highly pathogenic organisms, the
same doctors who go and see patients. They know how to wash their
hands; they know how to put on laboratory coats; and they know from
years and years of experience that that protects the patients. So that
it is not a matter of--

Mr. OTTINGER. Patients are getting all kinds of biological diseases
in hospitals. They're rampant in hospitals.

Dr. BALTIMORE. But those are not diseases that they're getting of the
normal pathological sort. Those are diseases which are caused by
being in the hospitals, not tuberculosis coming from the doctors, any
more.

Mr. OTrINGER. I don't know that.
Dr. Cavalieri!
Dr.CAVALIERI. I would just make the simple comment that if some

thing is happening, why add to it, why put a P3. or a P4 in a medical
setting because diseases are known not to spread .or for this or that
reason. It's adding insult to injury. The argument is fallacious.

.Mr. OTTINGER. I think your criticisms were valid. If I were to
fashion, as I may do, legislation to provide a period of time for exami
nation of DNA recombinant research and set upa commission, which
I think ought to have at least a preponderance of public people on it,
how far would you extend thatmorat(}rium!:woll/dyou extend the
moratorium to all recombinant DNA resealC9hJ"Dib -ce "
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Dr, CAVALIERI. JI'hateross the speciesbarrier.
Mr. OTTINGER. Only the. P4 category, as defined under the NIH

guidelines at the present time, only commercial applicatien !
Mr. THORNTON. I believe his-response was only that DNA reeembi-

nant research which crossesthe speciesbarriee,
.Dr. CAVALIERI. Yes.
Mr. THORNTON. And not the Pl-type experiments' '.
Dr. CAVALIERI. Essentially, yes. That would mean a stopping of

research until one wantedto decide to do it, after a great deal of publie
discussion. I'm not saying that it shouldn't be done eventually, Maybe
that will be the will of the people. All I would plea for would bea
little bit ofsober discussion before, before we act.

Mr. THORNTON. Would the gentleman y.ield'
Mr. OTTINGER. Yes. .
Mr. THORNTON. In that regard, I was concerned with your extrae

tion from the body of your testimony of your suggestions for regula.
tion to extend beyond the area of recombinant DNA research to ether'
forms of genetic engineering, or manipulation. .

This might result from selective breeding from other varieties of
plants, or such techniques which havebeenpursu\ld aggressively over
many years in agriculture. .I think it might be useful to express
whether you really are concerned about.developing regulations for this
kind of experimentation or if you are limiting your remarks to the
recombinant techniques. ". '. .

Dr. CAVALmRI. I don't want to broaden them out to include-let me
clarify my statement. .

I modified my text as a result of Dr: Cape's comment. I'm not
proposing a ban on all sorts of things. What I had in mind, when you
asked me during my testimony, wasJooklng seriously at all kinds of
things, like new pesticides and things like-that, which weare appar
ently supposed to be doing. So I waSn't thinking that all kinds of
genetic engineering, s~chas conventional types, plant genetics, et
cetera, would be cut out.-~o, I did notmean that.

Mr. THORNTON-.I think it's usefulto clarify that. .
Dr' Nathans has been trying to get my attention. I promised Dr.

Signer I would recognize him to respond to Mr. Ottinger's question.
Dr: SIGNER. Thank you.. : . . .
I want, first, to applaud as heartily as I can Mr. Ottinger's sug

gestion that the thing to do is proceed conservatively when there's a
difference of.opinion•. It's. a rather bizarre feature of the controversy
that the burden of proof seems to fall implicitly On the people who
want to slow. down or stop this research. It ought to fallon the people
who want to gu ahead; that is, until it's proven safe, if it is safe. But
I don't think it is safe. I don't think the risk is minimal. I've never
said that, and to characterizemyposition that way, as Dr. Baltimore

did, was rather surprising, to say the least.'
There-are other surprising statements in Dr. Baltimore's talk. Dr. ,

Baltimore said: "Our ability to prevent and to treat the diseases is I,
limited by our knowledge of them." We've wiped out smallpox; we've I

wiped out cholera, and typhoid, andtyphus, We don't know very much i
about how those diseases are caused, but what we do know is how to
prevent them, 'Vedon't have to know the basis of diseases in order
to preven~ them. W~ hafe,to"l,\l\H'll)1;,o'VtoJ?~e,V\ll'tthelll; and that can
be something very dIfferent, .. "" '" "..,>H~.u ,-" .. _
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Dr. Baltimore wants us to go on with recombinant DNA research
because it's impossible to predict what useful knowledge will come
from it. But if that's so, then you can't have it both ways. If it's im
possible to predict where useful knowledge will come from, then we
can look in some other direction with just as much chance of success.

What bothered me very much was the implication running through
the whole of Dr. Baltimore's statement that recombinant DNA re
search is equivalent to modern biology, that recombinant DNA re
search is equivalent to basic research. So that to be against recombi
nant DNA research, he implied, is to be against modern biology,
against basic research.

I certainly am not against basic research. I certainly am not against
modern biology. Recombinant DNA is a tool; it's one way of getting
somewhere. There are other ways to get there.

The last thing I want to comment on in Dr. Baltimore's testimony
was the statement, "the permanent replacement of genes is probably
in the far future." He implied that introducing into the human germ
line genes that have been manipulated. in the 'laboratory is ex
tremely far away, that people can't inherit, manipulated genes.

It's not far away. It's very, very. close. I referto the experiments
reported at the Roche Institute meeting on teratomas in May 1975 by
Dr. Beatrice Mintz, where teratoma cells were introduced into em
bryos and were then passed on to the offspring of the. adults formed
from these embryos. Excuse the technical detail. The point is, we're
very, very close to manipulating genes in the laboratory and then
getting them back into an organism in such a way thatthey can be
inherited. That's one of the things that those OIUSwho are concerned
about genetic engineering are worried about. .

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Signer.
Dr. Nathans.
Dr. NATHANS. I can sympathize with the problems that Congress

men and Senators have in deciding what's the correct advice when the
advice is conflicting. I would like to make a couple of points about that,
however.

One. Some of the advisers are self-selected, They're people who
volunteered advice and have been called on by legislators all over the
country to give the same advice. I would submit that the Congress
deserves expert advice on the problem at hand. This country has a
number of very knowledgeable people in infectious diseases, in patho
genesis of infectious diseases, in epidemiology which it has not asked
to testify on the questions at hand.

Second. I think the focus really is properly on risk. That there will
be benefits, in terms of basic knowledge, is already established. What
we cannot predict is where that knowledge will lead, in terms of prac
tical application.

But I think it's not sufficient for a legislator, if I may, sir, to say
that: "Since I get conflicting advice, I must take the worst prognosis."
I don't think that solves the problem. I think one must try to analyze
that advice and try to find out who can give the most cogent advice
on the outstanding points, and I submit there are many people in the
country who have not volunteered advice who could gIve such advice.

Mr. OTTINGER. I understand our time is up, and I want to thank
the chairman for his very great indulgence.
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We would welcome your suggestions of additional people to ask to
appear either here or in the Health Subcommittee, I am sure, be
cause we are struggling with what I consider a very difficult problem.
I have grave apprehensions about shutting off inquiry into this whole
field of knowledge where there may be beneficial results.

I think we have got to proceed with caution and the best advice we
can get.

Mr. THORNTON. I would like to thank the gentleman for his re
marks, and to ask each of the panelists if you would agree to respond
to such additional questions in writing as may be submitted to you.

I want to thank you for your appearance today and for your very
excellent testimony.

I do have some questions which I had wanted to ask. I don't have the
time to do it. But I would like to leave the qnestion open, and for your
submission in writing, as to whether the danger of acquiring too much
Imowledge is the greater danger, or whether the danger of not seeking
additional knowledge is the greater danger.

I think this panel has generally agreed that the pursnit of knowledge
in basic science should not be impeded. I hope that's the conclnsion
from what has been expressed, and that what is songht here is a means
of exercising some restraint __o-ver an assessment of risks and benefits,
which is what this panel has been about.

Tomorrow at 9 :30 we will meet in this room again to study the ac
tions which the Federal Government and the governments of other
nations have taken with regard to this research.

Thanking the members of the panel again, I now declare this hearing
adjourned. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 11 :07 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to
reconvene at 9 :30 a.m., on Thursday, March 31, 1977.]





SCIENCE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DNA
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE RESEARCH

THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 1977

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMI'ITEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SmCOMMITrEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9 :30 a.m., in
room 2318,Rayburn House OfficeBuilding, the Honorable Ray Thorn
ton, the chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.

Chairman THORNTON. The subcommittee will come to order. This
morning we continue the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and
Technology's hearings on the science policy implications of the DNA
recombinant molecule research issue.

This morning we are very pleased to have a distinguished panel of
witnesses to assist us in our examination of actions taken by the Fed
eral Government and the governments of other countries regarding
DNA recombinant molecule research.

Dr. Donald Fredrickson, who is the Director of the National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md., is here as our first witness this
morning.

Dr. Fredrickson, you have with you I believe some additional staff
personnel. Would you like to introduce them?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be very glad
to do that.

To my far left is Dr. Bernard Talbot, who is Special Assistant for
Intramural Affairs at NIH. Next to him is Dr. William Gartland, who
is the Director of the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities at NIH.
And on my right is Mr. Joseph Hernandez, who is from the Division
of Legislative Analysis. And to my far right, at the far end of the .
table, we are very pleased to be joined by Dr. William J. Whelan, who
is chairman of the department of biochemistry at the University of
Miami School of Medicine.

Chairman THORNTON. We also extend our welcome to you, Dr. 'Whe
lan, and I appreciate very much your being with us this morning.

I understand that you have some time problems, Dr. Fredricksou,
with regard to your Own testsimony, and, accordingly, I would like
to ask you to go first. We might have some questions to address to you,
then, in order to allow you to leave if you do have a time problem, and
ask that Drs. Talbot, Gartland, and Mr. Hernandez might remain
aboard if possible if there are additional questions to be addressed
to them.

Is that acceptable?
Dr. FREDRICKSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Thornton, and I will

be very glad to leave my comrades here and to-to help you-and I
will stay just as long as I can.

Chairman THORNTON. Very fine.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Fredrickson follows:]

(185 )
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BIOGRAPHY

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson

Dr. Fredrickson was born on the 8th of August 1924, iD Canon City,
Colorado, U.S.A. He completed his reedical studi~s at the University
of Michigan, and did his post-graduate ~ork at the Peter Bent Brigha~

and }~ssachusetts General hospitals associated ~ith Harvard Univer
sity in Boston. From there, he moved as a Clir.ic,'ll I\ssociate to "::hc
National Institutes of Health in 1953, che re he has carried out" the
major part of his clinical and laboratory investigations.

Bis earliest interests centered on the mechanisRs of synthesis,
transport, and the metabolism of fats and lipoproteins, studies
which included the effect of different drugs in r-educfng cholesterol
and other fats in the blood. He pub.L'i shcd nanv axpo r LmeritaL paper-s
during t~~ }eriod 1955 to 1961, ~hile a member of the Labor~tory of
Physiology and Cellular ~etabolis~ of the Natio~~l He3rt Institute.
In 1961, he was na~ed Clinical Director of the National Heart
Institute, and in 1966 he ·served for nearly two years as the
Director of that Institute.

In 1968, he beca~e the Director of Research of the then National
Heart ana Lung Institute and at the s~e tiDe was Read of his O,"l
Laboratory of ~~lecular Diseases. His group c~rried out important
work dealing with the structure of the lipoprotei~s, their L~portance

in the transport of fats, and the genetic factors which regulated the
metabolism and concentration of these lipoproteins in blood. During
this tiee, h2 discovered the deficiency disease, Tangier Disease.
and established the form of hereditary transoission of this lipo
protein deficiency state. A little later, he also discovered
choles';erc!. ester euoeage disease, a second genetic disorder of
fat metabciism.

During the period from 1965 to 1967. there occurred perhaps the most
important and best known of Dr. Fredrickson's work. which is well
known throughout the scientific world: a systeo for classificati0u
of the hyperlipoproteinemias, which was rapidly ~ccepted by the
Vorld Health Organization and shortly extended to all the textbooks
and reports on this subject. This extended to clinicians the
recognition of t~e degree of heterogeneity underlying different
clinical states associated with hyperlipidemia and made more rational
the unders: ..:Lli"':'ing of the vberapeucac action of diets and drugs in
treating this problem. .
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BIOGRAPIIT ~ Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson

In the last five years, Dr. Fredrickson's laboratory has appr-ec Lab Ly
contributed to knc~lc~se concerning the apoli?oprot~lns (the protein
portion of the partic~cs in Which all fats circulate in pl~s~-d)

including the ccscri?tion of several new apoproteins heretofore
unlmown , and corr.pLe t i on of the ani no acid sequence of various
npoproteins and o t he r 9,ata conce rnf.ng their function and structure.

Dr. Prcdr t ckson has received recognition for all his f undunen t a L
vork , Lnc Ludf ng the Gold Xeda L of the Arccr Lcan College of Cardiolog.y,
the HcCollu::l .t.\.Iarrl of the Aricr-Lcan Society for Clinical ~:;utrition.

the James F. }iitchell Prize, and in 1973t~as nade a cccb cr of thc
Nationnl AC2.deDy cf Scienccs. In July of 1974. he became the
Prcsident of the Institute of uedacanc of this Acadetry ,
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STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD FREDRICKSON, DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, BETHESDA

Dr. FREDRICKSON. I appreciate the opportunity to go first.
Chairman THORNTON. Yes, sir. We do have your prepared statement

before us, and without objection that statement will be made a part
of the record, and I'd like to now invite you to proceed as you may
choose.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Donald Fredrickson is as follows:]

)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Good day. Mr. Chairman and other Committee members. I am pleased

to appear before you today to discuss Federal policies concerning

recombinant DNA techniques. Specifically, I want to tell you about

the activities 6f twoorganlzatioos--the National Institutes of Health

and the Federal Interagency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research.

Recent scientific developments in genetics, particularly in the

last four years, have culminated in the development of a powerful new

tool for research--the ability to join together genetic materials from

d~fferent sources in cell-free systems to form recombinant DNA molecules.

I ~uld like to emphasize the point that recombinant DNA is a tool for

accomplishing the types of research that scientists have been pursuing

for decades. "DNA"--which is the shorthand way of saying "deoxyribo

nucleic acid"--is the material that determines hereditary characteristics

of all known cells. Thus ~itered cetJ-:s ~_r~ created with the abUi~y to

replicate themselves. From testimony already received, you are aware

that this new,and :powerful tool of -science has generated great hope

and excitement and, concomitantly, many expressions of concern.

Research using recombinant DNA techniques offers great pr01Ilise for

better understanding and improved treatment of human diseases. Medical

advances through use of this technology include the opportunity to

explore complicated diseases and the functioning of cells, to better

understand a variety of hereditary defects. and possibly (in the future)

to create microorganisms useful in producing medically importarit

substances for the treatment and control of disease. Aside from
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potential medical benefits, a variety of other applications in science

and technology are envisioned~ An example is the large-scale production

of enzymes for industrial. use; and potential benefits in·agriculture

include the enhancement of nitrogen fixation in certain plants and the

biological control o£pests. permitting increased food production.

There may be risks in this new research area as well as-anticipated

benefits~ A potential hazard, for example, 1s that the foreign DNA

microorganism may alter the host in unpredictable ways. Should the

altered microorganism escape from containment, it might infect human

beings, animals, or plants, causing disease or modifying the environment.•.

Until the potential risks are better delineated and evaluated in light

of developing scientific knowledge, the public should. expect such research

to be conducted under strict conditions ensuring safety. This was the

fundamental principle that gUided the National Institutes of Health and

the Federal Interagency Committee in their deliberations. That is, the

desire to allow this significant research to continue while protecting

h~s and the environment from the effects of. potential hazards whose

nature and the occurrence of which is as yet uncertain. I would like

to review with the Committee the activities of the N:IH in developing

guidelines to govern this research, snd then devote the rest of my

testimony to the work of the Interagency Committee.
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NIH GUIDELINES

The first step in the development of the Guidelines was taken by

the scientific community. Scientists engaged i~ research using recombinant

DNA technology first expressed concern about the potential biohazards at

the Gordon Research Conference on Nucleic Acids in July 1973. At their

request,the National Academy of Sciences created a committee that called

for a moratorium on certain types of experiments and for an international

conference to consider this problem further. The committee also called on

the NIH to establish an advisory committee to study containment procedures

and draft guidelines for the conduct of this research. At the International

Conference on Recombinant DNA Molecules held at Asilomar, California, in

February 1975. temporary guidelines were issued. including a continued

moratorium on some experiments but allowtng others to proceed with appropriate

biological and physical safeguards. pending issuance of NIH guidelines.

The NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory C01lUl1ittee was

established in October 1974 to advise the Director of NIH. In December

1975, the Committee. after several open meetings. recommended proposed

guidelines for my review and decision.

To assist me in the review of the proposed guidelines. "a special

meeting of the NIH Advisory Committee was convened in February 1976.

Members of the Committee represented not only science but such other

disciplines as law. ethics. and consumer affairs. Comments received

from committee members and a number of public witnesses represented a
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wide range of views. Follow-up written comments were also solicited.

In April. the NIH Recombinant Advisory Committee considered these

comments from the February meeting, and- a number of changes to the

guidelines were made. Concurrently, meetings for information exchange

were held with representatives from other Federal agencies and private

industry as well as with Congressional staffs. Finally, on June 23, 19;6;

with the approval of the Secretary of HEW and the Assistant Secretary of

Health, the NIH issued guidelines to govern the research it supports in~olving

recombinant DNA molecules. The NIH Guidelines established strict

conditions for the conduct of this research, prohibiting certain types

of experiments and requiring special safety conditions for other types.

The provisions' were designed to afford protection-~~itha wide margin

of safety--to workers and the environment. Two weeks later. on July 7.

1976. the NIH GUidelines--together with a document indicating the basis

of my decisions on principal issues~were published in the Federal Register

for public comment.

Over 40.000 copies of the Guidelines have been widely distri~uted to

foreign embassies. medical and scientific journals. NIH grantees and

contractors. and major professional research societies.
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III. NIH ACTIVITIES FOLLOWING RELEASE OF THE GUIDELINES

Subsequent to the release of the Guidelines, NIH initiated several

actions.

A. Office of Recombinant DNA Activities

To facilitate implementation of the Guidelines, the NIH, in June 1976,

established the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities: to administer

and coordinate intramural and extramural activities at the NIH; to

review ,the institutional biohaza~ds committees; and to monitor reports

and information concerning accidents, containment, and safety research

innovation.

B. Published Proceedings

In August 1976, the NIH published a volume containing the transcript

of the.February NIH public hearing on the proposed guidelines, voluminous

related correspondence, and the results of relevant meetings 'held prior

to the release of the Guidelines in ,June. A second volume is planned

for publication in late Spring, documenting the correspondence that the

NIH received on the Guidelines. the Envirotimenta1 Impact Statement. and

the Departmental, patent' 'policy.

C. Environmental' Impact Statement

The NIH,in accordance with 'the' National Env'ironmental Policy Act

of 1969. undertook an environmenta1tmpact assessment to review

environmental effects, if any. of research that may be conducted under

the Guidelines. The NIH Guidelines .wene released prior to the completion
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of the assessment because they provide greater protection for the

public and the environment than the Asilomar Guidelines or no gUidelines.

A Draft Environmental ID1pact Statement was filed and published in

the~ Register on September 9, 1976, to afford additional public

review and comment. The draft statement has, been.a:na,.+yzed

and comments received are addressed 'in ~he:Jinal Environment.111.

Impact Statement, to be published soon.

D. Department Patent Policy

In June. shortly before the release of the Guidelines, Stanford

University and the University of California asked NIH' to review DREW

policies relating to the patenting of inventions perfected through-the

use of recombinant DNA techniques and f~nanced by NIH. Under current

DHEWpatentregulations, invention rights to discoveries developed under

the 'Department's resea~chsupport are normally allocated in either of

two ways:

e The Department may enter into an Institutional Patent Agreement

(IPA) with'a'university or' other nonprofit institution that has

adequate mechanisms for administering patents on inventions.

The IPA prOVides 'the institution, the first option to own all

inventions made in performance of Department grants, or contracts"

subject to a number of conditions deemed necessary to ' protect the

public interest•

• - For those institutions that oeve not entered into a· pa,tent agreement

with the DepaTtment, determination of ownership is deferred until

an invention has been made. at which t:lme an institution may petition

the Department for ownership 'of the. invention.
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The NIH solicited opinions from' a number' of different groups in

the scientific community'andthe public and pri'Vatesectors concerning

departmental patent policies, with respect to recombinant DNA research

inventiOns; An analysis of the issues: raised by-the commentators is

curreritly:uri~er'review;

is, THE INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH

I would now like to devote the remainder of my testimony to the

activities of the Interagency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research.

This Committee was created, with the a~prova1 of ~resi~en1; ·For~·. to address

extension of the NIH Guidelines beyond the NIH. to the. public and private

sectors.

The specific mandate of the Interagency Committee is as follows:

to review the nature and scope of all recombinant DNA research conducted

in the United States, to determine the applicability of NIH standards

to regulat~ this research nationally~ to recommend mechanisms to ensure

that the standards, are being complied with, 'and to facilitate exchange

of information throughout the Federal sector. The Committee is advisory

to the Secretary of.Health, Education, and Welfare. It includes

representatives of Federal Departments and Agencies that support and

conduct recombinant DNA research (or may do so in the future), and

representatives of Federal Departments and Agencies that .beve present

or potential regulatory authority in this area. At the Secretary's

request, I serve as Chairman of the Committee.
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Two' meetings of the Committee were held in November 1976. The first

of these, on November 4, was devoted to a review of the development of

the Nm Guidelines. The Committee .efec reviewed activities in other

countries on the development of guidelines for this research. Recombinant

DNA reeeerch is being conducted in a number of countries, including Canada,

the'United Kingdom, the Scandinavian countries, most other parts o~ western

Europe, eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, and Japan.

In mny countries, appropriate gover-raaentiak or scientific bodies have

reviewed the research and have agreed that it should proceed. Several of

the countries have acted to establish guid'elines, to govern the conduct of

this research, including the United Kingdom and Canada'. In the -United

Kingdom, a parliamentary committee addressed the issue and indicated -tihat;

work in this area should continue under appropriate safety. conditions.

Scientific advisory commdttees of international organizations, such as

the World Health Organization, the International Council of Scientific

Unions, and the European Molecular Biology Organization, have made similar

recommendations.

The European Science Foundation, representing member mtlons from

Western Europe and Scandinavia, has recommended to its members that they

follow the guidelines of the United -Kingdom. These guidelines are, in

intent and substance, very similar to those of the National Institutes

of Health. The Nm is currently working very closely with the United

Kingdom and the European' Science Foundation to ensure a commonality of
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standards in carrying out this research. Thus far. there has been very

close cooperation and coordination among the various international and

national scientific bodies. with a view to reaching a consensus on safety

practices, programs, and procedures.

At the meeting of the Committee held on November 23, 1976. the.Federal

research agencies discussed their activities and po~sihle roles in the

implementation of the NIH Guidelines. All research agencies endorsed the

Guidelines to govern recombinant DNA research. At present, the NIH, the

National Science Foundation,the Veterans Administration, and the U.S.

Department of Agriculture are supporting or conducting such research.

The Department of Defense, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

and the Energy Research and Development Administration do not at present
".

conduct such research, but all have endorsed the NIH Guidelines to govern

future research should it be undertaken.

A. Subcommittee Review of Existing Legislation

Also at the November 23 meeting, the Federal regulatory agencies

reported on their regulatory functions. Following that review, a special

Subcommittee was formed to analyze the relevant statutory authorities for

t~epossibleregulationof research involving recombinant DNA technology.

All regulatory agencies were represented on the Subcommittee, assisted by

attorneys from their offices of general counsel.

The Subco.tJ!lld.ttee was charged to determine whether existing legislative

authority would permit the regulation of all recombinant DNA research in
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the United States (wheth~r or not federally funded) and would include, at

least the following regulatory requirements:

(1) Review of such research'by an institutional biohazards committee

before it is undertaken.

(2) Compliance with physical and biological containment standards

and prohibitions in the NIH Guidelines.

(3) Registration of such research with a national registry at the

time this research is undertaken (subject to appropriate

safeguards to protect proprietary interests).

(4) Enforcement of the above requirements through monitoring,

inspection, and sanctions.

It was: the-conclusion .cf the Subcommittee that present law could

permit imposition of some of the, abcve Yequdxements on much laboratory

research involving recombinant DNA techniques, but that no single legal

authority or combination' of authorities currently existed that would

clearly reach all research and other uses of recombinant DNA techniques

and meet all stated requirements. Although there is existing authority

that might be interpreted broadly to ccver-mcs t; of- the research at issue.

it was generally agreed that regulatory actions taken on the basis of any

such interpretation would probably be subject to legal challenge. The

Subcommittee. in reaching this conclusion. reviewed the following laws

that were deemed to warrant detailed consideration:
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(a) The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-596)

(b) The Toxic Substances Control Act (Public Law 94-469)

(c) The Bazardaus Materials Transportation Act (Public Law 93-633)

Cd) Section 361 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 264).

In addition, several other laws were examined. The Clean Air Act,

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the Resources Conservation

and Recovery Act, and the authorities of the FDA and the Department of

Agriculture.

The full Committee adopted the report of its Subcommittee and

agreed that new legislation was required.

B. Interagency Committee Analysis of Elements for Legislation

In considering the elements for legislation, the Committee reviewed

Federal, State, and local activities bearing on the regulation of

recombinant· DNA research.

Among Congressional proposal reviewed were S. 621. "The DNA Research

Act of 1977," introduced by Senator -Dal.e Bumpers, and the companion

measure introduced by Representative Richard L. Ottinger in the House

(H.R. 3591). The Cammitteea1so noted the resolution introduced by

Representative Ottinger on January 19, 1977 (R. Res. 131), requesting

DREW to regulate recombinant DNA research under Section 361 of the PHS Act.

Among State and local activities reviewed were recommendations by the

New York State Attorney General's Environmental Health Bureau for State

regulation. and the Cambridge (Massachusetts) City Council's resolution

on recombinant DNA research.
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Several committee representatives also reported on meetings with

other interested ~artles whose views had been solicited on legislation

to regulate recombinant DNA research. Those who 'were contacted include

agricultural scientists, biomedical scientists, environmentalists, labor

unions, and private: industry. At my request, the Industrial Research

Institute and the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association are surveying

their member firms to determine the scope of the research efforts in the

private sector. The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association has ~ndorsed

the NIH Guidelines as standards for conduct of this research.

In considering, elements of proposed legislation, a number of issues

were raised and discussed fully by the Committee. After detailed delib

erations at meetings on MarchIO and 14, 1977, the Committee agreed on a

set of elements for proposed legislation. The elements agreed upon and

the various alternatives reviewed by the Committee were presented in an.

Interim Report transmitted to HEW Secretary Califano on March 15, 1977.

Secretary Califano,: in releasing the report on March 16, stated that

"Legde Latdcn tn.·this area would represent an unusual regulation of

activities affecting basic science but the potential hazards posed by

recombinant DNA techniques warrant such a step at this tdme ;" He

went on to say. " ... I believe such a measure is necessary not just

to safeguard the public but also to assure the continuation of basic

research in this vital scientific area. We are not saying that research

should be halted. We are urging that it should proceed under careful

safeguards unless and until we have a better understanding of the
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risks and benefits posed by use of recombinant DNA techniques without

'Govermnent regulation."

The Department is now drafting legislation in the light of the

recommendations made by the Committee. This legislation should be

ready soon.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record the Federal

Interagency Committee '5 "Interim Report on Suggested Elements for

Legislation," along with a copy of the Secretary's press release.

With your permission, I would like to review briefly some of the

major. elements addressed by the Committee. The Committee determined that

the Department of Health. "Education. and Welfare is the appropriate locus

in the Government for the regulation' of the use and production of

recombinant DNA molecules. In reaching this determination, the Committee

took into account existing roles of certain agenci~s within DHEW--for

example. that of the NIH in developing the Guidelines, and of the Center

for Disease Control and Bureau of Biologics (FDA) in regulating infectious

agents and biological products. The Committee also had before it the

petition by the Erivironmental Defense Fund, requesting DREW to issue

regulations for recombinant DNA research.

The Committee reviewed at great length the nature and scope of

regulation. Consideration was given to regulation of all laboratorr

research where hazardous or potentially hazardous 'substances were

eDlployed. There was general Committee agreement that present legisla

tion should be restricted to r~co~binant DNA techniques.

..
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However, I have established a committee at the NIH, chaired by

Dr. Richard Krause, Director, NIAID, to study and recommend, if

necessary, safety standards for other NIH-supported research involving

actual or potential biohazards. The preliminary report is expected

shortly, and I will keep the Committee informed of the progress on

this NIH review.

Regulation of just the research aspects of recombinant DNA

techniques presents a problem because of the difficulty in determining

the"border between research and pilot production. Therefore, the

Committee recommends that regulation cover the production or use of

r-ecctab Inant; DNA molecules. Such language would include research

activity, and makes immaterial possible concerns whether a given

activity constitutes research, pilot production, or manufacture.

The Committee recommends that the Secretary, in specific instances, in

consultation with appropriate regulatory agencies, be allowed to determine

the nature of the activity and should defer to"a regulatory body that the

Seeretarydetermines"is better empowered and equipped to deal with it.

There was general agreement,by the Committee that registration of

projects involving the use or production of recombinant DNA molecules

was necessary. The Committee also recommends that facilities be licensed

and that the terms of the license include acceptance of responsibility

for the particular activities and individuals at the facility. The

Committee concluded that licensure of the facility and registration of

projects would be more feasible and would more .adeq,uately meet the needs
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for safety monitoring rather than licensure or registration of

individuals engaged in research.

The Committee urges full disclosure to the appropriate regulatory

body of all relevant safety and scientific information pertaining to the

use or production of recombinant DNA molecules. However, the Committee

recognizes the important world-wide commercial potential of recombinant

DNA molecules in medicine, agriculture. and other areas of science and

technology. It believes that the potential commercial uses of recom-

bdnant; DNA techniques require that information of a proprieta;Y' nature

and patent rights be given appropriate protection from disclosure. by

the regulatory agency receiving such information. However, the Secretary

may immediately release information if public safety reqUires it.

Because the potential hazards posed by the use of recombinant DNA

techniques extend beyond the local to the national and international

levels, the Committee recommends that a single set of national standards

must govern and that, accordingly, local law should be preempted to

ensure nationalstandards·and regulations. The Committee, however,

took into account the activities at the State and local levels on

regulation of recombinant DNA research. It was agreed that, if a State

passes a law imposing requirements identical to those contained in the

Federal legislation, then the Secretary may enter into an agreement

with the State to utilize its resources to assist the Secretary in

carrying out his duties.
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Prot.ection of workers was also considered by the Committee.

Training' of workers in proper -laboratory techniques and long-:-term medical

monitoring are important aspects of worker safety and were endorsed by

the group.

A number of other recommendations are made._and I can dis.cuss them

further if you have questions. I would like to emphasize that the work

of the Interagency Committee has been~done in a most cooperative and

helpful way.

DREW' will continue, to cooperate and coordinate with relevant

Federal Departments and Agencies in this important matter.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion. this much is clear: the international and national

scientific community 1s in substantial agreement that, nntH the potential

hazards of recombinant DNA techniques are better understood, a common set

of standards must everywhere exist for the use of those techniques. The

question being debated now is how this is to be accomplished. The

substance of all guidelines is sufficiently similar; how to apply them

locally and nationally remains the issue.

In· the United States, this question has attracted far more public

attention than in other countries. A number of local jurisdictions or

states are engaged in action or debate.

93-481 0 - 77.- 14
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Finaliy , I want to note, that biomedical research is entering a

new era in its relationship to society. It is passing from an extended

period of relative privacy'and autonomy to an engagement with"new ethical,

legale' and social imperatives under concerned public scrutiny. NIH has

responded to these concerns by requiring the formation of review boards

to oversee human experimentation, animal care, and now DNA recombinant

experiments. Similar bod~esmay soon have to oversee other hazardous

laboratory work. These responsibilities are inescapable adjustments to

the rising demand for public governance of science,. though this need not--

and, indeed, should not--go beyond what is clearly required for public

safety lest we inadvertently impede successful research and hamper

creativity. The progress of science will continue to depend on the

initiative and insights--call it inspiration, if you like--of individual

scientists.
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Dr. FREDRICKSON. I should like to summarize briefly some of the
elements in that larger statement which has been submitted for the
reeord.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased today to be able to appear before you
to discuss Federal policies concerning recombinant DNA techniques.

Specifically, I should like to tell you about the activities of two
organizations-the National Institutes of Health and the Federal
Interagency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research.

Reeent scientific developments in geneties,partieularly in the last
4 years, have culminated in the development of a powerful new tool
for researeh-that is the ability to join together genetic materials from
different sources in cell-free systems to form what are called recombin
ant DNA molecules, I would like to emphasize the point that recom
binant DNA is a tool for accomplishing certain types of research that
scientists have been pursuing for decades, .

From the testimony already received, you are aware that this new
technology has generated great hope and excitement and, concom
itantly, many expressions of concern.

Research using recombinant DNA techniques offers great promise.
But there may be risks as well. Until these potential .risks are better
delineated and evaluated in light of developmg scientific knowledge,
the public should expect such research to be conducted under strict con
ditions insuring safety. This was the fundamental principle that guided
the National Institutes of Health and the Federal Interagency Com
mittee in their deliberations, that is, the desire to allow this significant
research to continue while protecting humans and the environment
from the effects of potential hazards whose nature and occurrence is as
yet uncertain.

I would like to review briefly with the committee the activities of the
NIH in developing guidelines to govern this research, and then devote
the rest of my statement to the work of the Interagency Committee.

The first step in the development of the guidelines was taken by the
scientific community. Scientists who were engaged in research using
recombinant DNA technology first expressed concern about the poten
tial biohazards at a Gordon Research Conference on Nucleic Acids
which was held in July 1973.

At the request of the attendees at that meeting, the National
Academy of Sciences created a committee that called for a moratorium
on certain types of experiments and for an international conference to
consider the problem further.

The committee also called on the NIH to establish an advisory com
mittee to study containment procedures and draft guidelines for the
conduct of this research.

At the International Conference on Recombinant DNA Molecules
held at Asilomar, Calif., in February 1975, temporary guidelines were
issued including a continued moratorium on some experiments while
allowing others to proceed with appropriate biological and physical
safeguards, pending issuance of NIH guidelines.

The NIH Reeombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Com
mittee-Recombinant Advisory Committee-was established Octo
ber 1974 to advise the Director of NIH. In December 1975, the com
mittee, after several open meetings, recommended proposed guidelines
for my review and decision.



To assist me in the review of the proposed guidelines, a special
meeting of the advisory committee to the Director, NIH, was con
vened on February 1976. Members of this committee-which is to be
distinguished from the Recombinant Advisory Committee-repre
sented not only science but such other disciplines as law, ethics, and
consumer affairs.

Comments received from committee members and public witnesses
represented a wide range of views. Follow-up written comments were
also solicited from several diverse viewpoints, including the Environ-
mental Defense Fund. .

In April, the NIH Recombinant Advisory Committee considered
these comments developed from the February session and comments
made thereafter,and a number of changes to the guidelines were made.
Concurrently, meetings for information exchange were held with
representatives from other Federal agencies and private industry, as
well as with congressional staffs.

Finally, on June 23, 1976, with the approval of the Secretary of
HEW and the Assistant Secretary of Health, the NIH issued guide
lines to govern the research it supports involving recombinant DNA
molecules. The NIH guidelines established strict conditions for the
conduct of this research. The guidelines prohibit certain types of ex
periments and. require special safety conditions for other types. The
provisions are designed to afford a wide margin of safety to workers
and the environment.

Two weeks later, on July 7, 1976, the NIH guidelines-together
with a document indicating the basis of my decisions on the principal
issues-were published in the Federal Register for public comment.:

Over 40,000 copies of the guidelines have been widely distributed to
foreign embassies, medical and scientific journals, NIH grantees and
contractors.rand major professional research societies.

Subsequent to the release of the guidelines, NIH undertook several
actions. To facilitate implementation of the guidelines, the NIH, in
June 1976, established the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities to
administer and coordinate intramural and extramural activities at
the NIH; to review the institutional biohazards committees which
are required by the guidelines; and to monitor reports 'and informa
tion .concerning accidents, containmentrand safety research innova
tion.

I would like to devote the remainder of my statement to the aetivi
ties of the Interagency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research.
This committee was created, with the approval of President Ford, to
address extension of the NIH guidelines beyond the NIH, to the public
and private sectors.

The first meeting of the committee, on November 4, 1976, was
devoted to a review of the development of the NIH guidelines. The
committee also reviewed activities in other countries on the develop
ment of guidelines forthis research. Recombinant DNA research is
being conducted in a number of countries, including most parts of
Western Europe, Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, and Japan.

In many countries, appropriate governmental or scientific bodies
have reviewed the research and have agreed that it should proceed.
Several of the countries, including the United Kingdom and Canada.
have acted to establish their own guidelines to govern the conduct of
this research.
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If I might digress a moment I would like to expound a bit further,
Mr. Chairman, on the activities abroad, because they bear importantly
on activities at home.

We have at NIH, through other agencies in our Government and
through many scientific societies, been in close contact with many of
the scientists and many of the officialsabroad who engage in activities,
either research or administrative, that relate to the use of these
techniques.

Last fall I was privileged to visit a number of molecular biology
laboratories in Europe. I stopped in Britain to discuss the Williams re
port, which is the basis for the United Kingdom guidelines. I talked
to members of the European Science Foundation, which is the or
ganization within the European Economic Community that has taken
the lead in attempting to have a uniform type of procedure govern
ing the use of these techniques throughout Europe.

We also have been in contact with the genetic manipulation advisory
groups of a number of countries. These GMAGs are the operating
units that were established under the United Kingdom guidelines.
adopted by the. European Science Foundation asa structure for or
ganizing control of these activities throughout the EEC. We have been
in contact with these GMAG's from a number of countries and, most
particularly, we had very close contact with Sir Gordon Wolsten
holme, who is the chairman of the United Kingdom GMAG.

Chairman THORNTON. Is the formulation of policy in the European
oountries a matter of public debate, or is this work being done pri
marily through the institutions of Government aud scientific organiza
tions!

Dr. FREDRICKSON. The work has been carried out almost entirely by
a group of advisory committees, some of them quasi-governmental,
some of them actually private but reporting to governments. There
has beeu very little public debate or press comment, about recombiuant
DNA activities in Europe, nothiug comparable to that which has oc
curred in the United States.

There has been one questiou raised in the Swiss Parliament, for ex
ample, in the last 3 years, which was quickly answered by the Govern
ment.

There have been, on the other hand, almost none of the activities
that have attended the development of guidelines in this country. Per
haps it's just a different manner of approaching these problems in the
rest of the world.

But I would say that the activities within the scientific community
have been very uniform. Thac is complete agreement across the world
of molecular biologists and others who are using these techniques,
that its extremely important to have a uniform set of standards
throughout the world.

Chairman THORNTON. Are you suggesting that theassessment of
risks.of which experiments may be more dangerous and require in
creasmg levels of containment or might be prohibited altogether, that
these standards are rather uniformly accepted by the scientific com
munity and the several nations which are conducting the research!

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Yes I am, Mr. Chairman. The United States or
NIH guidelines, the United Kingdom guidelines, and the Canadian
guidelines, in general, as they deal with recombinant DNA research,
are all children of Asilomar. That is, they have been based on the ac-



ceptance of a generallyuniform method of prescribing containmentfor
experiments according to the same design as you see in the NIH gmde
lines.

Chairman THORNTON..Thank you, PI'. Fredrickson.
Please continue with your statement.
PI'. FREDRICKSON. In fact, this agreement among scientists now

leaves us at the second stage of development in this problem, and that
is how to extend these guidelines throughout the world, how to compel
compliance with them.

We find all nations. dealing individually with this problem because
a single country offers the largest political unit in which law. can be
applied effectively in dealing with these problems.

With the effective development of statutes or application of avail
able and existing regulations, it should be possible to blanket the whole
world with a quite uniform set of standards of conduct for the use of
these techniques.

vVe have also been in indirect contact, through the International
Council of Scientific Unions, with scientists, and molecular biologists
in the Eastern European countries, including Professor Bayev, who is
head of the Soviet Academy of Science Committee which is seeking to
develop guidelines for use in the Soviet Union. Throughout all of
these countries, the NIH guidelines and United Kingdom guidelines

. are being used, together or alternately, and thus there is really-a quite
uniform standard of conduct at the present time.

In addition to reviewing the activities abroad, the Interagency
Committee at its November 4 meeting also had the Federal research
agencies discuss their activities and possible role in the implementa
tion of common guidelines. All of the research agencies endorsed the
guidelines.

At the meeting on November 23, 1976, of the Interagency Committee,
the Federal regulatory agencies reported on their regulatory func
tions, as they might relate to the use of recombinant PNA techniques.
Following that review, a special subcommittee was formed to analyze
the relevant statutory authorities for the possible regulation of re
search involving recombinant PNA technology. All regulatory
agencies were represented on this subcommittee, and assisted by attor-
neys from their offices of general counsel. .

It was the conclusion of the subcommittee that no single legal au
thority or combination of authorities currently exist that would clear
ly reach all research and other uses of recombinant PNA techniques.

The full committee reviewed the findings of the subcommittee and
adopted its report, and agreed that new legislation is needed.

The committee then turned to considering the elements for possible
new legislation, and in doing so, it reviewed Federal, State, and local
activities bearing on the regulation of recombinant PNA research.

Additionally, the views of several interested parties were solicited
on legislation to regulate recombinant PNA research. Those parties
included 'agricultural scientists, biomedical scientists, environmen

.talists, labor unions, and private industry.
After detailed deliberations at meetings on March 10 and 14, 1977,

the committee agreed on a set of elements for proposed legislation.
The elements agreed upon and the various alternatives reviewed by
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the committee were presented in an interim report, which was trans
mitted to HEW Secretary Califano on March 15, 1977.

The department is now drafting legislation in the light of the rec
ommednations made by the committee, and the OMB is reviewing
comments on such draft Iegislation. This legislation should be ready
soon.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record the Federal
Interrugency Committee's "Interim Report on Suggested Elements for
Legislation," along with a copy of the Secretary's press release, which
accompanied it.

Chairman THORNTON. Without objection, the material submitted
will be made a part of the record.

[The material referred to follows] :



c.s. DEPARTMENT OF-HEALTH; EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

FOR RELEASE AT 1:00 P.M. EST
Wednesday; March 16, 1977

National Institutes of Health
Storm Whaley (301) 496-4461

New legislation is necessary to regulate the use and production of

recombinant DNA molecules, according to a report transmitted today to

the Secretary of Health, .Bduc atdon , and Welfare.

In accepting the report from the Federal Interagency Committee on

Recombinant DNA Research, Secretary Joseph A, Califano, Jr., said that

the Department will immediately begin drafting legislation ia the light

of the recommendations made by the Committee.

Califano noted that he had been closely monitoring the recombinant

DNA issue since his confirmation and that he had been in continuous

communication with Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson, M.D.,' Director, National

tna r Lcutea of Health and Chairman of the Interagency Committee.

"I recognize that legislation in this area would represent an 'unusual

r'egulation of activities affecting basic science but the potential hazards

posed by recombinant DNA techniques warrant such a step at this time,"

Califano stated.

"But I believe that such a measure is necessary not just to safeguard

the .pub Idc but also to assure the continuation of basic research in this

vital scientific area.

(more)
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'~e are not saying that researchshouid be halted.

that it should proceed under careful safeguards unless

a better understanding of the ris.kg...and b.en.efitsposed by use of recombinant

DNA techniques without government regulation." Califano said.

While agreeing with what he called the prudent recommendations of

the Interagency Commi.tte e in this limited and most exceptional area,

Califano reaffirmed his comrnitment to the principle of unfettered inquiry

that applies in scientific research.

The Interagency Committee is compQsed of representatives of Federal

departments and agencies that support and conduct recombinant DNA research

or that have present or potential regulatory authority in this area.

The Interagency Committee recommended that any legislation should.

among other things:

place primary responsibility for the administration 6f the act

on the Secretary of HEW;

require any person engaging in such research. production. or

use of DNA recombinant molecules to do'so only at a facility

licensed by the Secre t.ary;

require any person engaging in such activity to do so only after

the project has been registered with the Secretary; and

the Secretary should have authority to inspect facilities. make

environmental measurements, and take other steps to ensure safety.

The Committee pointed out that this legislation would establish

uniform stap-dards for such activities throughout the Nation.
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In addition, the Committee recommended that the NIH Guidelines for

Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules become the national standard,

with such modifications as the Secretary may consider necessary.

Califano stated that he asked HEW's General Counsel-Designate to

work with Dr. Fredrickson, and the technical experts on the Interagency

Committee, and to consult closely with the relevant Congressional committees

in drafting legislation for clearance with the Office of Management and

Budget and eventual submission to Congress. that would follow the Interagency

Committee's 'recommendations.
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INTERIM REPORT OF THE
FEDERAL INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH:

SUGGESTED ELEMENTS FOR LEGISLATION
March 15, 1977

1. Introduction

Recent scientific developments in genetics, particularly in the last

four years, have culminated in the ability to join together genetic

material from different sources in cell-free systems to form recomDinant

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules. DNA is the material that d~termines

hereditary. characteristics of all known cells. Recombinant DNA research

offers great promise for better understanding and ,improved treatment of

human diseases. Medical advances through use of this technology include

the opportunity to explore complicated diseases and the functioning of

cells, to better understand a variety of hereditary defects, and possibly

in the future, to create microorganisms useful in producing medically

important compounds for the treatment and control of disease. Aside from

the potential medical benefits, a variety of other applications in science

and technology are envisioned. An example is the large-scale production

of en~ymes· for industrial use. Potential benefits in agriculture include

the enhancement of nitrogen fixation in certain plants and the biological

control of ·pests, permitting i.ncressed food production.

There are risks in this new research area as .well as anticipated

benefits. A potential ha~srd, for example, is that the foreign DN~ in

a microorganism may alter it in unpredictable and undesirable ways. Should

.the altered microorganism escape from containment, it might infect human

beings, animals, or plants, causing disease or modifying the environment.
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Or the altered bacteria lIIight have a competitive advantage, enhancing

their survival in sOllie niche within the ecosystelll.

Until the potential risks are betterdelinested and evaluated in

light of developing 8cientific knowledge, the public should expect

such research to be conducted under strict conditions ensuring safety.

This was the fundamental principle that guided the Federal Interagency'

Committee on Recombinant DNA Research in its deliberations--thst is, the

desire to allow this significant research to continue while simultaneously

protecting, as much as humanly possible. man and the environment from

effects of potential hazards whose nature is as yet unknown.

The Committee formally adopted this interim report by unanimous con

sent, s,ave for abstentions ,by the representatives from the Council on

Environmental Quality and the Department of Justice.

II. Development of' the NIH Guidelines on Recombinant DNA Research

Approximately three years ago, because of the perceived potential

hazsrds, scientists engaged in this research voluntarily called for a

moratoriUm on certain experiments pending an. assessment of risk and the

development ofappro~riate guidelines. These scientists called upon the

National Institutes of Health (NIH), of the Departlllent of ,Health,

Education, and Welfare, to create an advisory committee to dev¢lop such

guidelines. After what NIH' considered to be extensive scientific and'

,p~blic review, -it r~leased guidelines on June 23, 1976, which established

strict conditions for the conduct of NIH-supported research in this

area. The NIH Guidelines prohibit certain types of experiments and

require special safety conditions 'for other types. The provisions



,
are designed to afford protection with a wide margin of safety to workers

and the environment. The NIH Gui·delinea were pUblished in the Federal

Register on July 7, 1976, for public comment'.

The NIH also prepared and filed iuthe Federal Register on

September 9, 1976, a Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Guidelines

for public ceeeect . The final NIH Environmental Impact Statement will be

published shortly. In August 1976 the NIH published a volu~e containing

the transcript of a public hearing held on the G~idelinea a8 well 8S the

correspondence received by the NIH Director on thiamatter prior to the

release of the Guidelines in June.

III. Federal Interagency Committee on Recombinant DNA ,Research

The Interagency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research was created to

addreas extension of the NIH Guidelines beyond the NIH to the .public

and private sectors. The ,Committee. was convened by.the .Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare 'with the approval of the President. Dr. Donald S.

Fredrickson, Director of NIH, serves as chairman at the Secretary's request.

The Intersgency Committee is composed of, representatives of Federal

Departments and agenc~es that support or conduct recombinant DNA research,

or that may do so in ,the future, and representatives of Federal Departments

and agencies that have present or potential regulatory authority in this

area. (The membership of the Committee is included in Appendix I.) The

mandate of the Committee is to

(1) review-the nature and scope of Federal- and private~8ector

activities relating to recombinant DNA research;
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(2) determine the extent to which the-NIH Guideli~es may

currently be ;applied to research in the public and

private sectors;

(3) recommend, if appropriate •. legislative or executive actions

necessary to :ensure compliance with the standard~ set for this

research; and'

(4) provide for the full communication and necessary exchange of

information on recombinant-DNA~re8earch programa8nd activities

throughout the Federal sector.

Two meetings of the Committee were held in November 1976. The first

of these, on November 4~ was devoted to a review of the development of
the NIH Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Holecules. The

Committee also reviewed 'activities in a'ther countries on the devetcjeene

of guidelines for this research. Recombinant DNA research is being conducted

in a number of countries, including Csnada, the United Kingdom, most of

Western Europe, the Scandinavian countries, Eastern Europe, the Soviet

Union, and Japan.

In many countries appropriate governmental or scientific bodies have

reviewed the research and have agreed that it should proceed. Several

of the countries have acted to establish guidelines to govern the conduct

of this research, including the United Kingdom and Canada. In the

United Ki~d01D a parliamentary eeeedceee addressed the issue and indicated

that work- in this area should continue under appropriate safety conditions.

Scientific. advisory cOlDQlitteea' of international organiz~tions, such as

the World Health Or&ani~ation, the International Councils of Scientifjc
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Unious, and the European Molecular B~ology Organization, have made similar

recommendations.

The European Science Foundation,representing.member nations from

Western Europe and Scandinavia, has recommended to its members that they

follow t.he guidelines of the United Kingdom. These guidelines are, in intent

'ail'd 8~b~tafi.~:i!~ very' 8wilat"'to those of the Nation~l Institutes of Health.

The NIH is currently working closely with the United Kingdom-and the European

Science Foundation to ensure a commonality of standards in the conduct of this

research, Thus far. there has been very close cooperation and coordination

among the various international and national scientific bodies, with a view

to reaching a consensus on safety practices, programs, and procedures.

At the meeting of the COmmittee 'held on November 23, the FederaL research

agencies ,discussed their activities and. possible roles in the implementation

of the NIH Guidelines. All Federal r~sea~~h agencies endorsed the G~idelines

to govern re~ombinant,DNA research. At present, the NIH, the National

S~ience Foundation, the Veterans Administration, snd the U.S. Department

of Agricu~ture are supporting or conducting such research. The NIH has

123 grants in which recombinant DNA research is involved. The National

Science Foundation has 52 grants supporting such research in whole or

in part. The Veterans Administration has eight projects. The, Department

of Agriculture and Agricultural Experiment Stations will 800nhave an

estimate of the number of projects in their area. The Department of Defense,

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Energy Research

and Development Administration do not at present conduct, such research,

but all have endorsed the NIH Guidelines to govern future research should

it be undertaken~
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IV. Subcommittee Review of Existing Legislation

At the Novembe~23meetingof the Interagency Committee, the~ederal

regulatory agencies also reported on their regulatory functions. Following

that review, especial Subcommittee was formed to analyze the :relevant

8tat~'tory ai1l:h~titie8 for'the po!j'slbre.·b~guration·~'i'r:~~~b'i~~~t"D~A'~'~~-~4r~h:

All regulatory agencies were repreaentedon the Subcommittee, assisted

by attorneys, from their offices of general counsel. (see Appendix II for

the membership afthe Subcommittee,) The Subcommittee held meetings on

December 13, 1976,.andoD January 11 and February 8, 1977.

The Subcommittee was charged to determine whether existing legislative

authority would permit tne regulation of all recombinant ,DNA researcn in tne

United States (wnetner,ornot.Federally. funded) and would inc1udest least the

following regulatory requirements:

(1) review of sucn.researcn by an institutionsl biohazards committee

_before it is cnderueken ;

(2) compliance with. physical and 'biological containment standards

and prohibitions in tne NIH Guidelines,

(3) registration of such research with a national registry at the

time the rese~rch is undertaken (subject .to appropriate

safeguards to protect proprietary interests). and

(4) enforcement of the above requirements through monitoring,

inspection. and sanctions.

It was the conclusion of the Subcommittee that present law could

permit imposition of some of the above requirements on much recombinant DNA

laboratory research, but that no single legal authority or combination of

93·481 0 • 77 • 15



autho~itiea cu~~ently exista that wouldclea~ly'~eachall ~esea~ch

and othe~ uses of ~eco~binant DNA,techniques sndmeet all the~equi~ements.

The complete Subcommittee analysis is included in Appendix III. The

Subcommittee, in r e achd ng this conclusion.·~eviewedthe' fo.1lowing laws

that we~e deemed most deae'rvLng of detailed conside~ation:

(1) the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (Public Law

91-596) ,

(2) the Toxic Substances Control Act' (Public Law 94-469),

(3) the Haza~douaMaterialaTranspo~tationAct (Public Law 93-633),

(4) 'Section 361 of ~he Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 'sec . 264).

The Occupational"Safety and Health Act gives theOcctipational Safety

and Health Administrati~n (OSHA) bxoad powers to ~equi~e employers to

provide a safe workplace fo~ .thei~ employees. The' t.erm "empfoyer-" in the

Act, howeve~, is defined in such a way as to exclude St.ates and thei~

political subdivisions unless the OSHA standa~ds a~e voluntarily adopted.

Twenty-four seeeee have adopted the standardil, but twenty-ilix states, are not

subject to them. Further, the OSHA atandarda do not cover self-employed

pe~sons. Fo~ these ~easons it was determined that OSHA at present could

not ~egulate al1~ecombinant DNA resea~ch.

Th~ Environmental P~otection Agency, under the Toxic Substances

Control Act, is directed to control chemicals that may present an

"unreasonable rd ak of inju~y to the health o~ the environment." The Sub

committee determined that the materials used in recombinant DNA research
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would appear to be covered in most cases by the Act's definition of

"chemical substance." SectionS of the. Act, however, explicitly exempts

registration of chemical"substances used in small quantities for the

purposes of scientific experimen~ationor analysis. This ,represents

a most serious deficiency, 8S the registration of activities was thought

to be an essential element of any regulatory effort. Also, in order

to meet the specifications of the Act, recombinant DNA research would

have to be found to preaene "an- unreasonable risk 0'£ injury to health

or the environment .,n.

The Hazardous Materials TransportationAct (HMTA) and Section 361

of the Public Health,Service (PHS) Act give the Department of Transporta

tion (DOT) and the Center for Disease Control (CDC), respectively.

authority to regulate the shipment of ha~ardous materials in interstate

commerce. Both the DOT and the CDC, in implementing these acts with

re~pect to biological products,have essentially aimed at imposing

labeling, packaging,and shipping requirements, and were found to

be wanting for regulation of all'recombinant DNA ,research.

The Environmental Defense Fund, in November 1976, petitioned the

DREW to, regulate recombinant DNA research under Section 361 of the PHS Act.

(The petition is ineIuded in Appendix IV.) TheSubcomiDittee carefully

reviewed this section, which is directed to organisms that are communicable

and cause human disease. Thus, under this section, there would have to

be a reasonable basis for concluding that the ,products of all recombinant

DNA research may cause human disease and are communicable. Further,.Section

r
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361 does not apply to plants, animals, or the gen~ral environment. It was

the conclusion of the Subcommittee that Section 361 lacked the requisite

authority to meet all of the requirements' set for the regulation of this

research.

The Subcommittee also considered the authority of the CDC to license

and control the operation of clinical laboratories under Section 353 of

the PHS Act. but this provision was not considered to be applicable to

research laboratories.

Other authorities of EPA under the Clean Air Act, the Fede~al Water

Pollution Control Act, and the Resource conserVl"ion and Recovery Act

of 1976 were considered briefly and thought anI to apply, ifatall, to

isolated aspects of recombi~ant DNA research. The authoritiea of the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) were afao review,d, but it was concluded that

recombinant DNA research has not yet reaChed the stage of commerCial appli- .

cation that comes under the FDA's jurisdiction. The regulatory powers

of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) were also reviewed and found

applicable solely to nonhuman animals and plants.

In summary, the group concluded that no single legal authority, or

combination of authorities, currently exists which would clearly reach

all recombinant DNA research in a manner deemed necessary by the Committee.

Although there is existing authority that might be broadly interpreted to

cover most of the research at issue; it' was generally agreed that

regulatory actions taken on the basis of any such interpretation would

probably be subject to legal challenge.

After completing an analysis of existing legislation, the Sub-

committee on February 8, 1977, considered elements which might be
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included in legislation to regulste recombinant'DNA resesrch. The Sub

committee referred the analysis of e~isting legislation and elements

for new legislstion to the full Committee at a meeting held on Februsry 25,

1977. The full Committee adopted the report of the Subcommittee on e~isting

legis~ation and agreed that new legislation was required.

V. Suggested Elements for Legislation

In considering the elements for legislation, the Committee reviewed

Federal, State; and local activities bearing on the regulation of recombinant

DNA research. Among ,congressional proposals reviewed were Senate Bill 621,

"The DNA Research Act of 1977," introduced by Senator Dale Bumpers, and the

companion measure introduced by Representative ,Richard L. Ottinger in the

House, (H.R. ,3591). The Committee alao noted the resolution (H. Res. 131)

introduced by Representative Ottinger on January 19, 1977, requesting DREW

to.;regulate recombinant DNA'reaearch under Section 361 of the PHS Act.

Hearings held by State and local governments, including State legis

latures"were among State and local activities reviewed. Recommendations

for State regulation by the New York State Attorney General's Environmental

Health Bureau, and for city regulation by the Cambridge, (Massachusetts)City

Council, were also considered.

Several committee representatives also reported on meetings with

other interested ,parties whose views had been, solicited on legislation

to regulate recombinant DNA research. Those who,were contacted -include

agricultural, scientists, biomedical scientists" environmentalists" labor
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unions, and private industry. At the request of the Chairman of the

Committee, the Industrial Research Institute and the Pharmaceutical

Manufacturers Association are surveying their member firms to determi~e

the scope of the research efforts in the private sector. The Pharma

ceutical Manufacturers Association has adopted the NIH Guidelines

for safe conduct of this research.

In light of this review,the full Committee recommends that the

following'eleme~ta should be included in proposed legislation far the

regulation of recombinant DNA research:

(1) Definitions:

"Recombinant DNA molecules" should be defined in a maimer consistent

with the NIH Guidelines.

Through an appropriate definition of the term "person," the Leg LsLe

tion should cover any individual, corporation, association, Federal,

State, or local institution or agency, or other legal entity.

"secretary" should mean the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(2) General requirement a:

The legisiation should bar any person from engaging in the production

or use of recombinsnt DNA molecules in a State of the United States, in

the District of Col1.lIllbh, the COmmonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin

Islands, American Samoa, Guam, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,

Wake Island, Outer Continental Shelf Lands as defined in the-Outer Contineri

tal Shelf Lands Act; Johnston Uland, or the Canal- Zone, cntese : (a) such

production or use is permissible under standards promulgated by the

Secretary, (b) such production or use ia in compliance with any such
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standards, (c) the licensing requirements prescribed in the legislation

have been satisfied, and (d) the 'registration requirements prescribed

in the legislation have been satisfied.

The legislation should permit the, secretary to e~empt activities

from .these requirements (a) where the activity is for specific commercial

purposes found by the Secretary, after consultation with the regulating

agency. to be regulated under ot~er Federal law, or (b) where the Secretary

determines that the activity poses no unreasonable risk to healtbor the

environment.

(3) Standards:

The Secretary should be directed, as soon as practicable after passage

of the legislation. to promulgate the NIH Guidelines for Research Involving

Recombinant DNA Molecules as initial standarda, with such clarifications

and modifications as the Secretary determines to be necessary. Standards

should assure, on the basis of the best currently available evidence,

that no employee will euffee material impairment of health or functional

capacity even if such employee engages. in the production or .u6e of.recombjnant

DNA molecules for an entire working lifetime.

The legislation should authorize the Secretary to modify and revoke

any of these initial standards and to promulgate new standards.

The legislation should include an-appropriate provision for judicial

review;
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(7) Inspections, subpoenas, record,:"keeping, and. reports:

The Secretary, ;in.carrying out the 'legislation,.should have~authority

to inspect facilities, make environmental measurements, conduct medical

investigations, inspect medical records, issue subpoenas and citations,

and require record~keepingand reports.

(8) Disclosure 0'£ information:

,,'lhe legislation should provide that all records submitted to, or

otherwise obtained by,the Secretary or' his representatives under the

legislation shall be available to the public upon request, except

(a) information now,exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Informa

t LonAc t , and (b) other information the disclosure of which would cause

the loss of proprietary rights.

At the time of request, persons who have submitted records should

be given an opportunity.to identify those portions which they believe

to be excepted from,disclos,ure_ under the preceding paragraph. The Secretary

should not release such portions unless (a) he has found the portions

so identified not to be excepted and has given the submitter advance

notice of this finding and an opportunity to rebut it, or (b) the public

need to know_so outweighs the interest of. the submitter as to require

release. Where the Secretary releases records or portions thereof because

of the public need to know, he should notify the submitter, setting

forth the urgent health or environmental needs which serve as the basis

for his action.

(9) Coordination:

The legislation should provide specifically for interagency coordination

in setting standards and avoiding duplicative requirements.
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(10) Preemption:

The legislation should specifically preempt all State and_ local

laws regulating the production or' use of recombinant DNA molecules;

except that where a State passes a-law imposing requirements identical

to those contained in the Federallegislatiou. the Secretary should

have discretion to enter into an agreement with the State to carry out

the secretary's responsibilities under the legislation.

(11) Enforcement:

The legislation should contain provisions for enforcemen~ and sanctions.

(12) Employee rights:

The legislation should contain protections for employees who cooperate

in the enforcement of these provisions.

(13) Sunset:

The legislation should remain in effect fora period of five years

from the date of enactment, unless further action is taken by Congress;

VI. Suggested Elements for Legislation: Committee Analysis

In considering these elements for proposed legislation, a number of

issues were raised and discussed by the Committee. The issues that the

Committee considered of importance are described_below.

(1) Definition aiene Term' "Secretary":

The Committee considered the appropriate locus in the Government for

the regulation of the use and production of recombinant DNA molecules.

It determined that the Department of Health, Education, snd Welfare
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and regulation in other aress. The Committee considered ,whether, in

the proposed legislation, the regulations should be limited to research.

As noted above in the analysis of existinglegialation, no current single,

legal authority reaches all research under requirements set for regulation

by the Committee. However, the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis~ration

and the EnvironmentaiProtection Agency do have authority for regulation

of commercial applica~ions of recombinant DNA molecules.

Regulation of research alone presents a problem because of the

difficulty in determining the border between research and pilot production.

Therefore, the Committee recommends that reguiation cover the production

or use of ~ecombinant DNA molecules. Such' language would include research

sctivity, and makes immaterial any consideration of whether a given

activity constitutes research, pilot production, or manufacture. The

Committee recommends that the Secretary, in consultation with appropriate

regulatory agencies, be allowed to determine the nature of the activity

and should defer to a regulatory body he determines is better empowered

and equipped to deal with it.

The Comnittee also recommends as a suggested element for legislation a

"sunset provision" for the regulatory authority. This provision is intended

to mandate a review of regulation in light of accumulated scientific and

safety information. This provision, the Committee wishes to emph~size,

does not refer to records and other data relevant, for example, to medical,

occupational, or environmental surveillance.

(3) Registration:

There was general agreement by:the Committee that registration of

projects'an~ other activities involving the use or production of recombinant
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DNA molecules was an important element of regulation. It was the consensus

of the Committee that registration should occur prior to the initiation

of the project, buti-uhat; approval before commencing the project should

not 'be required. Further, the Committee recommends that the Secretary

have the authority to exempt certain classes of projects from this

requirement.

(4) Licensure £!. Facilities:

It was .the consensus of the Committee that the licensure provision

should apply, only to facilities, and that the facility would, under the

terms of its license, 'accept responsibility for the particular activities

and individuals at the facility. The Committee concluded that licensure

of the facility and registration of projects would meet the needs for

safety monitoring without extension of licensure t~ the projects themselves.

The Committee. discussed the possibility of revoking a license for serious

and willful violations of the regulations. There was concern expressed that

revocation was a very punitive measure, but it was agreed. that the Secretary

may wish to consider it for serious violations of the standards.

(5) Disclosure of Information:

It was the. scientific. community that brought to public attention

potential hazards of recombinant DNA research, and the NIH Guidelines, in

that 'spirit, promote disclosure and dissemination of scientific and safety

information. The Committee urges full disclosure to the appropriate

regulatory body of all relevant safety and scientific information on the

use,or ~roduction of recombinant. DNA molecules. However, the Committee
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recognizes the important world-wide commercial potential of recombinant

DNA molecules in medicine, agriculture, and other areas of science and

technology. It believes that the potential commercial uses of recombinant

DNA techniques require that information of a proprietary nature and

patent rights be given appropriate protection from disclosure by the

regulatory agency receiving such information. Sowe Committee members

expressed concern that universities and inventors with limited resources

may be unable to adequately protect data of a proprietary nature if

the regulstoryagency acts to'disclose such information. The regulatory

agency shouldcousider the burden of its action on these inventors.

(6) Preemption of State/Local Laws:

The potential hazards posed by the use of recombinant DNA techniques

extend beyond the local to the national and international levels. There

fore, the Committee recommends that a single set of national standards

must govern and that, accordingly,local law should be preempted to

ensure national standards and regulations. The Committee, however, took

into account the activities at the State and local levels on regulation

of recombinant DNA research. It was agreed that if a State passes a

law imposing requirements identical to those contained in the Federal

legislation, then the Secretary may enter into an agreement with the

State to utilize its resources to assist the Secr-etary in carrying out

his duties.

(7) Inspection and Enforcement:

The Committee proposes that there be inspection arid enforcement

requirements to ensure that standards are being met. In order to protect
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tne public health from an imminent potential hazard, the Committee also

recommends that the Secretary have authority to enjoin the use or production

of recombinant DNA molecules when he deems it necessary.

The Committee also reviewed the question of civil liability in

the event of injury to humans or the environment. It believes that actions

for damages ahould be left to State and local law. It is concerned that

the inclusion of 'standards for strict liability as proposed in S. 621

could place a severe con~traint on the ability of an institution to obtain

liability insurance. It was predicted that, without insurance, institutions

might have to terminate their research efforts unless national legislation

were passed to indemnify them against adverse judgments.

(8) Interagency Cooperation:

Because of the wide potential use and production of recombinant

DNA molecules and the need .for uniform deve1opme.nt and 'implementation

of standards, the ~ommittee recommends that mechanisms be-established

by the Secretary to ensure cooperation -and coordination among appropriate

Federal Departments and. agencies . The National' Lnst.Ltutea of' Health is

developing appropriate liaison between, its Recombinant· DNA Molecule Program

Advisory Committee and:relevant'Federal research agencies,. such as the

Departmen~ of Agriculture, the National Science Foundation, and the Energy

Research and 'Development Administration.

VII. Future Agenda

Pending action on possible legisl~tion, the Committee stands ready to

assist DREW or whatever agency is made responsible for regulation of

activities inVOlving the use or production of reCombinant DNA molecules.
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For example, re~earcn agencies on the Committee are working in coordination

with the National Institutes of Health and its Recombinant DNA Molecule

Program Advisory Committee on setting standards and certifying new h08t-ve~tor

systems. The research agencies have also been developing a registry of

projects supported by Federal funds. The survey being taken in the private

sector by the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association and the Industrial

Research Institute will provide data on the industry, in anticipation of

registration under a new law.

The Committee will consider suggestions by the representatives from

the State Department concerning further meanS to ensure international

control in the use and production of recombinant DNA molecules. At

present, there is voluntary coordination and cooperation among national

scientific bodies. The Biological Weapons Convention is consideredcby

the State-Department .to prohibit development, .production,or stockpiling

of recombinant DNA molecules for purposes of biological warfare. The

Committee will review whether other measures need to be considered for

international control.

The Committee will also be reviewing current Federal policies.on

the matter of patenting recombinant DNA inventions and other matters of

concern that may need to be: addressed before the Committee concludes its

business>and files,a·final-report.
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Appendix rrr

REGULATiON OF RECOMBINANT DNA
lij!:SEARCH IN LABORATORIES

BACKGROUND

On Deceinber 20. 1976 a meeting was held at; NIRof ·attorn~s..!1

from tbe Departments o~ Justice. Agriculture. HEW, Labor, -and Trans~

portatio~'and the Environmental Protection Agency. for the p~rpose

of assessing whether l~gislatiye authority currently exists for

iaposing at least the following regulatory requirements on all

YeeombinantDNA laboratory research in the United States (whether or

not Federally funded):

1. Review and approval of such .reeearch before it is undertaken

by a local biohazards committee.

2. Compliance with the physical and biological containment

standards and prohibitions in the NIH Guidelines.

3. Registration of such research with a nation.al registry at the

time the research is undertaken (subject. to' appropriate safeguards to

protect proprietary interests).

4. Enforcement .of the above requirements through monitoring.

inspection, and sanctions.

It was generally ,conceded for purposes of the discussion that

these. requirements could be,imposed by funding agencies on Federally

conducted or supportedresearch,and primary ,attention was therefore

directedto:whether authority now exists to mandate these requirements

~I A list of attendees is attached.
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for all recombinant DNA laboratory research without regard to the

source of fundi~$'

sliMMARy CONCLUSION

In summary, the group concluded that, while present law would

permit imposition of some of the above requirements on much recom

binant DNA laboratory research, no single legal authority or combina

tion of authorities currently exists whichwQuld clearly reach all

such research and all requirements. Although there is. existing

authority Which could be in~erpreted to cover most of the research

at issue, it was generally agreed that regulatory actions taken on

the basis of any such interpretation would probably be subject to

legal challenge.

LAWS CONSIDERED

In reaching tills concensus, discussion centered on the following

laws:

1. The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (Public

Law 91-596).

2. The Toxic Substances Control Act (Public Law. 94~469).

3. The Hazardous }~teria16 Transportation Act (Pub~icLaw

93::-633)-.

4. Section 361 of the Public Hea1thServiceAct (42 U.S.C.

1264).
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AuthoritIes of ,EPA under. the Clean Air Act. ,the Federal Water

tt.-iiution Cont;rol Act" .and. the, new Resource Conserva'tion and' Recovery

1976. were ment1onedi~pass:1ng. but it was felt they wuld

. a:pply'~ if at all. only tofsolateda.spec.ts of recombinant DNA research

: ','e'S:tried out in the laboratory. TheFDAwas also discussed briefly.

HoWever•.inasmuch as, recombinant DNA research has not yet reached the

stage where it'has practical applications in fields regulated by FDA.

it" was agreed that FDA probabiy does not have author.Lty.rtc .impose

'requirements oa sucb research. The Department of Agriculture's

'regulatory powers were also touched upon. but not considered in depth

because they relate solely to- certain forms of non-human an~l life

and plants.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Of the four statutes on which discussion centered. primary

attention was directed to the Occupational Safety and Health Act

and the Toxic Substances Control Act. because each on its face would

give broad powers ~o the administering agenciea.

The Occupational Safety and-Health Act. administered·by the

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in the Department

of Labor, requires every employer to: (1) furnish to each of its

employees '", • ".employment and a place of employment which are free

from recognized. hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death
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or serious physical harm to the employees. end (2) !t ••• comply

with occupational safety and health standards promulgated under this

Act." The aforesaid Act gives OSHA .broad power. to enforce. compliance

with the Act, including a right of entry. authority to require record

keeping and reports,and sanctions. In addition, the Act specifically

directs that trade secret information shall be treat~d by OSHA as

confidential.

The. term "employer" is def'Lned in such a way,b,owever. as to

exclude States and. their pol~tical subdivisions, as well as the United

States. The Act contains a separate provision requiring Federal agencies

to folloW OSHA standards. but States and their subdivisions are subject

to OSHA requirements only by voluntary agz'eement; 00 the part of each

State. 001y,24 States have so agreed. and there is 00 immediate expec

tation that this number will increase. Hence; such organizations.as

State universities in 26 States are not subject to OSHA requirements.

In addition •. OSHAhas authority only incases where an employment

relationshipexist.~. Heace ; it could not prevent a self~ell\ployed

person from conducting recombinant DNA research as long as.noemployees

would thereby be a~fected.

Turning to the requirements themselves, since recombinant. DNA

research does not necessarily present a "recognized hazard" with

respect, to all areas of that research,and because of possible liti~

gatton problemS in proving' a recognized hazard. theimpos1tion of

all NIH Guidelines on employers can best be achieved by adopting them
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as standards, in accordance with detailed rulemaking procedures spelled

out in the' Act. Among the policy questions which-would beve-uc be

resolved in contemplating- this step are: (1) whether OSHA would agree

to an outright ban of acee activities since. it has never in the past

actually prohibiteQatotal activity. and (2) whether OSHA should give

priority to establishment of these atandards over others that have been

awaiting promulgation, taking into account the statutory, test of ",

urgency of the need for mandatory safety and health .stiandaede for

particular industries. trades. crafts, occupations, businesses, workplaces

or'work environments."

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), primarily administered,bY

EPA, was enacted in October '11, 1976, effective January 1. 1977~ Section 6

of the TSCA states in part that:

IIIf the Adininistrator [of EPAlfinds thai:' there is
a reasonable basis to conclude that the manufacture.
processing. 'distribution in commerce, use, or disposal
of a chemical substance or mixture, or that any com~

bfnation of such activities. presents orwil1 present
an. unreasonable risk of :injury to health or the
environment, the Administrator shall by rule apply one
or more o_fthe following requirements tc. such substance
or mixture to the extent necessary to protect adequately
againstsuc~riskusing the;least' burdensome requirements:

(1) A requirement (A) prohibiting the manufacturing,
processing. or distribution in commerce-of such substance
or mixture, or (B) limiti~g the amount of such substance
or mixture W'hich may be manufactured. proceeaed, or
distributed in commerce.
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(2) A requirement~-

CA) prohibiting the manufacture, processing.
or,41stributionin commerceof:such substance or

"IIdxture for (1) a particular use or" (ii) a
particular use ina concentration in excess of
a level 'specified by the Administrator in the
rule'lmposing .•the ·requirement~ .or

(B) limiting the amount of such substance
or mixture which may ,be manufactured, processed.
or distributed in commerce for (1) a particular
use or (ii) a particular use in a concentration
in excess of a level specified by the Adminis
trator in-the rule imposing the requirement."

The TSCA contains inspection and penalty provisions, auds-section

limiting disclosure of data.

NIH scientists agree that materials used in recombinant DNA-research

in the laboratory; ~nd the immediate product~of 6uchresearch, would

appear to be-covered inmost cases by the definition'of"chemical

substance" in" the ,TSCA. The term, "manufacture"is defined, as meaning

.. .to import••; ••produce, or manufacture." The term "manufactureU

does not normally connote scientific experimentation in the laboratory.

Thus. some question could be raised as to.whether sectionG has any

applicability to such research. However, another section of the TSCA

(section 5). which requires manufacturers_ to give EPA advance notice

of plans to manufacture a new chemical substance, contains an exeaptnon

from the' uorace requirement for" • .manufacturing or processit:lg 'of

any chemical subst~nce•••only in small quantities; •• solely for

purposes of. • •scientific exper1mentat~on or analysis. • • ._" The

wording of this provision would seem to indicate that scientific
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. experimentation constitutes manufacturing under the TSeA, 1/ and also

the absence of a similar'provision in section 6 creates a negative

impl~catlon that ~ectlon 6'applies to such experimentation. -Nevertheless,

this is 'an area 'of some controversy'that could'well lead to future

litigation in the,event,EPA,attempts to regulate 'laboratory research.

In the event EPA,can regulate recomblnant:DNA laboratory. research

under the TSCA,: it cando so only If it 'finds such research presents an

"uneeasonabje Yfsk of injury to health or the environment." This

offers another area, of potential controversy sbould EPA attempt to

regulate all -such research through this mechanism. 11

The nost serious deficiency in: the- TSCA; as a' vehicle -for, regulation

of recombinantDNA"laboratory research, is presented by section 5,

noted above, which requires manufacturers to' notify EPA when they intend

to manufacture anew chemical substance. As has already been indicated,

scientific experimentation is specifically exempted from this requirement.

Since section'S deals directly with notice, and in effect registration,

2/ A point supported by the fact that section S has a separate
- definition of "manufacture" sctetv for purposes of that section,

which is limited to manufacture "for commercial purposes." The
quoted phrase does, not appear' in the. more general definition
applicable to section 6.

3/ On the other hand, the TSCA authorizes any person to commence a
- civil action to compel EPA to p~rform any act 'or duty under the

TSCA which is not discretionary. In some cases, this could lead
'to litigation regardless 'of what course of action EPA adopts.
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